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ABSTRACT 
The thesis is concerned with detection, estimation techniques and a method of the 
adaptive adjustment of the equaliser, for use in a 4800bitAec synchronous digital 
transmission system operating over a voice-band time-varying HF channel. Two main 
impairments are additive Gaussian noise and inter-symbol interference (ISI), which can 
be very severe at times. All techniques considered here are algorithms or processes that 
operate on sequences of sample values. Modern digital modems normally operate in this 
way, and the techniques described are of direct application to practical systems, and 
could be implemented using the new technology of high speed real-time digital signal 
processing (DSP). The performance of the various systems that employ the above 
techniques are obtained using the computer simulated model of three types of HF 
channels. 
The ionospheric propagation medium, the characteristics of HF channel and the 
signal distortion introduced by the channel are first described. The thesis theii presents a 
, suitable base-band model of the HF channel for computer simulation of quadrature 
amplitude modulation systems. A suitable method for the adjustment of the receiver P-, 
described next. This method is suitable both for the adjustment of a conventional 
decision feedback equaliser (DFE), and also for the adjustment of a linear feedforward 
filter that is employed ahead of a near-maximum likelihood (NML) detector. This 
method uses a minimum phase (root-finding) algorithm (MPA') to convert the channel 
response from being non-minimum phase to at least approximately minimum phase. The 
results of computer simulation tests of this algorithm are then presented over different 
types of HF channel models. The results demonstrate the algorithm's capability to make 
the channel response minimum (or near-minimum) phase. 
Various NML detectors, derived from the Viterbi detector, are discussed. Each 
detector is here preceded by an adaptive linear filter that is adjusted adaptively using an 
MPA. The performance of these detectors is compared with the conventional DFE, 
whose tap-gains are adjusted adaptively using an MPA, and the detector which gives the 
best compromise between performance and complexity is selected for combined 
receivers. These results are obtained assunung perfect estimation of the channel 
response. 
The estimation techniques studied in this thesis include both new and conventional 
estiniators, which are based on the least- me an-square (LMS) algorithm or recursIVe- 
least-squai-c (RLS) algorithm. The estimator provides an estimate of the sampled 
V 
i-esponse (SIR) of the channel, necessary for the NML detector or MPA. The 
performances of these estimators are compared using computer simulation tests. The 
OF results also demonstrate that the simpler LMS algorithm with adaptive step size give,,, a 
comparable level of accuracy with the more complex RLS algorithm. 
Finally the most promising of the detectors and estimators are connected with an 
adaptive equaliser, using an MPA, to form a new combined receiver. The details of the 
combined system structure with its computational complexity are given. Extensl\'C 
computer simulation tests have been carried out on the different arrangements of the 
combined system including DFE, when all the functions of detection, estimation and 
MPA are present, in order to find the most cost effective system in terms of performance 
and complexity. A considerable reduction in the equipment complexity can be achieved 
by allowing a long period between successive adjustment of the adaptive filter and 
estimator. 
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SI Data symbol. 
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T Sampling interval. t) 
Viii 
T,, Multipath spread. 
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(vil Resultant noise component in the received signal ri. 
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A, Correction matrix of LMS algorithm. 
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MPA Minimum phase (root-finding) algorithm. 
NML Near-maxinium likelihood. 
SIR Sampled impulse response of the linear base-band channel. 
Estimator I Least-mean square "LMS" estimator. 
Estimator 2 Estimator I with degree one prediction. 
Estimator 3 Adaptive Least-mean square "LMS'' estimator. 
Estimator 4 Square-root Kalman ''SRK" estimator. 
Estimator 5 Estimator 4 with prediction. 
Detector 3 Modified version of NML detector. 
System I (FLMS: D-0) Combined detector 3, estimator I and adaptive filter, 
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Systeni 3 (ALMS: D-0) Combined detector 3, estimator 3 without prediction 
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System 7 (CNLEQ) Combined non-linear (decision feedback) equaliser. 
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CHAPTERI 
INTRODUCTION 
LIBACKGROUND 
The HF channel has a particular and important role to play in long-distance L_ 
communication, even after the introduction of several other kinds of transmission media 
such as coaxial cable, optical fiber, satellite links, etc. Due to multipath fading in the HF 
channel, the problem of reliable transmission of digital information over this channel has 
always presented the communicator with a significant challenge. Therefore satellite 
systems have received considerable attention for beyond line-of-sight reliable application 
over the last two decades. For the reasons of security, cost effectiveness and lack of 
vulnerability to attack, much research has been conducted into methods of extending the 
capability, reliability and useability of the HF fading channel for long-distance digital data 
transmission [6,107-109]. More recently, however a new wave of interest is in evidence 
and efficient signal processing techniques combined with high speed processing 
capabilities promise to provide the means to achieve high reliability HF data 
communication [25,31,107-114]. Therefore HF radio links are still very important for 
many users (countries) for point-to-point communication, military operations, commercial 
shipping, aircraft communication, etc. [6,107-109]. 
HF radio uses frequencies in the range of 2 to 30MHz. At these frequencies, long- 
distance communication is achieved through refractive bending of the radio waves in the 
ionosphere from ionised layers at different elevations [6,4]. In most cases, more than one 
ionospheric "layer" causes the return of a refracted radio-wave to the receiver, thus the 
received signal is dispersed in time [1,6,4]. The principal problem in HF communication 
is that the supportive layer (or layers) changes with frequency of transmission, angle of 
incidence of the transmitted signal, the time of day (or night) and with the sunspot 
activity. Thus the characteristics of HF radio channels vary with time in quite an 
unpredictable manner, and this results in signals transmitted over these channels 
undergoing fading and multipath propagation [1,61. Therefore, the HF channel is 
characterised as a multipath time-varying channel with time and frequency spreading. 
These characteristics can produce a complete loss of the transmitted signal. The detection 
of such a signal is thus adversely affected and as a result HF channels exhibit high error 
rates [1,6,23,26,107]. 
Due to the fading, time-dispersive characteristics of the HF radio channel, the 
transmission of digital data has been confined in the past to very low data rate, (typically 
50-75 bit/s). At these rates, the sigmal-clement duration (TB) with serial transmission 
preatly exceeds the multipath spread (TAI) of the channel, such that 
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,, reativ exceeds the multipath spread (T11) of the channel, such that I- -I 
TB>> Tm 
In this case the signal is subjected to flat fading. With the appropriate signal design and 
detection process, the inter-symbol interference effects can now be reduced to negligible 
levels. However, with the increasing demand for HF communication, it has become 
necessary to increase the data transmission rate (greater than 300 bit1s), and as a result the 
multipath spread can extend over the duration of several signal-elements. The system is 
now subject to inter-symbol interference (ISI) [1,3,6,20,29,1071. This is the condition 
caused by the spreading in time of an individual signal-element by the HF radio link 
resulting in the overlapping of an adjacent signal-element. The multipath delay spread can 
commonly be several milliseconds, resulting in the simultaneous reception of several 
separate signal-elements at the receiver. This pulse "smearing" is known as ISI and is the 
principle reason for the poor performance of simple high data rate trans miss io n/reception 
methods over HF radio links [1,6,29]. As the speed of transmission increases, so do the 
bit errors, affecting both modem performance and reliability. This problem was initially 
circumvented by the use of parallel modems, where transmitting took place over a number 
of sub-channels within a 3KHz band, at a fairly low baud rate (e. g. 75baud) [ 115 ]. 
Parallel modems operate by splitting the 3KHz channel into a number of sub- 
channel (e. g. 16 parallel sub-channels), with the data then being multiplexed on to these 
channels. The direct effects of ISI are avoided because the sub-channel pulse lengths are 
long (usually 10 to 30msec) compared with typical channel dispersion times, such that 
eqn. 1.1 holds, and : 
wB << (Af ),. where Of ), - IlTm 1.2 
where "'B is the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, i. e. (wB - IITB in most voice band 
applications), and (Af)c denotes the coherence bandwidth of the channel, which is a 
measure of the frequency difference required between two sinusoids for them to be 
affected differently by the channel [1]. Thus each sub-channel is frequency - non- selective, 
and the receiver effectively sees only one sky wave path in each sub-channel. Another 
insurance against significant ISI is to employ time-guard at the end of each baud interval, 
the duration of which should be =Tm. The best known example of an HF parallel sub- 
channel modem is KINEPLEX [ 114]. There are several practical variants of this type of 
modem, but they all essentially employ multiple sub-channels (typically 16), each with 
quarternary differential phase-shift-keying (DQPSK) and orthogonal sub-channel 
frequency spacing. A typical modem accepts data at a rate of 2400 bits1s and formats this 
into 16 parallel sub-channels, each operating at a rate of 150bit1s. These 16 data sub- 
channels are then differentially phase-key modulated on to 16 corresponding base-band 
, SLib-carriers-, quarternary modulation allows the transmission of 
2bits1phase and thus the 
baud rate for each sub-channel is 7-5, i, e. a frame interval of 13.3msec. Of this frame 
3 
interval, 4.2msec is employed as a "guard time" to allow the effects of ISI to be rejected. 
The performance of such a system is influenced by the deep fades that occur during 
transmission. Therefore another parallel system was developed to overcome this problem 
by using error correcting code and diversity techniques. in which redundancy 11-N 
introduced into the system in an attempt to lessen the chance of severe signal loss. This 
refers generally to methods which send the wanted transmit signal two (or more) times in 
some manner to provide the receiver with multiple replicas of the same information 
signal, each of which have arrived under independently fading channel conditions. Such 
diversity techniques are : 
. 
Multiple antenna method (space diversity) referred to as explicit diversity, which is an 
expensive method to use. 
Implicit diversity such as frequency and time diversity : when the channel itself 
provides the redundancy. For example if the channel is frequency-selective, i. e. 
(B, >-ý (Af ),. ) then, there is potential for implicit frequency diversity gain, because 
different portions of the frequency band fade independently of one another. B is the S 
available bandwidth (in Hz), which is assumed to be an integer multiple 6? 1) of the 
bandwidth WB. Another kind of diversity is implicit time diversity, which is related to the 
coherence time (AT)c. (A7ýc is a measure of the minimum difference in time required 
between the transmission of two sinusoids, of the same frequency, for their respective 
attenuations suffered to be uncorrelated [1]. Assuming Bd ; z-- II(AT)( ý where Bd is the 
Doppler spread of the channel which is a measure of the width of the received spectrum 
when a single sinusold is transmitted through the channel. It is also a measure of the rate 
of change with time of the envelope of the sinusold [1,6]. It can equally well be 
interpreted as the rate of fading of the channel with time. For a slow-varying channel, Bd 
is small, or equivalently, (A7-)c is large [1,6]. In fast-fading channel environments, where 
(11TB >= Bd) redundant symbols in a coding scheme can be used to provide time 
diversity if the code word spans more than one fade period. In the case of slow-fading 
environments, where 11TB >> Bd , this condition of spanning the 
fade period can be 
achieved by interleaving the code words so as to introduce time gaps (AT)C between 
successive symbols in a particular code word. However, apart from reducing the net 
information rate of the system, this method means that the signal delay will be greater 
than (A7-)c. In some applications, the required time delay is unsatisfactorily long for two- 
way communication [6]. Many systems have been developed using coding and diversity 
techniques such as CODEM, ANDVT and KATHRYN [109,110]. Unfortunately, the 
parallel sub-channel system suffers from the following [6,31,107-110,114,116] : 
(1) Inefficient use of the available transmitted power : The amplitude of the composite 
s gnal varies according to the relative phases of the signal in the sub-channels. Because of 
-1: 
71 
11 
__ 
the random nature of the process the composite signal will contain infrequent peaks of 
4 
magnitude several times the mean signal level. S' I ince transmitter amplifiers are peak- 
power limited, the average transmitter power is likely to be will below that a%, ailable. 
(ii) It suffers from the effects of frequency -selective fading which can exceed the 
dynamic range of the individual sub-channels [1,6,116]. 
(iii) Maltipath effects cause signal dispersion which leads to some ISI, and it il, 
necessary in the detection process to allow time-guard bands between bauds (sub- 
channels)-, these must be of a duration equal to the maximum expected dispersion time. 
This reduces the received signal energy available at the detector, and also reduce, the 
number of available sub-carriers because of the need to preserve orthogonal spacing of the 
sub-carrier tones if cochannel interference is to be avoided in the detection process. 
(iv) The performance of (uncoded) multitone transmitter schemes can be seriously 
degraded when spectral nulls in the channel fall on or near one of the tone frequencies 
used. 
On account of the various difficulties referred to above an alternative to the parallel 
(multitone) approach and one which is considered in this thesis in great detail is to use a 
serial transmission system (single tone) and to employ some form of adaptive signal 
processing at the receiver. Comparisons of the two approaches at a speed of 2400bitlsec 
have suggested that the single tone modem offers a better overall performance 
[31,111,114]. With the increase in the processing speed of digital hardware combined 
with an efficient signal processing techniques, serial modems are challenging the 
dominance of the parallel modem for high speed applications [23,26,30,31,48,107-112]. 
In high speed serial data transmission over the whole of the voice-band (; z:; 3KHz), the 
symbol interval is short compared to HF multipath spread, such that 
I/ TB::: =WB= B, >: == Of ),. =* TB<: == Tm1.3 
One of the major problems facing the modem designer is that of elirmnating the ISI. 
Receivers used to combat ISI can be classed into two separate groups [1,23,29,40]. In the 
first group, the receiver employs a device known as an equaliser to remove ISI from the 
received signal before passing it on to a detector, and the detection process is now a 
simple threshold comparator. The detector makes a decision on the value of a transmitted 
data symbol, by comparing the corresponding sample value with the appropriate threshold 
level (or levels). Equalisation techniques used are the linear equaliser and non-linear 
(decision feedback) equaliser [1,26,36,40,52,57,.. ]. The primary problem encountered in 
HF equalisation is the need to track a sometimes rapidly varying channel. This problem is 
accommodated by making the equaliser adaptive, that is, by using various adaptation 
algorithms to adjust the tap-gains of the equaliser at the appropriate time instants. Thus In zn 
the tap-gains of a linear or decision feedback equaliser can be adjusted adaptively for a 
time-varying channel, using a gradient (LMS) algorithm [1,29,63,91,99] or Kalman t: ) t: ' 
algorithi-n (RLS) [1,23,48,69,81] or lattice algorithm [1,63,86] to minimis-c the mean 
square error in the equalised signal at its output. Alternatively an equaliser can be adjusted 
5 
from an estimate of the sampled impulse response (SIR) of the channel 
[1,23,27,28,61,62,67,73,92]. These methods require a special training sequence which 1,11 
useful in maintaining performance, particularly when the tracking algorithm fails ý1. s 
happens in a deep fade or when the channel changes abruptly. Some of the proposed "erial 
HF modems use equalisation techniques in the detection process [107,109-112.1 14]. 
The second group of detection techniques overcome the problem of ISI by 
modifying the detection process itself, to take account of the signal distortion caused by 
the channel. These detectors use a maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) 
algorithm and are known as the maximum likelihood detectors [1,29,37,38,42,65j, and are 
the optimum detection processes for a sequence of data symbols transmitted over a non- 
ideal band-limited channel which introduces ISI and additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN), and where the transmitted symbols are equally likely to have any one of their 
possible values [29]. Unlike the equaliser, the MLSE makes no attempt to remove ISI so 
that the whole of the received signal energy is used in the detection of the transmitted data 
symbols, and it is optimum in the sense that, under the appropriate conditions, it 
minirnises the probability of error in the detection of the whole message. The MLSE can 
be efficiently implemented via a recursive algorithm known as the Viterbi algorithill 
[1,23,38]. Unfortunately, when m-level data symbols are transmitted and at the same time 
the sampled impulse response of the channel has more than a few non-zero components, 
and the Viterbi detector becomes complex, since it requires an excessive amount of 
storage and computation. In the detection of a received message, it involves (ML+I) 
operations per signal element (L+1 is the length of the channel SIR, which lies in the 
range 15 to 20 for HF channel). 
A solution to this problem is to limit the number of vectors held in the receiver store 
at any time instant to a small value, regardless of the number of components in the SIR of 
the channel (L+]), but without reducing unduly the tolerance of the detector to noise. This 
has led to a relatively simple detection process and is known as near-maximum likelihood 
(NML) detection [26,36,42-46,58], in which a near optimum performance can be obtained 
with a far smaller number of operations per received signal element. It has been shown in 
[43,45,58] that NML detectors are not significantly inferior to the Viterbi detectors in 
terms of their tolerance to additive white Gaussian noise, especially when a binary or 
quarternary signal is transmitted. Various NML detectors have been developed from the 
Viterbi algorithm by reducing drastically the number of stored vectors, but without 
otherwise changing the basic method of operation [3 6,43 -46,5 8,117 ]. Various NML 
detectors are tested in this thesis, operating over an HF channel model at 4800 hitlsec 
employing 4-level quadrature amplitude modulation (QPSK). 
A NML detector requires knowledge (as indeed does a Viterbi detector), not only of 
the possible transmitted data symbol values, but also of the SIR of the channel. Therefore 
the receiver must estimate continuously the SIR of the channel and appropriately update 
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the stored estimate that is used by the NML detector at every appropriate sampling instant 
[23,30,61,1171, since the HF radio links vary considerably with time. The kno"vledge of 
the SIR of the channel can be obtained by using a channel estimator [27,61,67,117]. When 
the channel varies with time the tap coefficients of the estimator (SIR) must be adjusted 
adaptively at every sampling instant, according to a particular algorithm. 
A reasonably satisfactory estimate of the channel SIR can be obtained by means of 
the conventional gradient algorithm [61,62,65,67,117], which is simple to implement and 
works adequately in a variety of applications, but suffers from the disadvantage of having 
a slow convergence. This algorithm is in fact, a recursive solution to the least-mean 
square estimation problems and also is termed the least-mean square (LMS) error 
algorithm [1,61-63,65-66,75,99, ]. However the gradient algorithm is suitable for 
applications where the channel is time-invariant or it varies only very slowly with time. 
Furthermore, by suitably modifying the LMS algorithm itself a much more accurate 
estimate of very rapidly time-varying channels, such as HF channel, can be achieved by 
using an appropriate prediction technique [60,62,64,117]. 
Another approach is to use a Kalman (or recursive least-square : RLS) algorithm as 
an estimator [23,27,76,781. It is well known that, when appropriately designed, a Kalman 
estimator gives the least-square weighted error in the SIR of a time-invariant channel 
[1,23,63,66,74,971. This algorithm offers improved convergence but it is considerably 
more complex than the corresponding gradient algorithm. It has been found that the 
Kalman algorithm is sensitive to computer round-off errors, and a reduction in numerical 
accuracy due to round-off errors over time degrades the performance of the system 
[27,48]. In order to reduce the complexity of Kalman algorithm new fast RLS algorithms 
have been developed [23,28,63,84,98], but these exhibit numerical instability (worse than 
the conventional Kalman algorithm) in time-varying channel environments [48]. 
Therefore a square-root Kalman algorithm (SRKA) has been developed by F. M. Hsu [48] 
to improve the performance of the Kalman algorithm in terms of stability and numerical 
accuracy, when used to update the tap-gains of a DFE for HF channel applications. 
Different types of channel estimator based on the above strategies are examined in this 
thesis when operating over time-varying HF channels, and a novel estimator for use in the 
combined receiver (detector, estimator and adaptive equaliser) for operating over an HF 
channel at 4800bitlsec is developed. 
Another requirement in a NML detector, to achieve near-optimum performance, is 
that the magnitude of the earliest components of the SIR of the channel should be large, 
relative to the other components, which is not the case in the HF channel [23,39]. If the 
earliest components are the largest, then the SIR is referred to as near-minimum (or 
minimum) phase [40]. Therefore the SIR of the HF radio link is not minimum phase. 
Some sort of processing technique is needed to convert the SIR of the HF channel from 
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non-minimum phased to at least approximately minimum phased, and such a proces,, i1_1 
referred to as a minimum phase algorithm (or root-findmg algorithm). 
The SIR of the channel may be made minimum (or near-minimum) phase using a 
prefilter located at the input to the NML detector [40]. An adaptive linear feedforward 
transversal filter has been developed for the telephone channel [39]. The filter is placed 
just ahead of the NML detector to remove all or nearly all the phase distortion introduced 
by the channel. It should also adjust the SIR of the channel and filter, using a minimum 
phase (or root-finding) algorithm, into a form ideally suited to an NML detector of the 
type considered in this work. This algorithm requires only at it's input an estimate of the 
SIR of the channel which, of course, is provided by the channel estimator. This thesis 
examines the operation of this type of algorithm after some modification to operate over 
an HF channel model. 
1.2 OUTLINE OF THE INVESTIGATION 
The primary objective of the research in this thesis is to investigate and to develop 
the serial transmission of a 4800 bit1sec QPSK system operating at 2400 baud with an 
180OHz carrier over a voice-band HF radio link. The receiver of such a system consists 
mainly of three parts which are the NML detector, channel estimator and adaptive 
equallser. Thus the main concern has been the study, test and development of various 
types of these three parts, in order to select the most suitable detector, estimator and 
adaptive equaliser for an HF channel modem in terms of complexity and performance. 
This has led to a novel combined detector-estimator. The research has been carried out 
using computer simulation of the different arrangements of the system to test their 
performance over a model of an HF radio link. 
Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of the HF radio channel. It contains a brief 
description of the ionospheric structure and the propagation mechanism in the ionosphere 
followed by the description of the possible signal impairments that could occur when a 
data signal is transmitted over such a channel. Finally a model of the HF channel is 
presented in a form suitable for computer simulation. 
Chapter 3 describes a model of synchronous serial QAM digital data transmission, 
and gives an equivalent baseband software model of a three sky wave data transmission 
system. Finally, the generation of the SIR of an HF channel model is presented, which is 
used for testing the different parts contained in this thesis, by means of computer 
simulation. 
Chapter 4 is a review of the linear and non-linear (decision feedback) equaliser, ", 
and describes the adaptive aqjustment method of the receiver employing a feedforward 
transversal filter which uses a minimum phase (root-findina) algorithm (MPA) to make 
the SIR of the channel at least approximately minimum phased. The MPA is tested over 
the HF channel model derived in chapter 3 to investigate the algorithm capabilitic" to 
convert the non-ininimum, phased channel to a near-minimum phased channel. 
In chapter 5a brief description of the Viterbi algorithm is given followed by the 
description of the operation of various types of the NML detectors, derived from the 
Viterbi algorithm. The performance of these detectors, when operating over an HF 
channel model are presented assuming perfect estimation, and the channcl is made a 
minimum (or near-minimum) phase using the algorithm described in Chapter 4. Finally 
the performance of a non-linear equaliser, that uses a threshold detector, is also presented 
in this chapter for comparison purposes with the NNIL detector, assuming the same 
conditions. Most of the results obtained in this chapter do not assume the use of a channel 
estimator or pre-detection filter. Therefore these results give an upper-bound to the results 
obtained when a channel estimator is used to provide an estimate of the SIR of the 
channel. 
Chapter 6 is concerned with channel estimation which is a necessary function of the 
NML receiver. It describes four types of channel estimators which are based on the LMS 
algorithm and RLS algorithm. A description of the simple gradient ( LMS with fixedstep- 
size) estimator is given first, where an appropriate prediction technique is incorporated 
with this estimator. A novel estimator, known here as an adaptive step-size LMS 
estimator (estimator 3), is described. This is a modified version of a gradient estimator 
making the step-size of the algorithm adjusted adaptively at every instant of time. A 
description is next presented of a modified form of RLS tracking algorithm, known as 
square-root Kalman algorithm (SRKA) [48], when used as an HF channel estimator. The 
final estimator considered in this chapter is actually the previous estimator (SRKA) but 
now the prediction technique is used. Finally the performance of the estimators is 
compared under the assumption of perfect detection. 
The final work in the research project is contained in chapter 7 of this thesis, and 
concerns the operation and performance of various arrangements of combined estimator, 
NML detector and adaptive equaliser when no assumption has made (perfect estimation or 
detection). A large number of tests are performed on these arrangements using computer 
simulation, in order to determine the best combined system for 4800bitlsec HF radio 
digital data transmission in terms of complexity and performance. This has led to a novel 
4.8kbitlsec combined receiver, which gives good results but is not unduly complex. The 
practical implementation of such system can be achieved using the new technology of 
high-speed digital signal processing (DSP). 
Chapter 8 contains a sunimary of the project, the main conclusions drawn from the 
research, and suggestion for further work. Finally the thesis contains several appendices 
which are needed for the explanation of various algorithms. The appendices also include 
the FORTRAN 77 code listings of the main computer programs that were developed by 
the author, during the course of the research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE MULTIPATH HF RADIO FADING CHANNEL 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The HF channel has an important role to play in long distance communication, even 
after the introduction of several other kinds of transmission media such as coaxial cables, 
satellites, optical fibers, etc. Such latter channels cause little practical difficulty for 
medium-speed digital data transmission, but the problems of transmitting data reliably at 
this rate via a high frequency or HF ionospheric sky-wave paths are significant. The 
practical importance of the HF path is that it provides the only alternative to satellite for 
long-distance communication. 
The frequency-band between 3 and 30MH, - is the high frequency radio spectrum. A voice- 
band in HF channel normally occupies 3.4KHz, within this spectrum. When a telephone 
channel is used as a transmission path, the properties of the transrnission route can be 
quite accurately defined and reproduced independently of time factors. Such a channel is 
called a time-invariant channel, but for HF radio link this is not the case. For sky-wave 
propagation, the transmission conditions are constantly changing and this channel is 
called a time-varying channel. The radio waves propagate primarily due to reflection from 
the ionosphere, therefore to model an HF channel, it is necessary to understand the 
ionosphere structure. 
This chapter starts with a brief description, in section 2.2 of the structure of the 
ionosphere. Section 2.3 and 2.4 explain the propagation of radio waves through the 
ionosphere. Section 2.5 describes the most common and significant signal distortions 
which occur on HF links. These are discussed in some detail since an HF channel model 
should be capable of simulating such impairments. In section 2.6 an explanation of the 
characteristics of fading multipath channels is given. In section 2.7 and 2.8 a description 
of the channel model of the system, and a classification of the HF radio channels used in 
the thesis, are given. The results of the computer simulation are presented in section 2.9. 
2.2 THE IONOSPHERE STRUCTURE 
The region between 50-500 Kin above the earth's surface is called the ionosphere, 
and consists of molecules and atoms of Nitrogen and Oxygen. These are ioni,, cd 
principally, by the electromagnetic radiation from the sun into free electrons ,, ufficientl\ 
to influence the propagation of radio waves [1-41. The de, -ree of ionisation is primarily LI lzý - 
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function of the sun's ultraviolet (UV) radiation and may also be caused by particle 
radiation from sunspots, cosmic rays, and meteor activity [2.3]. Depending on the 
intensity of the UV radiation, more than one ionised layer may form. The existence of 
more than one ionised layer in the atmosphere is explained by the existence of different 
UV frequencies [2], in the sun's radiation. The lower frequencies produce the upper 
ionospheric layers, expending all their energy at high altitude. The higher frequency UV 
waves penetrate the atmosphere more deeply before producing appreciable ionisation [2]. 
Thus the level of ionisation would depend not only on the intensity of the solar radiation 
but also on the frequency of collisions between electrons and other particles. This level of 
ionisation is not uniform throughout the region from 50 to 450Km, the ionisation hcIno 
distributed in layers having peak intensities at particular heights [4]. 
As a result, the peak electron densities in the upper layers are greater than those in the 
lower layers. Beyond an altitude of about 450K7n, however, the electron density actually 
decreases with height, aided, no doubt, by a relative increase in the collision frequency 
and other complex phenomena [2,4,7]. For all practical purposes four layers of the 
ionosphere have been identified namely, D, E, FI and F2. The salient parameters of these 
layers are their virtual heights, electron densities and critical frequencies, where the latter 
is defined as the highest frequency of a vertically incident ray that can be reflected by the 
layer. Due to the volatile nature of the ionosphere, the value of these parameters change 
both temporally and spatially, and as such, any values given should be taken as typical and 
not absolute [4] (see Table 2.2.1). The temporal variations occur daily, seasonally and 
according to the geomagnetic latitude. Fig 2.2.1 shows a profile of the three regions and 
depicts the electron density, and Fig. 2.2.2 shows the ionised layers of the atmosphere as a 
function of nominal height above the earth's surface. 
D-Region or D-Layg . not always present, 
but when it does exist, it is a day-time 
phenomenon, and it is the lowest of the four layers. When it exists, it occupies an area 
between 50 and 90Km above the earth. 
The D-region, because of its relatively higher concentration of neutral particles and heavy 
ions, extracts energy from a passing wave as a result of collisions with electrons excited 
by the wave. As far as HF propagation is concerned, this region is viewed as an 
attenuation band. The level of ionisation is approximately 10 2 electrons/cc at 70Kni, and 
10 4 electrons/cc at 90Km (see Fig. 2.2.1). For various reasons, including its high 
absorption and low electron density, the D-region has not been fully examined because of 
instrumentation difficulties. However it is known that the D-layer electron density varies 
with the 11 -year solar sun-spot cycle [41, and with the sun's zenith distance. The electron 
density in this region is at a maximum at noon and during the summer, Z: 71 tý 
II 
The critical frequency for the D-region, defined as the highest carrier frequency of a 
vertically incident ray which can be reflected by the layer is of the order of 100 to 700 
KH, -. 
E Region: A day-light phenomenon, existing between 90 and 140Km above the 
earth with a maximum region ionisation at about 11OKin. The electron density at this 
height is in the order of 10' electrons/cc during day-light hours. At night-time there is still 
some ionisation, but it is much weaker. The E-layer depends directly on the sun's U'V 
radiation and hence it is most dense directly under the sun. Layer density varies with 
seasons owing to variations in the sun's zenith angle with seasons. The E-layer has a 
critical frequency of about 4MHz [4]. In addition to the normal E-layer ionisation, there 
appears occasionally, patches of denser ionisation at E-layer heights, that seem to travel as 
ionisation clouds. This unpredictable phenomenon is called Sporadic E (Es). Their 
properties and frequency of occurrence differ significantly with geomagnetic latitude. An 
Es-layer is capable of reflecting very high frequencies (>IOMHz), but is generally 
regarded as a nuisance for HF radio wave propagation due to its 'sporadic' occurrence and 
highly volatile and unreliable nature. The E region is useful for propagation support for 
distances up to 200OKm, using frequencies as high as 20MHz. 
The region above 160Kin is known as the F region which is the most important 
region for HF radio communication. Due to the different variations observed in the lower 
and upper parts of this region, it has been further subdivided into two layers (Fl, F2). 
However, at night, these two layers merge to form a single F-layer which can support 
propagation up to distances of 400OKm, and is the only part of the ionosphere which could 
be used for reliable night-time communication. Frequencies as high as 50MHz (when the 
ionisation level is high) can be utilised for this mode. 
F1 layer :A daylight phenomenon existing between 140 and 250Kill above the 
earth. Its behaviour is similar to that of the E-layer in that it tends to follow the sun, i. e. 
most dense under the sun. At sunset the F1 layer rises, merging with the next higher layer 
(F2-layer). 
F2-layer : This layer exists day and night between 150 and 250Km (night) and 250- 
30OKm above the earth (day). During the day time in winter, it extends from -250 to 
30OKin above the earth. Variations in height are due to solar heat. The electron density in 
this region is in the order of 106 electrons/cc. The critical frequency for the F2 layer i. ý' Zý' 
between 5 to IOMH, -. [2,41. The F2 layer is an important part of the Ionosphere for HF 
radio communication both during day and night time. Since the F2 layer is at a 
considerable height, it can support sintg-, Ie hop propacgati istance. I- 
'on over a Ion-g di 
2.3 THE PROPAGATION MECHANISM IN THE IONOSPHERE 
The ionospheric mechanism provides propagation support in the range 3-30MH, -. hy 
means of specular reflection, refraction, or by scatter within the ionised medium. The 
ability of the ionosphere to provide propagation support is related simply to the condition 
that its refractive index at radio frequencies is different from that of free space. 
HF radio waves propagated through the ionosphere and returned to earth through a Z: ) 
phenomenon known as refractive bending. The refractive index of the ionospheric layer 
changes continuously with its height as it is a function of the electron density in the 
ionised medium [2,4]. Fig. 2.3.1 and Fig. 2.3.2 show the refractive bending of a radio 
wave. The total internal refraction for a given angle of incidence of a radio wave is given t) 
by [2,4] : 
il =sin 1_ 
81 -N (2.3.1) F2 
where : Tj is the refractive index . 
F= w/27r frequency of the radio wave in hertz (H, -, ). 
N is electron density in electrons per cubic meter (1113). 
0i the angle of incidence of the electromagnetic wave with the ionised layer. 
An important application of the above relations is in their use in obtaining what is known 
as the critical frequency for the case where the electromagnetic wave is vertically incident, 
i. e. (0i = 0, sin Oi = 0, and 71 = 0). Such a wave will reach a height determined by N and 
then be returned to earth. 
81 81 
From eqn. 2.3.1 at Oi =0 => 2. Nmax =0 => 
I= 
2-N. 
where F is the critical frequency in Hz, then : 
Fc (2.3.2) 9v TNV 7., 
F, is the highest frequency which can be reflected as a result of vertical incidence. It i1s, 
obviously only dependent upon Nnax, the maximum electron density in electrons per cc. 
For a given angle of incidence, 01, the maximum frequency at which reflection happen is 
called the maximum usable frequency (MUF) and is given as a function of F,. by [2,4] : 
MUF = F, - - sec 01 
where: (sec 01 
COSO 
), from eqn. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 
(2.3.3) 
1 0, =l- 
F, - 
=> 
F, 
=, _S, n20 1= C0S20 1=>F=F,. cos-101 FI F 
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Due to relationship between F, and MUE it is clear that for a given angle of incidence. 
the MUF'S of higher layers are greater than those of the lower layers. From Fig'. 1'. 1. at 
the (MUF), the radio wave takes the critical path which is the shortest distant back to 
earth, this is called the skip distance [2]. The refraction processes through a flat loni', Cd 
region at some height "b" above the earth's surface is equivalent to a mirror lik-C reflection 
from a reflector located at a height "a" above the earth (see Fig. 21.3.3) [2], where the 
height "a" is called the virtual height. Thus the actual ray path can be replaced by the 
virtual ray path in a medium of unit refraction index and reflected from a plane located at 
the virtual height. 
The operating frequency of an HF radio link should be chosen such that it is close to the 
MUF of the layer via which propagation is desired. This frequency is called the optimum 
working frequency (FOT), which is taken to be approximately 85% of the MUF [2,4]. The 
usable frequency has also a lower bound, the lowest usable frequency (LUF). It is due to it 
having a minimum signal -to-noi se-ratio at the receiver. 
Note that the above discussion has been based on ray theory, assuming a flat earth and 
neglecting the effect of the earth's magnetic field. However, it's adequate for the purpose 
intended, which is to give the reader a broad indication of the manner in which HF radio 
waves propagate through the ionosphere . 
The presence of the earth's magnetic field gives rise to a phenomenon known as ray 
splitting, or magneto-ionic splitting [14]. When a radio wave enters the ionosphere, it 
interacts with the earth's magnetic field and is split into two differently polarised waves 
called the ordinary and extra ordinary rays as shown in Fig. 2.3.4. 
These waves are reflected by a different electron density and as such, at slightly different 
hights from the ionosphere. 
2.4 BASIC HF PROPAGATION 
An HF wave emitted from an antenna is characterised by a ground-wave and a sky- 
wave component. The ground-wave follows the surface of the earth and can provide 
useful communication from 40Km to 160Km or more, depending on RF power, antenna 
type and height off the ground, atmospheric noise, man-made noise and ground 
conductivity. Well designed ground wave links, with their shorter range will achieve a 
better time availability than sky-wave links. Sky-wave links are used for long circuits 
from about 160Kin to 1280OKin. 
The sky wave transmission phenomenon of HF depends on ionospheric refraction. 
Transmitted radio waves hitting the ionosphere are bent or refracted. When they are bent 
sufficiently, the waves are returned to earth at a distant location. Often at the distant 
location they are reflected back to the sky again, only to be returned to earth again evcn 
further from the transmitter. 
1-4 
2.4.1 PROPAGATION MODES 
There are three basic mode,, of HF propagation : 
1. Ground wave. 
2. Sky wave (Oblique incidence). 
3. Near vertical incidence (NVI) This is a distinct subset of the sky wave mode (2). 
I. Basic Ground-wave Propagation-: The space wave (not sky-wave) intensity 
decreases with the inverse of the distance where, the ground-wave decrease., " with the 
inverse of distance squared. Therefore, at long distances and non-zero elevation an-Ics the 
intensity of the space wave exceeds that of the ground wave. The ground wave is 
diffracted somewhat to follow the curvature of the earth. The diffraction increases as 
frequency decreases. Diffraction is also influenced by the imperfect conductivity of the 
ground. Energy is absorbed by currents induced in the earth so that energy flow takes 
place from the wave downward. The loss of energy dissipated in the earth leads to 
attenuation dependent on conductivity and dielectric constant. With horizontal 
polarisation the wave attenuation is greater than with vertical polarisation due to the 
different behaviour of Fresnel reflection coefficients for both polarisations [ 141. 
To summarise, ground wave is an excellent form of HF propagation where we can during 
day-light hours, achieve 99% [141 or better time availability. Ground wave propagation 
decreases with increasing frequency and with decreasing ground conductivity. As we go 
down in frequency, atmospheric noise starts to limit performance in day time, and sky 
wave interference at night is a basic limiter of ground wave performance on whichever the 
lower frequencies we wish to use, providing we are not operating above the MUF 
2. Sky Wave Propagation :A wave that has been reflected from the ionosphere is 
commonly called a sky wave. The reflection can take place at the E region and the F1 
and/or F2 regions. In some circumstances RF energy can be reflected back from any two 
or a] I three regions at once. 
HF sky wave communication can be one-hop, two-hop or three-hop, depending on path 
length and ionospheric conditions. Fig. 2.4.1 shows eight possible sky wave modes of 
propagation . 
On somewhat longer paths (= > 100OKm), we can receive RF energy from 
two or more modes at once, giving rise to multipath reception which causes signal 
dispersion. Dispersion results in inter-symbol interference (IST) on digital circuits. 
In general, inultipath propagation can arise from 
" Multi-hop especially when transmit and receive antennas 
have low gain and low 
takc-off angles. 
" Low and 
high angle paths (the low ray and the high ray). 
" ITIURI-layer propagation. Z__ 
I :) 
ordinary (0) and extra-ordinary (X) rays from one or more paths (ray splittin, -, ). 
Typical one-hop ranges are 2000,3400 and 400OKm for E-. Fl- and F2- la\, Cr 
reflections, respectively [14]. These limits depend on the layer height of maximum 
electron density for rays launched at grazing incidence. Distances beyond the value, " given 
above can be achieved by utilising consecutive reflections between the ionosphere and the 
earth's surface (see Fig. 2.4.1 b-h). For each ground reflection the signal must pass through 
the absorptive D-layer twice, adding significantly to signal attenuation. The ground 
reflection itself is absorptive. It should be noted that the elevation angle increases as a 
function of the hop number, which results in lowering the path MUR 
The sky wave propagation based on F-layer modes is identified by a three character 
notation such as IFI, IF2,2F2, and 3F2. The first di-it is the hop number and the second 
two characters identify the dominant mode, i. e. F1 or F2 reflection. Accordingly, 2F2 
means two hops where the dominant mode is F2 reflection. 
An HF receiving installation will commonly receive multiple modes simultaneously, 
typically IF2 and 2F2 and at greater distances 2F2 and 3F2. The strongest mode on a long 
path is usually the lowest order F2 mode unless the antenna discriminates against this. It 
can be appreciated that higher order F2 modes suffer greater attenuation due to absorption 
by D-layer passage and ground reflection. The result is a lower level signal than the lower 
order F2 propagation modes. In other words, a 3F2 mode is considerably more attenuated 
at a certain location than a 2F2 mode if it can be received at the same location (assuming 
isotropic antennas), [14]. It has travelled through the D-layer two more times than its 2F2 
counterpart and been absorbed one more time by ground reflection. E-layer propagation is 
rarely of importance beyond one hop, reflections from the F1 layer occur only under 
restricted condition, and the IFI mode is less common than the IE and IF2 modes. The 
IF I mode is more common at high latitudes at ranges of 2000-250OKill. Multiple-hop FI 
modes are very rare [141. 
Figure 2.4.1 illustrates single-mode paths (a and b) and mixed mode paths (d-f). 
Figure 2.4.1-c shows a path with asymmetry. This occurs when a wave frequency exceeds 
the E-layer MUF only slightly, so that the wave does not penetrate the layer along a 
rectilinear path but will be bent downward resulting in the asymmetry. 
Ray Splittjny, 
-ý a ray 
(wave) entering the ionosphere is split into two separate waves owing 
to the influence of the earth's magnetic field [2,141. 
One ray of the split rays is called the ordinary wave (O-wave) and the other the 
extraordinary wave (X-wave). the O-wave will have a lower critical frequency, hence a 
lower MUF [2,14]. Both waves experience different amounts of refraction and thus travel 
independently along different ray paths displaced in time at the receiver, typically from I 
to 10 psec. The O-wave suffers less absorption and therefore the more important (. see 
Ficy. 2.3.4). 
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3. Near Vertical Incidence (NVI) Propagation : NVI propagation is used for "hort 
range HF communication. It can fill the ýo-called skip zone or zone of silence . 
here 
ground wave propagation is no longer effective, [2,14] to the point where one-hop "k-y 
wave, using oblique incidence propagation, may be used. NVI utilises the same sky wa\'e 
principles of propagation discussed above. The key factor in NVI mode the antenna . 
For effective HF communication using the NVI mode, the antenna must radiate it,, main 
beam energy at a very high angle, near vertical [2,14]. 
NVI circuits suffer the same impairments as oblique sky wave circuits, but in the case of 
NVI the fading is more severe [14]. Fig. 21.4.2 shows diagrammatically the operation of' 
NVI propagation. The letter A in the figure shows the extent of useful communication by 
means of ground wave component if it desired to transmit with a low-elevation angle 
antenna with vertical polarisation, such as a whip. In general, it can be used lower 
frequencies from 2 to 7MH, - for NVI operation [141. 
2.5 HF COMMUNICATION IMPAIRMENTS 
2.5.1 Introduction 
Signals transmitted over the HF channel arrive at the receiver suffering from severe 
time-varying amplitude distortion. This distortion introduces severe degradation into the 
quality of analogue communication and it has an even worse effect on digital data 
communication. The parameters that characterise an HF channel are based on these types 
of distortion, thus it is essential to understand them. There are a number of important 
impairments on an HF channel that affect received signal quality. 
2.5.2 Fading 
HF sky wave signals suffer from fading which is a random variation of the signal 
strength at the receiver. The amplitude and phase of sky wave signals fluctuate with 
reference to time, space and frequency. Fading may be caused by several different 
ionospheric phenomena. For example, movements of the ionosphere causing interference 
fading, rotation of the axes of the polarisation ellipses, time varying ionospheric 
absorption and skipping of the signal due to the maximum usable frequency MUF failure. 
The period of a fading cycle depends largely on the cause of the fading. Thus the period of 
interference and polarisation fading may vary from a fraction of a second to a few 
seconds. In general, fading is faster on high frequencies than on low frequencies because a 
, given movement in the ionosphere produces a greater phase shift on the shorter wave 
length [ 14.2 ]. We consider six types of fading tý' Z-- 
q- lntcrtercnce Fadiner , This is the most common type of fadin encountered on HF 9 
circuits. It is caused by the mixing of two or more signal components propagating along, tý -- 
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different paths. This is multipath fading which may arise from multiple-mode and 
multiple-layer propagated rays, high and low angle modes, ground and sky waves'. Also a 
beam of radio waves incident on the ionosphere is not reflected from a point but from an 
extended region, small irregularities in electron density near the level of reflection give 
rise to individual reflected wave-lets and the received signal is the vector sum of the 
individual signals at the receiving antenna. Movements of ionospheric irregularities give 
rise to variation in the relative phase of the individual wave-lets' and thus produce 
interference fading [2,4,14 1. 
b-Polarising 
- ading : 
Whereas interference fading is regarded as characteristic of the 
incident wave, additional variation in the field intensity affecting the receiving antenna, 
called polarisation fading, occurs as a result of changes in the state of polarisation of the 
incident wave relative to the orientation of the receiving antenna, In general, the state of 
polarisation of the down-conting sky wave is constantly changed. This due mainly to the 
combination, with random amplitudes and phases, of the two positively polarised 
magneto-ionic components, the O-wave and X-wave. The state of polarisation of the 
down coming sky wave is in general elliptical, with either direction of rotation, and with 
random and constantly changing values of the dimension and orientation of the ellipse 
with respect to the receiving antenna [14]. 
c-Absoj: ption Fading : Is caused by solar Flare activity. This type of fading particularly 
affects the lower frequencies, and fades may last from minutes to more than an hour [14]. 
Absorption fading is caused by short-time variations in the amount of energy lost from the 
wave because of absorption in the ionosphere [5]. The attenuation characteristic of the D- 
layer slowly changes and can last longer than an hour and is usually the greatest during 
sunrise and sunset [2]. 
d-Skij2 Fading--ý Skip fading is observed at places near the skip distance, and is caused by 
the waves alternately skipping and returning to earth near sunrise and sunset, when the 
ionisation density of the atmosphere is changing. It may happen that the MUF for a given 
transmission path oscillates about the virtual (optimum working) frequency [5]. 
e-Selective Fading :A modulated carrier has, within its bandwidth, a large number of 
. 
Jrequency components that are exposed to randomly varying multipath propagation 
conditions. In other words, the fact that fading is frequency dependent means that different 
sidebands in a modulated wave fade differently. This gives rise to a distortion of the 
modulation envelope which is called selective fading [2,51. 
f- Flat Fading : The term flat fading or (multiplicative) fading arises when all frequency 
components in the signal are affected in a similar manner. 
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Of interest to the communication engineer are fading depth, duration, and frequency 
(fade rate). For short-term fading, the fading depth is the difference in decibel', (dB) 
between the signal levels exceeded for 10% and 9017c of the time. Measurements hakv 
confirmed that we may expect about 14dB for Rayleigh distribution short-term fadin. -, 
which is the most common form of such fading. This value is valid for paths (1500- 
6000)Km long and does not vary much with the time of day or season [ 141. For lon, 2-term 
variations in signal level (i. e., variation of hourly median signal values of a month), the 
long-normal distribution provides a best fit [14]. 
2.5.3 Time Dispersion 
On sky wave paths the primary cause of time dispersion is multipath propagation, 
which derives from differences in transit time between different propagation paths. The 
multipath spread causes amplitude and phase variations in signal spectrum owing to 
interference of the multipath wave components. When these fluctuations are correlated 
within the signal bandwidth and all the spectral components behave more or less in the 
same manner, we then call this flat-fading. When these fluctuations have little correlation, 
the fading is called frequency selective fading. Time dispersion is characterised by a delay 
power spectrum and is i-neasured as multipath delay spread in micro-seconds or imlli- 
seconds. Time dispersion is an especially serious and destructive unpairnient to digital 
communication signals in HE One rule of thumb that is useful, is that if the delay spread 
exceeds half the time width (period) of a signal element, the error rate becomes 
intolerable. This is one rationale for extending the width of a signal element (e. g., by 
lowering the baud rate), to combat time dispersion. For instance, if a serial bit stream is 
transmitted at 100 bauds, a baud period is 0.01sec (10msec). In this case, the circuit will 
remain operational although with a degraded BER, if the time dispersion remains under 
5msec, i. e. half the period of a signal element or bit. At 200 baud the half-baud period 
value drops to 2.5msec and at 50 baud it is I Omsec. At 2400 baud it is 0.2msec. 
Multipath has been shown to be a function of the operating frequency relative to the 
MUR Multipath delay tends to approach zero as the operating frequency approaches the 
MUF value [ 14,61. 
Different modes of propagation have different group delays and this difference in 
the group delay also results in time dispersion. Time dispersion gives rise to inter-symbol 
interference, when the data transmission rate becomes comparable to the relative 
multipath delay. It is, thus a function of frequency, path length, local time, season and also 
geographical location [2,4,14]. 
2.5.4 Frequency Dispersion 
Fi-cquency dispersion arises on a single propagation path due to the Doppler effect Z-- 
introduced by the change in the attitude of the ionospheric layers'. and nearly always 1ý, 
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present when there is time dispersion. But the converse does not necessarily hold true 
[141. The upper regions of the atmosphere at high altitude are ionised first when the sun 
rises. The height of this ionisation level reduces as the sun rises further and further, until 
noon when it reaches a maximum. Thus the path traversed by a particular radio %%, a%, c 
keeps decreasing and the emitted frequency appears to have increased. Exactly the 
opposite phenomenon takes place when the sun sets whereby, now the radio wave takes a 
longer path to reach the receiver and the emitted frequency now appears to havc 
decreased. During night-time when the ionosphere is calm there is no Doppler effect [2,3]. 
In general frequency dispersion (Doppler shifts) range from 0.1 - LOHZ, and become quite 
small during night-time. 
2.5.5 Noise in HF System 
In declining importance, we categorise this noise as follows: 
1. Interference from other emitters. 
2. Atmospheric noise. 
3. Man-made and galactic noise. 
4. Receiver thermal noise. 
1. The HF band has tens of thousands of users who are assigned operating frequencies by 
national authorities. We must also take into consideration noise from ionospheric sounder 
transmitters, harmonics and spurious emission from licensed emitters. To overcome this 
problem : 
" Find a clear frequency (with no interference at the distant-end receiver) with sub- 
optimum propagation. 
" Increase transmitted power to achieve the desired signal-to-noise ratio at the 
distant end. 
" Use directional antennas where the interferer is in a side lobe and hence 
attenuated compared to the desired signal. 
" Use antenna nulling. This is a form of electronic beam steering that creates a null 
in the direction of the interferer. 
" Use sharp front-end preselection on receiver(s). 
2. Lightning discharges cause the atmospheric noise which occupies a frequency band 
from very low frequencies to 30MH, - at the input of the radio receiver. These electrical 
disturbances are transmitted loncy distances via the ionosphere in the same manner as HF 
sky waves. Atmospheric noise level is related directly to weather conditions. 
The ý, n-iplitude of lightning disturbances varies approximately inversely with the 
frequency squared [141. and is propagated in all directions both for around and sky wa\, c.,,. tý -I- 
-)0 
3. Man-Made noise can be generated by many sources, such as electrical machinery. 
automobile ignitions, all types of electronic processors/computers, high power electric 
transmission lines, and certain types of lighting. Impulsive noise in FIF radio links is 
usually man-made interference and therefore only becomes really important in built up 
areas or where the radio receiving equipment is close to a source of electrical interference. 
4. Only under very special circumstances does receiver thermal noise become a 
consideration in normal HF operation. If we consider that atmospheric, man-made and 
cosmic noise have a non-uniform distribution around an antenna, (i. e. it tends to be 
directional), then the antenna gain at a certain frequency will generally favour signal and 
discriminate against noise. As the result a band-limited received signal would thus contain 
noise components originating from several sources, each of which could be a statistically 
independent source. Central Limit Theorem arguments lead to the assumption that this 
noise has a Gaussian probability density function, at least near the mean, which is zero. 
This assumption has held the HF radio modem designer in good stead, since it has been 
found out that a modem having a better tolerance to additive Gaussian noise would almost 
certainly have a better tolerance to atmospheric noise [15]. Thus, performance 
comparisons of modems are carried out on the basis of their tolerance to additive 
Gaussian noise in this work. 
Finally HF radio links also introduce time modulation effects which are known as 
Doppler shifts [3,15]. Random variation in the effective height of the ionosphere produce 
the corresponding random variation in the rate of arrival of the received signal wave form, 
which is therefore modulated in time. Since the transmitted HF radio signal has a band 
width of 3KHz and a carrier frequency in the range (3-30MHz), it is a narrow-band signal. 
It can be shown that the Doppler shifts are now approximately equivalent to frequency 
modulation effects. The combination of these with small frequency offset introduced by 
the radio equipment, results in a frequency offset of the receiver voice-frequency signal, 
which varies slowly with time and has a value in the range of ±30Hz [3,151. 
2.6 CHARACTERISATION OF FADING MULTIPATH CHANNELS 
When an impulse is transmitted over a time-varying multipath channel the received 
signal might appear as a train of pulses. Hence one characteristic of a multipath medium is 
the signal which s transmitted through the channel [1,3]. A the time spread introduced IIII 
second characteristic is due to the time variation in the structure of the medium. As a 
result of such time variations appear to be unpredictable to the user of the channel, 
therefore it is reasonable to characterise the time-variant multipath channel statisticýjlly 
I ]. The usual line-of-sight propatuation channel is characterised simply as a non- 
. -) I 
distorting two-port filter described by a gain A (or attenuation) and by a propagation time 
delay. This is summarised as a delta-function impulse respon,, e of the form : 
2.6.1 
with a transfer function : 
H(f )=A- exp(-j2Tcf -co) 2.6.2 
This represents an all-pass filter over an infinite domain of frequencies, obviously an 
over- idealisation of any physical channel, but one that is a perfectly adequate and correct 
description over the more limited band occupied by a communication signal. 
A multipath channel is simply one where energy arrives via several such paths, usually a,., 
a result of reflections, or of inhomogeneities in the physical medium that produce ray- 
splitting or scattering effects. Continuous physical changes in the channel (motions, 
internal turbulence) cause small changes in the individual path lengths. 
The variations between constructive and destructive interference resulting from the 
random phase changes comprise the effect called multipath fading, defined strictly 
speaking for unmodulated transmission (pure single frequency sine wave). 
The transmitted signal, in general is given by [1] : 
S(t) = Relu(t). exp(j2Tcf ct)) 
2.6.3 
where Re f. I is the real part of the complex-valued quantity in brackets, f, is the carrier 
frequency, and u(t) the complex envelope of transmitted signal. 
The observed received phasor is a vector sum of several phasors with the phase of each 
varying individually and randomly over a (0,2n) range. When there are a several paths, the 
central limit theorem arguments lead to the conclusion that the received wave-form has all 
the characteristics of a very narrow band of stationary Gaussian noise [11, i. e. that it 
consists of Gaussian quadrature components characterised by a power spectral density of 
non-zero width, and with a corresponding Rayleigh distribution of the received envelope. 
The received bandpass signal may be expressed in the form [I I: 
_v(t) =I (x" 
(t). slt -T" (01 2.6.4 
where cc, (t) is the attenuation factor for the signal received on the nth path and is 
t, path. 
Substitution for s(t) from eqn. 2.6.3 into eqn-2.6.4 the propagation delay for the nth 
yields the result : 
x0)=Re(jj(j, (t). exp(- (t)). u(t-, T, (t))I. e 
j2 T[f, t 
n 
The equivalent low pass received signal can be derived from eqn. 2.6-5 
r(t) =1 ., (x, 
(t). exp(-j2n. f,. -Cn(t»-Ult_T, 
(t)1 2.6.6 
n 
since r(t) is the response of an equivalent low pass channel to the equivalent low pass 
signal u(t), it follows that the equivalent low pass channel is described by the time-variant 
impulse response : 
c(T, t) =1 
., (x, 
't). exp(-j2n. f c. -c 
(t». 8 (T - T (0) 2.6.7 
H 
When an unmodulated carrier, at frequency f, is transmitted, then 11(t)= I for all t, hence 
the received signal for the case of discrete multipath given by eqn. 2.6.6 reduces to 
r(t) (t). exp(- j27r. f (t 
=1 ý (X, (t). exp(- j ý, 
2.6.8 
where 0, (t) = 2n. f (t). Thus, the received signal is the sum of a number of time- 
variant vectors having amplitudes U, (t) and phases 0,, (t). Large dynamic changes in the 
medium are required for (x, (t) to change sufficiently to cause a significant change in the 
received signal. On the other hand, 0, (t) will change by 21t radians whenever 'ýn changes 
by (Ilf(). But (11f. ) is a small number, and hence, 0, can change by 2n. with relatively 
small motion of the medium. Also the delay r,, (t) associated with different signals 
changes at different rates and in an unpredictable (random) manner. This implies that the 
received signal r(t) in eqn. 2.6.8 can be modelled as a random process [1]. When there is a 
large number of paths, then r(t) can be modelled as a complex valued Gaussian random 
process [1]. 
The multipath propagation model for the channel, in eqn. 2.6.8 leads to signal 
fading. The fading phenomenon is primarily a result of the time-variant phase J0, '(t)j 
[1,31. The statistical model for the short-term fading assumes a stationary statistic. That is, 
it assumes that the long-term variability is sufficiently slow that the channel statistics can 
be regarded to be sensibly fixed over some interval of engineering interest (minute, or 
longer) [3,14,151. The amplitude variations in the received signal, termed signal fading t) L_ 
are due to the time-variant multipath characteristics of the channel. 
When the impulse response c(, r ,0 is modelled as a zero mean complex valued Gaussian 
process [ 1,31, the envelope Ic(T ; t)l at any instant t is Rayleigh-distributed. In this case the 
" 
channel is a Rayleigh fading channel. It is a continuous random variable, derived from 
two independently Gaussian random variables x, y and the first-order probability den"ItV 
function (PDF) of a stationary complex zero mean Gaussian process (complex envelope) 
z=X +j y is: 
P(X, Y) =: 
I- 
exp(- X+ 
27u. s 2. s 
-, 12 where the expected value s= E[0.5111 
is the mean power in the random wave form. Its envelope and phase are : 
Vx2+ y2 and 0= tan-' 
x 
2.6.9 
2.6.10 
2.6.1 t 
whose joint first-order pdf is immediately observed to decompose into independent pdf s 
[1,3]: 
uniform distribution P(O 0<-O <2Tc 
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and Rayleigh distribution P(R) 
R- 
exp(- 
R' 
0:! ý R<2ý6.12 
S 2S 
where the mean value of x and y are zero and their variance is 
S= (T 2 such that (y 
2= (Y 
I= (Y 
X 11 
Since R can not be negative, then it must have a non-zero mean value, even though x and 
have zero mean. 
Associated with the distribution of the envelope is the PDF for its mean-squared 
value or "instantaneous power " as defined by u=R212 
=7> P(11) =I- exp(- uIS ) for 0:! ý u< (exponential distribution). The earlier S 
statement about a strong approach to the central limit corresponds to a statement that a 
Rayleigh law for the envelope is likely to be most correct for the low values of R, near 
R=O. As it happens, this also characterises the domain of most concern for signal and C) 
receiver design, describing the signal envelope when it fades deeply below its mean or zn ýn 
median. For this region, a valid approximation to the Rayleigh pdf is Z-) 
P(R) - Rls 0 5: R<< 
V-s- 
Fi(T. 2.6.1 shows the plot of probability density function as a function of r and at r =(T wc t- -III 
obtain maxin-ium value of the curve which is : 
1 
-0.5 P(r) =. c 
CY 
')4 
The cumulative distribution function of the Rayleigh distribution, is given by 
r U2 
f(r)=f u -exp(--). du 
0 cy 
22 
Cy 2 2-6.1 
I-e-r 
2 /2 (y 2 for r >- 0 
Fig. 2.6-2 shows the plot of the cumulative function and the mean value of R is given by 17 
r= f r. p(r)-dr 
0 
-r I/CY2 2 
r2 
2 
2.6.14 
fr- (e 2(Y dr = (, 
ýTc/2) 
-a 
0 
The mean-square value of R is : 
E[R 2] =E[X2 +-1 2] = E[ X2] + E[ _1,2] 2.6.15 
X2] 2 -2 [y2] 2 _-2 where: E[ -x and EY 
but x, _N,, 
the mean values of x and y respectively and equal to zero then, eqn. 2.6.15 it can 
be written : 
E 2] [R =r 22.6.16 
-2 
where r mean-square value of R. The variance of R is given by 
2 2] (-)2 
1[ 
(TR= E[R r 2(y 2--- cy (T [2 - Tc/21 2.6.17 2 
The median value of the Rayleigh distribution occurs, at r=r, ", at the point where the 
CDF (cumulative distribution function)f(r) in eqn. 2.6.13 is equal to (0.5). Therefore : 
0.5 =I- exp(- r 
2... 
=> exp (_ r2')=0.5 => In(O. 5) - 
r2 
2 (5 2 2c5 22 (5 2 
-2ý: 7 
2- In(O. 5) =: > r... =(5-(, 2. ln(2))=1.17741-(5 
where CF 2 is the variance of Gaussian random variables used in the derivation of Rayleigh 
tadina 
If cy cy =I V2 - -In(2 => r 10 - lo,, o, (V2 - -In(2)) (dB) 2.6.18 
-)5 
Now a completely analogous characterisation of the time-variant multipath channel begins 
in the frequency domain by taking the Fourier transform of c(T; t), we obtain the time- 
variant transfer function C(f ;t) where f is the frequency variable. Thus : 
DO 
C(f, t)= fc(T ; t)-e -j2Tc 
fu 
. dC 2.6.19 
-00 
Since c(-c, - t) is a complex-valued zero mean Gaussian random process in the t variable, it 
follows that C(f ; t) also has the same statistics. Thus, under the assumption that the 
channel is wide-sense- stationary, we define the auto correlation function: 
(DC(f IIf2; 
6ý 0 
=0.5-E[C': (f I; t)-C(f, -, t+ At)] 2.6.20 
Since C(f ; t) is the Fourier transform of c(T; t), it is not surprising to find that 
q)(, (fl, f2 At) is related to ý, ('c; At) by the Fourier transform. The relationship is easily 
established by substituting eqn. 2.6.19 into eqn. 2.6.20, thus : 
I-- 
OC(f fjJ E[c*(, r,; t) c (, r,; t+ At)] - exp(j27r(f , ., c, -f2*r., )) 
d -c, - 
dr 
2-- 
Or: 
(DI (f f 2; 'ýk 
0=Jf Oc('Cl; 2ýk 0'6 (Cl -'C2) * exp(j2Tc 
(f 
I '"Cl -f 2' r,, )) - d'c 
dT 
then, 
(Dc (f IIf2; A t) = 
Toj'rý; A t) - exp(j'27U (f f)-, r, dr, 
where: f -c, exp(J*27r (f T, -f2 dr 2=exp(j21r(f, -f. )-c, 
and 0.5E[c*(, rl; t)*c 
(T 
I-T 2) 
Thus: 'V =f2-fl=ý 
OC: (f 
IJ 2; 'ýk 
t) f 0, (rj; A t)-exp(-j27r Af . 'Cl ). dc, =(D, (Af; At) 2.6.21 
From eqn. 2.6.2 1, we observe that (P, (Af ; At) is the Fourier transform of the multipath 
intensity profile. Furthermore, the assumption of uncorrelated scatterint-g) implies that the 
auto-correlation function of C(f -0 in frequency is a function of only the frequency 
difference Af = ý, 
(, -A[ 11. Therefore it is appropriate to call (D, (Af -, At) the spaced- 
frequency spaced-time correlation function of the channel. It can be measured in practice 
by transmitting a pair of sinusoids separated by Af and cross-correlating,, the two 
separately received signals with a relative delay At. C) 
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From qn. 2.6.21 at At =0 then, with (D, (Af *, 0) (D, (Af and 0, (, c. 0) 
the transform relation is simply: 
(Af f 0((, c e -12 dC 2 . 6. -1 -1 
Fig. 2.6.3 shows this relationship. The value 0, (1 ; 0) is the mean strength (intensity) of 
the channel versus delay time, "multipath profile". The notion that fading is independent 
at each delay is physically reasonable for most channels. The transform relation between 
(D, (Af ) and 0, (, c ) involving the variables T and Af , shows that the selectivit y of the 
channel as measured by the width of (D, (Af ) versus Af is inversely reciprocal to the 
width of the channel response, the value described by the multipath spread T11. The 
reciprocal of the multipath spread is a measure of the coherence bandwidth of the channel. 
That is: 
(A f ), = IlTm 2.6.23 
where (Af ),. denotes the coherence bandwidth. Thus two sinusoids with frequency 
separation greater than (Af ), are affected d1fferently by the channel. When an information 
bearing signal is transmitted through the channel, if (Af ) is small in comparison to the C 
bandwidth of the transmitted signal (w B= IITB), i. e. Wc << "'Bor TU << TM , the 
channel is said to be frequency- selective. In this case the signal is severely distorted by the 
channel. On the other hand if (Af ),. is large in comparison to the bandwidth of the 
transmitted signal, i. e. (Af 1- ,, 
) >> w. or T >> TM, the channel is said to be frequency 1B 
non selective fading. 
We now focus our attention on the time variations of the channel as measured by the 
parameter At in (D, (Af; At). The time variations in the channel are evidenced as a 
Doppler broadening and, perhaps, in addition as a Doppler shift of a spectral line. In order 
to relate the Doppler effects to the time variations of the channel, we define the Fourier 
transform of (D,. (Af ; At) with respect to the variable At to be function of S,. (Af , 
k). 
that is : 
S, (Af; k 
T(D,, (Af; A t)-e-'2nkAt -d(A t) -16.24 
with Af =0 and S, (0; A^, ) S, ý 
(k), then: 
(0 S, (k (D,. (A t) - e-j 
271; ý A t-d(A t) 6.2 5 
The function S, (k) is a power spectrum that gives the signal intensity as a function of L- 
the Doppler frequency (k). Hence S, (k) is called the Doppler power spectrum of the 
" 
channel. From eqn. 2.6.25 we observe that if the channel is time-invariant, (D. (An 1 
and Sc 0. ) becomes equal to the delta function Therefore when there are no time 
variations in the channel, there is no spectral broadening observed in the transmission of a 
pure frequency tone. The range of values of (ý, ) over which S, (/^ý) is es,, cntially non- 
zero is called the Doppler spread BD of the channel. Since S, (; ý) is related to (P, (At) bN' 
the Fourier transform, the reciprocal of BD is a measure of the coherence time of the 
channel. That is : 
(A 0, ; z-- 
IIBD 2-6.26 
where (A t),, denotes the coherence time. Clearly a slowly changing channel has a largc 
coherence time or, equivalently a small Doppler spread. Fi---. -'1.6.4 illustrates the 
relationship between (D,. (At) and S,. (X). we have now established a Fourier transform 
relationship between 0, (Af ; At) and 0,. (T ; At) involving the variables (T , 
Af ), and a 
Fourier transform relationship between (D (AfAi) and S,, (Af'-, X) involving the C 
variables (At ; X). There are two additional Fourier transform relationships that we can 
define which serve to relate 0. CT ; At) to S,. (Af -, X) and, thus close the loop. The 
desired relationships is obtained by defining a new function, denoted as S (T" X), to be the 
Fourier transform of 0, (T , 
At) in the At variable. That is : 
At) -e-i 
2T1 k At 
-d(A 1) 2.6.27 
It follows that s (, c; k) and S, (Af ; k) are a Fourier transform pair. That is : 
S (T; k )= 
IS,, (Af; k)-e i 2Tc T 
Af d(Af ) 
Furthermore, S (r-, ý, ) and (D,. (Af ; At) are related by the double Fourier transform : 
S(, T; k)=1 
T(D, (Af; At)-e -j 
2T1 XA'. 
e "J'. d (A t) - d(Af 2.6.28 
This new function s (T; X) is called the scattering function of the channel [1]. It provides 
us with a measure of the average power output of the channel as a function of the delay T 
and the Doppler frequency k. For an unmodulated sine wave transmitted at relative 
frequency f. for which the received complex envelope is C(f - 0, the complex auto 
correlation of the wave form received at frequency f Is (Df (O; At), and its power 
spectrum is 
Sýf- (k )=f a). f- (0; A t) -e-j 
' ý'-" -d(A t) 
28 
-j 2,, XAI 
-dT -d(A t) 
f S(T k (IT 
ff0 
T(T A t)-e 2.6.29 
That is, the observed power spectrum is a sum of the spectra contributed by all the delays. 
The rate of Rayleigh envelope fading across the median envelope level is actuall\, 
proportional to a specific definition of "rms bandwidth" f rms of 
Sf [1,3] 
" fade rate = 1.475 f (average rate of down going crossing of median level), [ 17] 
Note that the fade rate can easily be visually extracted from chart recordings. In ordei- to 
process a symbol waveform with a filter matched to the waveform as transmitted, m, o 
separated criteria must be satisfied : 
1. That there be essentially no loss of coherence over the symbol as- received. 
2. That there be essentially no frequency selective distortion of the symbol, This 
leads to a double inequality : 
Tm << T << 
1 
2.6.30 BD 
where T is the duration of symbol wave form and BDDoppler spread. 
In turn, both inequalities can be satisfied simultaneously only if the "spread factor" L 
defined by [3] : 
L=Tm -BD <<1 2.6.31 
The characterisation given above describes the degree of distortion of an isolated symbol. 
Continuous communication involves sequences of symbols and side-by-side channel 
frequency allocations, so that we must also be concerned respectively with time smear that 
may cause inter-symbol interference or the frequency smear that may cause adjacent 
channel interference. 
Finally for each received symbol, there is an interval of duration (T ... Tm) which 
contains most of that symbol's energy and which is free of inter-symbol interference. The 
simple expedient adopted in a modem design is to use filters, prior to the decision 
processes, that have an impulse response selected to be shorter than (T... Tm)-, with 
proper synchronisation, this assures decision voltages free of inter symbol interference. 
On the other hand, designs that can cope with the inter-symbol interference that occurs 
when (T... T. ) are extremely important in fading channel modem design, motivated by 
considerable other benefits that can be attributed to using single high-speed serial streams 
to carry the desired traffic rather than multiple parallel slower speed streams [3,17,23,60]. 
2.6.1 The Effect Of Signal Characteristics On The Choice Of A Channel Model 
The equivalent lowpass received signal, exclusive of additive noise, may be 
expressed either in terms of the time domain variables c(T J) and u(t) as : 
2) 
r(t) f c(T 0- u(t -T d-c 2.6.32 
or in terms of the frequency by functions C(f ; t) and U(f ) as : 
f Of 0- U(f -e j2Tc. f't. df 2.6.33 
where u(t) is the equivalent lowpass signal transmitted over the channel and U(f) denote 
its frequency content. Suppose we are transmi 11111 tting digital information over the channel by 
modulating (either in amplitude, or in phase, or both) the basic pulse u(t) at a rate I/T, 
where T is the signalling interval. It is apparent from eqn. 2.6.33 that the time-variant 
channel characterised by the transfer function Qf ; t) distorts the signal U(f). If U(f) hýls ý1 
bandwidth W greater than the coherence bandwidth (Af ), of the channel, U(J) is 
subjected to different gains and phase shifts across the band. In such a case the channel is 
said to be frequency selective. Additional distortion is caused by the time variations in 
C(f ; t). This type of distortion is evidenced as a variation in the received signal strength Z: ) 
and has been termed fading. The effect of the channel on the transmitted signal 11(t) is a 
function of our choice of signal band-width and signal duration. For example, if we 
selected the signalling interval T to satisfy the condition T>> Tm, the channel 
introduces a negligible amount of inter-symbol interference. If the band-width of the 
signal pulse u(t) is W ;: ý 11T, the condition T >> Tm implies that: 
W<< I ý=- (Af ),. 2.6.34 Tm 
that is, the signal band-width W is much smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the 
channel. Hence the channel is frequency - non- selective. In other words, all of the 
frequency components in U(f) undergo the same attenuation and phase shift in 
transmission through the channel. But this implies that, within the bandwidth occupied by 
the time-variant transfer function Qf ; t) of the channel is a complex-valued constant U( 
in the frequency variable. Since U(f) has its frequency content concentrated in the vicinity 
of f= 0, then Qf ; t) = QO ; t). Consequently eqn. 2.6.3 3 reduces to : 
r(t) = C(O 0-f U(f e 
j27r 
ýf t df = C(O ; t) -it (t) 2.6.35 
Thus, when the signal band-width W is much smaller than the coherence bandwidth (Af), 4: ) 
of the channel, the received signal is simply the transmitted signal multiplied hy a 
cornplex-valued Gaussian process C(O: t), which reprcsent the t1me-\'arlant characteristic,,., 
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of the channel. In this case, we say that the multipath components in the received nal 
are not resolvable because W << (Af ),. The transfer function C(O - t) for a frequenc%, 
non-selective channel may be expressed in the form 
C(0; t) = (x (t) - e-iý 
(t) 2.6.36 
where (X (t) represents the envelope and 0 (t) represents the phase of the equivalent 
lowpass channel. When C(O ; t) is modelled as a zero mean complex-valued Gaussian 
random process, the envelope a (t) is Rayleigh distributed for any fixed value of t and 
0 (t) is uniform distributed over the interval (-TI 7r ). The rapidity of the fading on the 
frequency non-selective channel is determined either from the correlation function 
0, (At) or from the Doppler power spectrum Sc (ý, ). Alternatively, either of the channel 
parameters (At)c or BD can be used to characterised the rapidity of the fading. 
For example, suppose it is possible to select the signal bandwidth W to satisfy the 
condition W << (Af ), and the signalling Interval T to satisfy the condition T << (At),. 
Since T is smaller than the coherence time of the channel, the channel attenuation and 
phase shift are essentially fixed for the duration of at least one signalling interval. When 
this condition holds, we call the channel a slowly fading channel. Furthermore, when 
W ; z- 11T, the conditions that the channel is frequency non-selective and slowly fading 
imply that the product of TM and BD must satisfy the condition (TM - BD < I)- 
The product (TM - BD) is called the spread factor of the channel. If (TM - BD < 1), the 
channel is said to be under spread; otherwise it is over spread. The multipath spread, the 
Doppler spread and the spread factor are listed in Table 2.6.1 for several channels. We 
observe from this table that several radio channels, including the moon when used as a 
passive reflector, are under spread. Consequently it is possible to select the signal u(t) 
such that these channels are frequency non-selective and slowly fading. The slow-fading 
condition implies that the channel characteristics vary sufficiently slowly that they can be 
measured [I]. 
2.7 HF IONOSPHERIC CHANNEL CLASSIFICATION 
Due to the number and variety of parameters that need to be considered (and indeed 
their relative importance) in HF channel classifications, there is at present, no standard 
classification for HF channels. The CCIR, for example, have classified HF channels 
accordin, g, to their multipath delays and frequency spread as good, average, poor and 41!, t) 
flutter fading channels [11] as follows t) 
1. Good conclitions : 
differential time delay 0.5 msec. 
frequency spread 0.1 Hz. 
2. Moderate conditions : 
differential time delay 1.0 msec. 
frequency spread 0.5 Hz. 
3. Poor conditions : 
differential time delay 2.0 msec. 
frequency spread 1.0 Hz. 
4. Flutter fading : 
differential time delay 5 msec. 
frequency spread 10.0 Hz. 
These channel models are based on two skywaves where each skywave is subjected to 
independent Rayleigh fading and has the same frequency spread. The channels used in 
this work are based on the CCIR model and references [11,12,13]. Four type of channel 
have been chosen with their parameters suminarised in Table (2.7.1). All these channels 
could be the worst case for testing the performance of the detection and are probably 
suitable for testing the modem operating over a real HF radio channel. 
2.8 HF CHANNEL MODEL 
Testing of HF modems can be performed in two ways : First, live testing can be 
performed over real HF links. Second, testing can be performed using a channel simulator 
in a laboratory environment. The use of on-the-air testing is unsatisfactory for several 
reasons : 
1. It is high cost and involves uncontrolled channel parameters. 
2. It is virtually impossible to compare the performance of different modems accurately 
since, due to the time varying nature of the HF radio medium, they cannot be tested 
over the same channel. 
3. It is also difficult to test modems for 'worst case' conditions since these could occur at 
random, making scheduled testing impossible. 
The flexibilities needed are achieved instead by the use of laboratory simulators of fading Z: ) 
channel conditions. In addition to testing engineered equipment, such simulators allow 
experiments to test new concepts under controlled statistical conditions. But this method 
requires the development and implementation of an accurate theoretical model. 
Laboratory simulators exist in software or hardware [12,13]. However, care should be 
taken to ensure that the model on which the simulator is based on a valid representation of 
an HF radio channel. 
2.8.1 Gaussian -Scatter HF Channel Model 
The most commonly used channel simulator and the one recommended by the 
international radio consultative committee CCIR is that proposed by Watterson [161. The 
simulators built to date have been aimed at the narrow-band (<IOKH, -) channel, and "hort 
transmission times (< 10 minutes) are considered. But in this work the channels of interest 
are band-limited voice-band channels (=3KHz), and transmission times are in the order ol' 
tens of seconds. The objective here is to present the channel model in its given form, 
ensuring that the assumptions made are both reasonable and valid for the research being 
carried out. 
The sampling theorem representation of the channel in the form of a tapped delay Iiiic 
with uniform tap spacings is used. This is a finite impulse response (FIR) filter in signal 
processing terms, as indicated in Fig. 2.8.1, a block diagram of the stationary Gaussian- 
scatter HF channel ionospheric model. The input transmitted signal EW is fed to an ideal 
delay line with several adjustable taps, numbered 1,2 ............. I............ n, one for each 
ionospheric propagation mode or path. The delayed signal is E(t-iT). This signal Is 
modulated in amplitude and phase by an appropriate complex random function Gi (t). 
Gi (t) is composed of Bia (t) and Bib (0, which are sampled functions of two 
independent complex gaussian random processes. Each tap-gain function is defined by 
[16,11]: 
Gi (t) =Bi, (t) - e[j("'-v"iý, 
)t] +Bib (t) elj(lt'-vt'ib)tl -1.8.1 
where wia and Wib are the frequency shifts (Doppler effect), and the a and b subscripts 
identify two magnetoinic components that are generally present in each mode or path. 
Bia (t) and Bib (t) are sample functions of two independent complex Gaussian ergodic 
random processes. The exponential factors in eqn. 2.8.1 are included to provide the desired 
frequency -shifts (Doppler), for the magnetonic components in the tap-gain spectrum. 
Each tap-gain function has a spectrum Q(w), that in general consists of the sum of two 
magnetoionic components, each of which is a Gaussian function of frequency, and 
given by [I I]: 
1 )2 b 
Qi(VO =- exp[- 
(W -Wia 
-1 + exp[ 1 2.8.2 A ýTr (5 2 2cy 2 iaV2Tc _(Tia 2 it, AibV2jT . (Tib ib 
where Ai,, and Ail, the component attenuations, and the frequency spread on each 
component is determined by 2a ia 
and 2cy 
ib 
The tap-gain function described by eqns. 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 in general is that, it applies when 
the spectra of the two magnetoionic components are significantly different and only one of 
the two terms in cqns. 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 is required in the following two cases 
ýI 
For some low-rays, the frequency-shift and frequency spread of the two magneto-ionic 
components are nearly equal, their spectra nearly match, and a single term can be used 
with the tap-gain spectrum in Fig. 2.8.2. 
The two magneto-ionic components in high rays often have a significantly large L_ 
difference in delay. In this case, separate delay-line taps with appropriate spacIn, ', ', 
should be used, with each of the two corresponding tap-gain functions and spectra 
consisting of a single term, as in Fig. 2.8.2. 
The received signal Rj (t) for the Jth path is 
R, (1) = Gi (t) - E(t -Tj ) 2.8.3 
As many propagation modes are possible, the total received signal R(t) is the sum of the 
received signal from each path and an additive noise n(t), [I I] 
RM Gj (t) - E(t -Tj )+ n(t) 2.8.4 
The time-variant tap weights I Gn(t) I are assumed to have the following properties [1,111 
1. Each tap-gain function is a zero mean complex-valued stationary gaussian random 
process. 
2. Each tap-gain function is independent of the other tap-gain functions. 
3. Each tap-gain spectrum (generally) consists of the sum of two Gaussian functions of 
frequency as specified by eqn. 2.8.2. 
The first of these hypotheses gives rise to Rayleigh fading being imposed on each 
skywave where the signal envelope follows a Rayleigh distribution and the phase is 
uniformly distributed. The second hypothesis ensures that the fading on each skywave is 
uncorrelated, and as a consequence of the zero mean criterion, is also independent. The 
third hypothesis reflects the fact that, included in each skywave are the two magneto-ionic 
components, that is the ordinary and the extra-ordinary rays. However, if the frequency 
spreads of these two components are assumed to be equal and significantly larger than 
their frequency shifts (as on the day-time F-layer mode) [16], then a single Gaussian 1 47) 
function is sufficient to represent the tap-gain spectrum (see Fig. 2.8.2). The model used in 
this work assumes a single gaussian function for each tap-gain spectrum. Also, for further 
simplification, the average power and frequency spreads of the different s-ky-waves 
themselves are assumed to be equal, and the frequency spreads are also assumed to be 
large, compared to the frequency shifts (Doppler shifts). This simplified the model, 
although obviously not representing the cxact nature of the HF channel, does reflect the 
'worst case' type situations that could be encountered. For example, the assumption that 
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the average power in each sky wave is equal, leads to the worst fades, since these occur 
when two sky waves are of equal strength and are in phase opposition. The "equýlj 
frequency 
-spread" assumption would not significantly affect the performance of the 
modem relative to its performance over a 'real' channel since the spreads being modelled 
are much larger than those observed on typical HF radio channels [ 10,17,60]. 
The frequency shifts could also be assumed to be taken care of by these large frequency 
spreads, and thus need not be included as a separate form of distortion. Moreover, even if 
there were an abnormally large shift in the mean carrier frequency, this would be detected 
and rectified by the carrier recovery circuit in the demodulator. 
2.8.2 RAYLEIGH FADING MODEL 
A single Rayleigh fading propagation path is modelled as it shown in Fig. 2.8.3, this 
is achieved by phase shifting the input baseband signal to produce two equal-amplitude 
versions of the input signal in phase quadrature, subjecting each to the Gaussian 
modulation process, and then linearly summing the two modulated quadrature signals. 
This 900 phase shift should be carried out over the entire band-width of the input sumal, 
or equivalently a Hilbert transform of the input signal should be performed. 
q, (t) and q, (t) in Fig. 2.8.3 are two random processes. These random processes should 
be Gaussian with zero mean, the same variance and statistically independent. The shape of 
their power spectra must be Gaussian, having the same root mean square (rms) frequency 
f 
rms Fig. 2.8.4. Therefore the power spectrum of q, (t) and q2(t) are given 
by [10, t7] : 
Q, (f )12 = IQ" (f )12 = eXp(_ 2f 
2.8.5 
The fading rate can be controlled by the bandwidth of the power spectra of the Gaussian 
variables q, (t) and q2 (t). The frequency spread, f ,, introduced 
by q, (t) and q2(t) into 
an unmodulated carrier is defined as the width of the power spectrum and is given by : 
fslý =2-f", Is 
2.8.6 
The fading rate is defined (for a single carrier) as the average number of downward 
crossings per unit time of the envelope through the median value. The fading rate (fe) 'S 
related to the rms frequency by : 
f ons = 1.475 =ý 
fe-1.475f,,,,, 2.8.7 
From eqns. 2.8.6 and 22.8.7 we can write : 
ý5 
fs - 
2f 
e ; z: ý 1.356f e : -: * 
fe --z 
f 
sp 
p 1.475 1,356 
2.8.8 
which mean that lHz=:: > f, = 1/1.356=. 737 fade/ sec=44.25 fades per minute. 
The two processes q, (t) and q 2( t) are generated 
by filtering a zero mean white Gaussian 
noise signal N, (t), N-, (t) as shown in Fig. 2.8.5, both with zero mean and unity two-sided 
power spectral density. The filters should also have a Gaussian frequency response 
matching the power spectrum of the Gaussian variable q, (t) and q 2( t). 5-pole Bessel 
filters have been chosen which meet the above requirement and their detailed design 1's 
given in Appendix A. The impulse response of the Bessel filter approaches Gaussian 
when the order of the filter is sufficiently large and the frequency response is ,, iven by I 
[18,19]: 
2 
W(f exp(- 2 2.8.9 4f1,11, 
Therefore, a bessel filter is used in the channel simulator to provide the necessary shaping 
to the random process q (t). In the HF channel simulator model used in this work there 
are a 3-sky waves and therefore, it requires six random processes qi(t) for i=1,2 ......... 6 
and each of these are similarly generated and the variance of a six variables are equal to 
1/6 0.167. This value of variance for each individual process ensures that the total 
variance of the 3-sky wave channel is unity. A block diagram of the filter used is given in 
Fig. A. I (Appendix A). From Nyquist theorem the sampling frequency of qj (t) in digital 
implementation of the bessel filter, shouid be more than twice the highest frequency 
contained in q, (t). q, (t) has a Gaussian spectrum and the maximum frequency contained 
in q, (t) theoretically is infinite. However, for the highest frequency spread of interest, i. e. 
2H, -,, the cut-off frequency of the filter is f, =1.17Hz, and gives rise to a +3dB band- 
width of 2.34Hz. This implies that a sampling frequency of more than IOH, -, is adequate 
for accurate representation of the filters in the digital domain. The sampling rate of the 
fading processes qi(t) is determined by the transmission bit rate of the modem. For 
testing a 2400 baud digital data modem on the HF channel every signal sample should be 
modified by the fading, hence forcing the sampling frequency of the qj (t) to be 240OHz 
or more. In order to be consistent with the sampling frequency, the roots of the digital 
filter must correspond to this sampling frequency and at the same time it is necessary to 
see these roots are not too close to the unit circle in Z-plane. Unfortunately at this high 1-n 
sampling frequency the pole locations of such filters in the Z-plane are very close to the 
ing an sampling frequency for the unit circle. This problem is solved by havi III 
qi (t) and obtaining the remaining samples by a process of linear interpolation. Thus q, (t 
has been sampled at IOOHz, that is a sampling interval of 10insec. Where the interpolation 
considered here is, of linear form, when the two adjacent points of qi(t), (such as 
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q,, j 
& q,, j_, ) are joined by a straight line, this line is then sampled to provide the 
scquence of the required q,, such that : 
q, = q,, j_l + 1, - 6i, j 
where 6i, j = -(q,, j_l - q,, )IýL = (qi, j - qi, j_I)IýL 
ýt represents the interpolation step, a positive integer. Thus, when IOOHz is employed 
the sampling frequency for the bessel filter then by interpolating 48 (ýL = 48) between 
samples the required sampling rate of 4800 samples1seconds can be obtained. 
The constant (GO) at the input to the bessel filter (see Fig. A. 1), is employed to change the 
variance of the q, (t) to their required values. The aim here is to ensure that the total 
mean power input to the model is equal to the total mean power output. Thus the total 
variance of all qi(t)'s should be unity. Combined with the requirement that the variance 
of all the q, (t)'s should be equal, this implies that in a 3-sky wave channel, each q, ([) 
have a variance of 1/6, where as in a 2-sky wave channel, the variance of each 
qi(t) should be 114. This is because six sequences (q, (t) ... q6(t )) are required for a 3- 
sky wave channel and four sequences (qjt) ... q4M) are required for 2-sky wave channel. 
The values which give the required variances in the q,. (t) for channel 1,2,3 and 4 are, 
respectively, 19500,15156,308538 and 204933. 
Finally Fig. 2.8.6 shows the model of a 3-sky wave HF channel simulator used in 
this work. The two signals q, (t) and q 2(t) give the 
first sky wave, the two signals q, (t) 
and q, (t) give the second sky wave and the two signals q 5( t) and q6(t) give the third 
sky wave where each of these signals are statistically independent of each other, but 
possess the same properties. If the signal at the input of Fig. 2.8.6 is x(t) then the output 
signal Z(t) is : 
z(t) = x(t) - q, (t) + At) -q 2(t) 
+ 
-14t -'Tj) -q3(t)+ x^(t -TI) -q4(t)+ 
x(t -q 5(t) 
+ 
-ý(t -, T,, ) -q 6(t) 
where x^(t) is the Hilbert- transform of x(t). Tj and 'U2 are time delay between the second 
sky wave and the third sky wave with respect to the first sky wave, respectively. 
2.9 RESULT OF TESTING HF CHANNEL SIMULATOR 
The results of the tests carried out on the simulated channel are summarised in 
Table 2.9 and Figs. 2.9.1-2-9.8. Table 2.9 shows the measured mean value. variance and 
the number of fades relative to the median value (r,,, ) of the sequences q, for the 4 
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channels model, with different values of the frequency spread, and different "eed number, 
The median value is obtained as follows ý 
The cumulative distribution function of the Rayleigh distribution, is given by eqn. 2.6.13. 
the median value is the point at which the CDF is 0.5, i. e. at r=rm then r,,, = (5 In(2), 
where (y2 is the variance of Gaussian random variables used in the derivation of 
Rayleigh fading. For example, in channel I the variance of each of thesix scquence" qj Is 
G2= 1/6 = 0.167 =ý r... = 0.40825 - 1.1774 = 0.4811. In the same way the r... for channel 
2,3 and 4 are 0.5887,0.5887 and 0.8326 respectively. The measurement of fades can be 
made relative to this median value over the period considered in these tests of (25scconds) 
of the fading channel sampled at 4800 samples/sec. The theoretical number of fades can 
be obtained from f, = (f, P/1.356), when 
f,,, = 2H, 7 => fe ;ý1.475fades / sec. - 
5--.:: 25 - 1.475 = 37fades. Therefore for a duration of 25 seconds the number of fades is 
about 37fades for frequency spread 2Hz, 18fades for a frequency spread of IH, -. It can be 
shown from Table 2.9 that the mean value of the sequences qj are very close to zero and 
the sum of their variances is equal to unity. Figs. 2.9.1-2.9.4 show the magnitude ý, ariation 
of the sequences qi(t) over a duration of 25seconds period for the four channel model, 
which is given by Z= 10-loglo[jqj 1, n=1,2,... . It can be seen from these figures, that i=1 
the amplitude variation of qi(t) is random, also these figures give some indication of the 
number of fades likely to be encountered in the respective channels. Where a fade is 
regarded as a downward crossing of the signal through its median value. In terms of the 
depths of the fades, there is at least one fade in excess of 30dB. These depths however, are 
expected to change when the other sky-waves are added to form the resultant HF channel 
model as can be seen from the previous figures. Figs. 2.9.5-2.9.8 show the phase variations 
of the sequences q, (t), given by : 
-1 
kk 
O=tan (1qj Lq2i-1) 
i=l 
li=l 
In all figures the phase varies between -Tc &+7r, which means that the phase variation 
is uniformly distributed. It can be seen that for channel 3 and 4 (the channel with 
fVP < 2H, -, ), the phase variations are slower than in the other two channels. The random 
sequences q, are obtained using the NAG routine G05DDF employing G05CBF for 
initialisation and shuffling random numbers. Toward the end of this work all 
measurements conducted over the previous channels model are based on the respective 
fading patterns in Fig-, s. 2.9.1-2.9.4. 
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Ionosphere Virtual Heigh Electron Density Critical Frequency 
Layer (Km) per. cc (MHz) 
D 50 ----- 90 
102 ... 104 0.5 
E 90 ----- 130 
104 ... 105 4.0 
F: F1 130 ---- 210 
105 ... 5_ 105 5.0 
-10 
F2 250 ---- 350 10.0 
TABLE 2.2.1 : Main Parameters Of Ionospheric Layers 
Type Of Channel Multipath 
Duration (sec. ) 
Doppler 
Spread (Hz) 
Spread Factor 
Short wave ionospheric propagation 
(HF) 
10-1 ... 10-1 10-1 ... 1 
10-4 ... 10- 
Ionospheric propagation under 
disturbed aurora] conditions (HF) 
10-3 ... 10-2 10... 100 10-2 ... 
Ionospheric forward scatter (VHF) 
10-4 10 10-1 
Tropospheric scatter (SHF) 104 10 10-1 
Oribital scatter (X-Band) i o-4 103 10-1 
Moon at max. libration (fo=0.4Kc) 
10-2 10 10-1 
TABLTE 2.6.1 : Multipath Spread, Doppler Spread, and Spread Factor For 
Several Time-Variant Multipath Channels. 
Type of 
Channel 
Multipath 
Spread (, Tl,, r2) 
(ms) 
Frequency 
spread (Hz) 
Number of 
Sky wave 
DC-Gain Seed 
number (ID) 
CHANNELI (I. I&3.0) 2.0 3 19500.0 75 
_ 
CHANNEL2 ( 3.0 & 0.0) 2.0 2 15156.0 57 
CHANNEL3 (2.0 & 0.0) 1.0 ? 308538.0 57 
CHANNEI-4 (0.0 & 0.0) 1.0 1 204933.0 57 
TABLE 2.7.1 : Channel Used In The Tc,, t,.,, 
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Height(Kni) 
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Fig. 2.2.1 : Electron Density Vs. Height . 
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Earth 
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4t 
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Fig. 2.2.2 : Ionized Layers of Atmosphere as a Function of Nominal Hei-lit 
Above the Earth's Surface. 
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Fig. 2.3.1 : Ionospheric Refraction Mechanism. 
P 
Fig. 2.3.2 : Critical Conchtions for Reflection 
Ionosphere 
Fig. 2.3.4 : The X- and O-waves , and 
Simultaneous of one 
Hop and Two Hops at Receiver. 
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aa 
Fig. 2.3.3 : Virtual Path. 
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or F-F 
E-F 
F-E-F 
F-F-F 
E-F 
F-E-F 
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(g) 
R 
Fig. 2.4.1 : Examples of Possible Sky-wave Multihop / Multimode Patties. 
50-50OKm 
Fig. 2.4.2 :A Near-Vertical Incidence (NVI) Path Showing One and Two Hops, 
The letter A Shows the Maximum Effective Range of Groundwave. 
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r 
Fig. 2.6.2 : Rayleigh Comulative Distribution Function. 
Fourier 
IOC (Af)l 
Pair 
ol > Af 
a- Spaced-frequency correlation function 
fA, 1-\l 
T 
b- Multipath intensity profile. 
r 
Fig. 2.6.3 : Relationship Between (D, (Af ) and 0, (, r ). 
Fig. 2.6.1 : Rayleigh Probability Density Function. 
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Bd 
a- spaced-time correlation function b- Doppler power spectrum. 
Fig. 2.6.4 : Relationship Between 0, (At) and sc (ý, ). 
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were n: No. of Modes 
Fig. 2.8.2 : One Gaussian Scatter Spectrum. 
X( 
Input S 
q2(t) 
Z(t) 
)ut sl, ý 
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Fig. 2.8.1: Block Diagram of HF 
Channel Model. 
>f 
Fig. 2.8.3 : Rayleigh Fading Introduced Fig. 2.8.4 : Power Spectrum of qI (t) and 
by One Sky-wave. q2(t). 
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X(t) 
Input signal 
White Gau.,,, Jan N1 t) L w-Pa,,,, -Fj1ter QI(t) 
Noise Generator 5th-Order Bessel 
Filter 
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Fig. 2.8.5 : Method Of Generating Of Fig. 2.8.6: HF TRANSMISSION PATH. 
Ql(t), Q2(t). 
Channel Type Seed Number Mean value of Vari ance of q, Number of Fades 
(ID) qi fads/sec 
-0-072583 0.163161471 
-0-034652 0.165772228 
Channel 1 75 0.073498 0.140094846 35 
Fsp=2Hz 0.02961 0.125983859 
-0.00679353 0.188886771 
0.198304 0.216127844 
-0-010012 0.15951934 
-0.013244 0.19990402 
Channel 1 13 0.01388 0.166005087 35 
Fsp=2Hz 0.09614 0.182031123 
-0-035755 0.133761497 
-0.012377 0.15877883 
0.0112 0.19078331 
Channel 1 177 -0-001836 0.156384245 
Fsp=2Hz 0.03474 0.144983444 35 
-0.07514 0.1783608 1-2 
0.00000865 0.147407942 
0.03002 0.18208164 
a- channel I( 3-sky waves) 
4 Z) 
0.090417 0.244330539 
Channe12, 57 -0.0050908 0.231254674 35 
Fsp=2Hz 0.00791 0.3322983251 
0.029504 0.191430132 
-0.0119 0.225481676 
Channe12, 13 -0.01575 0.28256568 35 
Fsp=2Hz 0.0165 0.23464931 
0.1143 0.25730222 
0.0137 0.284534921 
Channe12, 177 -0.00224 0.233232033 35 
Fsp=2Hz 0.04243 0.216228838 
-0.09176 0.266008 
b- channe12 (2-sky waves) 
0.122798 0.228895682 
Channel3 57 -0.01139 0.21227541 18 
Fsp= I Hz 0.16093 0.3711399871 
0.04568252 0.187688984 
-0.01296 0.13660237 
Channel3 13 -0.0386 0.303061076 18 
Fsp= I Hz 0.0478 0.26752481 
0.1466 0.292811764 
0.01445 0.307395431 
Channel3 177 -0.03237 0.2092935 18 
Fsp= I Hz 0.06391 0.204333936 
-0.1234 0.2789771 
c- channel3 (2-sky waves) 
Channe14, 57 0.184878 0.5188365478 18 
Fsp= I Hz -0.017149 0.48116347 
Channe14, 13 0.01954 0.3106975 18 
Fsp= I Hz -0.05821 0.689303 
Channe14, 177 0.0201 0.5949335 18 
Fsp= I Hz -0-045 0.405067 
d- channe14 (I -sky wave) 
Table 2.9 : Measured Characteristics of the Fading Sequences used to 
Model the HF Channel 
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Fig. 2.9.2 Magnitude Variation of QQ Signal for Channel 2. 
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Fig. 2.9.1 Magnitude Variation of QQ Signal for Channel 1. 
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Fig. 2.9.3 Magnitude Variation of QQ Signal for Channel 3. 
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Fig. 2.9.4 Magnitude Vanation of QQ Signal for Channel 4. 
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Fig. 2.9.5 Phase Variation of QQ Signal for Channel 1. 
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Fig. 2.9.6 Phase Vanation of QQ Signal for Channel 2. 
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Fig. 2.9.7 Phase Variation of QQ Signal for Channel. ' 3, ZD 
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Fig. 2.9.8 Phase Variation of QQ Signal for Channel 4. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MODEL OF DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM USING 
QUADRATURE AMPLITUDE MODULATION 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
When it is required to transmit digital data over a voice frequency channel, it is 
necessary to modulate the incoming data onto a carrier wave, usually sinusoidal, with 
fixed frequency firnits imposed by the channel. The channel may be a telephone channel, 
radio HF channel, satellite channel, or optical fibre. The digital information to be 
transmitted over the channel is assumed to be a sequence of binary digits occurring at a 
uniform rate of R bits per second. Each binary digit may be transmitted directly by 
sending either a wave form s, (t) corresponding to a binary digit 0 or a wave formS2( 0 
corresponding to a binary digit 1. In order to increase the spectrum utilisation efficiency in 
a digital transmission system, the information sequence can be subdivided into groups 
with k-bits per group, there are 2k=M distinct groups and hence, we require M different 
wave forms in order to transmit the k-bit groups unambiguously. Therefore multilevel 
modulation schemes, such 4-QAM have been developed for transmission of high-speed 
data over voice frequency channels. With QAM, the data signal is divided into two data 
signals at half the rate, each of which is transmitted as a double sideband on the same 
carrier frequency, but with the two modulating carriers in phase quadrature. Then, by 
using demodulating carriers in phase quadrature, the two data signals can be recovered 
separately at the receiver. 
The advantages of quadrature amplitude modulation are : 
Highly bandwidth efficient modulation scheme which is also linear [20]. 
A QAM signal has m levels where m, 2! 4, and by increasing the number of levels, 
it is possible to increase the information transmission rate over a given bandwidth. 
" No need to transmit any auxiliary pilot tone for tracking phase jitter. 
" Symbol timing can 
be obtained directly from the line signal and therefore is 
independent of the carrier recovery system. 
" The demodulation process 
is coherent and linear which greatly simplifies the 
theoretical analysis of the system by reducing it to that of a linear baseband channel. 
These, and other factors combine to make QAM one of the most widely Li,.,, cd modulation 
methods in digital transmission system over voice frequency channels. 
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3.2 MODEL OF QAM SYSTEM OVER HF CHANNEL 
Fig. 3.2.1 shows the model of a synchronous serial data transmission sNýstcnl. This 
model is widely used in digital transmission [17,26,291, and is related to the model of the 
QAM system explained in Appendix B. The model of QAM system over an HF channel 
can be described as follows : 
The transmitted signal now is subjected to Rayleigh fading. From Fig. 3.2.1 (sill', a 
stream of complex data symbol values, and Is, I are statistically independent and equally 
likely to have any one of their possible values. 1,1 si -6 (t - iT) is the input signal to the 
QAM transmission system, where 11T is the signal element rate in baud (tran,, 111 ton 
baud rate). Filtering of the input data stream is necessary in order to band limit the 
resulting QAM signal to the typical 3KHz bandwidth available on an HF channel. This is 
done by the shaping low-pass filter (A), which has the real-valued impulse response a'(t) 
with transfer function A(f) such that : 
A'(f)=O for f,. -kf,, P<f <-f, +kf Sp 3.2.1 
where fP is the largest value of the frequency spread expected to be introduced by the 
HF channel into the modulated QAM signal, f,. is the carrier frequency in H, -. and k is any 
positive integer [17]. An example of such a low-pass filter (A') is shown in Fi-. 3.2.2, 
which illustrates the amplitude spectrum. 
The linear modulator converts the input data stream f s, I into a serial stream of four level 
QAM signal elements with a carrier frequency (f .= 
1800Hz) and an element rate of 
2400 baud. The voice band QAM signal is fed to the HF channel, where its spectrum is 
shifted into the HF band by a linear process of single sideband suppressed carrier 
amplitude modulation. A corresponding demodulator returns the spectrum of the received 
signal back to the voice band. The signal at the output of the lowpass filter is given by : 
si - a'(t - iT) =I '(t ., sl, i. a -iT)+jl, 
S2, i - a'(t - iT) 3.2.2 
The signal at the output of multiplier is given by : 
V2 
Si - a'(t - iT)e 
j27rf 
.t= V2 Si - a'(t -I T) [Cos 2 7r f, t+j sin 2 71 f, t 
-ý2 SI. j d (t - iT) + J1 S2J - a'(t - iT) ][Cos 2 7u f, t+j sin 2 7r fct3.2.3 
By taking the real-part of eqn. 3.2.3 the QAM signal 171, (t) can be obtained as Z:, - 
5-) 
n12 in 
V-2 
Sj, j - a(t - iT) Cos 2 7c f, t-I s2j - 
d(t - 17) s in 2 7r fc t) 3.2.4 
The derivation of eqn. 3.2.4 is given in Appendix-B. The amplitude spectrum of 1ý1, (t) is 
IM 
2 
(f )I and is shown in Fig. 3.2.3. Now compare eqn. 3.2.4 with eqn. B-7 from 
Appendix-B, the QAM signal in-, (t) can be written as : 
M2(t): 7-- 72= si - a'(t - iT)e 
j2nf j2Trf,, t + s, i - a'(t - iT)e 1 3.2.5 
where is the complex conjugate of si . 
The QAM signal in, M is transmitted via the HF radio link, whose model Ps as explained 
in Chapter 2 and as shown in Fig. 3.2.4. For theoretical analysis the two-sky wave model 
was chosen, for this study. The model is based on the CCIR recommendations. This signal 
is fed first to the transmitter filter of the radio equipment which has the impulse response 
and transfer function d(t), D(f) respectively. The output of filter D is given by : 
M(t) = in2(t)* d(t) 3.2.6 
The output of the transmission path is given by : 
z(t) = m(t)* 
h(t)=M2(t)* h(t)* d(t 
1) 
3.2.7 
'-(t) is fed through the radio receiver 
filter which has the impulse response and transfer 
function g(t), G(f) respectively. 
The transmission path, filter D and filter G represent the voice band HF channel which 
introduces distortion into the QAM signal while the linear modulator and demodulator do 
not introduce any distortion. From eqn. 3.2.5 and 3.2.6, then : 
I j27rf t j27rf,. t 
m(t) = T2 si - a(t - iT)e ( +si a'(t -1 J*d(t) 
j2nf,. t j2nf .t3.2.8 
V-2 si - a'(t - 
iT)e * d(t) + S*j - a'(t - iT)e- *d(t)l 
Using eqn. B-23 from Appendix-B, then eqn. 3.2.8 becomes : 4: ) 
177(t) =I, a'(t - i'T)* d(t)e 
-j27Tf,. t ]e 2nf t 
Ti 3.2.9 
i2l TI f 
'. t- 
j2nf, t 
+ [s, d(t - IT)* d(t)e' ]c 
Let : 
a (t - iT) = a(t - iT)* d We 
-j27uf, t 3.2.10 
Then eqn. 3.2.8 becomes: 
I 2nf t '. 
a*(t-lT)e-- 
j27if, t 3.2.11 m(t) - 72= a(t - 1T)ej c +si I 
where a(t-iT) represents the overall filtering carried out at the transmitter on the baseband 
signal. The signal m(t) is transmitted through a two-sky wave HF channel shown in 
Fig. 3.2.4, where the delay in transmission over each path is constant and the relative delaN, 
for two paths is T seconds. The output of this model is given by : 
17( t m(t) q, (t) + M^ (t) q 2(t) + 111(t- T) - q3(t) + 1^ - T)q 4(t3.2.1 
Where ffi(t) is the Hilbert transform of m(t) and the Hilbert filter is an all pass, filter 
which introduces a (-90"/90") phase shift to all positive/negative frequencies of its input 
signal [1]. The output of Hilbert transformer is given by 
rmh(t) = m(t)* f (t) 3.2.13 
Where f(t) is the impulse response of Hilbert transform, given by : 
(t) = I/Or -0 3.2.14 
With the transfer function given by : 
F(f -j for f>03.2.15 
+i for f <0 
From eqn. 3.2.11 and eqn. 3.2.13 we get: 
iT)e j2nf,. t *f(t)+l s a* (t - iT)e- 
j'-? nf,. t f (t) 1 3.2.16 T2 si. a(t- 
Using the eqn. B-23 from Appendix-B, eqn. 3.2.16 becomes : 
1- j21Tf j j2nf, ýt si lil(t) = 7111 - a(t - 1»T)*, f (t)e ]e 2 3.2.17 
j2nýf'('t 21ýf t 
+ si a*(t - 1T)* f (t)e ]e 
Now, according to eqn. 3.2.10 and 3.2.1, the Fourier transform of a(t) is band-limited to 
the frequency band of Le. (-f (, to 
f 
(J. 
The Fourier transform,., ot' 
-ý4 
f (t) e-j2n f, t&f (t)e j2n f,. t are F(f +f )& F(f -f d respectively which take., ' the 
value -j & +j over the same frequency band. Consequently, by taking the Fourier 
transform of m^(t) in eqn. 3.2.17, and substituting the values (Jp +ý I .) for 
F(f +f) & F(f -f, ) over frequency band of A(f), (-f,, f, ), and then taking the 
inverse Fourier transform, then eqn. 3.2.17 can be written as 
Ii j27rf (. t +*. *(t-I'T)( ')e- j21rf,. t - a(t - iT)(- *)e si a 72= Il-i' si 
Or, 
j2nf 
(, 
t 
+ 7T 
f 
2 
11-jsi-a(t -iT)e I is, a (t-lT)e 1 3.2.18 2ii 
Considering two-sky wave HF channel and from eqn. 3.2.12 & 3.2.18 yields: 
7(t) =I 
j27cf,. t j2 Tcf .t EI[si - a(t - iT)e +Si a*(t-iT)e ]. ql(t) V2 i 
*q 2(t 
)[-j S' - a(t - iT)e 
J27rf (. 
t +j s*i * a*(t - 1T )e-j27cf,. 
t I 
*q3(t )[Si - a(t -, T - iT)e 
j2nf (t-T) 
+. Y*,, a* (t -T- iT)e- 
j27r 
*q 4(t)[-j Si - a(t -, c -1 T)ej2Tcf, -(t-T) + s*i - a* (t -T- iT)e--l 
, 27Tf (. (t-*r) 
Z(t) =III si - a(t - 1T)[q, (t) - Jq2 (t)]e 
j27rf 
.t 
V-2 i 
+ *. *(t-l'T)[ql(t)+jq2 (t)]e-j 3.2.19 Si a 
+ si - a(t -, T - iT)[q 3(t)- jq 4( t)le 
j2Tcf,. (t--c) 
*. * (t -, T - iT)[q jq4(t)le- 
j2Tcf,. (t-T) 
+Si a 3(t)+ 
Let: 
h, (t-lT) =a (t-iT)[ql(t)- jq2(t)l+ a (t-, c-iT)[q3(t) -j q4 (01 - e- 
j2Tcf .T3.21.20 
Then the complex-conjugate of hi (t -i T) is : 
17* iT) =a*(t - iT)[q, (t) +jq, (t)] +a 
* (t -T- iT)[q jq-e 
j27rf,., r 
I-3t+4 
(01 
3.2.21 
Substituting eqn. 3.2.20 , 
3.2.21 into 3.2.19, then : 
I j2Tcf t-i, 27rf ct 
Z(t) =-s 
hi (t - iT)e (t - iT)e 3.2.22 
if -c is assumed constant then (e is a fixed complex-valued scalar quantity with 
iI al properties of absolute value of unity, therefore it has no affect on the statistic 
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[(q 3(0- jq 4 (t))e 
-j 2 nf 
_. 
T 
], bearing in mind that q3(t) & q4(t) are , tatl,, tlcull% 
independent with zero mean Gaussian processes. Then hi(t - 1T, ) can be written as : 
hi (t - iT) = a(t - IT)[q, (t) -jq 2(t)]+a(t iT)[q3(t) - jq 4( t 
The signal at the input of filter C is given by 
ri (t) = z(t)* g(t) + n(t) 3.2.24 
Where n(t) is the only additive noise and is assumed here to be white Gaussian noise with 
zero mean and two-sided power spectral density Of No12. The band-pass filter (Filter C) 
removes the noise frequencies outside the data signal band without excessively distorting 
the wanted signal. The signal at the output of receiver filter C is given by : 
Z(t)* g(t)*c, (t)+ n(t)-c(t) 3.2.25 
If the signal r2(t) is coherently demodulated assuming that the receiver is synchronised 
with the transmitter, and by neglecting any phase difference between the reference carrier 
and the received signal, i. e. f, = f',, then the signal at the output of receiver lowpass 
filter (Filter B') is : 
r(t) = V2 - r2 
(t 
-e- 
j27uf "I t* Y(t) 
From eqn. 3.2.25, then : 
r(t) = 
V2-1[,, (t)*g(t)*c(t)] -e- 
j2nf 'c t+ [n(t)*c(t)]e- 
j2 71 f 
3.2.26 
Using the eqn. B-23 from Appendix-B, then r(t) can be written as : 
Let : 
and : 
r(t) = 
F2 I z(t) -e- 
j2n f, t *[g(t)*c(t)]. e- 
j27cf,,. t J* Y(t) 
3.2.27 
+ V21[n(t )*c(t)]e- 
j27cf,, t I*b'(t) 
b(t) l[g(t)*c(t)] -e 
-j2Tcf, t J* Ot) 3.2.28 
f"3.2-29 
Then 
V2 j2Tc. f Ct Jý!, - b(t) + v(t) 3.2 . 
30 
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where b(t) represents the overall filtering carried out on the signal at the receiver, and : 
V(t) = V21[n(t)*c-(t)]e- 
j21cf 
ct I*b'(t) 3.2.31 
v(t) is the resultant noise component in the receiver. 
Now replacing the value of z(t) from eqn. 3.2.22 into eqn. 3.2.30, then 
si- hi(t-iT)+s*i- h*i(t-lT)e 
-j47cf,. t J* b(t) + v(t) 3.2.32 
Now consider the eqn. 3.2.20 : 
hi (t - iT) =a (t - iT)[q, (t) -jq2 
(01+ a(t -T- iT)[q 3(t) -j'q 4(t)] 
which consists of random components qj (t) and time-invariant impulse response a(t). 
The frequency response of hi(t - iT) could be considered band lirruted and is dependent 
on A(f) and the frequency spreads introduced by the qj (t). The frequency spread is given 
by (f2f., ), where f ...... is rms 
frequency in the order of a few Hz and expands, 
jQj (f )12 _f2 /2 f2 according to (eqn. =: e -1-1 Chapter 2), over all frequencies. If now, A(f) 
given by eqn. 3.2.1 (assuming the value of k in eqn. 3.2.1 is equal to (5) [171) could be 
made such that after accommodating the highest frequency spread, it still lies within the 
frequency band (-f, to f,. ), then the frequency response Of hi (t - iT) could be 111111ted to 
this band, such that : 
H(f )I == 0 f>fc 3.2.33 
Therefore, the Fourier transform of h*i(t-, T)e -j4nf 
t 
in eqn. 3.2.32 will be outside the 
passband of filter B' according to eqn. 3.2.1, assuming the filter B' at the receiver has the 
same characteristic as the transmitter filter A. From previous discussion eqn. 3.2.32 can be 
written as 
si-hi(t-iT)*b(t)+v(t) 3.2.34 
Or, 
si-p, (t-iT)+v(t) 3.2.35 
where 1), (t-iT) here, is the time-varying impulse response of the linear base band 
channel, and is ýi cascade of the transmitter filter, receiver filtcrs and voice band RF 
channel. 1), (t - iT) is given by : 
5 
pi (t - IT) = hi (t - 1T)* b(t) 
or from eqn. 3.2.20, then : 
36 
iT) = la(t - iT)[q, (t) -jq2(t 
)I + 
3.137 
+a (t -, T - iT)[q3 
(t) -jq 4(t)]I*b(t) 
By similarity it can be shown that p, (t - iT) for a three sky wave channel i.,,, : 
p, (t - 1T) =I a(t - iT)[ql(t)- 
jq2(t )I+ 
+ a(t -TI-iT)[q3 
(t) 
-j* q4(t)]+ 3.3.38 
+a(t -'[2-iT)[q5(t)- jq6(t)ll* b(t 
where TI 4ý7- T2 are the difference between the arrival times at the receiver. From 
eqn. 3.2.33 and 3.2.37 an alternative baseband model of the QAM system can be 
represented as shown in Fig. 3.2.5. It is now important to consider the statistics of 
transmitted signal and the complex-valued gaussian noise wave-form v(t). First the 
average transmitted energy per signal element at the output of Filter A in Fig. 3.2.5 iS, 
given by : 
Es= EI f )si. a(t-1*T)l--d(t)1 3.2.39 
where E [. 1 denotes the expected value of the quantity within the square brackets. 
Using Parseval's theorem then : 
fIA (f 12 Es s, -d(f) 3.2.40 
-2 2 
where si = E[I si I ]. The average transmitted energy per bit (EB), is given 
by 
-2 -2 . 
E, y =_E, 
si IA(f )12 -d(f 
s' fI A(f )12 -d (f 3.2.41 1092M loýcy-, Illl 
2 
In eqn. 3.2.41 m is equal to 4 for this case (QPSK), The average energy at the input of Z-- 
receiver filter B( Fig. 3.2.5 ) is 
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ER= EI f (si-a(t-iT)[ql(t)-jq2(t)]+Si - a(t -T- i*T)[q 3(1) -jq 4(t )])2 -dtl 
2 -2 -2 )12. df z=> ER :::::: Si, [ql(t) +q 2(t) +q3(t) +q4 M 1, fI A(f 3.2.42 
-2 -2 -2 -2 
are the vari Assuming qi(t) are 'independent, and the quantities q, , 
q2 
, 
q3 
, 
q4 iances 
of q,, q21 q3, q4 respectively. But from Chapter 2, the four variances arc equal with 
the value of each is (1/4). In other words, the two sky waves channel does not introduce 
on average any gain or attenuation into the transmitted signal. 
From eqn. 3.2.40 and 3.2.42, yields : 
-2 -2 -2 - '? 
ER-:: lql(t) + q2(t) + qP) + q4(t) 1-E, 3.2.43 
From eqn. 3.2.43, and if the sum of the variances of the qi(t) is equal to unity, then the 
average energy at the output of transmitter filter is equal to the average energy at the input 
of the receiver filter. Thus the HF channel model on average does not affect the signal-to- 
noise ratio of the system. The noise component of v(t) is given by eqn. 3.2.31, whose 
Fourier transform is : 
V(f)=V2-N(f)-C(f +fo. B'(f) 3.2.44 
And the power spectral density of v(t) is given by : 
V(f )12= V-2. V-2. No. IC(f +f . 
)1 
2-I 
B'(f )12 3.2.45 
2 
With the auto-correlation function R, (T) is given by : 
f, 
(. 
)12.1, g(f)12 j27rft, df R, (T No 
_f 
jC(f +f -e3.2.46 
fC 
The integration limits of eqn. 3.2.46 related to the filter B'. From eqn. 3.2.45 the variance 
of qt) is given by : 
f(' 
cyl, =R (0) = No 
f IC(f +f 
t. 
)ý2. ýR(f)ý2. df 
f(' 
3.2.47 
C(j) has the sarne bandwidth as the spectrum of the QAM signal. If C(f) over positive 
'on function,, of each the frequencies is symmetric about. f(., then the auto-correlati real and 
5C) 
imaginary parts of v(t) are equal to half Real [Rv(T)l [171, and when [Rv(T)l is '-cal. then 
the real and imaginary parts of v(t) are uncorrelated [1,17]. Now, the sn_, nal to noise ratio 
per information bit is defined as 
SNR =T= 
Transmitted energy per bit 
Noise power spectral densit-v 
Or: 
SNR =, p = 10. loglo[_ 
EB 1 
No12 
3.2.48 
It is shown in Appendix B-1 that the Signal-To-Noise Ratio for a QPSK signal is : 
-2 
SNR=T=10. loglo[ 
Si 
2] 3.2.49 2cy 
3.3 EQUIPMENT FILTERS USED IN THE TESTS 
The impulse response of the linear baseband channel for a three-sky wave channel is 
given by eqn. 3.2.38 as : 
pi (I -IT)= I a(t - 1T)[ql(t)- jq 2( 0] 
" a(t 3t -jq 4( t 
)l + 3.3.1 
" a(t -, c-, -iT)[q 5t -j'q 6(t )11*b(t) 
Where a(t) & b(t) is given by : 
a (t) = a'(t)* (d (t) - e- 
j2Tcf 
,t3.3.2 
b(t) = f[g(t)* c(t)] -e 
-, j27rf Ct J* Y(t ) 3.3.3 
Where a(t) & b(t) are the impulse responses of the over-all transmitter filter A and the 
impulse response of the over-all receiver filter B respectively in Fig. 3.2.5, and a'(t), d(t), 
g(t), c(t) and b(t) are the impulse responses of Filter A', D, G, C, and B' respectively in 
Fig. 3.3. I. Filter A' is the baseband signal shaping filter. Filter B' is the low-pass filter at 
the output of the linear demodulator. Filters A' and B' are used to prevent aliasing and 
have an approximately sinusoidal roll-off in amplitude [24]. Filters D and G are the radio 
transmitter and radio receiver filters respectively. when the HF channel introduces no 
fading, attenuation or multipath propagation then, eqn. 3.3.1 becomes : 
pp) = [a(t)*b(t)] 3.3.4 
1), (t) in eqn. 3.3.4 should be minimum phase for optimum performance of the detection 
process, such that I A(, /')I =1 B(f)l [ 15]. 
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The group delay and attenuation characteristics of the radio filters D&G in cascade over 
the positive frequencies is shown in Fig. 3.3.1, where the radio filters used are the 
Clansman VCR321 type. Fig. 3.3.2 shows the frequency characteristics of the modem 
transmitter and receiver filters in cascade and in the pass-band of the QAM signal. Thi, 1_1 
characteristic corresponds to the impulse response : 
la'(t)*[c(t)-e -j2nf "t I*b'(t)le 
j27rf 
ct 3.3.5 
Fig. 3.3.3 shows the resultant attenuation and group delay characteristics corresponding to 
the impulse response 
la(t)*b(t)j -e 
j27if 
ct 3.3.6 
The attenuation and group delay characteristics corresponding to each a(t) and b(t) in 
eqn. 3.3.1, are obtained by shifting those in Fig. 3.3.3 by f, = 180OHz to the left and 
dividing them by 2. The characteristics of the equipment filter given in Fig. 3.3.1 to 
Fig. 3.3.3 operating on the voice-band signal are explained in detail in [17,26]. 
Table 3.3.2 gives the sampled impulse response of the minimum phase tran-smitter filters 
a(t), a(t-T), for (T =Llmsec, 2msec and 3msec), and table 3.3.1 gives the sampled impu1sc 
response of the minimum phase receiver filter b(t). The values given in tables 3.3.1 to 
3.3.2 have been obtained by [28], and further details regarding these filters are available in 
refs. [17,26,28]. However it should be noted here, that each of the sampled versions of 
a(t), a(t-, r) and b(t), for (, T =Llmsec, 2msec and 3msec), are minimum phase or (near 
minimum phase ) [17,29], so that the cascade of any one transmitter and receiver filter 
would result in a minimum phase or (near minimum phase) sequence. Thus in the absence 
of any fading, the channel formed by the transmitter filter and receiver filter is minimum 
phase, allowing the detection operation to be optimum. 
The sampled impulse response given in tables 3.3.1-3.3.2 assumes a sampling rate of 
4800 samples1sec, the reason for which will become clear in the next section. 
3.4 GENERATION OF THE SIR OF THE LINEAR BASE-BAND CHANNEL 
The sampled impulse response of the channel as given in eqn. 3.3.1 is used to 
generate the SIR of the HF channel for testing different detectors and estimators. The 
demodulated signal r(t) at the output of the QAM system model is given by eqn. 3.2.35 Lis tý, 
si (t - iT) + v(t 3.4.1 
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The wave form r(t) is sampled once per data element Si at the time instant 17. A,,,, uming L- 
correct sampling at the receiver and the fact that delay in transmission is zero, (the first 
potentially non-zero sample of a received signal element arrives without delaý, ), then the 
complex-value sample of r(t) at t= iT is given by : 
L 
T 
ri, 3.4.2 Si-h * Pi, h + Vi -= Pi'Si + Vi h=O 
Where: Pi, h-=Pi-h(ht), Vi=v( I T) 
Si --,:: I St, Si-I .............. S i-L 1 3.4.3 
Pi ý [Pi, O, Pi, l "", *, *****" P i, L13.4.4 
Assuming pi,,, = 0, for h<0&h>L; for practical purposes. 
ST Pi & Si are (L+ ])-component row vectors, and i is the transpose of Si . 
The I ri 1,1 pi 1,1 vi I are complex-valued. pi is taken to be the sampled impul,,, e response 
of the linear baseband channel at time t=IT. Pi in eqn. 3.4.4 is generated by sampling 
pi (t - iT) in eqn. 3.3.1 at the rate of 2400 samples per sec (i. e., 1/7), which is the baud 
rate of the system. 
However the convolution process itself in eqn. 3.3.1 is carried out in the discrete time 
domain. In order to avoid any allasing, when any one of the sequences 
qi(t)for i=1,2,3 ....... 6 changes rapidly, the sampling rate of the convolution is set to 
4800 samples1sec, which is well above the Nyquist rate for filters A and B. 
qj (t) for i=1,2,3 ....... 6 
have also been obtained at the sampling rate of 4800 sampleslsec 
as described in chapter 2, and the corresponding resultant samples up to time t=iT ai-C 
represented by the following six sequences : 
QQI, i = 
[ql,,, q, 21 '1 ..., 
ql, 2i] 
[q 2.1 q 2,2 1 *1 ..., q 2,2il 
3.4.5 
QQ6, i = 
[q6J q6,21 
...... 
q6, J 
where : 
q4, = qý, (h 
T) 
, 
for k=1,2 
,h2 
Let the sequences A,, A2 ý A-, and 
B represent the four impulse responses, 
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u(t), a(t--c, ), Cl(t--12) and b(t) respectively sampled at 4800 samples1sec, i. e : 
A al, o, ai, l ....... al, p 
I 
A2 a2,0, a2,1,.,..., a2, P] 
3.4.6 
A3 a3,0, a3,1 ....... a3, p 
B bo, bi ............. bp 
where: 
al, k (k 
T) 
a2, k = a(k 
T- 
T) , a,, k = a(k 
T bk= b(k T 3.4.7 2222 
and YT is the data-symbol rate of 2400 symbolslsec. For practical purposes, it is assumed 
that : a(t) - b(t) =0 fo r g<t<O . 
p in eqn. 3.4.6 is related to the maximum delay between sky waves (assumed to be -C, ) a,.,, 
[ 17,26]. g is the length of the SIR of filter A or B. 
2 
=9+T2*- T 
3.4.8 
Now, from eqns. 3.4.5 to 3.4.8 the components of the vector pi in eqn. 3.4.4 at time t=iT 
are given in descrete form by [ 171 : 
T 2h 
-jq pi'll II-I 
l[ai, 
k(ql, 2(i-i, )+k 2,2(i-h)+k) 2 k=O 
+a 2, k(q3,2(i-h)+k -jq4,2(i-h)+k)+ 
3.4.9 
+a3, k(q5,2(i-l, )+k -j*q6,2(i-li)+k)]-b2h-k 
for h=0,1,2 ............... L. 
Where (L) is dependent on the maximum delay T2 , by the 
following relation [17,26] : 
2g+p'+l 
where P, = 
2T2 
2T 
3.4.10 
and (T12) is a scaling factor and it is shown in [17], for exact representation of P,, 1, it must 
be multiplied by the inverse of the sampling rate of 
J(jkj & Ibk I- 
Thus, the values of (L+I) for channel 1,2 and 3 are respectively 22,22 and 20. 
3m sec & (g + 1) = 16 (table 3.3.1)) g= 15, p'= 0.0003 - 4800 = 14.4 
L= 
30 + 14.4 +I- 45.4 
= 22). L= cT+ 
P'+I 
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Jpj, j, for h=O, l .......... L are obtained at a sampling rate of 
2400 samples1sec, by takin,, 
every alternative sample from the convolution process. 
Appendix F gives the programme for generating the SIR of the linear base band channel 
tp,,,, ) using eqn. 3.4.9. 
3.5 MODEL OF THE COMBINED SYSTEM USED IN ALL TESTS 
Fig. 3.5.1 shows the model of combined system used in the tests of estimators, 
detectors and adaptive filter. This model is consistent with Fig. 3.2.1 and Fig. 3.2.5, but it 
shows in greater detail the receiver configuration. The signal fed to the HF channel model 
is a four-level QAM (QPSK) signal with carrier frequency f, = 1800H, - and a signal 
element rate of 2400 bauds. Each signal element itself comprises the suni of two binary 
double sideband suppressed carrier amplitude modulated elements, with their carriers in 
phase quadrature. The binary values of the in-phase and quadrature elements are 
determined, respectively by the real and imaginary parts (sIj & S2, J of the corresponding 
data-symbol si. The QAM signal is fed to the HF channel, and is transmitted via two or 
three different Rayleigh fading paths (sky waves) to the receiver, with transmission delays 
, TI, T, taken to be constant and equal to 1.1 &3 msec. relative to the first path. Each path 
introduces the average attenuation and the same frequency spread into the data signal. The 
important properties of the different channels used in the tests are given in Chapter -1. 
Stationary white Gaussian noise with zero mean and a two-sided power spectral density of 
N012, is added to the data signal at the output of HF transmission path. The wave forms 
qi(t) involved in the channel model have the same variance and the same root mean- 
square bandwidth in each channel. The model of HF channel used in this thesis is based 
on the CCIR recommended model and the full detail of this model is given in Chapter 2). 
The system is assumed to be synchronised. The received samples Irij at the time instant 
t=i'T, which are complex-valued is given by eqn. 3.5.2 as 
L 
T 
ri si-, ý - pi, 
+ vi = pi - si + vi 
h=O 
3.5.1 
where the vector Pi is the sampled impulse response at time t=1T of the linear baseband 
channel and is given by eqn. 3.4.4. The received samples frij are also fed to the channel 
b imator uses the received samples estimator, after being suitably delayed. The channel esti I 
ri-L, ri-L+I-'I .... ri together with the early 
detected data-symbols S"i-L, S"i-L+I .......... Y''t to 
give the estimate of Pi, where : 
P'i : -- I ll'i. o, P'i. I ............ pU13. -5.2 
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where pi is the estimated sampled impulse response (SIR) of the channel. 
The estimated SIR (pj) is fed to the minimum phase algorithm, which tries to determine 
the roots of the SIR which lie outside the unit circle in the Z-plane and then replace,, these 
roots by another set of roots which now lies inside the unit circle. This algorithiii attenipts 
to make the seq uence I p'j, 1,1 , 
(for h=0,1 ......... 
L), a minimum phase sequence I Y'i, h 
I' for 
h=0,1 ......... L. A minimum phase channel would have most of its energy concentrated in 
the first few components, which is needed by the near-maximum likelihood (NML) 
detector. The minimum phase algorithm operates on the roots of the Z-transform of the 
, "equence IP'i. hll for h=0,1 ......... L that 
have absolute values greater than 1.05, by 
replacing these roots by the reciprocals of their complex conjugates [23], using an 
iterative process. The full detail of this algorithm will be explained later in (chapter 4). 
The output of the minimum phase algorithm f y',. 1,1, for h=0,1 ......... L, is then fed to the 
NML detector with the received samples fril for detection of the transmitted datasymbols 
I s'i-,, 1. The output of minimum phase algorithm can be used to adjust an adaptive linear 
filter just ahead of the NML detector. The output of the minimum phase algorithm is now 
given by : 
yj = Min. phased of [P li 1 3.5.3 
1 y'i,,, ) ýz- Min. phased of I p'i,,, I for h=0,1 ......... L 
The minimum phase sequence I y'i,,, 1, is now scaled such that its first component is unity. 
This scaling is carried out for convenience in testing the detector. The scaled minimum 
phased SIR of the channel is given by yij, as : 
scaled ur h=0,1 ......... 
L 3.5.4 
i, o 
The resultant SIR vector of the time-varying linear base-band channel is : 
I whose Yi, 0=1 
3.5.5 
A similar scaling is performed on the additive noise sequence I 1, ij as well, in order to 
avoid any undue change in the signal-to-noise ratio of the system, such that each 
component of I I, j I is divided by yi'O : 
3.5.6 
1.0 
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Bear in mind that the sequence Ivil of the Gaussian random variables is pa"sed via a 
scaled version of the same receiver filter that the signal passes through ( Filter B 
The J Vi I are generated as follows : 
A sequence of statistically independent, complex-valued random variables with zero 
mean and a variance of g2 in each of the real and imaginary parts, is generated using a L_ 
software NAG library (routine G05DDF). This sequence is next convolved with lb'd, 
where I Yk I is the sequence obtained by scaling the sequence of receiver filter BI bk I 
such that Ijb'k f=1, and the sequence fb'd is given in Table 3.3.1 and derived from the 
sequence fbk) given in Table 3.3.1 using : 
bk 
Yk 
m 
for 
where 
2 
M 
ýbhi 
+33 bbi 
It should be noted however that the noise sequence obtained at the output of the scaled 
version of the receiver filter B, would correspond to a sampling rate of 4800saillpIcs/sec, 
due to the tb'kl, being at this rate. Thus, it is necessary to choose every other sample at 
the output of the scaled receiver filter, thereby ensuring that the noise samples correspond 
to a sampling rate of 2400 sampling Aec, which is the baud rate of the system. Therefore 
the noise samples Jv'j, are no longer uncorrelated, the correlation having been introduced 
by the scaled version of the receiver filter. 
The detected data-symbols fs'il at the output of the NML detector in Fig. 3.5.1, have a 
delay in detection of (ýt=32) sampling intervals introduced by the NML detector. No 
significant reduction in error rate is achieved by any further increase in the delay in 
detection [23,35]. ln the case of a non-linear equaliser with threshold detector no delay is 
introduced in the detection of data-symbols Is'j. The important advantage gained by the 
minimum phase algorithm and adaptive filter in Fig. 3.5.1 is that it avoids the need for 
prediction used by an estimation process over many sampling intervals, such as must be 
used in the absence of the filter [23,30,31,32], and the number of vectors used by the 
NML detector can be reduced. The performance of NML detector, channel estimator and 
minimum phase algorithm will be given in the following chapters. The differential 
coding-decoding in Fig. 3.5.1 is used to convert the sequence J(X ij into the Isi), which 
prevents a serious error-extension effect ( that is, a prolonged burst of errors in the JU ij) 
I'CSLIltII`II' from a large and rapid carrier phase change during a deep fade [17,23,26]. The 
full details of differential coding-decoding is given in Appendix B2. 
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3.6 COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS 
Computer simulation tests have been carried out to generate the SIR of the four 
channel models named channel 1,2,3 and 4. The SIR are generated for each channel 
using eqn. 3.4.9 and the parameters for each channel and the wave form qi(t) are given in 
chapter 2. The tests of the detector, minimum phase algorithm, estimator and the 
combined detection estimation are carried out over these channel models. 
The results of the tests carried out on a simulated model are summarised in table 3.6.1 and 
Figs. 3.6.1-3.6.12. Table 3.6.1 shows the measured, mean and variance value of the 
sequence qj after the convolution process for the four channels model considered in this 
tests. Comparing table 3.6.1 with table 2.9.1 (chapter 2), shows that the convolution, i. e. 
linear interpolation process, does not unduly change the characteristic of the sequence qj 
In other words there is no change in the mean and variance value of the qj . 
Figs. 3.6.1-3.6.4 show the characteristics of four channels over a duration of 24 Seconds of 
transmission, assuming the transmitted signal is a stream of pulses. Each figure represents 
the magnitude variation of the SIR of the channel, which is given by : 
L --) - -) Magnitude=: 10-loglo[ I (9ýpj,,, - +-! 3p,,,, -)] 
h=O 
where 9ýpj, l, & 
5pi,,, are the real and imaginary part of p,.,,, respectively. It can be seen 
tI rom Figs. 3.6.1-3.6.4 that the magnitude variation is random and changes in unpredictable 
manner, where a typical worst fading sequence obtained from channel 2 which is 2-sky 
wave with large frequency spread (2Hz) and large time delay. Therefore the initial choice 
of a detector or estimator for the combined system would be based on its performance 
over channel 2, where channels I and 3 are the mildest. It is necessary to test the detector 
and estimator over such channels for comparison purposes. In terms of the depths of the 
fades, there is at least one fade in excess of -35dB, as can be seen from Fig. 3.6.4 for 
channel 4. The depths of fades are expected to change, when other sky waves are added as 
in channel 1,2 and 3. The phase variation of these channels is given by : 
LL 
tan-' (I 3Pi, h I 91PO) 11=0 
lh=O 
Figs. 3.6.5-3.6.6 show the phase variation of channel I and 2. It can be seen from these 
figures that the phase varies between (-7r & 7r ) 1-1) randomly and the 
distribution of the 
phase is uniform. Figs. 3.6.7-3.6.8 show the magnitude variation of channel I and 2 before b111 
and after convolution process. It is clear from these figures that the convolution tl) process 
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(including transmitter filter A and receiver filter B in the channel model) does not produce 
any distortion to the signal. Therefore the model, that Is considered previously is a fair, if 
not exact representation of HF channel. 
The results of the convolution process of the transmitter filter A, receiver filter B and HF 
channel are also represented in three-dimension graphs. Figs. 3.6.9-3.6.12 show a segment 
of the amplitude variation of the SIR of four channels in three-dimensloii,;, where : 
1 -2 
Ampliti, idei, l, -=AMi,,, =[9ip, ý. 1, +. 
3pi,,, I for h=O, l .......... L 
These figures show different segments of the amplitude variation of the sampled impulsc 
response (SIR) of the channel, which indicate that the variation is random. For every 
instant of time (i) there are (L+ ])-components in the SIR (pi), and it is not necessary for 
the largest component to be the first one, which is due to the phase distortion introduced 
by the HF channel. This is a clear reason for using some technique to remove this phase 
distortion by changing the channel from non-minimum phase to near-minimum phase. 
Such a technique is called a minimum phase algorithm. It can also be seen from the 
graphs that these channels introduce amplitude distortion and inter-symbol interference. 
In each graph in Figs. 3.6.9-3.6-12, the X-axis represents the number of components in the 
SIR of the channel (L+]), the Y-axis represents the time instant (i), where (1) is taken to 
be (1,2 ........... 50) sample interval, and the 
Z-axis represents the amplitude variation of the 
SIR of the channel. The duration of each segment is written beside each graph in 
Figs. 3.6.9-3.6.12. For example (1=9600-9650) means 50 samples intervals are involved in 
drawing the graph, where (1=(9600-10776)mod24) means that 50 samples intervals are 
selected from 1200 samples every 24 samples. It can be seen from the figures with 
(mod24), that channel 1 and 2 exhibit 3-sky waves and 2-sky waves respectively and they 
are the most severe channels, since they have a large frequency spread and time delay. 
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sampled impulse 
response of transmitter 
Filter T =O. Omsec 
sampled impulse 
response of receiver 
Filter Jbkj 
sampled 
response of 
receiver 
impulse 
scaled 
Filter I Uk 
Real Imaginary Real Imaginary Real Imaginary 
part Part part Part part Part 
-0.1796 2.3539 -1.9418 
- 1.3626 -0.02805 0.01968 
-3.0074 20.7590 -15.9798 11.5941 -0.23081 0.16746 
-9.9409 45.5585 -35.1418 27.3343 -0.50758 0.39481 
-11.7870 41.4910 -34.4789 28.0870 -0.49800 0.40568 
-3.4618 8.7046 -11.2302 7.2715 -0.16221 0.10503 
4.4438 -11.7870 7.8155 -9.2602 0.11289 -0.13375 
3.0643 -5.5819 7.5124 -5.0954 0.10851 -0.0736 
-1.3597 3.1582 -0.5058 3.2327 -0.00731 0.04669 
-1.4974 1.7365 -3.3707 1.8975 -0.04869 0.02741 
0.2926 -0.7777 -0.6760 -1.2817 -0.00976 -0.01851 
0.5181 -0.1293 1.0483 -0.4830 0.01514 -0.00698 
-0.1843 0.2880 0.3622 0.7615 0.00523 0.01100 
-0.3168 -0.2325 -0.3106 0.1979 -0.00449 0.00286 
0.0022 -0.2108 0.0438 -0.1533 0.00063 -0.0021" 
-0.0444 0.0392 0.0739 0.0940 0.00107 0.00136 
0.0516 0.0099 -0.0647 -0.0312 -0.00093 -0.00045 
Table. 3-3.1 : The Minimum Phase Sampled Impulse Response of the Transmitter 
Receiver and the Scaled Version of Receiver Filter (A I, B, B'). 
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sampled impulse 
response of transmitter 
Filter 
_, 
c=l. lmsec 
sampled impulse 
response of transmitter 
Filter T =2. Omsec 
sampled impuke 
response of transmitter 
Filter T =3. Omsec 
Real Imaginary Real Imaginary Real Imaginary 
part Part part Part p rt Part 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 OMOO 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-1.6694 13.2373 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-7.8492 39.6494 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-12.3887 46.9272 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-6.6023 19.2347 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
2.9409 -8.8804 -0.7630 7.3452 0.0000 0.0000 
4.3005 -9.0256 -5.6487 31.9050 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.3368 1.6284 -11.9216 48.7718 0.0000 0.0000 
-1.9014 2,8139 -9.3589 29.8080 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.1434 -0.4311 0.5650 -3.0208 0.0000 0.0000 
0.6243 -0.4537 4.9376 -11.4980 -1.3137 11.0689 
0.0279 0,3082 1.0473 -0.9823 -7.1104 37.2137 
-0.3820 -0.0772 -1.9766 3.5053 -12.3470 47.9575 
-0.0417 -0.3043 -0.7165 0.3116 -7.5849 22.8263 
-0.0440 0.0085 0.5944 -0.7219 2.2354 -7.2499 
0.0749 0.0094 0.2544 0.2045 4.5939 -10.0027 
-0.0594 0.0095 -0.3636 0.1085 0.0932 0.8695 
-0.1544 -0.3287 -1.9704 3.1073 
-0.0228 -0.0636 -0.3234 -0.2261 
0.0167 0.0279 0.6313 -0.5553 
-0.0610 0.0186 0.1036 0.2882 
-0.3866 -0.0157 
-0.0735 -0.3216 
-0.0387 -0.0108 
0.0608 0.0141 
-0.0710 0.0136 
Table. 3.3.2 : The Minimum Phase Sampled Impulse Response of the Transmitter 
Filters For Different Delays, and shown relative to theTransn-ýtter 
Filter with (t=0.0 insec ), ( Filter A2 & A3 ). 
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Fig. 3.3.1 : Frequency Characteristics of the Radio Filters D&G in Cascade. 
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Fig. 3.3.2 : Frequency Characteristics of the Modem Transmitter and Receiver 
Filter in Cascade (in the passband of the QAM signal) corresponding to: 
I a'(t)* [C(O e-j27rf , ']* b'(0 e j2nf ct1. 
(b) Group-delay Characteristic 
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Fig. 3.3.3 : Frequency Characteristics of the Modem Transmitter and Receiver Filter in 
Cascade (in the passband of the QAM signal in the absence of transmission path) 
corresponding to: ffa(t)* b(Ole j, 2Tuf , t). 
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Fig. 3.5.1: The Model of Combined Data Transmission System Over HF 
Channel. 
Channel Type Seed Number (ID) Mean value of q, Variance of q, 
-0.077125 0.15973434 
-0.025706 0.165137 
Channel 1 75 0.06670 0.12990152 
Fsp=2Hz 0.019894 0.1542936 
0.095368 0.1891166 
0.10940 0.20080 
0.07247 0.24103821 
Channel2, 57 0.019904 0.234402 
Fsp=2Hz 0.071298 0.312247 
0.017518 0.2169373 
0.109847 0.2199507 
Channel3 , 
57 0.0406619 0.2310261 
Fsp= I Hz 0.0989 0.3298936 
0.0192763 0.2232396 
Channe14 , 
57 0.16356 0.487631 
Fsp= I Hz 0.060544 0.512185 
Table 3.6.1 : Measured Characteristics of the Fading Sequences used to 
Model the HF Channel after convolution. 
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Fig. 3.6.2 The Magnitude Variation of Sampled Impulse Response of Channel 2. 
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Fig. 3.6.6 Phase Vanation of Sampled Impulse Response of Channel 2. 
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CHAPTER 4 
MINIMUM PHASE ALGORITHM AND CHANNEL 
EQUALISATION FOR HF RADIO LINKS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the application of serial digital data transmission at high speed over a band- 
limited channel in the form of a multl-level signal (QAM), four types of distortion can 
occur : attenuation (amplitude) distortion, phase distortion, noise multiplication and noise 
addition. In the application of interest, the FIF channel can be characterised as a multipath 
time-varying channel causing time and frequency spreads. This time varying multipath 
characteristic produces alternately destructive and constructive interference. 
The major limitations on high-data-rate HF transmission are a result of the non-ideal 
characteristics of the medium, such as linear distortion (amplitude and phase distortion), 
rapid channel variations, and severe fading as well as band-width constraints. The 
resulting fading can produce complete loss of transmitted signal. The detection of such a 
signal is thus, adversely affected and as a result, the HF channel, usually requires 
sophisticated techniques like adaptive linear or decision feed-back equalisation at the 
receiver, to correct for the inter-symbol interference (ISI) (to remove the amplitude and 
phase distortion) [1,23,25,26,30,31,39,40,41,48,49,53,57]. 
Moreover the greater the relative fading rate the greater the relative time dispersion 
of data signal, the more difficult it become to achieve the correct detection (correct 
equalisation of the channel) of the received data signal. The relative time dispersion of the 
data signal is measured by the number of different data symbols involved in a sample of 
the demodulated base-band signal at the receiver, and therefore also by the number of 
components in the sampled impulse response of the equivalent linear base-band channel. 
The latter can be in the range of 15-25 components for HF channel. When the relative 
time-dispersion is large, with large number of components in the SIR of the channel, but 
when the relative fading rate is small, an adaptive linear filter which uses a minimum 
phase algorithm to adjust its coefficient, can, with advantage, be used ahead of the 
detector, to simplify both detector and channel estimator [23,39,40,58]. 
The more recent of the conventional approaches to such time-varying distortion i-, -ý 
to employ a serial system with an adaptive equaliser at the receiver, a decision feedback 
equaliser being normally preferred here to a linear equallser [40,481, since the latter can 
not handle a null (complete loss of signal) at any point in the signal spectrum, such as can 
occur from time to time in frequency selective fading [23,40]. Further more, the lincai- 
equafiser enhances the noise at frequencies where relatively high attenuation is introduced 
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by the data link [40]. Therefore, when the channel varies with time, there may now be 
difficulties in holding the linear equaliser correctly adjusted [23,39,40]. 
Two types of equallser-detector combinations are commonly used in a conventional 
serial transmission system over a fading channel. Firstly a non-linear (decision feedback) 
equallser with threshold detector, which employs a feed-forward transversal filter and a 
feedback transversal filter, and secondly a linear feed-forward transversal filter followed 
by a near maximum likelihood (NML) detector. In both systems the linear feed-forward 
section ideally attempts to correct only the phase distortion introduced by the transmission 
path. With severe amplitude distortion, a decision feedback equaliser is a substantially 
sub-optimum detector, whereas the NML detector operates to provide near optimum 
detection [23,29,43]. An important property of HF channel is that its impulse response 
varies smoothly with time, such that there are no discontinuities in the rate of change or 
acceleration with time of a sample of the impulse response. Also the first component of 
the SIR need not be the largest component, which is necessary when using Li NML 
detector [25,43,581. Therefore the HF channel is a non-minimum phased channel. 
From the above discussion, for most reliable operation of the receiver (NML 
detector or else non-linear equaliser), the feed-forward transversal filter must be adjusted 
to act as an all-pass network [23,39,58], which gives a resultant minimum phase response. 
The feed-forward section is normally adjusted adaptively, by means of the gradient 
algorithm [1,23,50,63,96], which is simple and quite adequate for applications wherc the 
distortion (ISI) is not severe and does not vary much with time, which is not the casc 
considered in this study. Therefore satisfactory operation is no longer achieved with the 
gradient method over an HF channel. The gradient algorithm is best replaced by the 
Kalman algorithm [48,63,69,71], which is however, considerably more complex even in 
its simplified forms. The latter also suffers from the accumulation of round-off errors 
[27,48,781. 
An alternative approach for adjusting the coefficient of the feed-forward filter is to 
use a minimum phase algorithm (root finding algorithm). First, replace all zeroes (roots) 
of the Z-transform of the sampled impulse response of the channel that have absolute 
values greater than unity (outside the unit circle in Z-plane), by their complex conjugate 
reciprocals, the remaining roots being left unchanged. Secondly, adjust the tap-gain, of 
the filter. This algorithm was developed [29,40,39] for the telephone channel. A simple 
iterative process determines both the required tap-gains of the adaptive I near filter that 
precedes the NML detector and also the resultant SIR of the channel and filter 'xhich 11.11 
necessary for NML detection. 
This chapter describes first the principles of linear and non-linear equall. "'crs. It 
describes next the algorithm of minimum phase and the adjustment of the linear feed- L_ 
forward filter when operating over an HF channel. Finally computer simulation rcsLilts 
ON, Cl' four HF channel models are presented. 
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4.2 SYSTEM MODEL 
Fig. 4.2.1 shows the model of a data transmission system, using syncluonou,, , crlýd 
digital data, four-level QAM modulation (QPSK), a carrier frequency of 1800H, - and 
signal-element rate of 2400 baud. This system is represented as a linear base-band channel 
having a transmitter filter and linear QPSK modulator, a transmission path and a receiver 
filter with linear QPSK demodulator. The transmission path here, is the HF radio link. 
Stationary white Gaussian noise with zero mean and two-sided power spectral density of 
(NO12), is added to the data signal at the output of transmission path. The full details with 
the basic assumptions of this system are described in Chapter 3 and only the main aspects 
of the system are given here. 
The output of the receiver filter is sampled at time instant JiTJ to givc the recci\Fcd 
sampled Wil, which are fed to the adaptive linear transversal filter. The tap-gairis of the 
latter are adjusted using a minimum phase algorithm whose input can be the estimated 
SIR of the channel which can be determined by the channel estimator. The complex- 
valued sample of demodulated signal r(t) at t=iT is : 
L 
rI Si-h'P'i, l, +Vi 4.2.1 h=O 
where: P'l=[p',., O, p',,,, ............. P'i, Ll 4.2.2 
is taken to be the estimated sampled impulse response at t=iT of the linear bxse-band 
channel (L+ ])-components row vector. The fsil are the data symbols which carry the 
information to be transmitted and are assumed to be statistically independent and equally 
likely to have any of their four possible value, and are given by : 
Si -:::: 
[Si-1, Si-2 ............. St-LI 
4.2.3 
The Iv are noise components, complex-valued Gaussian random variable,, with zero 
mean and fixed variance (y, that is dependent on No and the receiver filter. 
The basic assumptions of this test are given as follows : 
1. The minimum phase algorithm operates on the actual SIR of the channel 
instead of the estimated one, or in other words perfect estimation is assumed, such that 
pl::: -- 4.2.4 
II*. ii t7l c, I 1 e., minimum phase algorithm has exact knowledge of pi for all 
This assumption is necessary here, allowing Lis to examine the I'Minimum phase algorithm 
on the actual SIR of the channel, preventing any ci-roi-s 
from the estimator from affecting L- - 
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the performance of the system. In the final chapter, the operation of this algorithm 11.1, 
examined using the estimated SIR of the channel. 
2. For practical purposes, it is assumed that (p 0, for 0>h> L) [29]. 
3. The system is assumed to be synchronised. 
4. The parameters of each channel under test are given in Chapter 
Bearing in mind that for testing the performance of the minimum phase algorithm, its 
input is the sequence I Pi, h 1, for h=0,1 ......... L which is generated from the channel model 
described in Chapter 2. The output of the algorithm is given by the (L+])-component row 
vector Y j: 
y ly, 0, Y, .............. Y' i, Ll 4.2.5 
And after an appropriate scaling (see Fig. 4.2.2), then : 
Yl. = [Yi, O, Yi, l I .. *......... Yl', L] 4.2.6 
where Yj is the scaled minimum phase version of the sampled impulse response, which 
needed by the near maximum likelihood detector. 
In this chapter we are not concerned with the techniques for estimating the SIR of the 
channel, and such techniques will be studied in the following chapter. Therefore the 
performance of minimum phase algorithm is examined by using the actual SIR of time- 
varying HF channel instead of the estimated one. Eqn. 4.2.1 can be written as 
L 
si - Pi, o + Si-h'Pi, h+Vi 4.2.7 
L 
The term (I si-1, - pi.,, ) represents inter-symbol interference (ISI), which arises whenever 
h=I 
one transmitted signal-element, at the receiver input, does not die away completely before 
the arrival of the next one. Several techniques are developed to handle the detection of the 
digital data signals in the presence of ISI. An equaliser [40,49,87,88,96] is employed to 
remove the ISI from the received signal eqn. 4.2.7, such that the signal at the detector input 
becomes : 
ei - si + ui 4.2.8 
ui relates to 1,, according to some formula depending on the equaliser. 
Therefore a quick look here, will be made at the basic equalisation techniques followed by 
a detailed description of the method to remove the phase distortion caused by the HF 
channel by means of the minimum phase algorithm. The received signal after adaptation 
process at the input to detector can be written now as : 
L 
si, Yi'o + Si-1l*Yi. 11+11i 4.2.9 
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4.3 LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR EQUALISER 
The inter-symbol interference can be removed by a linear or non-lineur (decisioii 
feed-back) equaliser, which is inserted between the sampler and detector 
[29,40,49,54,55,77]. In the presence of pure phase distortion and additive \vhite GdLI. ssian 
noise, a linear equaliser followed by a detector is the optimum detection procc".. " 
[29,40,49,77]. In the presence of any amplitude distortion an improved tolerance to noise 
is normally achieved by using a non-linear equaliser in place of a linear equaliser [29,57]. 
Hence the basic principle of both techniques will be explained starting first with the linear 
equaliser. 
4.3.1 LINEAR EQUALISER 
Fig. 4.3.1 shows the linear feed-forward transversal equaliser. The equaliscr is a 
taped delay-line (non-recursive). In such an equaliser, the current and past values r'i of the 
received signal are linearly weighted by equaliser coefficients (tap-gains) and assumed to 
produce the output. From Fig. 4.3.1 the received samples at the symbol rate is stored in a 
digital shift register (or memory), and the equaliser output samples (sums of products ri) 
are computed digitally, once per symbol according to : 
k 
ri 1 r'i-h*Ch 4,3.1 
h=O 
where: C 7-- [co, cl ............. Cd 
4.3.2 
C is the equallser coefficients (k+ ])-components row vector, or the sampled impulse 
response (SIR) of the equallser, whose Z-transform is given by : 
C(Z) 
--::: Co+ cl Z- 
1............ +Ck'Z-k 4.3.3 
Consider the Z-transform of the received sequence in the absence of noisc, [40] as 
R (z) = S(z) - P(z) 4.3.4 
fill 4.3.5a Where: S(z) si 
m2 
4.3.5b 
and pi,,, - 
4.3., ýc 
11=0 
Smý & R'm2 are row vectors such that : 
Sm I ý::::: [S], S2 ............. S11111 4.3.6 
R'm 2 : --- [ r'l , r'2 ............. r'm2l 4,3.7 
S,,,, represents the transmitted data sequence, whereas the vector R,,,, 2 represent" tile 
received sequence. P(, 7) is the Z-transform of the sampled impulse response of the linear 
base-band channel. If the number of the tap-gains of a linear equallser increase without 
bound, we would obtain an infinite length equaliser with zero ISI at its output [40]. For 
the accurate equalisation of the channel, the Z-transform of the channel and equallser can 
be written as : 
C(z) - P(z) = Z' 
C(z) = P-' (Z) - Z' 
43.8 
4.3.9 
Thus the ISI can be removed by passing the received sequence through a linear equalisel, 
with Z-transform P-I(Z). This gives 
R'(z) - P-'(z) - Z-/'= 
S(J) 
* 
7/1 4.3.10 
Where h is a non-negative integer in the range 0 to (k+L). The factor Z-" allows for the 
delay likely to be introduced by the linear equaliser, and has no effect, apart from the 
delay, on the signal detection. Approximate equalisation of the channel with Z-transform 
P(Z) can be achieved, whether the roots of P(z) lie inside or outside, but not on, the unit 
circle in Z-plane [40]. The Z-transform of the signal at the output of the equallser is given 
by : 
R(z) =R (z) - C(,. ) 4.3.11 
Substitute eqn. 4.3.4 into eqn. 4.3.1 1, then : 
R(, -. ) = S(z) - P(, -. ) - C(, -. ) = S(Z) -y 43.12 
Where: Y' =[y'o, y', .............. I"k+Ll 
4.3.13 
is the sampled impulse response of the channel and linear equaliser, whose 
Z-transforrn 
is given by 
43.14 Y P(I 
Y' must have only one non-zero component Nvith value 1.0, when cxact equalkation 1', 
achicved. Let that component be Y'h. 
This means that eqn. 4.3.9 Ps held. The numbcr of' 
taps in the cqualiser (k+ 1), is in general infinite [40], 
but in practicc must be rcstricted to a 
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finite value, and consequently C(z) can not satisfy eqn-4.3-9, but it can be choý, cn to do ,o 
approximately. Thus, eqn. 4.3.9 becomes : 
c(Z) -- p- , (Z) - 4.3.15 
As a result Y' in eqn-4.3-13 may have components with non-zero amplitude beside the 
main component y' i, -, nal. 
h, which represents the residual distortion in the equalised 
Various techniques are known to determine C(z), i. e. the tap-gains of the linear equaliscr, 
and different criteria are used to minimise the residual distortion in the equalised signal. 
The details of such studies are beyond the scope of this chapter and are , 'I\'cn in 
[1,29,40,63,52]. From eqn. 4.3.12,4.3.14 and 4.3.15, then .- 
R(z)= S(Z) - 7/1 4.3.16 
which gives at time t=(i+h)T, at the input of the detector (in the absence of noisc) '. 
Ri+h = Si 43.17 
In the presence of noise, from eqn. 4.2. I (or 4.2.7) and 4.3.1, the noise components in r, Is 
1, j, where : 
k 
ui Y- li-j'Cj 4.3.18 
j=o 
Therefore, in the presence of noise eqn. 4.3.17 becomes - 
Si + Ui*+h 4.3.19 
Since I vi I in eqn. 4.3-18 are statistically independent Gaussian random variables with zero 
mean and variance Cý2 , the Juilare Gaussian random variables with zero mean and V 
variance 92 [40] given by: 
2k jCj, " = G-,. l C12 4.3.20 
j=0 
Where IcjI is the modulus of the complex-valued quantity cj. From eqn. 4.3.20 can be 
seen that the linear equaliser enhances the noise if IC12 > 1, the latter being the case when 
the channel introduces amplitude distortion into the transmitted signal [1,40]. Thl, " is 
undesirable, particularly for radio channels, which may be subject to frequcIIcY selectiVe 
fades. Since P(z) may contain one or more zeros on (very close to) the unit circle, the 
channel introduces infinite attenuation at certain discrete frequencies, which mean', that 
the corresponding frequency components of the transmitted signal are lost conipletcly. 
Therefore the linear equalisatiori of the chai-inel in fact require,, a linear filter that 
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introduces infinite gain at these frequencies, which is not physically realisable. In this ca,, e 
of a linear feed-forward transversal equaliser, the infinite gain needed niust be achieved 
through an infinite number of taps [401. The channel can not therefore be equall"cd 
linearly, no matter what type of linear filter is used, if exact equalisation is required. 
The detector in Fig. 4.3.1 operates on the sample value given by eqn. 4.3.19 to detect 
the value of the data symbol s j. An error occurs in the detection of s, whenever the noise 
component Ui+h is such that Ri+h is closer to a possible value of si different froill it,, 
correct value, that is, whenever the noise component 11i+h carries Ri+h onto the oppo"ite 
side of a decision threshold with respect to the transmitted data element ýi[ 15 1. 
4.3.2 NON-LINEAR EQUALISER 
A simple non-linear equaliser [1,29,40,49,52,54,56,77], which is particularký 
useful for channels with severe amplitude distortion, uses decision t'ced-býlck to NffloVc 
the interference from symbols which have already been detected. Fi-. 4.3.2 sho"'s the non- 
linear (decision feed-back) equaliser. The equalised signal F_j, is the sum of the outputs 
of the forward and feedback parts of the equaliser. The forward part 1,,, - like the linear 
transversal equaliser discussed earlier. Decisions made on the equalised signal are fed- 
back through a second transversal filter. The aim of the latter is to remove the ISL 'File 
basic idea is that if the values of the symbols already detected are known (past decision 
are assumed to be correct), then the ISI contributed by these symbols can be cancelled 
exactly by subtracting past symbol values with suitable weighting from the equalisci, 
output. The weights can be the samples of the tall of the linear base-band channel impulse 
response. The linear feed forward transversal filter in Fig. 4.3.2 has (n+l)-taps and ýi 
sampled impulse response: 
D= [do, di ............. dn] 
4.3.21 
with Z-transform 
4.3.22 dj-, --J 
j=0 
This filter is an all pass network, which therefore does not change any arnplitu(-Ic 
distortion introduced by the channel, but affects only the phase distortion 129,39], I. e. it.,, 
objective is to remove any phase distortion introduced by the channel. 
The latter can be 
translated using Z-transform analysis by having some roots of the SIR of the channel 
outside the unit circle. The filter is also such that the 
SIR of the channel and filter in 
cascade is minimum phase and has a first component of ý'alue close to unity 
[40,39]. 
The filter introduces a delay of n-sampling, intervals. Also let 1-1 
D(, -. ) = C(, -. ) - 
4.3.2'ý 
9ý 
L 
where Y (Z) Y, ý" j'7-j 43.24 
and C(z) is the Z-transform of the k-taps linear equaliser for the base-band channel with Z- 
transform P(I, ), such that : 
C(z) = P-' (Z) ýz-, 4.3.25 
The Z-transform of the channel and linear filter D is : 
D(z) - P(z) = Qz) -Y (z) - P(z) ý: ý Y 1 4.3.26 
So that, the sampled impulse response of the channel and filter D is approximately . 
"" 'ýý 110" 1, Y'2 ............. Y' Ll 4.3.27 
assurning correct equalisatIon, and neglecting the delay of n sampling intervals. As 11 
increases the approximation improves quite rapidly [29]. The vector Y' has the same 
number of components as P but it is approximately minimum phase, which means that thc 
energy of the sequence is concentrated into its earliest component [39,40]. The signal 
sample at the output of the filter D is given by 
11 I ri+,, -j-dj 
4.3.28 
j=o 
From eqns. 4.2.7,4.3-23,4.3.25 and 4.3.26, assuming correct equalisation (_v'O = 1, ), 
eqn. 4.3.28 can be written as : 
L 
Si +I SI-J., N''J+ui+, = si + si-I Yl . ...... + Si-L * 
YL + Iti+" 4.3.29 
j=l 
where uj, is the noise component at the output of linear 
filter, which is given by - 
/I 
I vi+,, -j-d,: -:::: i, i+,, -do+vi+, -i-di 
. ...... +vi-dn 
4.3.30 
j=o 
All terms here are complex valued, and since 11, j) are statistically independent 
GaLrssian 
2 
random variables with zero mean and variance Cy, _ the 
111,1 are Gatr"'Ian randorn 
variables with zero mean and variance Tj 
[40], such that 
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-) 
.n i12 = (52 
j2 cy, I Id v-ID j=o 
4.3.31 
where IDI is the length of the vector D. The feed-back transversal filter Fig. 4.3.2 (Filter E) 
has L-taps, which are given by L-components row vector, such that: 
[ei, e2 ............ .e LI 
& eh ýz-- Y'h ; for h=1,2 ý ... --.., 
L 4.3.3 2 
The output signal at time t=iT of this filter can be written as : 
L 
gi+11 s'i-j*ej 7-- S'i-I , el + S'i-2 - e2 . ...... + S'i-L * eL 4.3.33 
Assuming correct detection , which means 
, ý, jj, sij, ; 
for h=1,2 .......... 4.3.34 
L 
Then gi+,, I si-j-ej = si-i - el + Si-2 - e2 . ...... + Si-L - eL 4.3.35 j=l 
The equalised signal at the input of the detector (F- i,, ) at time t=(i+n)T is now given by: 
ci+,, =ri+,, -g, *+,, = si + ili+n 4.3.36 
Now, the detector takes as the detected data-symbol s'i the possible value of Si nearest to 
(F- i,, ). Let now, the Z-transform of the SIR of the linear base-band channel 
be factorised 
into two factors PI (Z) & P2 (Z) such that : 
-L 4.3.37 M11) --::: PI (Z) * P2 (Z) ---: PO + PI * Z-1 + P2 *Z........ + PC z 
-, -2 . ....... + aL-m * Z-L+m 
4.3.38 where: Pl(z)=I+al-z-'+a2' 
All roots of Pi (Z) lie inside the unit circle in the Z-plane (of absolute value 
less than 
unity), and : 
_-2 4.3.39 +b2 ' '. P? (z. ) =bo+bi -I . ....... +bm z 
with all its roots (zeros) outside the unit circle in 
Z-plaiie (of absolute value greater than 
unity). Let also P3 
be, such that Its roots are the complex conju_ mc, " of the reciprocals 
of those of p2(, -), such that : 
43.40 + bo * -. 
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Where b, *,, -j is the complex conjugate of b,,, -j. 
Therefore the roots (zeros) of p 3(, -) lie 
inside the unit circle in Z-plane. WI 1 ith an infinite number of taps (n ----> -) of the filter D, 
it can be shown that the Z-transform of the filter D [40] is : 
. Z-n D(z) = (b*t,, )-' . P2_1 P3 (1 4.3.41 
Therefore the Z-transform of the channel and filter D is : 
P(z) - D(z) = (b*m)-l Z-" * PI (Z)'P3 y 4.3.42 
where Y'(Z) = (b, *)-' Pi (z) - P3 4.3.43 
Whose Z-transform is given by : 
1. 
Z-2 + ý, 1 (Z) =1+ V'] * Z- + Y'2 
. L' ý. 
4.3,4-1 
Eqn. 4.3.43 simply says that the optimum choice of the linear filter is that which 
replaces all the roots of the Z-transform of the channel, which lie outside the unit circle hv 
their reciprocals complex-conjugate. The resultant SIR of the channel and filter is now a 
minimum phase sequence. The change in level introduced by the filter D is ignored hy 
omitting the component (&ý)-' [40] in eqns. 4.3.41,4.3.42 and 4.3.43, to -Ive the Z- 
transform P2-1 P3 (7)), the filter introduces an orthogonal transformation into the 1, 
received signal [40]. 
Another feature of filter D is that, since it performs a pure phase equalisation, i. c. 
'orthogonal transformation' into the received signal, it does not change the signal-to-iioisc 
ratio [39,40]. Using eqns. 4.3.31, and 4.3.36, the signal-to-noise ratio in the equaliscd 
signal (F- j, ), given the correct detection of S i-1, S i-2 ......... s i-I , is given 
by 
2 
Weq 
Isil 
2 4.3.45 2fl 
Where I -Sii2 Is the mean-square absolute value of si and 
fl2 is the variance of each of the 
real and imaginary parts of the noise component u i+,. The important property of filter D t) 
is that it maximises the signal-to-noise ratio at the detector input, subject to the accurate 
equalisation of the channel, so that it minimises fl 2 [29], and therefore also the suin of the 
sequares of the absolute values of the components of D. subject to the fii-st component ot' 
Y'being held at unity. t, 
Alternatively. it can be , ccn that the all pas,, filter D maximiscs the ratio 
(I N", F12 T11), where v'O is the first component of )". This means that the f-ii*,, t non-/cj-() 
-0 
component ot' Y', is maximiscd relativc to the other components in 
)", which Implie,, that 
9 
the energy of the transmitted signal-element, which Is spread over the component', ()t- P. 1ý1 
now shifted towards the first component of Y'. The result of this, is that Y' no%% contain.,, 
less ISI than P. Bear in mind that the remaining ISI in Y' is removed hY the fced-back 
filter E. Because of cancellation of the ISI, the non-linear equall"er "Liffer.. ' from error 
extension effects [401. The tap-gains of both filter D and E can be adjusted adaptivcly 
using an iterative solution to update their coefficients [1,39,40,521. In the next -, ection \\c 
will study one way to adjust the tap-gains of the equaliser which is referred here as a 
minimum phase algorithm. 
4.4 MINIMUM PHASE ALGORITHM (Adjustment Method) 
The algorithm is an iterative process and caii be uscd to make the channel at Icast 
approximately minimum phased by replacing the roots of the sampled impulsc 1-csilollse 
(SIR) of the channel, that lie outside the unit circle in the Z-planc, hy their reciprocal 
complex conjugate. Therefore the resultant SIR now has no roots outsidc the unit ch-cle. It 
then uses a knowledge of these roots to determine the tap-gains of the linear feed forward 
filter, and tap-gains of the feedback filter for the decision feedback equaliscr, or to l'orm 
an estimate of the SIR of the channel and filter, which is needed by the near-maximuni 
likelihood detector. The latter can be preceded by an adaptive linear filter which 
minimises the number of pre-cursor components (that is, those components appearing Z: > 
before the main components) in the SIR. This reduces the amount of operation that is 
required by the detector [58,79]. In other words, a simple near-maximum likelihood 
detector can be developed for detecting the transmitted data-sYmbols [36,39,58,79]. 
This algorithm has been developed by Clark and Hau [39], for operating over a 
telephone channel. However, it is necessary to modify this algorithm to operate over an 
HF channel, The algorithm requires a knowledge of the roots of the Z-transform of the 
SIR of the linear base-band channel P(z), that lie outside the unit circle. This is achieved 
using a suitable root finding algorithm to locate the roots of P(, -). These roots are then 
used to determine the tap-gains of the filter D. In practice the algorithm operates on the 
estimated SIR of the channel as given by a channel estimator, where the latter is assumed 
to work perfectly. Therefore the algorithm will operate on the actual SIR instead of the 
estimated one for these tests as shown in Fig. 4.2.2. The input of the algorithill P, formed 
by the software equivalent model of the linear base-band channel, which generate the 
SIR 
(pi) of the four channels considered in these tests, as shown in Fig. 4.2.2. The SIR of the b 
invariant channel (P) is given by an (L+ ])-component row x, cctor 
Po, III ............. PLI 
4.4.1 
whose Z-transforin is : 
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p("7) = PO + Pl * Z- 1+ P2 . Z-2 ........ +pL . Z-L l' 
Let now : 
where: 
P(I Z) * P2 (Z) Z) --::: PI 
I 4.4- 
4.43 
PI (Z) --- 0+ 01'Z --') 4.4.4 
- 1)(1+02 ........ *(I + OL-m' 
P2 (Z) ` Z-"1 * (1 +'YI *Z )(1+'y2'ý )* **»"'(1+'Yin'--. ) 4.4.5 
The 10 j) from i=1,2 ...... (L-m), are the roots (zeros) of P(z). For convenience, it IS LlSSLMicd 
that no roots of P(z) lie exactly on the unit circle in the Z-plane, and : 
10, l< I and 17il< 1 4ý4ý6 
where 0i is the negative of a root of P(, -, ), and yi is the negative of the reciprocal of ý1 root 
of P(I -). It is assumed that all the roots of p, (Z) lie inside the unit circle, where all the 
roots of P2 (Z) lie outside the unit circle. In the case where P(, -, ) has one or more roots on 
the unit circle, these are taken to be roots of P, (z), such that : 10 i 1= 1. 
The symbol [t in eqn. 4.4,4 is an appropriate complex value needed to sýltlsf'y eqns. 4.4.3- 
4.4.5.1 () iI and 1y iI are the moduli of () i and 7i respectively. The adaptive linear filter 
(Fig. 4.2.1) has (n+])-taps where n is typically between 20 and 50 [23,39]. When the filter 
is adjusted correctly, the Z-transform of the SIR of it is approximately [401 : 
D(z) = Z-11 * P21 P3 
('7) 4.4.7 
where: P3(Z)'-: (I+'Y*I*Z-I)(I+'Y*2*ýý. -I) ......... (I +'Y Z-1) 4.4.8 
and 'yi is the complex conjugate of y such that 'yi . 'yi - 
From eqns. 4.4.3 and 4.4.7, the Z-transform of SIR of the channel and filter is given by 
Y P(z) - D(z) P2 
I (Z) * P3 (Z) * PI (Z) * P2 (Z-) 4.4.9 
=7-"*Pl( ')'P3(Z) 1.11 
Eqns. 4.4.7 and 4.4.9 only apply accurately to the given system when (n but a vcl-v 
good approximation is usually achieved here without using an unduly 
large value of n. 
The resultant sampled impulse response of the channel and filter is now minimum phased, 
i. e. all the roots of Y(, -, ) lie inside the unit circle in Z-plane. 
The roots of pl(, -. ) are the 
complex conjugmte of the reciprocal of the roots of P, (z). so that the aloorithill 1-cpLIcc" lný 
all i-Oots of P(z) that lie outside the unit circle by the complex coRlugate of their 
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reciprocals, leaving the remaining roots (those of P, (, -)) unchanged. The full detai 1, ot 
this algorithm are given in (Appendix C, ), which is based on ref. [39]. Finally the 
description of operation of the latter algorithm over the HF channel is explained next. 
4.4.1 MINIMUM PHASE ALGORITHM FOR HF CHANNEL 
The algorithm is based on the one developed by [39] for time invariant channek 
(telephone channel), which is explained in Appendix C. 
For operating over time-varying channels (HF channel), the algorithm has to be inodified. 
The reason for this modification is that : 
The sampled impulse response (SIR) of the linear base-band channel in eqn, 4.4.1. 
which does not vary with time, is here given by the (L+])-component vector P, -sLich as - 
pi --::: IPI, () I Pi, I ............. Pl', L1 4.4.10 
where now P, varies with time. For the test considered here, the algorithm is- assumed to 
operate with the actual SIR of the linear base-band channel rather than the estimated one, 
i. e. the algorithm has an exact knowledge of the SIR, or in other words we ass, Li file perfect 
estimation. This assumption is necessary here, for testing the algorithm ovel- an HF 
channel without introducing any errors caused by the estimator. In practice, the algorithm 
will operate on the estimated SIR. Therefore the iteration process desci-lbed in Appendix 
C must operate on the sequence Jpi, 1, J, for h=O, l ....... L every instant of time and adjusts 
the tap-gains of the filter continuously, i. e. both Y'i and the tap-gains are calculated e\'ci-%' 
t=iT 1=1,2,3 .................... 
The algorithm now operates on the sequence IP', hl, for 
, 
for '11 
/1=0'] 
....... 
L in the following manner: 
The algorithm always starts with PI set to the first starting point, where nine startin2 
points are used here instead of five used by [39], for the telephone channel. The algorithm 
uses all the nine possible starting points (see section 4.5, p. 107) for determining any ne\ý 
root of the HF channel. This is done in order to facilitate the tracking of &.,, many &, 
possible of the roots which lie outside the unit circle, at the beginning of the proce, ". ". The 
values of the nine starting points are given later. To do this, the algorithm appropriately 
adjusts the one-tap feedback filter shown in Fig. C-2 whose input is now the SIR of the HF 
channel eqn. 4-4.10. The Z-transform of the filter is given by eqn. C- 17 as- 
+ p2 -2 -3 .......... 4.4.11 + pj p3 
The proccss works on the estimate of the root 71 eqn. 4.4.5 \vhich k given 
h,, eqn. C-10 
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e,, o pj, 
l +d. 6j 4.4.12 
where Pj, I is a better estimate of 71 than is d is a positi ve real constant in the range J 
(0-1.1), 6j- is given by eqn. C-14, and (ej, O) is the output element in the sequence of the 
filter output in Fig. C-2. Bear in mind that the first estimate of yl, at the start of the proceý'. " 
is ýO which is set to the first starting point, as explained in Appendix C. The delay of one 
sampling interval T in the feed-back filter (Fig. C-2) becomes an advance of T. ýýIth Z- 
transform z. Thus the effective Z-transform of the previous filter becomesAj(z) in eqn. C- 
as 
Aj (I '7) + 
Pj 
-z 4.4.13 
using eqn. 4.4.12 a new one-tap feed-back filter is formed replacing ý_, by ýj+j such 
Aj+i (Z) = (I + Pj+i *z )-' 4.4.14 
The process continue in this way, until terminated when one of the following condition 
have been reached : 
I-I ej, ol6j I< b 4.4.15 
2. j= the chosen number of iterations, which is in the range (30-50). 
3. lpj)>d=1.05 4.4.16 
4.61 -> 0 4.4.17 
where b is an appropriate small positive real constant. When condition 2 or 3 is reachc(l. 
the algorithm is said to have diverged and so is terminated, for each of all nine starting 
points. In this case it is assumed that all in roots that lie outside the unit circle have been 
found. In case 4, when 6j -4 0, overflow occurs in (ej, ol6j), so that the algorithm hxý, to 
be terminated. When condition I is achieved the iteration process is takcn to liaw 
converged. Let the value of j at convergence be k, so that tn 
Ok YI 4.4.18 
The sequence obtained at the output of the feed-back filter is now givcn by eqn. C-21 as. 
P(, -. ) - 
Ak (Z) ; z-- e k, o+ek J*Z. 
-I+ ek. 2 * I-- 
I........ + ek, L ' -, - L 4.4.19 
where (t'k, O ý 0) [391 (see Appendix Q. For subsequent runs 
however, the m root..,, that 
were tracked in the previous run. are added to the nine startin-' potnt, ý, to gi\, c a 
total of I 
(m+9) new starting points. This is useful for the next run to 
improve the pert' rmancc of 
r-I 
0 
10- 
the process to find most of the roots in the next sequence. These (ni+()) starting point, are Zý 
arranged as shown in Fig. 4.4.1, and the iteration process starts with ý, ý, Ct to yl. NA,, here -11 
now is the first root determined in the previous run. 
The algorithm next appropriately adjusts the two-tap feed-forward filter that Iio%% ii 
in Fig. C-3, whose Z-transform is given by : 
*. 
-1) Bk (Z) -"::: (1 -1- 
Pk 
4.4.20 
where now the input to this filter coming in the correct order to give the output sequencc" 
of (L+2)-components whose Z-transform is given by eqn. C-23 as : 
y, 1 (Z) -1 +y1,1. Z-2 .......... + ý, f . _-L-1 ý-: ý y i, -i 
+ Y"1,0 *Z1, L -, 4.4. ?1 
z: -- P (Z) - 
Ak (Z) 
- Bk (Z) 
where 0) [39] (Appendix Q. Multiplying eqn. 4.4-21 by i. e. is advanced 
by one place (sampling interval), then eqn. 4.4.21 becomes : 
Z-L --: C, (Z) -P (Z) 4.4.22 
where : 
Ci (Z) = Ak 
(Z) 
- Bk- (Z)= (1+'Y, - 4.4.23 
The two filters in Fig. C-2 and Fig. C-3 are equivalent to one filter whose Z-transform is 
C, (z), an all-pass filter. As a result the root (-I/yl) of P(z) is replaced by the root 
which is the complex conjugate of its reciprocal and lies inside the unit circle in the Z- 
plane. The sequence Y', is now reversed in order and used in place of sequence Pi, I 
eqn. 4.4.10, as the starting point for allocating the next root. The process is repeated in the 
same way until all the roots of Pi (z) have been allocated. Whenever a root is found or a 
new starting point is needed due to divergence of the iteration process, the next (111+9) 
starting points are used (, y2 ...... ). 
The iteration process is repeated until all (m+9) starting points have been used, at 
which stage it is assumed there are no more roots of Pi (, -, ) that lie outside the unit circle 
and the process is finished. Thus the starting points for any subsequent run are the roots 
determined from the previous run, plus the initial nine starting points, i. e. (111+9). 
The number of iterations (j) required for a normal HF channel ( slowly-varying channel 
can be in the range (30-40), which is adequate to allocate all the root,.,, -. For the %'cry \ý-ol-"t 
HF channel it can be increased to (50-60), so that greater latitude is allowed in the 
iteration process, before determining that the process 
has diverged [23,39]. The mot,, 
(zeros) of the time-varying channel Pi (, -. ) may from time to time cross the unit circle 
[2 " 1, 
I () " 
therefore an infinite number of taps are required for the adaptive filter to proce"ý' the root', 
on the unit circle [23,39]. To avoid this difficulty, the algorithm is now limited, "o that it 
only treats the roots of Pi (z) with absolute values greater than d, where (I P., chosen equal 
to 1.05 eqn. 4.4.16. The initial nine starting points used in the minimum phase algorithni, 
when operating over an HF channel are given below : 
1. ) 0.00+jO. 00 4. ) 0.0+jO. 90909 7. ) 0.64282+jO. 04-'S-' 
2. ) 0.90909+jO. O 5. ) -0.90909+jo. o 8. ) -0.64282+jO. 6428- 
3. ) 0.0-jo. 90909 6. ) 0.64282-jO. 64282 9. ) -0.64282JO. 64282 
TABLE 4.1 The Initial Nine Starting Points for HF Channel. 
when d is set to 1.05, the algorithm only searches and tracks those roots of Pi that havc 
absolute values greater than 1.05 which mean 71 eqn. 4.4.5 and also all havc 
absolute values less than (111.05=0.92381) 
The resultant sequence (Y',. ) with (L+ ])-components is given now by the row vectoi-,. 
i 
ly'i, 
mO ý 
Y' i, m II 
Y' i, m2 9 ........... i, mLl 
4.4.2 4 
which is the minimum phased sequence. The latter sequence is needed by NML detector" 
after an appropriate scaling to make the first component of this sequence equal to unity 
(1), as shown in Fig. 4.2.2. The output at the scaling terminal P., given 
by (L+])- 
components row vector Yj such that : 
yl =I Yjj), Yj, j 1 Yi, 21 "****-" Yi, L] 
4.4.25 
4.4.26 
where: y, 
'0=1.0 
and for h=1,2 ....... 
L 
Y 1,0 
and the vector Yj is now the scaled minimum phased version of the 
linear hase-haild 
channel, needed by NML detectors for satisfactory operation. 
In the next chapter the 
performance of different NML detectors will be examined using the sequence 
generated by the previous method (algorithm). 
The received signal at NML detector in the 
absence of the linear feed forward filter is now given 
by . 
L 
1, Vi-/, - 
-N'ih 
+ 
h=O 
4ý4ý27 
C_ 
where the vil are -, caled components of 
the noise. The reason for this , callno wIII he 
cxplained in the next chapter. 
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4.4.2 UPDATING THE TAP-GAINS OF LINEAR PRE-DETECTION FILTER 
The adaptive linear feed forward transversal filter inserted between the linear 
base-band channel and the NML detector is shown in Fig. 4.4.2. The filter has the tap- 
gains given by the (N+ ])-component row vector: 
[di, o, di, j, di, 2 5* ,-*" --, 
di, N] 4.4.28 
These taps are adjusted adaptively, using the knowledge of the new set ot' roots, %%hich 
have been found previously. The Z-transform of the filter is given by : 
. Z-2 ...... * _-N Di (Z) -:: di, o + dij - z' + di, 2 ----+di, N , 
4,4.29 
The tap-gains of this filter are u dated at every sampling instant. N is the number of taps p t_ý 
in the range 30-50. 
The adjustment procedure is given in ref. [39] and can be summarised as follows : 
At the start of the adjustment procedure fdi, /, =O ; for h=0J,.... N-1 and di, N=1-01, 
thus the filter has Z-transform given by : (Do (, -, )= -N). 
The sequence JdOJ is then fed through the two-tap filter shown in Fig. 4.4.3, vvlmsc Z- L_ 
transform is given by eqn. 4.4.20, Bl(, -)=(]+, y*l z, -I ), where 'Y, is the negative of the 
reciprocal of the first root of P(, -, ), which lies out side the unit circle. 'y, has been 
determined by the previous algorithm. This gives an output sequence with (N+2)- 
components whose Z-transform is fB, (, -, ). Do(z)l, which is reversed in order and fed viýj 
the one-tap filter as shown in Fig. 4.4.3, whose Z-transform is approximately : 
DO(l). Bl(z). Aj(z) 4.4.30 
Now Dl(, -, ) has Just (N+ ])-components and in the correct order. In the next run of tile 
process Do(, -. ) is replaced by D](z) andyj by y2 to determine D2(--, ). 
When the process has allocated all the iii roots of P(, -, ) that lie outside the unit circle, the 
sequence of the feed-back filter in Fig. 4.4.3, will have the Z-transform I D... (z) ý:: = D(, -)) 
(eqn. 4.4.7), so that the Z-transform of the resultant channel and adaptive filter i,., : 
4.4.31 
where 0 for h=0,1,2 ................. 
N- 1. 
There fore I Y, 11(, -. 
) = Yi(--. ) --::: A (, -, ) * P3(, -)), (eqn. 4.4.24), Is the resultant SIR, th at,,, 
used by the detector. More details about this proces,.,, is given ckcwhere in i-clJ391. 
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The above procedure can be used to adjust the tap-gains of the non-linear (decision feed- 
back) equaliser or the feed forward filter, that precedes the NMIL detector, and both 
systems will be examined in the next chapter. In this case the received salliples I r'i 
eqn. 4.2.1 instead of being fed directly to the detector, are now passed first through an 
adaptive filter shown in Fig. 4.4.2, whose output signal is now given at t= (i+N) T bN, 
N 
ri+N 
I 
r'i+N-h -di+N, h 
h=O 
using eqn. 4.2.1, then : 
NL 
ri+N III Si+N-li'* Pi+N, lz'+ Vi+N 
di+N, lz 
h=O h'=O 
where : 
N 
Ui+N I Vi+N - di+N, h 
h=O 
is the noise components and : 
4.4-32 
N+L 
ISi+N-h*Ci+N. 
lt+lli+N 4.4.33 
h=O 
4.4.34 
Ci+N::: Pi+N. Di+N Or Ci+Nh ý Pi+Nh. di+NI, , 
for h=0, I 
.............. 
N+L 4.4.35 
is the sampled impulse response of the channel and filter, and at time t=(i'+N)T is given 
by the (N+L+ ])-component row vector as: 
Ci+N : -: [Ci+N, O 9 Ci+N, l ........ Ci+N, N-1 1 Ci+N, N ý* '' ***, Ci+N, N+Ll 
4.4.36 
The samples I rj+NI from the adaptive filter are fed to a detector. Assuming ideal Z: ) 
operation of the filter and comparing eqn. 4.4.35 with eqn. 4.4.3 1, it can be shown that 
Ci'+N, h 'ýý 0 jor h=O, I .............. 
N-1 4.4.37 
Therefore eqn. 4.4.33 becomes : 
N+L 
ri+N:: --: 
ISi+N-ii*Ci+N, 
h+Ui+N--: * 
h=N 4.4.38 
L 
ri 1 si-iý - ci, iý + l', 
h=O 
The filter introduces a delay of N sampling intervals, such that the earliest symbol that 
could be detected at t=iT is Si-N . 
The filter here gives at its output the sequence I"i where tý 
Yi IY i, I, Y12, - 
4.4.39 
I ()() 
where (Y'i, h =ý (', +N, N+h) for h=0,1,2 ............ L. Y'i is an estimate of the value of , aiiipled 
impulse response of the linear base-band channel and the feed forward linear filtel- in 
cascade at t=(I'+N)T. When the correct adjustment is achieved the sequence )"i should be 
at least approximately minimum phased. The detector uses (r ' -+, %rand Y'i) to detect the 
value S, '+N+ýL, where ýt is the delay introduced by the NML detector itself, so that the total 
delay in detection is (N+ýL) sampling intervals. In the case of the non-linear equall"Cr the 
delay is (N) sampling intervals, because the non-linear equaliser does not introduce ally 
delay. The signal at the feed-back section of the decision feed-back equaliser FIL,. 4.3.2 PN 
given by 
L 
gi+N =I S'i-h'-N"1,11 4.4.40 
h=l 
where s'i-l,, for h=1,2,3 ........... L are the early detected data svmbol,,. The error signal ci in b 
Fig. 4.3.2 is now given by : 
F-i+N = rl, +N - 9i+N 
S'i+N can be determined from F-j. With correct detection of , ý"i-2, ---- 
L 
gi+N Si-h 
LL 
Si'('i+N, N + 
lsi-h'Ci+N, 
h+N - 
lsi-h'Y'o, + lli+N --'5 Si + Ift+N 
h=l h=l 
4.4.. 41 
-, ýý''i-b then 
4.4.42 
4.4.43 
Then at t=iT, F-i=si-N +11i, and an exact equalisation of the channel has been achieved such 
as : 
LL 
Ci+N, N =1 and I Si-h * ('i+N, li+N 
1 Si-h 4.4.44 
h=l h=l 
Finally, the previous algorithm should be implemented every sampling instant for 
the HF channel, such that both Yj and tap-gains of the feed forward filter are calculated 
every instant of time, ( t=iT , 
for i=1,2,3 ................. ). The results of computer simulation 
tests are given at the end of this chapter to assess the performance of the minimum phase 
algorithm, when operating over four HF channel models. 
4.5 SIMULATION RESULTS 
Computer simulation tests have been carried out on the minimum pha,, c al-onthni 1ý1 
(MPA) described in section 4.4, operating over four different HF channel modek. The Zý 
model of the system under test is that described in section 4.2. The algorithm 1,, assumed 
to operate on the actual sampled impulse response (SIR) of the linear hasc band Channcl 
rather than the estimated one. The SIR's for the four channels ha%-c been gencrated wing, 
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an equivalent simulator software model, that described in Chapter 2. The lenLth ot' the 
SIR (L+I) is taken to be 20,20,16, and 12 for channel 1.2.3, and 4 respect'\ clv. The 
parameters of the four channels are given in Chapter 2, and the computer simulation 
model for testing the MPA is represented in Fig. 4.2, ". 
The algorithm has been tested over each channel separately and its performance i1_1 
given in two and three dimensional graphs in Figs. 4.5.1-4.5-8. In all tests considered here, 
the threshold level (b) in eqn. 4-4-15 is in every case set to b=10-10, which is u,.,, cd to 
terminate the iterative process. The roots (zeros) of the SIR of the HF channel P, -(, -) may 
from time to time cross the unit circle, therefore if the adaptive filter is now actjusted, so 
that it operates on all roots of Pi(z) outside the unit circle with absolute values Lreater than 
unity (d=]), an infinite number of taps are required for the filter, since it must, from time 
to time process roots that effectively on the unit circle. To avoid this difficulty, the 
algorithm is now constrained, so that it only processes roots of P, -(, -. ) with absolute values 
greater than d, where d is now selected to be d=1.05. Therefore the algorithm only 
searches and tracks those roots of Pi(, -, ) that have absolute values greater than 1.05, which 
means that P1 in eqns. 4.4.11-4.4.23 and also P2, P3, ... _ ..... all have absolute values less 
than 0.9480. This suggests the initial values of nine starting points with which to start the 
algorithm. The nine starting points are given in section 4.4. 
Figs. 4.5.1-4.5.4 show some segments in three-dimensional plots of the over-all linear 
base band channel SIR before and after minimum phase, where the X-axis represents the 
number of components in the SIR of the channel (L+]), taken in this graph to be 20,20, 
16 and 12 for channel 1,2,3, and 4 respectively. The Y-axis represents the time instant 
(i), where i is taken to be 1,2,3 ............ 50 sample intervals, and the Z-axis represents the 
amplitude variation of the channel that is given by 
2+ 
-3 
-, 2 
ij, y j, j, for h=0,1,2 .......... L 
The figures also show the coefficient settings of the filter D. 
Each figure presents a segment of 50 intervals from the whole sequence of each 
channel, which is about 56000 samples, and represents about 25 seconds. The number of 
each segment is written beside each graph. Also some segments are represented by taking 
samples every 24 or 960 interi, als to allow us to see more samples from each channel. It 
can be seen from the non-minimum phase (raw SIR) graphs that as the number of , ky 
waves is increased the length of SIR (L+I) of the channel increases and the peaks are not 
concentrated around the earliest components or any particular one. The MPA operates on 
the SIR of the channel trying to make the latter at least approximately minimum phase. 
The figures clearly indicate that the energy of the SIR is now concentrated around the 
earliest components, therefore the algorithm succeeds in converting the SIR from non- 
minimum phased to at least approximately minimum phased. As a result of thi" the 
impulse response of the channel and filter will then exhibit a more rapid rise to itý, peak, 
MIS 
value, and also be of shorter duration (shorter than the non-minimum phased SIR). It can 
also be seen from the graphs in Fig. 4.5.1-4.5 4 that, the coefficients of the filter D are nmv 
situated around the latest components, which means that, when the filter ha" 50 tall" 
(N=50), then the largest taps will be around the component (40-50). This is an interenilli 
result that indicates the first few components of each received signal at the detector input 
are the largest components. Therefore near maximum likelihood (NML) detection can be 
achieved quite simply, leading to a considerable reduction in the complexity of the 
receiver. The coefficient of the filter will now be Dj=[do, dj, d ................... dN- k, ý1 
k+1 ...... dN1 where k is in the range 10-2. 
The filter D is simply delays the received signal by N places. The first (N-k) tap i, 1.1 Vel-V 
close to zero as we can see clearly from the previous graphs, therefore the vector Di 
becomes now: 
Di ýý [0,0 . ........... 
0, dN-k, dN-k+j 
...... 
dN1 
Other graphs are presented here in 2 dimensions, which show the over-all linear base band 
channel SIR before and after MPA. They also show the taps for the filter D. They , how 
the variation of the energy contained within each sample at the given time instant. These 
graphs make the idea of MP very clear, where each graph represents the SIR of cach 
channel at one instant of time. It can be seen that the MPA shift,, the energy towai-&, the Z: ) 
earliest component. Also the graphs show the taps of the adaptive filtersetting around the 
last 10 components. 
Figs. 4.5.1-4.5.8 indicate that the MPA operates better over channel 4 and 3 than it 
does over channel I and 2. This is due to fact that the latter channels are the most severe 
channels, since they exhibit 3-sky and 2-sky waves with a large frequency spread and time b 
delay, causing the algorithm some times to miss some roots to allocate (process) them. 
Even when the algorithm falls to process a zero that lies outside the unit circle, this does 
not of itself introduce any discrepancy between the actual and estimated values of the SIR 
of the channel and filter, so that the only consequence of the given failure is that the SIR 
of the channel approximates less closely to ideal form. With a good NML detector, this 
does not noticeably degrade the performance of the system as we will see in the next 
chapter. Therefore the algorithm operates over channel I and 2 quite well as it can be seen 
from the Figs. 4.5.1-4.5.8. 
The number of iteration processes is taken to be 40 in all tests considei-ed here, and 
this is not restricted, and can be decreased to less than 40, as we "Al scc in the next 
chapter. In summary the MPA converts the linear base 
band channel from non-millimuill 
1" -tion phased to at least approximately minimum phased, 
i. e. most of the phase di toi 
introduced by the channel is now removed. 
In the presence of both amplitude and pha, "c 
distortion, the alaorithin first corrects the phase distortion and next it convert',. the 
resultin- linear-phase amplitude 
distortion into the cori-csponding- minimum pha,, cd 
ýjljlplltUcle distorti 
however chanaing the amplitude distortion itself. oil, W1 
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CHAPTER5 
DETECTION TECHNIQUES OVER HF RADIO LINKS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The HF channel can introduce a combination of multipath effects and fading, 
leading to frequency- selective fading of the received signal. The two important paranlcterý' 
of this channel are : a. ) The relative fading rate : which is here taken a, the averaoc 
number of fades per data symbol and b. ) The relative time dispersion of the data signal, z:: 1 
which is measured by the number of different data symbols involved in a sample of the 
demodulated baseband signal at the receiver, and therefore also by the number of 
components in the sampled impulse-response of the equivalent linear baseband channel 
(L+]). The greater the relative fading rate and the greater the relative time dispci-sion of 
the data signal, the more difficult it becomes to achieve the correct detection of the 
received fading data signal, such as when the relative time dispersion is largge (3 Insco, 
with (L+I) in the range (15-25) components. 
The HF channel can be characterised as a multipath time-varying channcl causing 
time and frequency spreads. This time varying multipath characteristic can produce 
destructive and constructive interference. The resulting fading can produce complete loss 
of transmitted signal, The detection of such signal thus affected is difficult and as a result, 
HF channels exhibit high error rates. It is well known for a sequence of data symbols 
transmitted over a band-limited channel, which introduces inter-symbol interference (ISI) 
and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the optimum detection process is maximum 
likelihood detection [29,37,38]. The latter minimises the probability of error in the 
detection of the entire transmitted sequence, given that the whole sequence has been 
received [29,37]. 
Unfortunately, when m-level data symbols are transmitted and at the same time the 
SIR of the channel has more than a few non-zero components, as the case considered here, 
the implementation of a maximum likelihood detector by means of the Viterbi algorithm 
requires an excessive amount of storage and an excessive number of operations per 
received data symbol [29,37,381. Therefore the Viterbi detector becomes complex, where 
in the detection of received massage, it involves basically (ML) operations per received 
single element. An alternative approach that has been widely studied is a near-maximum 
likelihood detector ( NML ), which operates without undue complexity [29,42-461. The 
latter needs the first few components of the SIR of the channel to be the largest. This can 
be done by using a suitable linear feed forward filter 'ust ahead of the NML detector, 
employing a root finding, al-orithm to adýjust its tap-Tains, such as the one described in 
I ýls 
Chapter 4. The latter can be adjusted directly and in a relatively simple manner, from ýtn 
estimate of the SIR of the channel which can be determined by a channel estlmator. Near 
maximum likelihood detection is derived from the Viterbi algorithm by reducing 
drastically the number of stored vectors, but without otherwise changing the haý'ic method 
of operation [29,43,46]. 
In this chapter it is necessary first to describe the operation of the Viterbi algorithm. 
Various NML detectors are next described. The performance of the various NML 
detectors with and without linear feed forward filter are presented at the end of thi.,, -. 
chapter by means of computer simulation. The tests are carried out over three HF channel 
models namely channel 1,2 and 3. 
5.2 MODEL OF THE SYSTEM UNDER TEST 
The model of data transmission system is shown in Fig. 5.2.1. The system 
assumed here is the same as that described in Chapter 3. The model itself assumes a 
synchronous, serial data transmission system, with a four-level QAM signal. with an 
element rate of 2400 bauds. The signal at the input of the adaptive filter at time t=iT, is 
the complex-valued quantity and is given by : 
ILT Isi-1, Pi'l, + vj- = Pi - Sl + Vi h=O 
5.2.1 
where Is iI are assumed to be statistically independent and equally likely to have one of 
four possible values, where : 
Si = SIJ +i S2, i 5.2.2 
with S I, i=±l & s2j=±l, 
ST is the transpose of S i 
are the additive noise components, statiatically independent Gaussian random 
variables with zero mean and fixed variance (52 . This sequence is scaled as illustrated in 11 
Chapter 3, and pi is the sampled impulse response of the linear baseband channel (L+ I)- 
component row vector given by : 
Pi --: [Pi, O, Pi, l -*-I PI, Ll 
5.2.3 
For the purposes of simplicity, theoretical analysis of the operation of NML detector is 
considered first in the absence of the linear feed-forward transversal filter that precedes 
the detector. Therefore the signal at the input of NML detector is given now by : 
1 -19 
L 
ri- ISi-h*. N'- +Vi=: Yi'STi+Vi 5,2.4 
h=O 11h 
where : 
Yi i, O, Y ij, Yi, L] 5.2.5 
is the scaled minimum phase sampled impulse response of the linear base-band channel. 
The latter is generated by the minimum phase algorithm whose input can be the estimated 
sampled impulse response of the channel p, j that is formed by the channel estimator. But 
for this investigation the input of the latter algorithm is the actual SIR of the channel, i. e. 
perfect estimation is assumed (P'i = Pj). this assumption is necessary to test the operation 
of various NML detectors over the HF channel employing the practical minimum phase 
algorithm to make the channel at least approximately minimum phased. The full detail of 
the operation of the minimum phase algorithm is given in Chapter 4. 
It is assumed for practical purpose that 0 for h<0&h>L. 
The vector Yj is a minimum phase (or approximately) sequence whose first component is 
always close to unity, such that : 
-"i, o::::::: 
1.0 5.2.6 
An equivalent model of the system for testing various NML detectors by means of 
computer simulation is used, which is shown in Fig. 5.2.2. The sequence of the SIR of the 
linear baseband HF channel is generated using a software model which is shown in 
Fig. 5.2.3. The model can be programmed to be 3-sky wave or 2-sky wave with different 
parameters for testing the operation of detectors over the three channel model. The MP 
algorithm operates on the latter sequence to give the corresponding sequence of the scaled 
version minimum phased SIR of the linear baseband HF channel, which is fed to NML 
detector. The differential coded-decoded used in Fig. 5.2.2 is explained in Appendix B-2. 
However, the noise sequence IviI and the sampled impulse response sequence are scaled 
in order not to change the signal-to-noise ratio. The latter is given by eqn. 3.2.49 as 
S; SNR= V= 10-loglo 12 
2u 
5.2.7 
where cy 12 is the variance of the real and imaginary part of 
discrete time noise sequence 
f i, j) - It should 
be noted here, that the minimum phased channel would have most of Its 
cnercry concentrated in the first few components. Although not critical in a full Viterbi Zý' 4: ) 
detector, minimum phasing of the channel is desirable when employing near-maximum 
likelihood detectors, (essential in the case of a conventional non-linear equaliser) [2 3,29]. 
Minimum phasing would be carried out by employing an adaptive linear filter, xith root Z: ' t) 
finding algorithm *ust ahead of the detector, ý, vhere the function of this process . i,, to Z__ i 
convcrt the linear base-band channel from non-minimurn phased to at least approxii-natek 
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minimum phased, by replacing the zeros of Z-transform. of the SIR of the channel whch 
lie outside the unit circle, by the reciprocals of their complex conjugates. It may adjust the 
tap-gains of the linear feed forward filter, when the latter V., used in the tests. For more 
detail on the model of data transmission system see Chapter 3. 
5.3 VITERBI ALGORITHM DETECTOR 
It is essential before describing the NML detector to outline the operation ot' ý1 
conventional Viterbi detector. The latter was originally developed in 1967, for the 
decoding of convolution codes [38]. The objective in this section is to explain the Viterbi 
algorithm in terms of its operation as maximum likelihood detector and the full detail of 
the algorithm is given elsewhere in [23,38]. 
Consider the (n)-componenets row vectors ( sequences 
Sn ISI, S2, S3 ............. Yll 
I 
V ii 
[VI 
5 V2 5 V3 ý ........... I'll] 
Rn [ri, r2, r3 ............ r, 
I 
5.3.1 
5.3.2 
5.3.3 
Sn, Vn, Rn are /'-components vectors whose 1"' elements are respectively, si, I, j, I-j 
for 1'=1,2,3 ......... n. 
They represent, the symbol values, noise components, and received 
samples respectively up to time (0) in the transmission message, si may have one of the 
(in) possible values. f 1, j I are statistically independent random variable with zero mean and 
fixed variance. Also let 
Xn :: -- IXI ý X2, X3 i .......... I X/I 
Zii::::::: IZI, Z2, Z3 ........... ýZll 
Un : '-- IUI ý 112 ý U3 ý ........... Ull 
I 
5.3.4 
5.3.5 
5.3.6 
whereXii, Zn, U), are n-components vectors whose i th elements are -vi, -, i, I, - 
for 
i=1,2 ............. n. xi. can take on any of the (in) possible values of si, and -, i is a possible 
estimate of the signal component in ri which is given by : 
5.3.7 
If 11i is a possible value of 1, j then : 
I'l, - -I + ill 5.3,8 
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Then ui is the estimate of vi that correspond to 7 .. The square of unitary (Euclidean) 
distance between Rn & Zn is given by 
I UII12 =I U112 +1 U2 12 ....... +1111712 =1 Rn _ Zjj 12 5.3.9 
Since iii = ri - -I- , 
for i=0,1,2 ......... n, the quantity luil is the absolute value 
(modulus) of 11j. Assume the [sil are statistically independent and equally likely to have 
any of their (111") different possible values, and the statistical independence condition for 
the noise samples f vi 1. Under these conditions, the maximum likelihood estimate of the 
transmitted sequence is given by the vector where this is the value of the vector 
x, such that 'Un 12 is mimmised [23,381. Also (X ), na, is the possible value of S, that il... 
most likely to be correct [23,29], given the received vector R,,. The quantity I U, F 1" said 
to be the cost of X, The Viterbi detector determines the cost of a given vector X, by 
using the components f-,, l of this vector to form the estimate ý,, j of the quantity 
L 
si - 11 and to 
do this the receiver employs the linear feedforward transversal filter 
h0 
as shown in Fig. 5.3. I. The tap-gains of this filter is given by eqn. 5.2.5 which is the output 
of the minimum phase process. The (n + 1) 1 zi I then form the components of the vector 
Z, that corresponds to the vector X, The cost of this vector is now calculated usilhl 
eqn. 5.3.9, where Rn & Zn are known. Now the model of data transmission system can 
be considered as shown in Fig. 5.3.2, which is more suitable for the explanation of the 
detection process. 
The method of operation of the Viterbi algorithm is now explained as follows 
Just prior to the receipt of the sample r,, +I, 0,1') different sequences (vectors) IX 
are stored, and associated with each vector x, is stored its cost IU,, 1'. Each of the (In'-) 
stored sequences ( X, I has a different one of the (m') possible combinations of the 
values of its last L components (X,, -L+l i Xn-L+2 i ......... xj, and each sequence has the 
smallest cost for its particular combination of the values of (Xn-L+I, Xn-L+2 ........... Vn )- 
These set of vectors are called "survivors". The cost of a vector is a measure of how likely 
it is that vector's components have the same values as the corresponding data-symbols 
[23,38]. The lower the cost, the more likely this is. The sequence X, that has the smallest 
cost over all stored sequences is the maximum likelihood sequence X, which is the 
possible sequence of the data symbol I si I most likely to be correct. 
On receipt of received signal sample r,, +I, each of the (ML) survivors is 
expanded (in) ways to give (111L+1) vectors jX, +jj, where the values of the first n 
components (Xn-L+1-Vn-L+2 ........... Vn ) are as in the original vector, and the last component 
takes on its (ni) different possible values. A sequence X,, +,. of course, has (ii+])- 
14-1 
components. The cost 'Un+112 of each vector X,, +, is next formed according to eqn. 53.9. 
where : 
11+1 
12=, UII, 2 +1 Un+l 12 5.3.10 
I" the cost of the vector Xn and 'Un 
12 , from which the vector X,, +, has been derived. 
12 Since I U, has already been determined, it is only necessary to evaluate I It, I I' and add 
this to IU, 12 . From eqn. 5.3.7 and 5.3.8, then : 
11,11+112 
L 
12 =Irn+l- lXn+]-h Yh 
h=O 
12 12 
L 
5.3.11 lu/l+I = lull +Irn+l - LXn+I-h' Yhl- 
h=O 
(ML+I) (, ), 
L+I) VCCtOj-', The resulting costs are stored alongside the corresponding 
The detector next selects the vector, which has the smallest cost value of IU,, +, 
1', for 
each of the (11, L) possible combinations of the last L-components of X,, +,, (that is : 
Xn-I, +2, -Vn-L+3 ......... x,, +, 
). The resulting (11, L) selected sequence IX,, +, 
) are next stored, 
together with their cost, ready for next detection. The maximum likelihood sequence 
(Xn+dmax, is now chosen as the sequence with the lowest cost amongest the survivors . 
The detection is carried out, on receipt of the whole message, such that the components 
Jxjj in the sequence (Xn+, )max are taken to be detected values of the data symbols Isil, 
assuming of course, the duration of the entire message to be (0ý seconds. In practice, the 
number of data symbols transmitted in a message is likely to be large, this would involve 
an excessive amount of storage in operating with the vectors JXJ. Thus, each X, is 
replaced by the corresponding vector Q,, where : 
Qn -': -- [Xii-p Xn-p+l, Xn-ýt+2 ............ Xnl 5.3.12 
Thus an appropriate delay of ýL time intervals is introduced before the detection of the Si, 
where ýL > L. Q,, is given by the last (ýt+ ])-components of the particular X,,, and the cost 
lull 12 of X 11 is now taken as the cost of the corresponding 
Q,. The detector holds now in 
store (III-) (p+ I )-components vectors IQJ instead of (11, L) n-components sequence 
I X,, 1. IQJ having the (In L) different possible combinations of the values of the last L- t_ý 
components ........... v,, 
). Each sequence is that with the smallest cost for a 
particular combination of values of its last L-components. Associated with each sequence 
(Q,, ) is stored the corresponding cost IU, F. The sequence with the smallest cost forms the 
last (p+ ])-components of the maximum likelihood sequence X, and the value of the 
first component xi, p of this sequence (Qll),,,,, x is taken as the detected value of the 
data symbol sll-p. The delay in detection is now p sampling intervals. The algorithm now t__ C_ 
11 
14 
operates with the sequences fQnI in the same manner as before. To avoid a noticeable 
reduction in tolerance to noise relative to the ideal Viterbi algorithm detector the delay (P) 
should be large enough, since, in almost every case the segment (-Vl, 
-v2 ........... V/1-P ) 
becomes common to all survivors. Thus, the true maximum likelihood vector (X 1S n max 
always held in the detector store. However ýt is always chosen to be greater than 3(L+]) 
[23,29]. 
The algorithm may be required to start, in practice, by making one of the (1111) 
stored vectors exactly equal to the first (L) data symbols and assigning to it a zero cost. Z: ) 
The remaining (ML-1) vectors may be chosen arbitrarily with a very high value of cost 
assigned to each of them. All of the arbitrarily chosen vectors would have been discarded 
after (L) recursion cycles, and the detector now holds (11, L) survivors. Every one of the 
new group of (m') vectors, would have originated from the vector to which was initially 
assigned a zero cost. 
The process is simple to implement and can be applied, when suitably modified to 
any of the near-maximum likelihood detectors described in the following sections. It hýls 
been shown [23,38] the computational complexity of the Viterbi detector involves 
operations [(ML+I)squaring +(n, '-) comparison and (111L+1) addition I together with the 
storage of I)IL (ýt+l)-components vectors (storage location) and 111L Costs JU', 12 in the 
detection of each received signal element. Since L+1 is the length of the channel response 
which is likely to be greater than 10 for an HF channel and in is the size of the signal set 
which is equal to 4 for QPSK system, therefore an excessive number of operation per 
received data symbols, together with an inordinate amount of storage, is usually required. 
Thus, the Viterbi algorithm is unlikely to be cost effective. An alternative method of 
reducing the complexity of the Viterbi detector, is the modification of the Viterbi 
algorithm itself by reducing the number of vectors held in the detector store at any 
particular time instant. Thus, instead of holding ML survivors, the detector may hold k 
survivors (k << ML), where these are chosen according to some criterion [42]. 
These detectors are known as reduced state Viterbi detectors, and their performance 
approaches suboptimum at low and moderate signal-to-noise ratios. Near-maximum 
likelihood detectors are a kind of reduced state Viterbi detectors, where k is much smaller 
than 111L and where all (k) stored vectors need not be survivors. Several such criteria have 
been developed [25,43-46,58]. 
Finally it should be noted that for the Viterbi detector to perform true maximum 
likelihood detection, the noise components in the recived signal samples at the input to the Zn 
detector should be uncorrelated. This is not the case in practice where the receiver filter r, 
not ideal (flat arriplitude characteristic with sharp cut-off) but, it Nvas shown by [59] that 
the previous condition need not necessarily be the case and that if the noise enterim-, the 
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detector were correlated, maximum likelihood detection could still be performed. 
However, the aim of this investegation is not to study this problem and for full detail,,, of 
this matter the intersted reader should refer to [17,29,38]. 
Various NML detectors will be explained in the next sections, where an adaptl%, e 
linear transversal filter just ahead of the NML detector including the minimum phase 
algorithm has been employed. The minimum phase algorithm is needed to make the 
sampled impulse response of the channel and filter at least approximately minimum 
phased or in the absence of the filter to convert the linear baseband channel from non- 
minimum phased to near minimum phased. 
In practical applications of data transmission, where there is severe signal distortion 
such as in HF channel (amplitude and phase distortion), the sampled impulse response of 
the channel has a large number of components of relatively small magnitude. Under tilesc 
conditions and with binary or quaternary signals, a Viterbi algorithm detector can be 
modified into one of the NML detectors to give a very considcrable reduction both in 
amount of storage required and in the number of operations per received .,, -Ignal-element, 
but with no serious reduction in tolerance to noise. An important condition that must be 
satisfied here is that the first component of the SIR of the channel is not too small. To 
achieve this the NML detector should be preceded by an adaptive linear filter that 
employs minimum phase algorithm to make the resultant channel near minimum phased, 
or in other words it concentrates the energy in the earliest components of the SIR . 
5.4 NEAR NIAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD DETECTORS (NML) 
Various NML detectors have been developed which are derived from the Vitei-bi 
detector described in section 5.3 [23,29,38]. These detectors hold only k vectors, where 
k << IIIL and they differ from the original Viterbi detector in the way of selecting the 
stored vectors JQJ. Since it is the selection process that characterises the new NML 
detector and distinguishes it from another, therefore it is convenient to describe the 
detector by considering the period immediately before and after the receipt of the sample 
1,11 [231. This reduces the complexity of some of the terminology used. These detectors 
were developed for operating over telephone channels, and it is well worth testing the 
NML detector when operating over HF radio links using the minimum phase algorithm. 
Therefore three different detectors, namely detector 1, detector 2, and detector 3 ha\'c 
been tested here. They are based on the NML detector, but with some modification in 
order to reduce the operations per received sample, which is useful when the minimurn 
phase algorithm is applied. It is necessary to described first the original NML detector r-- Cý 
which was developed in [36,43,45]. 
1-4 ý 
5.4.1 DETECTOR I (NML DETECTOR) 
Detector I holds in store only a limited and predetermined number of %, cctoi-,,, (a,, 
survivors). The length of each of these vectors is fixed, and shorter than in the case of the 
Viterbi detector [361. The model of the system is shown in Fig. 5.2.1 and 5.1 3-2- The NNIL 
detector operates on the received sample frij eqn. 5.2.4 to give at time t=iT an estimate 
of the transmitted data symbol Jsj-ý, J, where ýL is an integer and represents the delay 
in detection. The operation of detector I can be described as follows ý 
Just prior to the receipt of ri at time t=(i-I)T, the detector holds in store (k) different 
ýL-components vectors (sequences) JQ-11, where : 
Qi-j : -- [Xi-ýI, Xi-[I+I, Xi-ýt+2 ............ xi-11 5.4.1 
and (Xi-h , for h=O, l ........ ýt), can take on any one of their 4 possible values of ý,, as- 
given in eqn. 5.2.2. Each vector Qj-j, is formed by the last ýL-components of the 
(I- ])-components vector Xi-I where : 
Xi-I : -- IXI, X2, X3 ý ..... ý xi-ýt I ...... xi-11 5.4.2 
and each vector Xi-I represents a possible transmitted sequence of data symbols I sj), for 
(j=1,2 ................. 1-1) . 
It is assumed that ýL > L, where L+l is the number of components in the SIR vector given 
by eqn. 5.2.3. Each stored vector is associated with a cost Bi-i , where : 
B Ui_l 12 =1 
-1 L 12 I Irj- I Xj-h ' Yj, h 
j=l 11=0 
which is also stored. The detector here considers that all I xi I=0, for i:! ý 0. 
5.4.3 
On the receipt of the sample ri, each stored vector Qi-I is expanded into 
four (p + ])-components vectors f Q'i I, where : 
Q'i [Xi-ýt, Xi-p+l, Xi-p+2 .......... Xi-1, -vil 
5.4.4 
In each group of four vectors JQ'jj derived from any one vector Qj 17) -1, the 
first p- 
components are as in the original vector Qj-j, and the last component v, takes on its 4 
different possible values si. Each of the resulting 4k expanded vectors f Q'i I has the cost 
given by 1ý 
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B, =Bi 
L 
12 +1 ri -I xi-h * 
-Yi, h h=O 
5.4.5 
There are now a total of 4k different vectors I Q'i I and 4k associated costs I Bi I- 
Assuming the minimum phase algorithm work perfectly, which can make the first 
component of the SIR of the channel nearly the largest component and close to unity, such 
LIS : 
0=1.0 
then 
L 
Bi= Bl. -I 
+1 ri - Ixi-Il. ý, I ., h_Xi. ýýi, 012=: h=l 
L 
Bi-i+lri - Ixi-h - Yi, h - xil- h=l 
5.4.6 
5.4.7 
where B, -i is the cost of the vector Qj-j 
from which Q'i is derived. The detector now 
selects from the resulting set of 4k expanded vectors JQ'jj, the vector with the smallest 
cost denoted as Q',. The latter is the most likely vector to be correct, over all components 
of possible values of -v, 
[29,43,45]. The detected data symbol s'i-,, of the data symbol 
is taken as the value of the first component x, -,., of vector Q',. Thus there is a delay in 
detection of ýL sampling intervals, and ýt is typically in the range 16 to 32 [23]. Any vector 
whose -v, -, 
differs from vj-ý, is then discarded by assigning to it an arbitrarily high 
value of cost. The detector, next selects from the remaining vectors (including Q', ) k 
vectors with the smallest cost. The first component xj-ý, of all selected vectors is now 
omitted to avoid the similarity in selected vectors, to give the corresponding ýt- 
components vectors JQjj, where : 
Qj [Xi-ýt+l, Xi-p+2 .......... Xi-I ý 
5.4.8 
To prevent the overflow, i. e. to avoid an unacceptable increase in the value of the 
costs JBilover a long message, the smallest cost is subtracted from all costs of k s-elected 
vectors I Qj I, so that the smallest cost becomes zero. This does not change the differences 
between the various costs. 
Fmally the detector stores now the new set of k vectors f Qj I with their costs and 
ready for the next detection process, that is the detection of s'j-ý,, I, on receipt of ri+i - It 
can easily be shown that the discarding of the vector JQ'iJ, just mentioned, ensures that 
the k stored vectors I Qj I are all different, provided only that they were different at the 
first detection process [23]. The latter can be easily done using a very simple starting-u Z, p 
procedure, such Lis to make the initial set of k stored vectors all correct and therefore the 
same as each other. One of the vectors has a cost of zero and the remainina N, cctors havc a 
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very high cost [231. The performance degradation of the detector can be due to the reason 
that all vectors I Qj I become the same after the receipt of a few million f s, I and al,, o have 
very similar costs [23]. Another effect that occurs from time to time is that all stored 
vectors fQj) have the same value of xi-4, for some i=0,1,2 .......... so that i,.,, no%\ 
effectively detected as after only the corresponding small delay . 
The degradation zn 
becomes very severe, when x, has the same value in all k vectors JQjj. These may 
noticeably reduce the tolerance of the system to noise. The number of vectors k, retained 
by NML detector, is usually very small compared with the IIIL SUrVj\rors required to be 
retained by the Viterbi detector, which leads to a possible reduction in the detector 
tolerance to additive noise [17] compared with the Viterbi detector. Therefore the 
criterion employed in the choice of the k vectors f Qj I must be such that the degradation in 
tolerance to noise is kept to the minimum under the given conditions. Seýýeral techniqucs 
have been suggested for choosing these vectors [17,23,26,29], which attempt in various 
ways to prevent the stored vectors JQjj from becorMng the same. In this study two 
different detectors have been developed for operating over the HF channel model u,, -, ]'11(1 ýI 
minimum phase process to adjust the linear filter that precedes the detector. 
Bear in mind that the adaptive linear feed forward filter (including minimum phase 
process) that precedes the NML detector is an all-pass network that maximiscs the ratio of 
I Yj'() I to the noise variance at the output of the filter (the filter now being considered as part 
of the channel) [29]. Under these conditions the NML detectors operate well, with a 
relatively small number of stored vectors. Where in the case that yo, yj 1 y2 are all very 
small, the NML detectors become quite unsuitable and satisfactory operation is no longer 
achieved over a channel with severe distortion. 
Finally, detector I requires the computation per received data signal, of 4k costs 
and k searches, i. e. k comparisons through these 4k costs. It requires 2k permanent storage 
locations. The operation of detector I can be illustrated by means of a simple example, 
taking the number of vectors k equal to 8, as shown in Fig. 5.4.1. 
5.4.2 DETECTOR 2 
Detector 2 is a simple modification of detector 1, in order to reduce the storage 
and operations required by detector 1. This detector operates as follows : 
Just prior to the receipt of the received sampled ri, the detector holds in store k 
different vectors JQj-, j, together with the associated cost [Bi-j) as in detector 1. 
eqns. 5.4.1 and 5.4-3. 
On receipt of ri the detector expands each vector IQ, _Ij into 
the corresponding 
two vectors J Q'i I, where : 
[, Vi-P ýXi- ý -P+. ) ........ 
5.4.9 ýl+I -Vi - -Vi-1 ý Xil 
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with the smallest cost instead of 4 vectors. The first ýt-components of each of the two 
vectors JQ'jj derived from any one Qj-, are as in the original vector Qj-j, and the last 
component xi takes on the two different values for which the cost of Q'i is smallest. The 
two values of Xi are determined as in the pseudo binary Viterbi detector [23,45,44], in the 
following way : The cost of vector Q'i is given by, 
Bi=Bi 12 
hýl 5.4.10 
L 
12- Bi-i+lri- IXi-h' Yi, h-xi - Bi-i+IC,, 12 
/7=1 
where : 
L 
Ci = (ri -I xi-1, xi = d, - xi 
h=l 
L 
5.4.11 
and di = (ri -I xi-1, - yij) 
h=l 
Assume that eqn. 5.4.6 holds. Bear in mind that the (x,, -vi-l ........ Xi-L) are as in the vector 
Q'i eqn. 5.4-9, Bi-i is the cost of the vector Qi_j from which Q'i is derived. Since the two 
vectors derived from any particular vector Qi_j differ only in the values of 
therefore they have the same value of Bi-, eqn. 5.4.3 but different values of I Ci 12, so that 
the two vectors I Q'i I with the smallest cost I Bi I also have the smallest I Ci 12 
The value of _vi 
for which ICi 12 and therefore Bi are smallest, is determined first by 
selecting the possible values of the real and imaginary parts of xi that are closest, 
respectively, to the real and imaginary parts of (di). The selection process is done by 
applying a simple threshold level comparison [26,44,45], without evaluating ICi 12 itself . 
The value of xi just determined is now used to form the quantity Ci eqn. 5.4.11 and 
depending upon whether the real or imaginary part of Ci has the greater magnitude, the 
second selected value of xi is determined by changing the real or imaginary part, 
respectively, of xi eqn. 5.4.11 to the next adjacent possible value in the direction given by 
the sign of the corresponding real or imaginary part of Ci . If there is no possible value of 
-vi in 
the location given by the selection process, the detector repeats the process for the 
real or imaginary part of Ci having the smaller magnitude. The real or imaginary part of 
t) -vi eqn. 
5.4.11 now has one of its extreme (most positive or most original value of 
negative) values. If again the selection process does not lead to a possible value _-v,, the 
process is repeated for the real or imaginary part of Ci having the smaller magnitude but 
now with the si-n of this reversed. The real and imaginary parts of the original value of 
eqn. 5.4.11 now have one of their extreme values. The value of xi given by the above Z-- 
procedure is always that for which IciJ2 in eqn. 5.4.10 has the second smallest value, 
giving therefore the second smallest cost B, g tý 
14 
Clearly, the second selected value of xi differs from the first in only the real or 
imaginary part and by the difference between two adjacent possible Values of thi,,, part. 
The initial selection process just described is relatively simple to implement and doe,,, not 
involve the computation of any cost. The detector now holds 2k vectors JQ'iJ with their 
costs, the remaining values of xi being ignored here. The detection process continues 
exactly as in detector 1. This detector requires the computation of 2k cost,.,, and k 
comparisons through 2k costs per received data symbol. The memory requirement, in 
terms of permanent Storage locations, is 2k and the delay in detection is ýt sainplim, 
intervals. Fig. 5.4.2 shows the operation of detector 2 in vector representation. 
5.4.3 DETECTOR 3 
Detector 3 has been developed to work with minimum phased FIF channel, where 
now the detector is a simple modification of detector I and detector 2 and operatcs ýIs 
follows : 
Initially the detector holds in store k ýt-component vectors ý Qj_j I with their costs 
(Bi-11. The k vectors now divided into three groups, where the first, the second and the 
third group has k, k2 and k, I Qj-j I vectors respectively. 
On the receipt of ri, each vector Qj-j in group one is expanded into four (4) vectors 
JQ'i'll as in detector I to give 4k, vectors in groupl with their costs JBj'jj eqn. 5.4.3. Each 
vector f Qj-j I in the second group is expanded into two vectors f Q'. I with smallest cost 
as in detector 2 to give 2k, vectors with their costs f Bi, 21 . Finally the 
detector expands 
each vector f Qj-j I in group3 into the corresponding one vector with smallest cost to give 
k_, vectors f Q'i, 31 with their costs f Bi, 31 'where 
k3:, -: k -k, -k2 
As before, the first [L-components of vector Q'i are again as in the original vector Qj-I, 
and the last component xi, now takes one of its 4 possible values given by the 4 possible 
values of si in groupl, where in group2 and group3 it is determined by threshold level 
comparison as in detector 2. 
The detector now holds ktot = 4k, +2k2+k3 expanded vectors JQ'jj, together with 
the associated costs I Bi 1. Next, the detector selects from the set of ktot expanded vectors 
JQ'jj, the one with the smallest cost denoted Q'.,, and the detection process continues 
exactly as in detector 1, with the detection of s'j-V and the selection of k vectors IQ). 
This arrangement involves the computation, per received data symbol of b 
ktot = 4k, +2k2+k_, costs and k searches, i. e. k comparison through these costs 
This detector is very useful when k ý: 8&mý! 4, where it gives the same performance as 
detector I[ 114] with less computational requirement per received data element. BC, -Af in 
mind that the Successful operation of such a NML detector over an HF channel requires 
the channcl to be minimum phased. 
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Note: k, k2 and k3 can take any integer In the range I ---ý k12 and for example 
k= 16, k, = 2, k2 =4, k, = 10 => ktot = 26 expanded vectors. 
The operation of detector 3 is illustrated via an example shown in Fig. 5.4.3. 
5.5 CONVENTIONAL NON-LINEAR (Decision Feedback) EQUALISER 
The performance of a conventional non-linear equaliser operating over an HF 
channel under the same conditions considered previously is presented here, for 
comparison purposes with various NML detectors. The arrangement of a convelitional 
non-linear equaliser (NLQ) is shown in Fig. 5.5.1. The tap-gains 
_N, i, h I 
for h=1.2, 
.... L of 
the feedback section of the NLQ are ad , lusted every sample interval 
by the minimum 
phase algorithm. The detailed structure of the equaliser was given ill Chapter 4. The delay 
in detection is zero (ýt=O), so that the detected data symbol sli is determined from ri. The 
output signal of the feed-back section is given by 
L 
91. si- /I -vi'll h=l 
5.5.1 
Where gi is an estimate of intersymbol interference (ISI) in the received signal ri. The 
signal ej at the input of the detector is given by : 
ei - ri, - 91 5.5.2 
With the correct detection of the data-symbols (Si-1, Si-25 .......... Yi-L) and using eqns. 5.2.4 
and 5.5.1, then : 
ei - si + u, (assunüng yi, 0 z, 1.0 ). 5.5.3 
The detected data symbol s, j is now taken as its possible value closest to ei. Errors in 
detection can occur in bursts due to the incorrect detection of one or more of the data 
symbols leading to ISI in ej and so greatly increasing the probability of error in S'j. The 
performance of the NLQ and NML detectors are given at the end of this chapter. 
5.6 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Tests by computer simulation have been carried out to assess the performance of the 
various NML detectors over three HF channel models (channel 1,2 and 3'). Also the 
performance of a conventional non-linear equaliser has been included, under the same 
conditions to determine in each case the tolerance of the detector to additivc noisc. The 
rnodcl of the data transmission system used is that described in section 3.6.2 and scction 
5.2.2. The information to be transmitted hy the modulator is com, erted to a serial strearn 
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of four-level QAM signal elements (QPSK) with an 180OHz carrier and an element rate of 
2400 baud. The voice-band QPSK signal, whose band-width extends from about 600 to 
3000 Hz is fed to the BF channel model. 
Tests have been carried out over channel 1,2 and 3 whose details are given in 
Chapter 2. It is first necessary to consider all conditions assumed in these tests. in order 
the obtained results are viewed in their proper perspective. As mentioned previouslvý it is 
assumed that the SIR of the linear base-band channel is known, i. e. perfect estimation of 
the SIR is assumed and hence the minimum phase algorithm operates directly on the 
actual SIR of the channel. This is the most important assumption in testing the 
performance of the NML detectors operating over fading channels, and using practical 
minimum phase algorithm to make the channel and filter at least approximately minimuill 
phase, rather than using the NAG routine from the software library to do this. Bear in 
mind that the subsequent results do not represent the practical system performance, in the 
absolute sense, due to the above assumption. The objective here is to chose a NML 
detector that is effective in combating the signal fading experienced over such channels 
using a minimum phase process. The signal-to-noise ratio (W _= 
SNR) in all tests is given 
in dB, where: 
SNR 10 - loglo * 
Eb 5.6.1 
0.5No 
and Eb is the average transmitted energy per bit at the Input to the HF channel, and 
(NO12) is the two-sided power spectral density of the noise. An average of around 
(2.10') data symbols Is iI have been involved in the drawing of each curve. The 95% 
confidence limits of the results are generally of the order of ±0.5dB. 
The delay in detection introduced by NML detectors is ýt=32 symbol intervals, 
whereas in the case of conventional non-linear equaliser no delay is introduced in 
detection. The length of the SIR of channels 1,2 and 3 are respectively 20,20 and 18. The 
number of stored vectors (k) used in each detector can be in the range 4 to 16. 
In all results presented here, the same fading sequence has been employed, for a given 
channel under test, i. e. the same sequence of values of the sampled impulse response of 
the overall linear base-band channel (Fig. 5.2.3), was used. This allows the most accurate 
comparison possible between the various detectors, when operating over a given channel. 
The same noise sequence is not used, where the noise and data sequences have been 
varied at each (SNR). Differential encoding-decoding is employed to prevent the 
prolonged error bursts caused by the rapid phase changes, when the transmitted signal is Z7) 
in deep fade. This is done by coding the difference in phase between two consecutive 
syrnbol values. The performance of a conventional non-linear equaliser is shown in each 
figure for the sake of comparison and is denoted (NLEQ). A short symbol related with 
each detector is written beside each plot in all the results. For example dIkI6CII] PS 
detector I with, the number of stored vectors k=16, over channel I "Chl". The number of 
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stored vectors (k) used in each detector can be in the range between 4-16. For detector I I 
and 2 the k vectors are expanded four ways and two ways respectively, but for detector 3 
the expansion is not fixed, where kj vectors in groupl, k2 vectors in roup2 and k3 
vectors in group3 are expanded 4-ways, 2-ways and 1-way rcspectively, to 'Pvc kt, ), 
vectors. k], k2 lie in the range 1--k/2, k3=k-kl-k2 and ktot=4kl+2k2 +k3. For example 
when k=16, kl=2, k2=4, then k3=10, and ktot=26 expanded vectors. 
The results of the computer simulation tests are surnmarised in Figs. 5.6.4- 5.6.19, 
where Figs. 5.6.1-5.6.3 show the amplitude variation of the overall sampled impulse 
response (SIR) of the three channels. In terms of the depth of the fades, channel I 
(Fig. 5.6-1) is the mildest, with the deepest fade around -12dB, and channel 2 is the 
severest, with the deepest fade around -18dB (Fig. 5.6.2'). Channel 3 with the lower 
frequency spread (fsp=1Hz) has the slower variations of the signal level as shown in 
Fig. 5.6.3. Therefore channel 2 is considered as the worst of the three channels, exhibiting 
the deepest fades and the faster variations. 
The minimum phase algorithm (MPA) described in Chapter 4 is employed here to 
generate the SIR of the overall linear base-band channel and the model of the system is 
shown in Fig. 5.2.2. The resultant SIR is now at least approximately minimum phased, 
thus the signal at the input to the detector is only severely distorted in amplitude, where 
the phase distortion that was introduced by the channel is now removed by the algorithm. 
In Fig. 5.6.4-5.6.17, the number of iterations used by the minimum phase algorithm is set 
to 40, but this is not critical as we will see later. The algorithm operates on the roots 
(zeros) of the Z-transform of the SIR that have absolute values greater than d, where d is 
chosen to be 1.05 in obtaining the results in Figs. 5.6.4-5.6.17. The performance of 
detector 3 tested with different values of d will be presented at the end of this section. 
Figs. 5.6.4-5.6.7 show the performance of the various NML detectors when 
operating over channel 1. The figures indicate that an advantage of about I to 4dB can be 
gained over the conventional non-linear equaliser (NLEQ). Detector I (dlkl6chl) and 
detector 3 (006: 24chl) with (k=16, k1=2 and k2=4) are the best. As expected, for a 
given detector, the performance improves as the number of stored vectors is increased. 
Mainly when k is increased from 4 to 8, than from 8 to 16, with the latter offering only a 
little improvement. Therefore increasing the number of stored vectors (k) beyond 16 
would give negligible improvement in performance in a given system. Also it can be seen 
from Fig. 5.6.7 that detector 3 with k=16 gives very close performance to detector 1, with 
less computational complexity. 
Figs. 5.6.8-5.6.11 show the performance of the NML detectors and non-linear 
equallser when operating over channel 2. Again the non-linear equaliser is the worst of the 
detectors and the same observation can be seen as that for channel 1. It can be seen from 
Fig. 5.6-1 I that detector 3 with k=16 again gives the same performance as detector 1, and 
they are the best. 
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Figs. 5.6.12-5.6.14 present the performance of the detectors and NLEQ over channel 
3. These figures indicate the same results as in the pervious figures for channel I and 2. 
As the result of the above observation, all detectors perform best over channel I and 
worst over channel 2. The inferior performance of the detectors over channel 2 is 
essentially due to the increase in signal distortion, and more rapid fading rate. Since it has 
two paths with a large frequency spread and time delay, where channel I has three paths 
with the same frequency spread and time delay, the latter would exhibit the mildest fades 
due to the probability of the signal being in a deep fade at any particular time instant, 
decreases as the number of paths increase. 
All detectors give better performance than the conventional non-linear equaliser, 
particularly at low error rates. The latter is between I and 4dB's worse than the worst of 
NML detectors. Since the lower the error rate the more of the errors occur during the 
deepest fades, therefore the non-linear equaliser is more affected than the NML detectors 
by deep fades, due to its inherent error propagation tendencies. Since channel 2 is the 
worst, the initial choice of a detector would be based on its performance, since a detector 
that operates satisfactorily over poor channels, should perform well over less severe 
fading channels. Therefore the initial choice of a detector would be based on its 
performance over channel 2 and its computational complexity. The computational 
complexity of the three detectors with the number of stored vectors k=16 is summarised 
in Table 5.6.1, in terms of cost calculation and cost comparison. Table 5.6.1 indicates that 
detector 3 requires less computational complexity than detector I and 2. 
As the result of this discussion, it appears the detector 3 involves a quite reasonable 
number of operations per received signal element even with 16 stored vectors, and gives 
very close performance to detector I with less computation complexity. This makes 
detector 3 the best candidate for a combined detection estimation system. Fig. 5.6.15 
shows the performance of detector 3 with k=16 (d3k]6: 24) when operating over channel 
1,2 and 3. It can be seen from the figure that the worst performance is over channel 2. 
Other tests are carried out to test the effectiveness of the feed-forward transversal 
filter that precedes the detector, where the tap-gains of this filter are adjusted adaptively at 
every instant of time using the method described in Chapter 4. Fig. 5.6.16-5.6.17 show the 
performance of detctor 3 and a conventional non-linear equaliser when operating over 
channel I and 2 under the same conditions. The symbol (NT) in the labelled denotes no 
filter, whereas the symbol (WF) denotes with filter. It can be seen from the figures that the 
linear feed-forward filter gives little improvement when the NML detector is employed, 
where in the case of the non-linear equaliser the filter does not give any improvement. 
This is due to the reason that, some times the minimum phase algorithm misses 
roots to allocate (process) them leading to miss-adjustment of the filter. This is the reason 
why wc need a good NML detector to operate over fading channels where, a realisable zn t_1 
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MP algorithm is employed. The close performance of all NNIL detectors is due to the 
successful operation of the MP algorithm over the three channels, 
Finally detector 3 also has been tested with different values of d to that used by the 
MP algorithm over channel I and 2, and the results are shown in Figs. 5.6.18-5.6.19. The zlý 
value of d has been set to 1.002,1.05, and 1.1, and for any value of d the MP algorithm 
processes those roots that are greater than d, the remaining roots being left unchanged. Z_ý 
The number of iteration processes U) used by the algorithm is also reduced from -40 to 30. 
Figs. 5.6.18-5.6.19 indicate that as d get smaller the performance of the detector and non- 
linear equaliser is improved. The reason for this improvement is due to the obvious reason 
that as d get smaller more roots of the SIR of the channel that lie outside the unit circle 
will be processed and the resultant SIR becomes closer to minimum phase. Also the 
figures indicate that when / is reduced to 30 there is no change in the performance of the 
detector over both channels. The aim for testing the detector with different value of d and 
j is not only to test its performance improvement, but also to obtain a feel for the best 
compromise between the complexity of the adaptive filter and that of the detectors. The 
greater value of d, the fewer operations per received sample r, - are needed to hold the filter 
correctly adjusted [39]. Thus reducing d increases the complexity of the adaptive filter. 
However, it is clear from Figs. 5.6.18-5.6.19 that the detector and NLEQ are seriously 
affected by changing the value of (d), and the smaller value of d (1.002) gives the best 
result. Therefore as the number of iterations can be reduced without affecting the result, 
the smaller value of d (1.002) can be used without making the system unduly more 
complex. 
Whenever there is linear-phase amplitude distortion, and the MP algorithm converts 
this distortion to at least approximately minimum phase amplitude distortion, a useful 
improvement in performance over that of a conventional non-linear equaliser can be 
achieved by a suitable NML detector. The results also suggest that detector 3 with MP 
algorithm that uses a number of iteration processes equal to 30 or 40, with the value of d 
equal to 1.05 or 1.002, should be chosen as the preferred system for combined detection 
estimation. In the latter, perfect estimation is not assumed any more and the MP algorithm 
operates directly on the estimated SIR of the channel. Chapter 6 and 7 will deal with the 
channel estimators and the combined detection estimation over fading channels 
respectively. 
number of costs per 
data symbol 
number of searches 
through the costs. 
Detector 1 64 16 
Detector 2 32 16 
Detector 3 26 1 16 
Table 5.6.1 Relative cornputational complexity of detectors (k=16). 
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CHAPTER6 
CHANNEL ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES FOR HF RADIO LINKS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the adaptive adjustment of the NML detector, the receiver must continuousk, 
estimate the sampled impulse-response (SIR) of the channel and appropriately adjust 
(update) the stored estimate SIR, used by the NML detector or by the minimum phase 
algorithm. The required estimate may be obtained in a variety of different ways 
[27,28,61,62,65,67,73,76,92,78]. Since the estimation process is data-aided, using 
therefore the detected data symbols, a reasonably satisfactory estimate of the channel can 
be obtained by means of the conventional gradient algorithm, which is likely to form the 
basis of the most cost effective estimator, for a time-varying channel or where the receiver 
has only a limited knowledge of the correct model of the channel. The conventional 
gradient algorithm is in fact, a recursive solution to the least squares estimation problem, 
also termed as the least mean-square (LMS) error algorithm [1,61,62,65]. Furthermore, by 
suitably modifying the LMS algorithm itself, a much more accurate estimate of the HF 
channel can be obtained, by using an appropriate prediction technique [ 60,62,64]. 
Another approach is to use a Kalman filter as an estimator or equaliser for an 
unknown channel [1,23,27,28,48,63,67,69-74,78,80-84,881. It is well known that, when 
appropriately designed, a Kalman estimator gives the least-squares estimate of the 
sampled impulse response of a time-invariant channel [63,64,74,97]. Unfortunately, this is 
considerably more complex than the corresponding gradient algorithm. Considerable 
advances have recently been achieved, in order to reduce the complexity of the Kalman 
algorithm [1,48,63,69,98]. The estimator technique can be divided into two separate 
classes, named the LMS and RLS algorithm. The choice of one algorithm over another is 
determined by various factors : 
1. ) Rate of convergence: This is defined as the numbers of iterations required for the 
alaorithm, in response to stationary inputs, to converge "close enough 11 to the optimum 
value in the mean square sense. A fast rate of convergence allows the algorithm to adapt zn n 
rapidly to a stationary environment of the unknown statistics. 
2. ) Mis-a4justment . 
This parameter provides a quantitative measure of the amount bN, 
which the final value of the mean-square error deviates from the minimum rnean-squared 
error that Is Produced by the Wiener system [63]. 
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3. ) Tracking : when an adaptive algorithm operates in a non-stationary environment. the 
algorithm is required to track statistical variations in the environment. The tracking abilit% 
of the algorithm, however, is influenced by two contradictory features : (a) rate of 
convergence, and (b) steady-state fluctuation due to algorithm noise. 
4. ) Robustness : This refers to the ability of the algorithm to operate satisfactorily with 
poorly -c onditi oned input data. 
5. ) Computational requirements : This includes : (a) the number of operations, i. e. 
(multiptictions, division, and additions/subtractions) required to make one complete 
iteration of the algorithm, (b) the size of memory locations required to store the data and 
the program, and (c) the investment required to program the algorithm on a computer. 
6. ) Structure : This refers to the structure of information flow in the algorithm, 
determining the manner in which it is implemented in hardware form. For example an 
algorithm whose structure exhibits high modularity, parallelism, or concurrency is well 
suited for implementation using vary large scale integration (VLSI) technology. t: ) 
7.1) Numerical Properties : In numerical implementation of the algorithm, inaccuracics are 
produced due to quantization errors. The quantization errors are due to analog-to-digital 
conversion of the input data and digital representation of internal calculations. In 
particular, there are two basic issues of concern, numerical stability and numerical 
accuracy. Numerical stability : is an inherent characteristic of an adaptive estimation 
algorithm. Numerical accuracy, on the other hand, is determined by the number of bits 
used in the numerical representation of data samples and estimator coefficients (SIR 
components). An adaptive algorithm is said to be numerically robust where it is 
insensitive to variations in the word length used in its digital implementation. 
A range of different channel estimators will next be studied, starting with the 
simple conventional gradient estimators and finishing with sophisticated estimators. This 
chapter describes three kind of estimation techniques, the gradient estimator with degree- I 
prediction which is the simple estimator described in [25,27,30,60-62,65], the adaptive 
LMS estimator and the conventional square root kalman estimator. 
Results of the computer simulation tests over a model of a data transmission system are 
given at the end of this chapter, with the suggestion of the most suitable estimator for the 
combined system (adaptive filter-NML detector-estimator) . 
6.2 MODEL OF SYSTEM USED IN THE TESTS 
Ficr. 6.2.1 shows the model of the system used In these tests. The system assumed 
here is the same as that described in section 3-2. The received signal r(t) is sampled, once zn 
per received signal element at the time instants I ifl, to give the samples 
Irij, which are t) Z-- 
complex-valued and such that : 
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L 
T ri -I Si-h'Pi'll + vi = Pi * S, + Vi h=O 
6.2.1 
Where ri is sample value of the complex-valued resultant base-band signal r(t) at time 
t=I*T, and: 
Si ISI, SI-I , Si-2 ............... Si-LI 
Pi [Pi, O I Pi, l I Pi, 2 ............... Pi, Ll 
6.1 -1 
6.2.3 
Pi and Si are (L+])-component row vectors, and ST the transpose of si. 
Pi is considered to be the sampled impulse response, at ti e 'me t='T, of the finear bas -band 
channel in Fig. 6.2.1. The real and imaginary parts of the complex-valued noi,,. "c 
components Ivi I are statistically independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean 
2 
and variance (5, and the linear demodulator is taken to be such that c7, is also the two- 
sided power spectral density of the additive white Gaussian noise introduced at the output 
of the HF channel in Fig. 6.2.1 [17,25,30,61]. The detector in Fig. 6.2.1 is assumed to pvc 
correct detection of all data symbols, even at low signal/noise ratios, so that 
Sf I . =Si for all value of til 6.2.4 
The above assumption is necessary for testing the estimator preventing errors in detection 
affecting the estimator performance. We are here concerned to evaluate the performance 
of the estimators when operating over a fading channel. The signal ri and S'j are fed to 
the channel estimator to give an estimate of the channel sampled impulse response P'j at 
time t=lT, where: 
P'I* 7-- P'i, l, P'i, 2 6.2.5 
which is necessary for the detection process. In all tests the receiver is assumed to have no 
prior knowledge of the relative transnUssion delay over the three fading paths or even of 
the fact that there are three or two paths, so that none of the Wi, hl for h=O, l ....... L are 
simply set to zero. 
6.3 ESTIMATOR I (Least Mean-Square ( LMS ) "Gradient" Estimator) 
The gradient channel estimator originally proposed for use with a maxiinuni 
likelihood detector employing the Viterbi algorithm [65], after modification for use ývith t-- Z__ 
complex-valued syrnbols, becomes the linear feed-forward estimator, and is also called 
the simple estimator [61]. 
17-1 
The estimated sampled impulse response of the channel denoted as JP'i), is adjusted 
recursively to minimise the mean square error (MSE) between the actual received 
, sequence I ri I and the output of the estimator (estimated received sequence) f r'i 1, v"here : 
LT 
1, Si-1, * P'i-], h:: -- P'i-I * Si h=O 
6.3.1 
Assuming that eqn. 6.2.4 holds. The error in estimated received signal next 1..,, determined 
by: 
ei = ri - r'i 6.3.2 
Thus the MSE between the received signal and the estimate r'i is given by : 
E[I ri - r'i 121= E[leil 
21= Elei - e*il 6.3.3 
where " denotes the complex conjugate. From eqn. 6.3.1 the function J(p'i_, ) can be 
written as : 
J=E[(ri - )*1 LSi-1, 'P'i-l, h)(rj si-1, * P'i-I'l h=O 
2LL J=E[Ir-I -I '* E[si* 11-r -I 'i - E[s, -,, * ri*l .P i-l, h p -1,1, h=O h=O 
E[s* + P'i-1,11 P'i-l, k I-II'Si-k] h=Ok=O 
Then: 
'? 
LL 
J=: (Yr -I '*- E[, ý*, _1, -r -I- 
E[si-1, - r*l ., PII, h --d 
P'i-l, h 
h=O h=O 6.3.4 
LL 
+II P'i-], h P'i-l, k * 
E1S7-h*Sj-kl 
h=Ok=O 
where : E[. ] is the expected value or ( the statistical expectation operator ). 
and (72 = E[I ri 126.3.5 r 
is the variance of the received signal ri. Now let : 
(Dli-k = E[s*i-,,, Si-kl 6.3.6 
is the auto-correlation function of the transmitted signal for lag (h-k), and where (Dl, -k r__ 
E[ si-1,3.6.7 Q(-h) - E[si-1, - ril Q*(-h) 
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where Q(-h) i,, the cross -correlation between the received signal and transmitted 
eqn. 5.3.4 becomes : 
2LL J=CT ,I P'i-l, h I p', '-I, h Q* (-h) h=O h=O 
LL6.3.8 
+II P'i-], h P'i-l, k -(Dk-h h=Ok=O 
The cost function J, or " mean-square error" is precisely a second-order function of the 
impulse response vector Pi-I and the minimum value (optimum solution) can be obtained 
by the setting the gradient (L+I)-vector V to zero [1,63,65], such that : 
V/1 M=ai=[aiaia116.3.9 
ap, i-I aP'I*-I, O aP'i-1,1'**-'aP'i-1, L 
Vh(J)=O 
, 
for h=0,1 
............. L 6.3.10 
The hth impulse response element is given in the complex form: 
forh=O, l ........ L 6.3.11 
From eqns. 6.3.8 and 6.3.9 and after some mathematical operations Vh(j)can be written 
as: 
L 
V/, (J) = -2Q(-h) +21 (Dk-h 6.3.12 
h=O 
for h=O, I 
.................... L 
The optimum impulse response which minimises the MSE is thus the solution of a set of 
h simultaneous linear equations [1,63] : 
L 
I P'l-1,11 * (Dk-h : -Q(-h) , for h=0,1 .......... L h=O 
6.3.13 
In order to calculate the optimum impulse response P'j-, of the channel response preci,,,, c 
knowledge of the auto-correlation matrix and the cross-correlation vector is required. In 
practice it is difficult to calculate the auto -correl ati on and cross-correlation, therefore the 
task of the adaptive algorithm is to define the value of p'i tl -1 in an iterative manner. 
The 
steepest- descent algorithm is the simplest way to update the sample impulse response Z: ) I 
recursively [ 1,61,63,65,66,9 1] and there is no need to calculate the auto-correlation matri x 
and cross-correlation vector. This approach proceed as follows : 
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1. ) Begin with an initial value Pli-I (0) for the estimated SIR, which provide,, an initial 
guess as to where the minimum point of the error-performance surface may be located. 
Typically, YO is set equal to the zero vector. 
2. ) Using this initial or present guess, the gradient vector can be computed. The 1-cal and 
imaginary parts of which are defined as the derivative of the mean-squared error J, 
evaluated with respect to the real and imaginary parts of the SIR vector P'j at time iT. 
3. ) The next estimated SIR can be computed by makin,,, a change in the initial or present 
guess in a direction opposite to that of the gradient vector. 
4. ) The process is next repeated from step 2. 
It is intuitively reasonable that successive corrections of the estimated SIR vector Pli-I in 
the direction of the negative of the gradient vector [63,66,87,91], Le. (in the direction of 
the steepest descent of the error-performance surface) should eventually lead to the 
minimum mean-square error j, at which point the SIR vector asSUMC. 's Its Optimum 
value. This can be likened to releasing a ball at any point on the error surface. It will 
always fall in the direction of the steepest slope. If its motion is arrested at regular 
intervals of time, it will eventually reach the lowest point. The update sample impulse 
response P'j is then given by [1,61,63,65,66,911 : 
pi I. = Pli-I + b'. (- Vj (J)) 6.3.14 
Substitute eqns. 6.3.6 and 6.3.7 in eqn. 6.3.12, the gradient vector can be written as : 
L 
-2E[s*i /, -ril +21 E[s*i 6.3-15 I- -II'Si-kl h=O 
From eqn. 6.2.1 the cross -c orre tation matrix Q(-h) can be calculated as : 
L 
Q(-h) E[s*i-I, - ril =: Elst . -h 
I Si-ll*Pi-l, h+Vi)]= h=O 6.3.16 
L 
I 
h=O 
where : E[s*j-1, -vj1=O forh=O, l ........ L 
Assuming that the information symbols are uncorrelated, i. e. E[sk, sjý] : `: 
1 Sk 12 and that the 
information sequence I skj is uncorrelated with the additive noise sequence I ,, I 
Frorn eqns. 6.3.15 and 6.3.16 then : 
LL 
-2 1 Pi-l, h - Ivi-h ýý*i-hl 
+I P'i-1,1, Vh W= 
h=O h=O 6.3.17 
LL 
11=0 11=0 
17 
Eqn. 6.3-17 can be derived directly as follows : 
The gradient of the cost function (J) with respect to the impulse response vector P'j can 
be estimated directly from the input data In, r'i I. Suppose we compute the gradient of 
the instantaneous squared error, that is : 
VJ(l) = Vp, i-l 
[e 2 (01 = 2e(l') - Vp,, _, - 
e(i) =2 ei - Vp, i-l [ ri - r'il = 
2 ei - Vp, i 
T 
Is*I -2 _, 
[ri - P'i- i ei - sý, 
This derivation relies on the fact that neither ri or s, are affected by changes in P', b 
[61,65,66,91]. This vector Vjj is termed the instantaneous gradient since it is based only 
on the value of e and S, at time t=iT. When Vjj is used in place of true gradient, the 
result is the least mean squares (LMS) algorithm popularised by Widrow and Hoff 
[91,99]. Substitute eqn. 6.3.17 into 6.3.14, then : 
P'i - P'i-i +b- ei - Si* 
+b- ei - s, *, 
or in another form 
for h=0,1 .............. L 
6.3.18 
b is an appropriate small positive real-valued constant called the step size of LMS 
algorithm, and can often be (b<l). Eqn. 6.3.18 is the conventional gradient algorithm, 
which for convenience is now referred to as estimator 1. This estimator assumes that the 
SIR of the channel varies only very slowly with time. The algorithm for estimator I is, in 
fact a recursive solution to the least squares estimation problem, also termed as the least 
mean-square LMS error algorithm [27,63,75,91]. This algorithm has become very popular 
since it may be implemented using only two multiply accumulate operations per tap 
coefficient in each sample interval. This is referred to as having a processing order of 
"2L". Fig. 6.3.1 shows the digital implementation of the gradient estimator (estimator 1). 
The complete algorithm for estimator I is given by eqns. 6.3.2 and 6.3.18 as : 
L 
I Si-l, 'P'i-l, h 
h=O 
+b- ei - si-h 
ei = ri - r'i 
for h=0,1 .......... L 
Note that the second term (b - ei s*j-1) represents the correction factor that is applied to the 
current estimate of SIR of the channel. It can be seen that, in the absence of noise, e, is 
proportional to the error (discrepancy from the ideal) in the value of the orthogonal 
projection of P'i-I onto the one-dimensional subspace spanned by s*i, 
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6.4 ESTIMATOR 2 
This system is based on the simple conventional ,, radient esti 11 1ýý 1 imator (LMS 
algorithm with fixed step size) [51,61,65], and using a degree-I prediction [23,60,64] to 
improve the algorithm's ability to track the variation of the time-varying channel. Hence 
the performance of estimator I can be improved when an appropriate prediction technique 
is employed with the gradient algorithm [61]. Bear in mind that the near-maximum 
likelihood detector (see Fig. 6.2.1) introduces an inherent delay of several sampling 
intervals. Thus the detected data symbols Js'jj at the output of the detector (Fio'. 6.2.1) t_ý 
have a delay in detection of (n-1), i. e. Is'j) is detected after the reception of ri+,, -,. 
Thus a 
feed-forward estimator makes an estimate P'j of Pi and is only available to the NML 
detector on the receipt of ri+,,. Therefore, there is a delay of n sampling intervals in the 
estimation of Pi. Eqn. 6.3.18 now can be replaced by 
P'i-l +b- ei - Si 6.4.1 
where Plj, j_j is the one-step prediction of Pi at time t=(i*-])T and is given by : 
Pvi, '. -l =I Pli, i-1,0 I P'i, i- U, P'i, i-1,2 * .... - ....... P'i, i-1, L] 6.4.2 
The estimator uses one-step prediction P'j, j_j to form the updated estimate of pi, given by 
eqn. 6.2.5 and the one-step prediction of Pj, j, is given by Pli,,, i. As has been mentioned 
before in (chapter 4 and 5), an important advantage gained by using the adaptive linear 
filter in Fig. 6.2.1 is that it avoids the need for prediction over many sampling intervals 
such as must be used in the absence of the filter [23,30,31]. prediction over many 
sampling intervals can increase considerably the error in the prediction [23,30,61,64]. 
Where the adaptive filter is used to make the SIR of the channel and filter to be near 
minimum phased. Further details on the adaptive filter and detector are given in chapter 4 
and 5. The estimator in Fig. 6.2.1 is fed by the early detected data symbol I s'j I. and the 
correct detection of all data symbols is assumed, even at low signal/noise ratio, so that 
eqn. 6.2.4 holds. This assumption gives us the freedom to test the estimator performance 
without being affected by detection errors. 
A Least-Square fading memory prediction is used to make a one-step prediction of the 
channel SIR. This is done by determinino a set of (L+I) polynomials of degree-1, from Z: ý t) 
the sequence of vectors P'j, P'j-, ........... each of which gives the weighted least-square fit 
to the components in the corresponding location in the vectors P'j, P'j L Sill Z7) isi -, the 
values of the polynomial. at time t=(i+])T to determine the (L+I) components of P'i+,, i. 
It has been shown [31,61] that the clegrec-I polynomial gives the best performance rý -- 
overall, for different versions of the prediction process. The chosen polynomial ", such 
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that it gives the best fit to the sequence of past observations and the exponentialk 
weighted sum of the squares of the error function is minimised [60.64]. In [64], the 
technique is applied to the prediction of a value of a variable parameter, derived from past 
(noisy or inaccurate) observations of the parameter, the observations being unaffected h\ý 
the prediction. The technique can also be applied to prediction from past updated 
estimates of the parameter, the prediction here influencing the subsequent updated 
estimate. Extensive tests have shown that this technique has improved the e.. "timator 
performance without any sign of instability [61]. The estimator determines the estimated 
error in the prediction of SIR of the channel using 
F- i= Pi - P'i, i-I 6.4.3 
where p'i is the updated estimate of Pi, which is given by eqn. 6.3.18 and is fornied using 
the conventional gradient algorithm. pli'j-, is the one-step prediction of Pi given by 
eqn. 6.4.2. Bear in mind that the actual error in Plij-, is (Pi - PI 0-1) 1 
From eqn. 6.3.17 the estimator determines the correction matrix Aj, where 
Ai=b -ei-Si* 6A4 
whose element is : 
8i, h =b- ei - si*-I, for h=0,1 ........ L 6.4.5 
The correction vector is next fed to the appropriate least squares fading memory 
polynomial filter with degree-I to give the prediction of (Pi+, ) as follows : 
(I _ 
)ý )2 .ý + ji 6.4.6 
P'i, i-I +p" i+i, l + 
(I_k 2 ). Al . 6.4.7 
where (P"j+j'j) is the prediction of the rate of change with i of (Pi+, ), (L+I)-component,.,, 
row vector, and (P'i+,, i) is the degree-I least square 
fading memory prediction of (Pi+, ), 
(L+ ])-components row vector [61,641. The symbol /ý, in eqns. 6.4.6 and 6.4.7 is a real- 
valued constant in the range 0 to 1, usually close to 1. At the start of the estimation 
process the estimator sets : 
P"I'O = 10-01 & P, I, O = 10-01 6.4.8 
The constants I? & ý. are optimised in combination so that the error in the one-step 
prediction of the sampled impulse response of the channel is minimised. This estimator 
was developed by [601 and ftllty examýincd over HF channels, and its performance 
presented here for comparison purposes. The operation of estimator 2 are now as fOllOW',, 
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Si = [Si, Si-1, Si-2 ............... Si-LI 6.4.9 
r'i = Pi, i-I - SiT 6.4.10 
e, ri - r'i 
Ai b ei - Si*- 6.4.11 
P"i+], i P"i, i-i + (I -k )2 ý Ai 
p, i+ I 'i 
p, i, i_l + P,, i+], i + (I _k2). Ai 6.4.12 
The estimator to be studied next, is a development of estimator 2 and it employs the 
degree-I least squares fading-memory prediction algorithm to evaluate (P'i+,. i), with the 
step-size b of the LMS algorithm to update the correction matrix being adaptively 
adjusted. 
6.5 ESTIMATOR 3" Adaptive LMS Estimator " 
This estimator is a development of the conventional gradient estimator 
[27,26,31,60-62,67], but now the step size of LMS algorithm is adaptive [63,66,90], in 
order to improve the algorithm's ability to track more rapidly fading channels. This system 
does not exploit any prior knowledge of the number of separate paths (sky-waves nor of 
their relative transmission delays). 
Estimator 3 uses the linear feed-forward transversal filter (Fig. 6.3.1) as in estimator 1. The 
estimator holds in store the detected data symbols : 
S'i -- [S'I*, S'i-I, S'i-2 ............... S'I'-LI 6.5.1 
Assuming correct detection, i. e. eqn. 6.2.4 is held, then eqn. 6.5.1 can be written as : 
[Si, si-1, Si-2 ............... Si-LI 
6.5.2 
The estimated received signal r'i is next determined using : 
LT 
I Si-h Pi, i-I * Si 6.5.3 
h=O 
where (P' is the one-step prediction of Pi given by eqn. 6.4.2. The error in the ij-1) 
, t) 
estimated received signal is given by In 
---1.1i - ri 
6.5.4 
Cý _, 
) in eqn. 6.4.2, is obtained using the The one-step prediction of Pi. given by (P'i, i II ý_, 
convcntional gradient algorithm [5 1,61,65] and is givcn by : I-- L- 
Z7, 
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+b- ei - Si'= P i, i-i + Ai 
where -, (A, =b- ei - S*j) is the correction vector. 
The error from the prediction process can be obtained from : 
Pi - P'ij-I 
Bearing in mind the actual error in P'j, j-, is (Pi - P'i, i-, ), 
6-5.5 
6.5.6 
The prediction of Pj, j is now formed using eqns. 6.4.6 and 6.4.7, where in the prediction 
technique, it is assumed that the rate of change of Pi with (0 is constant or only slowly 
varies with (i). Thus a considerable source of error in a prediction (P'i, i-, ) is likely to bc 
the acceleration (variation in the rate of change) in Pi, Since the latter process uses the 
correction vector with fixed step size b, therefore the performance of the system can be 
improved by letting the step-size vary with (0, i. e. the step-size now becomes adaptive. 
The correction vector is now replaced by : 
Ai= Ci- ei -Si 6.5.7 
where Ai is the correction (L+ ])-components row vector: 
Ai = [6i, O, 6ij ý 6i, 2 ............... 61, L] 6.5.8 
whose hth element is given by : 
6o, = co, - ei - si*-I, for li = 0,1 ............. 
L 6.5.9 
Ci is now a time-varying step-size (L+ ])-components row vector and is given by : 
Ci::::::: [C[', O, CiI, C1,2 ............... Ci, Ll 
6.5.10 
The time varying step size is determined as follows : 
The estimator first calculates the absolute value of the updated estimate of SIR of 
the channel given by : 
for h=0,1 ........... L 
6.5.11 
using, the fact that the greater the maximum absolute value of any the greater is likely 1: ) 
Pi. h L- 
to be its maximum acceleration and hence the greater the probable value of largest error in , I!, L- 
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the corresponding prediction [231. p'i,, e P is complex-valued and it, absolut 
value is determined by : 
Zi, h :: =I P'i, i-l, h 1= 
VIOýP'i. 
i-l, h) +(-3P'i, i-l, h)'] 6.5.12 
for h=O, l 
.......................... 
L. 
Where 9ýp' and -'3p' are the real and imaginary parts of (P'i, i-l, h). The step size %, cctoi- Cj 
is now given by [23] 
Ci f (Zi) 6.5.13 
whose hth element Ci, h is given by 
ci'll 7= f (Zi, /, ) for h=0,1 .......... L 6.5.14 
where f (zi, /, ) is a monotonically non-decreasi 111 ing positive real-value function of [23]. 
This will prevent ci, /, from becoming too large, and in order to avoid possible instability 
of the algorithm given by eqn. 6.5.7, the value of should be limited such that : 
di < co, < d2 6.5.15 
where (d, & d, ) are appropriate positive real-value constants. Computer simulation 
tests have shown that the best performance of the estimator is obtained, when Ci, h varies 
non-linearly with (zi,,, ) over the range (d, to d2) [23,28], which prevents (',, h from 
becoming too large. Therefore the parameter (Ci, h) is chosen as a non-linear function of 
that satisfies the following conditions 
when: Zi, h > do Ci, h (Zi, h) 
0.5 
6 
6.5.16 
Zi, h < do ci, 1, di = 10- 
The parameter (do) is adjustable to suit the channel characteristics and tests have shown 
that the algorithm is stable and gives a good performance over the whole range of signal- 
to-noise ratio when (do= 0.003) for the three channel model considered in thesc tests 
[114]. After the step size is determined, the estimator uses the degree- I prediction process 
to form the prediction of Pj, j of the SIR as in estimator 2. The whole alLc-, orithm for 
estimator 3 can be summarised as follows 
First the estimator forms the estimated received signal given by : 
LT 
I Si-h * P'i, i- 1,11 - P'i, i- I* Si 6.5.17 
/1=0 
The error in estimated received signal is next formed using L- In 
I 
IS I 
ri - r'i 
The estimator determines the correction vector given by : 
Ai =: Ci - ei - Si 
Or in the element form: 
for h=0,1 ............. 
6i, h =: Ci, h - ei * Si-h 
6.5.18 
6.519 
6.5.20 
ci'll is the time-varying step size given by eqn. 6.5.12 and 6.5.16. The correction vector Ai 
is next passed through a degree- I prediction process to give the prediction of Pi, l as - 
Pit. (I- - P"i, /. -l 
+ ý, ) 
p P, i, i-l + P"i+,, i + (I )-Ai or: 
+(I-k)2 P i+lJ, h P"i, i-l, h 8i, h for li =0, I ...... L 
6.5.21 
1 p i+ l'i'll pf i, i- I'/I + P, vi+l 
'I 
., /I +2 
is the degree-I least-square fading memory prediction of Pj, j and the vector 
is a prediction of the rate of change with respect to (i) of Pj+j. 
At the start of estimation process : 
p 11 1,0 =: [0.0] & P'i, o = [0.0] 6.5.22 
The results of computer simulation tests on a model of a digital data transmission system 
are given at the end of this chapter. 
6.6 RECURSIVE LEAST-SQUARE (RLS) KALMAN ESTIMATION 
The Kalman filter as an estimator has become the most widely used algorithm for 
an unknown channel and in particular for the HF radio links [1,27,48,50,64,69-72,78,80- 
84,98], for which under the appropriate conditions, it is the optimum estimator. A Kalman 
algorithm gives the least-squares estimate of the SIR of a time invariant channel, that 
introduces additive white Gaussian noise and was completely unknown at the start of 
estimation process [63,64,74,97]. Since the result holds for any time after the start of the 
process, it follows that a Kalman estimator provides the most rapid rate of convergencc. 
The main problem with the Kalman algorithm is its complexity, both in its theoretical Zý 
analysis and in its practical implementation. 
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The RLS Kalman algorithm gives a convergence rate that is far superior to that of 
the least mean squares (LMS) algorithm [1,63,84,971. But this superior convergence rate 
of the RLS Kalman algorithm is at the expense of increased computation. Furthermore the 
RLS Kalman algorithm has been found to be numerically unstable [48] for particular 
channel environments (such as the HF channel), therefore anther version of RLS Kalman 
algorithm has been proposed by F. Hsu [48,68,85], which has inherently better "-tabllitV 
and numerical accuracy than the conventional Kalman algorithm. This is done by square 
root formulations of the Kalman algorithm. It is necessary for convenience to describe 
first the method of the RLS algorithm towards the description of the square root Kalman 
estimator ( SRK), and assess this algorithm for HF channel estimator, referred to as 
estimator 4. This chapter concludes with a modified version of SRK estimator that 
employs an appropriate prediction process. The latter takes into account the rate of change 
in the estimate of the SIR. This is referred to as estimator 5 
Now we briefly restate the RLS criterion applied to the channel estimation. The 
sample of the received signal r(t) at time t=iT is given by : 
L 
ri--:: ISt'-h*Pi, l, +Vi:: --: Pi*SiT+Vi 6.6.1 h=O 
and the sample of the estimated received signal r'i formed by the estimator is given by : 
L 
p.. ST Si-h'P'i, h 
h=O 
6.6.2 
Where : pli is the estimated SIR of the channel which is given by (L+ ])-components row 
vector. 
P'i = IP'i, O I P'i, l, P'i, 2 .... ** ..... -*I P'i, Ll 
6.6.3 
and SiT is the transpose of the row vector Si and is given by eqn. 6.2.2. Bear in mind that 
correct detection is assumed even at a low signal-to noise ratio. The error in r'i is given by 
T 'i = ri - Pi - Si ei ri-r 1 
6.6.4 
The recursive least-square (RLS) estimation Of r'i may be formulated as follows : 
The update estimate of the SIR is determined such as to Minimise the time average 
square error given by [ 1,63,75] t) 
j-11.1 
'. 12 it, (16.6.5 
/1=0 
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where w represents a weighting factor in the range (0 <w< 1). The quantity J, i,,,, the 
weighted square error in the WhI, starting with r'o. The algorithm to be , tudled here 
recursive in the sense that, on the receipt of each sample ri, it repeats a sequence of 
operations on a set of parameter values determined after the receipt of the pi-cvIous 
sample, to evaluate the corresponding parameter values, ready for the next receivcd 
sample, and so on. The algorithm is least square in the sense that it minirmi, "es the 
weighted squared error in the Wil. The quantity minimised by the RLS algorithm is the 
actual squared error rather than the expected value of the squared error that is minimised 
by the LMS algorithm. From eqns. 6.6.2,6.6.4 and 6.6.5 the least square cost function ii 
at time t=iT becomes . 
ih T2 Ji w- -1 rh - P'i * Shl 
h=O 
6.6.6 
The algorithm determines the estimated SIR of the channel P'j at time t=i'T, which 
minimises the cost function Ji. Eqn. 6.6.6 can be written as 
T) p,, . ST)H Ji P'i - Sh * (rh /I 
h=O 
6.6.7 
Where (. )" is the transpose conjugate of (. ). The cost function ji and the element of the 
vector Pli can then be seen to have a bowl-shaped surface with a unique minimum [1,63]. 
At the bottom or minimum point the gradient of ji with respect to Pli is 
Vj. 
_1 
aii 
, 
aii 
.............. I 
ail- 
I ap , i, o 
ap , i'l 
aP'i, 
L 
6.6.8 
Where p'i,,, is complex-valued, for h=0,1,2 ................. L. 
Differentiating eqn. 6.6.7 with respect to pli and setting the gradient of Ji equal to zero, 
yields the set of linear equations [ 1,23,63] : 
i-h. *. T Pi 1w Sh Sh Jw'- rh 'Sh 6.6.9 
h=O h=O 
Or: Pi - Ri Qi 
6.6.10 
i-h. T 6.6.11 Where Ri it' Sh'sh 
/1=0 
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and: Q, wt-h , rh * S*h h=O 6.6.1 -' 
is the signal correlation vector and Q, is the cross-correlation vector. From eqn. 6.6.10 
the optimum SIR is given by: 
P'i -::::: Ri I -Qi 
To determine P'j from eqn. 6.6.13, would mean enormous computational complexitv. 
therefore, Fi, Ri, Qj can be obtained recursively from p'j-1 , Ri-i, 
Qi-I 
Eqn. 6.6.11 can be written as : 
Ri = w-Ri-i + S* -ST hh 6.6.14 
After some mathematical operation, the P'j can be shown to be updated recursively 
according to the relation : 
Pl 1. = Fl--i + Ki-ei 6.6.15 
Where Ki is the Kalman gain vector which is given by: 
-=+ S*j -(Di-i - SiT)-' S*j -(Di-I 6.6.16 
Where (Di is given by : (Di:: --- RTI and the update of the inverse of the correl ati on -matrix is 
given by : 
T 
(DI. ==: w ((Di-i - (Di-i - Si - Ki) 6.6.17 
The algorithm described by eqns. 6.6.15,6.6.17 and 6.6.4 is called the RLS direct form or 
Kalman algorithm. The derivation of the above algorithm is given in Appendix D. 
The classic Kalman filter presented in the previous discussion provides a tracking rate 
sufficient for a fading HF radio channel. Unfortunately the number of computations or 
operations (multiplications, divisions, and subtractions) in computing the variables in 
eqn. 6.6.15 is proportional to (L 2) . Most of these operations are involved in the updating 
of (Di. This part of the computation is also susceptible to round off noise [1,48,68]. Also it 
has been found by [48] that the covariance update formula (eqn. 6.6.17) is numericalIN 
unstable. The main reason for this instability is that the altgorithm forms the matrix (D, 
which is computed as a difference of two positive semidefinite matrices. Therefore 
numerical accuracy makes the algorithm sensitive to computer round-off error. which 
some-times degrades the performance of the estimator [48]. The accuracN' deoenerat, on of r-I - 4n I 
the algorithm may result in a (I)i matrix, which is indefinite (having both positivc and t-I I in 
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negative eigenvalues). To remedy that problem, an alternative algorithm has been 
developed which avoids the computation of q)i according to eqn. 6.6.17. The basis of thiý' 
algorithm lies in the decomposition of q)i in the form: 
(Di= U*. Di-U T 6.6.18 ii 
This decomposition is called a square-root factorisation. The Square-Root (S-R) algorithm 
has been implemented in a decision-feedback equalised Phase Shift Keying (PSK) modem r-I 
to transmit at high speed over HF channels. This algorithm has been found to be 
numerically stable and exhibits good numerical properties [48]. 
The next two estimators to be described will depend on the SRK algorithm, ", here 
the latter will be modified to be used as a channel estimator. 
6.6.1 ESTIMATOR 4" SRK Estimator " 
Estimator 4 is a simple modification of the square-root Kalman algorithm, which 
has been developed by Hsu [48] to be implemented in a decision feedback equaliser to 
update the tap-coefficients of the equaliser. 
The basic principle of this algorithm is based on the decomposition of the error covariance 
matrix (Di given by eqn. 6.6.17 in the form given by eqn. 6.6.18. Here we will derive 
briefly the estimation algorithm based on the square-root Kalman algorithm (SRKA). Let 
the error covariance matrix given by : 
(D(i) = U* (i) -D (i) - 6.6.19 
Where U is an upper triangular matrix with unit diagonal elements and non-equal off- 
diagonal elements ýt ij for i=1,2 ......... L-1 -, j=i+l, i+2 .......... 
L. 
and D is diagonal matrix with real diagonal elements [di, d2 ........... dL]- 
Eqn. 6.6.19 can be written as : 
31---l 
PIL 
0,1, ýt * 
231****-'-*4t2L 
0,0,0 
................... 
0,0 
0, d2, Oe 0 
0,0,0 
.......... dL 
1,0,0 
....... 0 
ýt121 1,01 ..... 10 6.6.20 
The matrix (D(1*) is given by eqn. 6.6.17 as 
, -I 
T 
(Di =n ((Di-i - Ki - Si . (Di-i) 
T 
. (Di-I - s*)-I. (Di-I S* and: Kl-=(11'+S, ii 
6.6. ?I 
6.6.2 " 
I 1ý () 
Where w-, w are now given by [48] : 
w-'=(I+q) & w= il 
Then eqns. 6.6-21 and 6.6.22 becomes: 
T 
(Di + q) - ((Di-i - Ki - Si . (Di-i) 6.6.23 
T 
and: Ki + Si . (Di-i-Si) -(Di-isi 6.6.24 
T Let (X = Cq + si . (Di-I - S*i) 6.6.25 
Then eqn. 6.6.24 becomes: 
Ki -(D,. -I S 
6.6.26 
Now let the vector F and B be defined by : 
Fi-i T = Ui-I - Si 6.6.27 
and: Bi-i =Di-, *Fi-, =Di-i 
T 
-Ui-I , Sl 6.6.28 
Then: Ki =u U*i-l - Di-i - UT 1. I. - 
S* = oc-I - U, -, - 
Bi-i 6.6.29 i 
Substituting eqns. 6.6.29,6.6-19 into eqn. 6.6.23 then : 
U*. D. -U 
T=(I+q). [U I-Dl-i-U 
T 
TT 
-u, -Ul. -I-Di-i-Ui-i-Si*-SiT-Ui*-, 
-Di-i-Ui-lI 
UT ST. U* 
T 
=(I+q). Ui-, -[Di-l-(x-l-Di-I _, 
*S, ,i 1* 
Di 
- 11 - 
Ui-I 
=(I+q). U*-, -[Di-, -(x-l-Bi-i-BH ]. UT 
6.6.31 
i i-I i-I 
H *T T *)*T T. * 
where : Bi-, = Bi-, = (Di-i - Ul-I - Si = Si Uj_j - Di-i 
Now let the factor U, D be 
-* - i-I - Uý I= Di-i - al - Bi-i - BH 
6.6.32 Ul--j-D I- i-I 
Then eqn. 6.6.31 becomes : 
17 
+ q) - [Ui-l i_l. 
[Ui_,. i_JIT 6.6.33 uDu 
From eqn. 6.6.33 it can be identified the terms : 
Di=(I+q)-Di-i 6.6.34 
Thus the updated U-D factors are determined in terms of the U-1) factor of 
(Di-i - (x-'- Bi-1 - B, 
O- 
1) and Uj_j. 
The full derivation of the square root Kalman algorithm is given in ref. [48], and for 
convenience is explained in Appendix E. The mechanism of this algorithni is surnmaris-ecl 
as follows : 
At time (i7) we have the data-symbol vector (Si) which is given by eqn. 6.2.2, the 
received sample (ri), and want to update the estimated SIR vector (P'j-, to P'j). The 
SRKA proceeds as follows : 
With kil, Wi-11, Idij and ýtj representing the elements of Si , P'j_j, diagonal of 
Di-I and the upper triangular portion (excluding diagonal of Uj_j) respectively. 
The computational procedure of the algorithm is given by the following equations 
F- i ::::::: r r'i 6.6.35 
fl- * -SI 6.6.36 
Ki == di -f16.6.37 
a i=fl +Ki-fl 6.6.38 
Forj = 2, L 
j-1 
fj= I sil, + s*j 6.6.39 
M=l 
Kj=dj-fj 6.6.40 
(xj = ocj-i + Kj -fj6.6.41 
Next j 
'y =I/ a 6.6.42 
di - di - hq'Il 
6.6.43 
where hq = (I + q) = 
For J=2, L 
p=U 
. -1 
6.6.44 
kj j-76.6.45 
7= 1ýý/ (X j 6.6.46 
dj =: dj - hq-P -Y 6.6.47 
For rri= I, J-1 
PI = Pill j 
6.6.48 
P,,, j =PI+ K*m 6.6.49 
I 
1ý8 
Km -: -- Kin + Kj -P 
*1 6.6.50 
Next m 
Next 
e=ci-7 6.6.5 1 
for j=1,2,. . 
pIj= P'j-1 + Kj -e6.6.52 
Next 
where are the elements of the estimated SIR vector (P'-). All quantitic. " are complex 
exceptw, fl, hq, 7, P, Idjj (]<=j<=L) and Jqj I (1<=J<=L). 
At the start of the process (at t=O) 
di = 1-0 for j=1,2,. ...., L 6.6.53 
ýt/lll = 0.0 + 0.0 for m=1,2 ......... (L-1) 6.6.54 
and j= m+], m+2 ....... L 
The computational requirement of the SRK estimator is (6 L2+I IL) real multiplications 
and (6 L2+ 6L) real additions and (L) divisions with (L 2 +8L+14) storage location,,, 
[48]. Equations (6.6.35) to (6.6.54) represent the full SRK algorithm. 
6.6.2 ESTIMATOR 5" SRK Estimator with Prediction " 
This arrangement is a simple modification of estimator 4, where now the degree- I 
prediction is incorporated with SRKA to track the variation of the HF channel. 
Tests have been shown [ 1141 that when a channel changes very rapidly, and the SIR of the 
channel has more than (10) components, i. e. L> 10, the SRKA does not give satisfactory 
operation especially at a high signal to noise ratio for the reason that rnimmisation of 
mean square error is done for the channel model that obeys a first order Markov process 
[271, that (Pj) is a function of (Pi-1) only. But the nature of HF channel suggests that 
(Pj) may effectively be a function of previous vectors as high as a2 to 5 intervals [61,64], 
i. e. a (2 to 5)"' order Markov process, as in the case considered in this study. It has been 
found by [61,64] that one step prediction is adequate for HF channel applications. 
Therefore the performance of SRKA can be improved by incorporating a det-, Ii-ec-l 
prediction to track the most rapidly fading HF channel. zn 
Estimator 5 uses the SRKA given by estimator 4 to update the estimate of the SIR of the 
channel given by (P'j) in eqn. 5.6.52 as : 
p'i -,::::: p'i, i- I+C- Ki 6.6.55 
where (P'j) is determined by eqns. 6.6.35 to 6.6.62. The estimator iiext forms an estimate 
is given by of the error in the prediction of (P'i, i-, ), which 1 L-1 
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e'i = Pi - P'i, i-l 6.6.56 
where (Pli,, -, ) is the one step prediction of (pi), bearing in mind that the actual error in 
(P'i,, 
-, 
) is (Pi - P'i, i-, ). From eqn. 6.6.55 and 6.6.56, then : 
e'i=F- -Ki=Ai 6.6.57 
(Aj) is now called the correction matrix. The error (e'i) is next, fed throu(Th the 
polynomial filter to give the prediction of (Pi, j) [61,64], which is given hy 
P"i+i, i:: -- P"i, i-i +/ýj - e'i 
+ P"i+], '. +/k2 - e'i 
6.6.58 
where (P'j, j'j) is the degree-I least square fading memory prediction of (Pi, j), (L+])- 
components row vector, and (P"j+I, j) is a prediction of the rate of change with (1) of 
(Pi, j). The symbols (ý, Iýý, 2) in eqn. 6.6.58 are positive real-valued scalar constants. 
1 and ý, 2) are optirnised here, by means of the computer simulation to minimise the 
error in prediction of the channel response. The one-step prediction used by estimator 5 
eqn. 6.6.58, is slightly different from that used by estimators 2 and 3, where (), I and ý' 2) 
in eqn. 6.6.58 no longer bear any relationship. 
At start of the estimation process the estimator sets 
p It l'o = [0.0] , P, I, o = [0.0] 6.6.59 
The full algorithm of estimator 5 is given by eqns. 6.6.35-6.6.59. Tests have shown some 
useful improvement in the performance of estimator 5, where eqn. 6.6.58 allows greater 
flexibility and improved performance of the estimator over the whole range of signal-to- 
noise ratios. Tests have not shown any kind of instability in the algorithm. The 
performance of this estimator is given at the end of this chapter. A comparison of various 
estimators is also presented. 
6.7 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Extensive series of computer simulation tests have been carried out to assess the 
performance of various channel estimators described in section (6.3-6.6), in order to select 
the best estimator for a combined system ( Modem ). 
The model of the data transmission system used is that shown In FIz- 6.2.1 where a QPSK 
signal is employed to transmit the information of a rate 4800 bitsAec. over fading 
inultipath channels 1,2 and 3, whose parameters are given in Chapter 2. All assumptions 
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made here are given in section 6-2. The results of the tests are given in Tables 6.7.1-6.7.3. 
and Figs. 6.7.1-6.7.10. 
The performance of the estimators is measured in terms of the average mean-square error 
in the estimation of the SIR of the channel, where the latter is measured in dB and is giN'en 
by : 
58640 2 10- log, (). [ 1pi-Plij-11 in dB. 6.7.1 57000 i=1641 
where ý, is called the average mean-square estimation error. For comparison purposes 
another measurement is given by : 
. 
58640 jpi-P'i, i-ll 
2] 
in dB. 6.7.2 ý2:: --: 10-10910'1- 
112 
57000 i=: 1641 lpjl 
where is called the average mean square normalised estimation error, and is a measLire 
ý2 ' 
of the normalised or relative error in P'i, i-,, which is given in dB. I Pi I is the unitary length 
of the vector pi. The signal-to-noise ratio (V) in all tests is given by eqn. 5.6.1 in dB, as : 
1010glo 
Eb 
6.7.3 
0.5 No 
where Eb is the average transmitted signal energy per bit at the input to the HF channel 
Fig. 6.2.1, and N012 is the two-sided power spectral density of the additive white Gaussian 
noise at the output of transmission path. In all tests a given number of (58640) received 
samples are involved to evaluate ý, and ý2, where the first (1640) received samples are 
taken to be the warm-up period in any test carried out here, and are ignored, so that the 
fading and noise processes can be stabilised. and the initial transient behaviour of the 
estimator does not affect ý, and ý2. Thus ý, and ý2 give a measure of the steady-state 
performance of the estimator. In all tests, (L+]), the total number of components in the 
overall sampled impulse response (SIR) is taken to be 20. 
In each Table (6-7.1-6.7.3 ), the adjustable parameters, such as b, k, k, and 
are here optinused at each value of SNR (W) as far as reasonably possible to minimise ýl 
in eqn. 6.7.1. The other parameters, such as dl, do, il, are kept fixed. For estimator 3 the 
parameter do is set to 0.003 during all tests over the three channels and by optimising k, 
good results are obtained as shown in the Tables and Figs. 67.1-6.7.2. It should be also 
noted from the tables that the value of 'k stays approximately the same for every 
individual channel at the given value of SNR, and the adjustment of /k is not critical. This 
makes the system ri-iore flexible to implement in practice. In estimator 4 the parameters w, 
il are fUlly examined in ref. [48]. During the tests, all parameters do not create any 
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instability in the algorithm. Figs. 6.7.1-6.7.2 show the performance of all estimators, and a 
short symbol is written beside each plot, where for example EST3WP refers to estimator ý 
with degree-1 prediction. Also the performance of estimator 3 without any prediction is 
included in the tables and the graphs in Figs. 6.7.1-6-7.2, and is denoted as (EST3NP), for 
comparison purposes. A wide range of SNR (W--10-65 dB) has been used in the tests. At 
low values of SNR up to 35dB, a significant number of errors in detection of the received 
data symbols is likely to be caused by the additive noise mainly and fading, wherea's at 
high SNR up to 65dB, the fading predominates over the noise. 
Tables 6.7.1-6.7.3 and Figs. 6.7.1-6.7.2 show the performance of the various 
estimators starting with LMS algorithm and finishing with SRK algorithm when operating 
over the three HF channels. It can be seen from the tables and figures, that the best 
performance of the estimators is given by estimator 3 and estimator 5, with degree-1 
prediction. The poorest performance is given by estimator I (LMS) and estimator 4 (SRK) 
without prediction, especially at high SNR because minimisation of ýj is done for a 
channel that is time-invariant or varies with time very slowly, which means that it obeys a 
first order Markov process, that is Pi is a function of Pi-I only. But the nature of HF 
channels suggests that Pi may effectively be a function of previous vectors as high ýis 2-5 
intervals away [27,60]. It is clear from the tables and figures, that employing degree-1 
prediction improves the performance of the estimators over the whole range of SNR. The 
adaptive step-size estimator (estimator 3) gives good results and is very close to estimator 
5 (SRK with degree- I prediction), over the whole range of SNR. At low SNR estimator 3 
is the best, which is of the greatest practical importance. The improvement in estimator 3 
is due to changing the step-size of the LMS algorithm from remaining fixed during the 
estimation process to being adaptively adjusted. This improves the ability of the algorithm 
to track time varying channels. In other words estimator 3 is better able to correct an error 
in p'i, i_1 caused by an acceleration in P,. Furthermore the computational complexity 
required by estimator 3 is much less than that required by the SRK estimator (estimator 4 
and 5). The channel estimators, listed in order of complexity and starting with the simple 
estimator, are estimator 1,2,3,4, and 5. Therefore the most promising as the compromise 
in terms of performance and complexity, estimator 3 appears to be the preferred system. 
Further tests have been carried out on estimator 3 when operating over channel I 
and 2, and the results of computer simulation are presented in Figs. 6.7.3 -6.7.9. Fig. 6.7.3 
and Fig. 6.7-4 show the plots of computer simulation tests over channel I and 2 for the 
evaluation of the most optimurn value of the parameter k for estimator 3, that would result 
in the best mean-square error values ý at different SNR. Figs. 6.7.3 -6.7.4 confirm that. in 
these particular channels, the adjustable parameter k for estirriator 3 is not undub" critical 
at the given value of SNR, so that the correct adjustment of the estimator should be 
achievable in practice. During these tests all a4justable parameters such as do, dl, d-) are 
kept fixed at their optimurn value. 
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Figs. 6.7.5-6.7.9 show a segment of 50 sample intervals of the actual and estimated 
SIR of the overall linear base-band channel I and 2 in three-dimensional Li-aphs, where 
the X-axis represents the number of components In the SIR of the channel (L+]). The )'- 
axis represents the time instant i, where i is taken to be 1,2,3 ............ 50 sample intei-vals. 
The Z-axis represents the amplitude variation of the SIR of the channel. 
The estimated SIR is obtained using estimator 3 with degree-I prediction at SNR 
equal to 10 and 35dB. Comparing Figs. 6.7.7-6.7.8 with Fig. 6.7.5 it can be seen that, a, the 
SNR increases the estimated SIR reaches the actual SIR. The figures also indicate that, a 
very small distortion in the amplitude of the SIR, is caused by the estimator. Therefore 
estimator 3 with degree-1 prediction gives quite good performance over both channel,,, 
even at low SNR under the condition that perfect detection is assumed. It is clear from 
Figs. 6.7.7 -6.7.9, the distortion caused by the estimator is negligibie and the estimator 
gives a very accurate estimate of the channel response. 
Finally, the start-up convergence comparison between the LMS algorithm and 
SRK algorithm is presented in Fig. 6.7.10, when both algorithms operate over channel I at 
SNR=25dB. The starting conditions of SRK algorithm are given in Appendix D, and the 
estimated vector (Pd has all zero components at time i=O. Each of the curves in 
Fig. 6.7.10 is the average of 5 separate runs, each having a different sequence of GaLlssian 
noise samples and data symbols, but with the same channel characteristics. The adjustable 
parameters for both aigorithms are set to their optimum value for the corresponding 
steady-state, at the given value of SNR. The results in Fig. 6.7.10 show how the error 
ý, - 10loglo(Ellpi- pi 12 1)6.7.4 
in P, varies with i. In eqn. 6.7.4 EfI pi - pi 12 1 is the measured value of the ensemble 
average of I pi _ pi 12 over the 5 runs. The estimators start with no prior knowledge of the 
channel, therefore the estimators are not adjusted to achieve the most rapid convergence 
possible. It is clear from Fig. 6.7.10 the SRK algorithm reaches the steady-state more 
rapidly. The LMS algorithm gives quite good convergence compared to the SRK, but the 
former LMS is less complex and very simple to implement. 
This chapter concludes that, the most cost effective of the five estimators, for the 
given application studied here, is estimator 3 with degree-1 prediction in terms of 
performance and complexity. The good results from estimator 3 are due to its ability to 
track the acceleration in Pi more accurately than other estimators. Also in terms of 
complexity, it's simple to implement, where all parameters except ý, can be set fixed and 
the value of X is not critical for the stability of the algorithm. Therefore estimator 3 is a 
good candidate for a combined detector-estimator svstem. In the next chapter ývc will 
study the systeni when the detector, adaptivc filter and estimator \ý. oik together ovcr a 
fading, channel. 
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Fig. 6.2.1 Model of Data Transmission System. 
Fig. 6.3.1 : Feedforward Estimator ( Estimator I ). 
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SNR WB) B_ ý WB) ý2(dB) SNRWB) B ýj (dB) (d B) 
10 0.01 -13.98 -12.6 10 0.24 0.985 -14.24 - 12.97 
20 0.018 -19.64 -18.28 20 0.24 0.976 -2 IJ 8 -20.33 
30 0.028 -23.99 -22.63 30 0.24 0.966 -28.5 -27.3 
35 0.032 -25.22 -23.87 35 0.24 0.96 -31.6 -30.45 
40 0.033 -25.832 -24.5 40 0.24 0.954 -34.3 -33.2 
50 0.034 -26.15 -24.82 50 0.24 0.946 -37.77 -36.83 
60 0.034 -26.2 -24.9 65 0.24 0.942 -38.88 -38.04 
a- performance of estimator 1, and b-performance of estimator 2, (over channel 1). 
SNR (dB) B do dl d2 ýI (dB) ýq (d B) 
10 0.028 0.003 1()-6 0( -15.44 -14.34 
20 0.052 0.003 1()-6 (X -21.65 -20.28 
30 0.09 0.003 1()-6 (X -26.42 -25.08 
35 0.118 0.003 10-6 (X -28.02 -26.88 
40 0.120 0.003 1()-6 (X -29.13 -27.81 
50 0.131 0.003 1()-6 -29.65 -28.51 
60 0.128 0.003 1()-6 -29.9 -28.6 
c- performance of estimator 3 (no prediction), (overchannell). 
SNR (dB) x do dl 
_d2 
ý1 (dB) ý? (dB) 
5 0.993 0.003 10-6 c( -12.59 -11.24 
10 0.99 0,003 10-6 (X -16.1 -14,76 
15 0.987 0.003 1()-6 u -19ý66 -18,34 
20 0.983 0.003 10-6 (X -23.25 -21 ý96 
25 0.979 0.003 10-6 (X -26.78 -25,48 
30 0.974 0.003 1()-6 (X -30.22 -28.94 
35 0.969 0.003 10-6 (X -33.5 -32.21 
40 0.963 0.003 10-6 a -36.5 -35.26 
50 0.954 0.003 10-6 (X 41.02 -39.82 
60 0.951 0.003 10-6 a --12.73 -4 1.5 -' 
65 0.949 0.003 1()-6 (X --12.88 -41.9 
d-performance of estimator 3 (with prediction), (over channel 1). 
1) 
SNR(dB) 11 w ýI (8B) ý? (dB) 
10 0.01 0.978 -14.18 -12.83 
20 0.01 0.952 -20.08 -18.74 
30 0.01 0.9 -25.07 -23.74 
40 0.01 0.822 -27.87 -26.54 
50 0.01 0.788 -28.5 -27.18 
60 0.01 0.788 -28.6 -27.3 
e- performance of estimator 4 (SRK), (overchannell) 
SNR(dB) TI w ý11 k2 ýI (dB) ý-) (dB) 
5 0.01 0,988 0.005 0.999 -10.99 -9.75 
10 0.01 0.980 0.007 0.78 -14.77 - 13.5 2 
15 0.01 0.974 0.009 0.70 -18.64 -17.4 
20 0.01 0.972 0.013 0.70 - 22). 48 -21.25 
25 0.01 0.962 0.015 0.70 -26.3 -25.1 
30 0.01 0.952 0.018 0.70 -30.0 -28.82 
35 0.01 0.942 0.024 0.7 -33.6 -32.43 
40 0.01 0.928 0.028 0.70 -37.07 -35.92 
45 0,01 0.905 0.034 0.70 -40.36 -3922 
50 0.01 0.88 0.04 0.70 -43.4 -42.28 
60 0.01 0.88 0.066 0.88 -48.88 -47.8 
65 0ý01 0.84 0.07 0.86 -50.76 -49.74 
f- performance of estimator 5 (SRK-D- 1), (over channel 1). 
Table 6.7.1 : Performance of Estimators over Channel 1. 
I (-) 
NR(dB) B ýj (dB) ý2 (dB) SNR(dB) B ýj (dB) 
10 0.01 -13.76 -10.98 10 0.24 0.985 -1413 -11.3- 
20 0.018 -19.37 -16.60 20 0.24 0.976 -21.5 -18.85 
30 0.028 -23.58 -20.82 30 0.24 0.966 -28.36 -25.8 4 
35 0.032 -24.73 -21.99 35 0.24 0.96 -31.46 -28.98 
40 0.033 -25.28 -22.56 40 0.24 0.954 -34.15 -31.73 
50 0.034 -25.7 -22.85 50 0.24 0.946 -37.55 -3-5.3 1 
60 0.034 -25.72 -22.88 65 0.2) 4 0.942 -38.55 -3(-). 4() 
a- performance of estimator 1, and b-performance of estimator 2, (over channel2). 
SNR WB) B do dl d2 ý1 (dB) ý? (dB) 
10 0.032 0.003 10-6 (X -16.1 -13.65 
20 0.057 0.003 10-6 oc -21.75 -19.06 
25 0.072 0.003 10-6 (X --24.1 -21.36 
30 0.092 0.003 1()-6 u -26.0 -23.43 
35 0.128 0.003 10-6 (X -27.62 -25.58 
40 0.124 0.003 10-6 (X -28.53 -26.05 
50 0.128 0.003 10-6 cc -29.2 -26.6 
60 0.128 0.003 10-6 cc -29.0 -26ý6 
c- performance of estimator 3 (no prediction), (over channel2). 
SNR (dB) do dl d2 (dL» (dB) 
5 0.992 0,003 10-6 (X -12.76 -10.15 
10 0.99 0.003 10-6 U. -16.38 -13.6 
15 0.987 0.003 10-6 ec -19.98 -17.12 
20 0.983 0.003 10-6 (X -23.57 -20.72 
25 0.979 0.003 10-6 -27.13 -24.24 
30 0.974 0.003 1()-6 -30.58 -27.72 
35 0.969 0.003 10-6 -33.92 -30.98 
40 0.963 0.003 1()-6 -36.99 -34.06 
50 0.954 0.003 10-6 -41.67 -38.55 
60 0.949 0.003 ()-6 43.41 40.5 -' 
65 0.949 0.003 IC)-6 c( 43.62 -40,6-5 
d-performance of estimator 3 (with prediction), (over channel2). 
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SNR(dB) 71 w ýI (6B) ý2 (dB) 
10 0.01 0.978 -13.94 -11.14 
20 0.01 0.952 -19.80 -17.0 
30 0.01 0.9 -24.70 -21.90 
40 0.01 0.822 -27.36 -24.6 
50 0.01 0.788 -27.94 -25.21 
60 0.01 0.788 -28.01 -25.3 
e- performance of estimator 4 (SRK), (over channe12). 
SNR(dB) w ý, 2 (dB) (dB) 
5 0.01 0.988 0.006 0.999 -10.88 -8.13 
10 0.01 0.980 0.007 0.78 -14.70 -11.93 
15 0.01 0.974 0.009 0.70 -18.57 -15.81 
20 0.01 0.9 72 0.013 0.70 -22.44 -19.70 
25 0.01 0.962 0.015 0.70 -26.24 -23.52 
30 0.01 0.952 0.018 0.70 -29.92 -27.23 
35 0.01 0.942 0.024 0.7 -33.52 -30.83 
40 0.01 0.928 0.028 0.70 -36.98 -34.31 
45 0.01 0.905 0.034 0.70 -40.26 -37.61 
50 0.01 0.88 0.04 0.70 -43.28 -40.67 
60 0.01 0.88 0.066 0.88 -48.67 -46.18 
65 0.01 0.84 0.07 0.86 -50.50 -48. " 
performance of estimator 5 (SRK-D- 1), (over channel2). 
Table 6.7.2 : Performance of Estimators over Channel 2. 
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NR(dB) B ýj (dB) ý2 ( dB SNR(dB) B (dB) (dB) 
10 0.008 -16.16 -13.27 10 0.24 0.99 -17.32 -14-71 
20 0.014 -22.28 -19.37 20 0.24 0.995 -24.99 -22-41 
30 0.025 -27.6 -24.66 30 0.24 0.979 -32.50 -29.94 
35 0.03 -29.65 -26.65 35 0.24 0.972 -36.15 -33-56 
40 0.034 -31.04 -27.98 40 0.24 0.966 -39.65 -37.1 
50 0.038 -32.1 -28.95 50 0.24 0.954 -45.97 -43,45 
60 0.038 1 -32.21 1 -29.08 65 0.24 0.938 1 -51.5 1 -49.3 
a- performance of estimator 1, and b-performance of estimator 2, (over channe13). 
SNR (dB) B do dl d2 (dB) ý2 (dB) 
10 0.027 0.003 1()-6 oc -17.88 -15ý53 
20 0.042 0.003 10-6 (X -24.35 -21.57 
30 0.076 0.003 10-6 (X -30.06 -27.13 
35 0.094 0.003 1()-6 (X -32.46 -29.4 
40 0.117 0.003 1()-6 (X -34.04 -31.17 
50 0.131 0.003 1()-6 -36.1 -32.81 
60 0.135 0.003 10-6 -36.44 -33.32 
c- performance of estimator 3 (no prediction), (over channel3). 
SNR (dB) do dl d2 ý (dB) ý2 (dB) 
5 0.995 0.003 10-6 cc -15.4 -12.82 
10 0.993 0.003 10-6 U. -19.1 -16.56 
15 0.991 0.003 10-6 U -22.92 -20.37 
20 0.989 0.003 10-6 -26.75 -24.1 
25 0.986 0.003 10-6 -30.5 -27.86 
30 0.982 0.003 10-6 (X -34.3 -31.63 
35 0.980 0.003 10-6 (X -38.03 -35.05 
40 0.974 0.003 10-6 cc -41.63 -38.85 
50 0.963 0.003 10-6 U -48.41 -45.57 
60 0.95 0.003 10-6 U -53.90 -ý 1.2 
65 0.949 0.003 10-6 U -55.78 -5 2.5 14 
d-performance of estimator 3 (with prediction), (over channel3). 
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SNR(dB) TI w ýl (6B) ý2 (dB) 
10 0.01 0.984 -16.55 -13.65 
20 0.01 0.966 -22.76 -19.86 
30 0.01 0.926 -28.47 -25.58 
40 0.01 0.838 -32.84 -29.91 
50 0.01 0.784 -34.72 -31.7 
60 0.01 0.784 -35.01 -31.96 
e- performance of estimator 4 (SRK), (over channel3). 
SNR(dB) TI w ý, I X2 ýj (dB) ý? (dB) 
5 0.01 0.994 0.005 0.999 -13.85 -11.31 
10 0.01 0.992 0.006 0.78 -17.69 -15.14 
15 0.01 0.988 0.007 0.7 -21.66 -19.05 
20 0.01 0.986 0.009 0.7 -25.54 -22.96 
25 0.01 0.984 0.012 0.7 -29.4 -26.81 
30 0.01 Oý980 0.014 0.70 -33.3 -30.75 
35 0.01 0.974 0.018 0,7 -37.13 -34.55 
40 0.01 0.968 0.022 0.70 -40.. 80 -38.25 
45 0.01 0.956 0.024 0.70 -44.57 -42.05 
50 0.01 0.948 0.032 0.70 -48.10 -45.57 
60 0.01 0.936 0.054 0.88 -54.95 -52.22 
65 0.01 0.918 0.062 0.86 -57.89 -55.50 
f- performance of estimator 5 (SRK-D- 1), (over channe13). 
Table 6.7.3 : Performance of Estimators over Channel 3. 
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CHAPTER 7 
COMBINED DETECTION, ESTIMATION AND ADAPTIVE 
EQUALISATION FOR 4800 bit/see MODEM. 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
In previous chapters, various near-maximum likelihood (NML) detectors have 
been tested under the assumption that the receiver has exact prior knowledge of the 
sampled impulse response (SIR) of the linear base-band channel (perfect estin-lation was 
assumed). In the case of channel estimators, perfect detection was assumed. Therefore the 
previous results of detectors and estimators may not give an accurate representation of 
the performance of the system, when the receiver has to operate without any of the above 
assumptions as would be the case in practice. Hence the results in Chapter 5 and 6 may 
represent an upper-bound in terms of the performance of the detectors and estimators, 
under the given assumption. 
The minimum phase algorithm (MPA) described in Chapter 4 has been tested on 
the actual (SIR) of the channel rather than the estimated one. In practice the MPA operates 
on the estimated SIR of the channel provided by the channel estimator, as will be the case 
in this chapter. Therefore the MPA and the adjustment of the pre-detection filter described 
in Chapter 4 will be used in the combined system to make the channel response at least 
approximately minimum phase. The energy of each received signal element is 
concentrated around its earliest components. This is achieved by an iterative process to 
find most of the roots (zeros) of the Z-transform. of the SIR, that lie outside the unit circle 
in the Z-plane. Next it replaces these roots by their complex-conjugate reciprocals, 
leaving the remaining roots unchanged. The adjustment method of the pre-detection filter 
uses the prior knowledge of these roots to update the tap-gains of the filter. The use of 
such a filter enables a near optimum performance to be achieved using simple detector. 
Therefore it is important to test the performance of the complete system when operating 
over a fading channel, without any of the above assumptions being made. The combined 
system considered here consists of three parts : 
The detector 
The results of Chapter 5 suggests that, the most cost effective NML detector in 
terms of performance and complexity is detector 3. Therefore the combined systern will 
use detector 3 to detect the data symbols. 
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2. The estimator 
Different types of estimator have been studied I 1 and tested in Chapter 6. and from 
the results estimator 3 with degree-I prediction appears to be the candidate for the 
combined system. For comparison purposes, different types of estimators "'ill be tested 
here. 
3. Adaptive filter 
This is the same as described in Chapter 4, where the filter is inserted between the 
sampler and NML detector, and it employs a minimum phase algorithm. 
The above three parts are connected together to give the combined system. 
In this chapter a brief description of the three basic parts of the system will be considered 
first, The chapter concludes with a discussion of the computer simulation tests and their 
results. 
7.2 MODEL OF COMBINED SYSTEM 
Fig. 7.2.1 shows the model of the combined system that is used in the computer 
simulation tests, which is the same as that described in Chapter 3. For convenience the 
necessary description of the system will be considered here. 
The linear base-band channel in Fig. 7.2.1 consists of the transmitter filter, a linear 
modulator, a transmission path (HF channel), a coherent demodulator and a receiver filter. 
A sequence of regularly spaced impulses (Is, (t - t*T)) representing the transmitted 
elements are fed to the input of a linear base-band channel. In the HF channel, the 
spectrum of the resulting voice-band QPSK signal is shifted to the HF band by a linear 
process of single side-band suppressed carrier amplitude modulation. This results in an 
HF radio signal, which is then transmitted via two or three independent sky waves with 
different fixed delays in transmission. The model of the HF channel with all parameters 
such as frequency spread and time delay that used in this tests were given in Chapter 2. 
At the output of the HF channel, stationary white Gaussian noise with zero mean and two- 
sided power spectral density of 0.5NO is added to the distorted QPSK signal. 
The faded, distorted and noisy received signal is passed through a linear coherent 
demodulator, which shifts its spectrum back to the voice band. It is assumed here that the 
reference carriers of the coherent demodulator are in phase quadrature and have the same 
frequency which is constant and equal to the average frequency of the recel\'cd signal 
carrier, thus elinimating any constant frequency offset in the received QPSK signal. Since 
here we are not concerned to study the synchronisation of the system, ideal carrier phase 
tracking and symbol timing tracking is assumed. Synchronisation methods are olven in 
1,21,22,60,102,1031. 
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The demodulated signal at the output of the coherent demodulator r(t) is complex- va I Lied. 
and is sampled once per data symbol, at the time instant JiTI, to give the correspondinLI 
received samples I r, - I where : 
L 
ri = ISt-h * Pi, h + Vi h=O 
7.2.1 
where : Pi, /, - pi,,, (hT) 7.2.2 
The lPi, hl are the components of the (L+I)-components row vector such that : 
pi:::::: ýPl, () I pi'l ý---*-ý PUI 13 
Pi is the overall sampled impulse response (SIR) of the linear base-band channel. It is 
assumed that pi'l, =0 for 0>h>L, where (L+I) is taken to be 20 samples for both 
channels considered in these tests. The Z-transform of Pi is given by : 
7.2.4 ,:::::: Pi, o + pi'l .......... +Pi,, - -L 17 
The noise components f vi I in eqn. 7.2.1 are complex-valued Gaussian random varlables 
with zero mean and variance (yv2. 
The receiver in Fig. 7.22.1 operates on the received samples I ri I to detect the values of the 
data symbols ( si 1, from the values of I pi I using a knowledge of the possible values of s, -, 
The output from the detector is the sequence I si'l, which is the sequence of detected data 
symbols. In order to start detection, the receiver must first form an accurate estimate 
(prediction) of the SIR of the channel and then it must adjust the coefficients of the feed- 
forward filter (C) and backward filter (G), in Fig. 7.2-1. Therefore the received signal is 
fed to the adaptive filter C with (N+])-taps, where the tap-coefficients are given by : 
Ci : -- [Ci, OýCi, 1q-** * ... 9 Ci, N1 7.2.5 
with Z-transform 
Ci, 0 
+ 
C, * Z-1 +, *--* *+Ci, N * Z-N 7.2.6 
The output signal from this filter at (t=i7) is t) 
N+L 
di I si-1, - co, + iii 7.2.7 
11=0 
where iti represents the sampled value of the Gaussian noise at the output of the linear 
filter C, and 
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Ei - [ei, o, ei, i ........... 
ei, N+LI 7.2.8 
with Z-transform 
Z- 
N-L 7.2.9 (z) = ei, o + ei, i -z.. .......... + ei, N+L *I 
The sequence Ej is determined from the sequence Ci and the sequence Pi. In fact, the filter 
is such that ei, h =-- 0; for h=0,1,2 ......... (N-1), (see Chapter 4 for more detail), and so 
introduces a delay of N sampling intervals. 
The backward filter (filter G) in Fig. 7.2.1 has L tap-gains and at time instant (t=iT) are 
given by the last (L)-components of the row vector Yj : 
Y, =I Yi, O I yi, l I* I Y,. LI 7.2.10 
Yj can be considered as an estimate of the SIR of the channel and filter C, when the filter 
is correctly adjusted then : 
;: -- ei, N+h ; forli=0,1,2 ......... L 7.2.11 
and the sequence Yj should be at least approximately niinimum phased. 
The sequence Yj is determined by the minimum phase algorithm (MPA) in Fig. 7.2.1, 
whose input is an estimate (prediction) of the SIR of the overall linear base-band channel 
(P'i-N, i-N-1) at time instant t=(i-N)T. This prediction is given by : 
7.2.12 
The output of the backward filter (filter G) is an accurate estimate of the intersymbol 
interference JSI) present in di , where : 
L 
7.2.13 
h=l 
The equalised signal is p,, which is given by : 
Pi = di-fi 7.2.14 
The detector in Fig. 7.2.1 uses pi to determine the detected value of the data Z71 1 
II ing Symbol Oi-N-p)- Clearly, the NML detector a delay of (ýt) sampli 
intervals, so that the total delay in detection is (N+ýt) sampling intervals. 
Finally, the detected symbol value Wi-N-ýi) is fed to a differential decoder, to aivc at 
its output the corresponding detected information 
I 
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The channel estimator in Fig. 7.2.1 uses the 'early' detected data symbols 1s'i-, N'-hj, for 
(li=0,1,2 
......... L and L< ýt) together with the appropriate received samples, to form an 
estimate (or prediction) of the SIR of the channel at time instant t=(1-N)T, i. e. P'i+,, i. 
which is needed by the minimum phase algorithm. 
7.3 MINIMUM PHASE ALGORITHM AND ADJUSTMENT OF THE FILTER 
The minimum phase algorithm and the adjustment method of the tap-gaills of the 
linear filter used in the combined system is the same as described in Chapter 4. Therefore 
a brief description of the algorithm will be considered here, for simulation purposes. 
At the time instant t=iT and before the detection Of Si-N-ýv the MPA recei\, cs from 
the estimator a prediction of the SIR of the channel corresponding to time instant t=(i- 
N)T. The prediction of SIR is P'i-Ni-N-1, which is given by eqn. 7.2.12. The MPA 
algorithm operates on this prediction in an iterative manner to determine, in sequence, the 
zeros (roots of the Z-transform Of P'l-N, i-N-1), whose modulus greater than d, where d is 
set to 1.05. Then it replaces these roots by the complex conjugate of their reciprocals, all 
remaining roots (zeros) being left unchanged. The MPA first sets Y=P'i-Ni-N-1 and then 
starts with the first starting point as follows : 
In the first run at 1=1, the algorithm starts with P0 set to the first starting point 
number I in Fig. 7.3.1, and starts to find the roots of the SIR, that are greater than 1.05. 
When the whole set of the nine starting points have been used and the algorithm has not 
converged to a root, the algorithm will be terminated and it will be assumed that all In 
roots, that are outside the required region in the unit circle in the Z-plane are located. The 
values of the negative of the reciprocals of the located roots J'Y"(01, will be stored in an 
array together with the initial nine starting points, to give a total of 111+9 starting points. 
The new set of starting points is arranged for the next run as shown in Fig. 7.3.2. 
In the second run of the algorithm (i=i+]), the value of P0 is set now to the first 
value in the new set of starting points in Fig. 7.3.2 71(1), where yl(i) here is the first root 
tracked in the previous run. This will speed the algorithm to converge much more qulcklý 
to its corresponding value yl(1+1). If the roots corresponding to 71(1*+]) are greater than 
1.05, the value of 71(i+]) will replace 71(i) in the starting point set, otherwise the value of 
71(i) will be omitted from the set. The algorithm next sets P0 equal to 72(i) and this of 
course, will converge to its corresponding value of 72(i+]) and the process will be 
repeated III times, After In such repetitions, the algorithm will use the remaining nine 
starting points as described earlier. This of course first checks whether any more roots are 
left outside the required region in the unit circle in Z-plane, and at the same time attempts 171 
to locate the given roots. If this check results in a root with modulus greater than 1.05. the 
I-- JyJ*+1)) in the neaativc of its reciprocals will be stored together with the previous in II 
-III 
starting points array. Therefore, the starting points for any subsequent run are the roots 
tracked from the previous run, plus the initial nine starting points. 
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Fig. 7.3.1 : Arrangement of the Initial Nine Starting Points for the Iteration Procc,,,,,,. 
1 71 1 Y2 
1 
ý' 
I-IyI1121- -- 
Fig. 7.3.2 : Arrangement of New Starting Points for the Iteration Process. 
Where the values of the initial starting points are given in Chapter 4. Therefore using the 
roots that have been found at t=iT together with the initial starting points to locate the 
roots at time 1=(l'+])T, will reduce the number of iteration process required by the 
algorithm to converge [39]. Bear in mind that the algorithm uses a one-tap feedback filter 
and two-tap feedforward filter as explained in Chapter 4 and Appendix C. 
The procedure for allocating the roots is as follows : 
At the start: 
L+]=: 20,6=10-10. 
d=(111.05)2=0.90703 
forh=O, l 
MAIN LOOP 
FOR J=1,40 
ej, h = y/, - pj - ej, h+l 
for h=L, L-1,..... ...... 
1,0 ; (ej, L+] = 0). 
4(L+I) 
L /I I I ep, T (2) 4(L) 4(L) 0 
h=1 
ej, o/cj (3) 63 
Pj+l = Pi + (4) 00 
p=1p12 (5) 210 
IF p<6 THEN 
GOTO CONV 
ELSE 
0= 1ý, 12 (6) 0 
Total number of operation: 8L+14 8L+l 12 
number of real number of number of 
multiplication addition inverse 
II -) 
IF 0> (d) THEN 
GOTO SSTP 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
NEXT J 
SSTP: "Find new starting point after diverge", 
IF (all the starting points are not used) THEN 
REPEAT THE MAIN LOOP 
ELSE 
GOTO STORSTP 
ENDIF 
CONV Using two-tap feedforward filter to alter the roots of the 
channel by the obtained roots from previous run" as: 
h= ek, h+l 
+ ýk . ek, h (7) 4(L+I) 4(L+ 1) 0 
for h=-], O, 1,2 ................. L 
where y-, =ek, 0=0 
Total number of operation: 4(L+ 1) 4(L+ 1) 0 
NEWSTP: " Find new starting points after convergence", 
IF (all the starting points are not used ) THEN 
REPEAT THE MAIN LOOP 
ELSE 
GOTO STORSTP 
ENDIF 
STORSTP: 
Add the new located roots to the initial nine starting points 
and store them in an array, for the next run. 
TP-UPD Update the tap-gains of Filter C", 
Ch`-0 jor h=O, I ............ N 
CN-1-='-O* 
e I, ::::: Ch 
+ Pk . C/1-1 (8) 4(N+I) 4(N+I) 
for h=NN-1 ........ 1,0. 
(eN+1=0) 
o, = el, - PA * (, /, -1 
(9) 4(N+ 1) 4(N+ 1) 
0 
0 
for li=-], O, I .......... N. 
(e-, =O) 
Total number of operation: 8(N+I) 8(N+I) 0 
END. 
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The resultant Y and C are now taken to be the updated values of Yj and Ci l'or the 
backward and forward filters C and G respectively, in the receiver Fig. 7.2.1. It is obvious. 
that the above procedure may be carried out 'off line' in the sense that it is independent of 
all other activities in the receiver in Fig. 7.2.1. 
The number of arithmetic operations required by the algorithm is not fixed and it 
depends on the characteristics of the channel and the number of roots outside the required 
region in Z-plane. For one iteration, i. e. J=1, the number of elements in SIR (L+1=20), 
and the number of tap-gains of filter C is (N+ 1 =50), the number of operation required by 
the process is : 
real 
multiplication' 
S 
additions or 
subtraction 
inverse 
one-iteration 0=1) 8L+ 14 8L+l I 
Locating of K roots 4(L+I)K 4(L+I)K 0 
Update C 8(N+I)K 8(N+I)K 0 
For example when j=40, and the number of roots that lie outside the required region is 
k=IO, the process requires a total number of real multiplications about 11440, a total 
number of additions or subtractions about 11320, and 80 inverse operations. 
Since the impulse response of a slowly time-varying channel varies smoothly with 
time, such that there are no discontinuities in the rate of change or acceleration with time 
of a sample of the impulse response, a relatively long period can be allowed between 
successive adjustments of the adaptive filter [23]. The above procedure can be carried out 
once every 2,4,8, or 16 samples. In the tests considered here the combined system will 
use the MPA to update Y and C every 1,2,4,8, and 16 sampling intervals and the results 
of the computer simulation test will be presented later. Therefore a useful reduction in the 
average number of arithmetic operations involved in the process can be achieved. This is 
the key to the simple implementation of the algorithm in practice. 
Finally, the number of operations required by the algorithm with 1,2,4,8, and 16 
sampling intervals are given in table 7.1, assurning K=10 roots outside the required region 
in the unit circle. 
7.4 THE DETECTOR 
The detector used in the combined system is detector 3, that described in Chapter 
5. The number of stored vectors is k=16 and the delay introduced by detector 3 Is ýt=32. 
This detector olves the best compromise between the performance and complexity a.,, 
stated in Chapter 5 for the application studied here. The operation of this detector I., 
exactly &; described in Chapter 5, except that in the combined svstem considered here it 
" 14 
operates on the output sample (di) of the adaptive pre-detection filter (Filter C) in 
Fig. 7.2.1, rather than on the received sample (ri), where (di) is given by 
N 
di I r, -I, - co, 7.4.1 h=G 
Also the detector, here uses the vector (Yi), which is an estimate of the cascade of the 
sampled impulse response (SIR) of the channel at t=(i-N)T, and the linear feedforward 
filter (Filter Q, which is provided by the minimum phase algorithm. The detector Liscs 
(Yi) to adjust the tap-gains of the feed back filter (Filter G). The signal (fi) at the output of 
adaptive filter G is an accurate estimate of inter-symbol interference present in ((I, ), which 
is given by : 
L f Is"l-IIJ Yl, /l 7.4.2 /1=1 
The detector calculates eqn. 7.4.2 forj=1,2 ........... 
k. 
The signal at the input of detector (pi) is now given by 
Pi = di-fi 7.4.3 
The detector operates on p, to detect the data symbol si in the following manner : 
Just prior to receipt of the sample (di) at time t=iT, the detector holds in store (k=16) 
different [L-components vectors I Qi-N- II with their costs I Bj-N- 11, where : 
Qi-N-1 
---:: 
[Xi-N-ýl 
5 Xi-N-ýi+l 5 .... *"-i Xi-N-11 
7.4.4 
and 
I17.4.5 Bi-N-1 dj - Xj-N-h * Yj. 11 
j=N h=O 
where IxI is the absolute value of the scalar quantity x and xi =0; for i <= 0- 
The k=16 vectors are divided into three groups, where in group 1, group 2 and group 3 
there are kj, k2 and k-31 Qj-N- II vectors respectively. The value of k], k2 and k3 are 2,4 
and 10 respectively. 
On receipt of sample (di), the detector expands the k=16 vectors into the 
corresponding ktot I Q'i-N I vectors in the following way : 
Each of the k1=2 vectors M-N-11 in group I is expanded into 4 vectors to give Z: ý 
4k, =8 (V+])-coinponents vectors 1! 2'i-NI, where : 
............ Vi-N-1 7.4.6 
"I 1ý 
stored with their associated cost JBi-NI, which is now given by : 
L 
12 Bi-N- Bi-N-I+Idi-I Xi-N-h'Yi, h = Bi-N-1 +1 qi 12 7.4.7 
h=O 
The first ýt components of the vector Q'i-N are the same as in vector Vi-N-i, and the last 
component (xj-N) takes one of the four possible values Of (ývi-N). At this sta, 2c we ha\, c N 
vectors with their associated costs. 
Each of the k2=4 vectors in group 2 is expanded into 2 vectors to crivc Cý 
2k2=8 (ýt+ ])-component vectors fQ'i-NIwith smallest cost, as described in Chapter 5. 
Again the first ýt components of the vector Qi-N are the same as in vector Vi-N-I, and the 
last component (-'ci-N) is chosen to give the corresponding two smallest cost vectors. This 
is done such that, for each vector Qi-N the detector calculates : 
L 
qi-N= di-N - Xi-N-h * Yij, - Xi-N * Yi, o = P'i-N - Xi-N 7.4.8 
where yi, 0 = 1.0, which is set by the MPA. The value Of -'ýi-N 
for which Iqi-N 12 and 
therefore IBi-N 12, are smallest is determined first by selecting the possible values of the 
real and imaginary parts Of -'ýi-N that are closest, respectively to the real and imaginary 
parts Of P'i-N. This selection process is done by applying a simple threshold level 
comparison, without evaluating the Iqi-N 12 itself. The value Of -yi-N just 
determined is now 
used to form the quantity qi-N eqn. 7.4.8. The second value Of Xi-N, which gives the second 
smallest vector Qi-N in group 2, is determined as explained in Chapter 5. 
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in group 3 is expanded into one vector to give Each of the k_j =I 0 vectors f Qi_N II 
k_? =10, (ýt+ ])-components vectors W'i-NJ, where Xi-N is now determined by threshold 
level comparison to the corresponding smallest cost vector as described previously. 
At this stage the detector holds kt0t=4kI+2k2+k3=26 expanded vectors fQ'i-NI, together 
with their associated costs I Bi-N I- 
The detector now selects the smallest cost vector from the set of 26 vectors fQr i-N 
I 
and takes its first component xi-Njt to be the detected data symbol S'i-N-ýt, and the rest of 
the operation is carried out exactly as described in Chapter 5. 
In addition to the final detected data symbol S'i-Njt, the detector provides the early 
detected data symbols I Si-N-h 1; for h =0,1,2 ........ 
L, which is needed by channel estimator. 
Finally, the number of operations required by detector 3 for each step is gi\ýcn 
below : 
START: 
1. Calculation of ISI in the signal (di), using eqn7.4,21 11 
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FOR J= I, k 
L f 
i, j XLP-hj 
Real multiplication real addition Comparison 
yo, 4kL 4kL 0 
NEXT J 
2. Pass received sample ri via the linear filter C to form di : 
N 
di-N I ri-N-h * Ci, h 4(N+I) 4(N+l) 0 
h=O 
3. Calculation of the costs Bi-N using eqn. 7.4.7, and applying threshold level comparison, 
and calculate qi-N using eqn. 7.4.8. 
2k 6k 2k 
4. Forming the expanded vectors t Q'i-N) and their costs in group 1, (k] =2): 
8k, 4k, 0 
5. Forming the expanded vectors f Qi-N I and their costs in group 2, (k2 =4): 
2k2 4k2 3k-) 
6. Selecting the smallest cost vector and determine the detected data symbol 
00 ktot=4k, +2k-)+k3 
7. Preparation for next detection, which includes : 
Omitting all vectors whose first component not equal to the first component (X, -N-ýd 
of the smallest cost vector. 0 0 ktot 
Selecting of (k-1=15) lowest cost vectors from the remaining vectors : 
00 (k- I )ktot 
Storing the final k vectors with their associated cost for next run and subtract costs to 
bring the smallest cost to zero 
END. 
0k0 
The total number of operations required by detector 3 are : 
Real multiplication's: 4k(L)+4(N+])+2k+8k, +2k2 =2k(2L+])+2(4k, +k2)+4(N+]). 
Real addition: 4k(L)+4(N+I)+6k+4k, +4k2 +k=k(4L+7)+4(kj+k2)+4(N+]). 
Comparison : 2k+3k2+2ktot +(k-I)ktOt=2k+3k2+ktOt+k. ktOt, 
The total number of arithmetic operations required by detector 3 per one run, for k=16, 
kl=2, k2=4, k? =10, then ktot=26, L+1=20 and N+1=50 or 30, are -given in table 7.1. 
7.5 THE CHANNEL ESTIMATOR 
The channel estimator used in combined system FIt-3-4.7.2.1 Is the adaptIve step size 
least mean square estimator with degree-I prediction (ALMS-D-1), that described in 
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Chapter 6 and referred to estimator 3. The reason for choosing estimator 3 is that. 
estimator 3 appears to be the most cost effective estimator in terms of performance and 
complexity as stated in Chapter 6. In this simulation test five estimators, that described in 
Chapter 6, will be examined for comparison purposes and in order to find the combined 
system most suitable for data transmission over HF channel. Therefore the results of all 
arrangements of combined system will be presented at the end of this chapter, and for 
convenience, the operation of estimator 3 will be given here. 
The function of the channel estimator is to provide, for each received sample ri a I- 
step prediction of the complex-valued channel response Pi+ I denoted by Vj+ 1, j, v, 'here : 
P"i+i, i, i, **,, *.... I P"i+l, i, Ll 7.5.1 
In addition to the received sample ri the estimator requires the "early detected" data 
symbols [s'j, s',, -, . ........... S'i-J, which are provided 
by the detector. Therefore at time t=1T, 
the estimator requires two input signals : 
1. The received signal corresponding to the time instant t=(l-N)T, where 
L 
ri-N I Si-N-h'Pi-N, h + Vi-N 7.5.2 
h=O 
2. The "early detected" data symbols S'i-N, where : 
9 i-N = 
[S"i-N 
ý S"i-N-1 i- '* '' *"5 S"i-N-LI 
5.7.3 
According to the model of the combined system in Fig. 7.2.1, the estimator determines 
P'i-i-j, i by the following steps : 
number of number of number of number of 
STEPI : Calculating r'i-N: multiplication addition comparison SQRT 
L 
'::::: ISIi-N-h*P"i-NJ-N-I, Iz; 4(L+I) 4(L+ 1) (0) 7.5.4 r i-N' 
(0) 
h=O 
STEP2: Calculation ei-N using: 
ei-N = ri-N -r/ i-N (0) (2) (0) (0) 7.5.5 
STEP3: Calculatinc,, ing '(I)i-N Us' 6 
+ 
, Zi-N, h 
=: 
V(9t 
P'i-N, i-, %'-i. h) 
fior h=0,1 ....... L 
2(L+ 1) (L+ 1) (0) (L+ 1) 7.5.6 
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Zi-N, h> do CN, h :- (Zi-N. h) 
0.5 
(0) (0) (L+I) (L+ 1) 7.5.7 
Z(- N, h< do Oi-N, 17 = di 
STEN : Forming the correction vector ý'i-N 
whose hth elements 6i-Nh is given by 
Öi-N, 
li -- 
ýi-N, 
11 - ei-N * S"*i-N-h 6(L+ 1) 2(L+l) (0) (0) 7.5.8 
for li=0,1,2 ........... L 
STEP5 : Forming the one-Step prediction using : 
P"i-N, i-N-I, h + 
(1 - 
ý02 
* 6i-N, h 
for h=O, 1,2 
.......... L 2(L+ 1) 2(L+l) (0) (0) 7.5.9 
P'i P i-N+I, i-N, li: -N, i-N-I, h 
+P"i-N+I, i-N, li + /Aý'2 
for h=O, 1 
...... L 2(L+l) 4(L+ 1) (0) (0) 7.5.10 
Total number of operations: 16(L+I) 13(L+I)+2 (L+ 1) 2(L+ 1) 
END. 
Where : 
is the estimated complex-valued received sample. r i-N 
P i-N, i-N-1 : -: IP"i-N, i-N-1,0 ýP/ i-N, i-N-I, l P"i-NJ-N-Ij is the prediction of the 
SIR of the overall linear base-band channel corresponding to the time instant t=(i-N)T, 
which was determined by the estimator at time t=(l-])T. 
ei-N is the complex-valued error sample in the estimate of the received sample. 
Ai-N [8i-N, O, 
VNJ VNJ is the correction vector. 
(ý'i-N is the adaptive step size vector real-valued, and is determined as described in 
Chapter 6. 
1; for h=0,1 ........... L is the absolute value of the updated ,. i-N, h 
=1P"i-NJ-N-I. h 
estimate of the SIR of the channel. 
RP', IF are the real and imaginary part of P',.. 
given Oi-N, h for h=0,1,2 ....... L are the elements of the adaptive step-size vector Ii-N, 
by : 
Oi-N, 
h = F(, -. i-N, h) , for h=0,1,2 .............. L. 
is a monotonically non-decreasing positive real valued function Of (Zi-Al, h), 
such that : 
oi-N. 11 , /, 
for h =0,1,2 ......................... L 7.5.11 
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In order to avoid possible instability of the algorithm given by eqn. 7.5.8. the value of 
Oi-N, h should be limited as in eqn. 7.5.7. 
do and d, are an appropriate positive real valued constants. 
(S'i-N*) is the complex conjugate of (s'i-N)- 
P"i-N+I, i-N is the prediction of the rate of change of Pi-N+I, and ý, a is real-valued 
constant in the range (0 --- 1) and usually close to 1. 
s the one-. stcp 
Pi-N+I, t-N::::::: 
IP"i-N+I, 
i-N, OýP"i-N+I, i-N, 11'' ', P"i-N+I, i-N, Ll P 
prediction of the SIR of the channel corresponding to the time instant t=(i-N+I)T, which 
is needed by the MPA, at time instant t=(i . +])T, i. e. at the next time instant. 
At the start of estimation process the estimator sets : 
P"j'O =[O] and P'I, O=Pl, where P', is determined by an appropriate , ynchronising t-ý 
signal that precedes the transmission data [23,10 1 
The adjustable parameters do, dj are kept fixed as given in Chapter 6, where the 
value of do, d, are set to 0.003 and 10-6 respectively over both channels considered in 
these tests. The adjustable parameter ý. is optirrused at the given signal-to-noise ratio to 
minimise the average mean square error. Since ý, is used in Eqns. 7.5.11-7.5.12, it's the 
most important parameter used by the estimator as it controls the rate of adaptation. The 
value of k will be discussed later. 
Finally, the total number of arithmetic operations required by the estimator are 
16(L+I) multiplications, 13(L+])+2 additions, L+I comparisons and 2(L+I) square 
roots. L+I is taken to be 20 for both channels. The total number of arithmetic operations 
thus required by the estimator is given in table 7.1. 
7.6 RETRAINING PROCESS: 
In order to avoid complete failure (collapse) of the estimator/detector process, due 
to the severe interference or deep fade, (pi becomes very small in certain parts of the 
sequence JPjj) during prolonged transmission of data symbols, the receiver requires the 
transmission of a training sequence at periodic intervals. A retraining process at the 
receiver then resets the receiver (modem) to its correct position regularly. 
The failure of the system will give a high error rate in Isi), which reduces the 
accuracy of the channel estimator, since the latter depends on the "early" detected data 
symbols Is'Jand the previous estimate of the channel, as can be seen from Fig. 7.2.1 and 
eqns. 7.5.11-7-5.12. This inaccuracy in the estimates of the channel gives as a result an 
inaccurate estimate of the channel and filter JYjI, used by the detector. Consequently, 
there will be more errors in the Is'j), even when the signal is not in a deep fade, (lPil 
becomes high again), and the system will collapse. As the result, the system will lose the 
accurate information of the channel, which is important for the correct operation of the 
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detection process. Such a failure in the combined system can be recovered by pro,, -iding 
the system with an accurate estimate of the channel. This may be achieved by sending a 
retraining data sequence periodically [23,26,101]. It was decided to use asimple and ideal 
retraining process as follows 
The data is now transmitted by frames, where each frame contains 960 symbols-. 
After the receipt of every frame, the receiver in the combined system, ývhether there has 
been a collapse or not, carries out the following operations : 
1. The detector is reset to its start up position where all values in each k=16 stored 
vector I Qj-1 I are made correct by having -'ýi-N-h-= Si-N-h , for h=1,2,3 ........... ýt, (ýt=32), 
and all associated costs JBi-N-11 are given large positive value, except the first \7ector 
whose cost is assigned to zero. The detector now operates normally on the following 
received samples I ri 1, until the receipt of the next frame. 
2. Correct estimation is assumed after each frame of transmission, where the prediction 
vector P't'-N, I*-N-j eqn. 7.5.5 is set to the actual SIR of the channel, i. e. P'i-Nj-N-j=Pi-N and 
the estimator is reset to its start up position, where P"1,0=[Oj. 
Therefore at the end of every frame, (960th sample), the receiver resets the detection and 
estimation process to their start up positions. The MPA in the combined system does not 
need any special operation (initialisation) during the retraining process. 
7.7 RESULTS OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION TESTS 
Computer simulation tests have been carried out on the combined system shown 
in Fig. 7.2.1, when operating at 4800 bit1sec. The system is a combined detector/estimator, 
employing the minimum phase algorithm (MPA) to adjust the tap-gains of the adaptive 
feedforward and backward filter. The system was tested over channel I and 2, whose 
parameters are given in Chapter 2. 
The detector used in the combined system is detector 3 with a 16 stored vectors 
and 2,4 and 10 vectors in groupl, group2 and group3 respectively. The delay introduced 
by the detector is (ýt=32) sampling intervals. In all tests the adaptive backward filter (G) 
has L taps, where the feed-forward filter C has (N+])=50 or 30, so the total delay in 
detection is N+ýt=81 or 61 sampling intervals. The number of components in the SIR of 
channel I and 2 is 20, i. e. L+1=20, L=19. The number of iteration processes J for the 
MPA, used by the receiver, is 40 or 30 and the value of d is set to 1.05 in all tests, except 
for two cases, where d is set to 1.002 and LL Around 60,000 received samples Jrij have 
been involved in each test. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) T is as defined by eqn. 5.6.1 
where : 
T= 1010c, 
Et? 
7.7.1 L-10(-) 0.5 No 
-) -) I 
The average mean-square error in the estimation of the SIR of the channel i" mea, "Llred in 
dB and is exactly as given in eqn. 6.7.1 as 
1 58640 
lologlo[ -I lpj-pj"-Il"] 57600 i=1041 
7.7. 
The estimator used in the combined system is estimator 3 with degree- I prediction. which 
gives the best performance overall as shown in Chapter 6, under perfect conditions, i. c. 
correct detection was assumed. To confirm this fact and for comparison purposes with 
other estimators, five estimators have been tested in the combined system without 
assuming the correct detection. Therefore the following seven arrangements of combined 
system have been tested by computer simulation. These are : 
1. Combined detector, adaptive equaliser and gradient estimator without prediction 
referred to as ( FLMS: D-0). 
2. Combined detector, adaptive equallser and gradient estimator with degree- I 
prediction referred to as ( FLMS: D-1) 
3. Combined detector, adaptive equaliser and adaptive step-size gradient estimator 
without prediction referred to as (ALMS: D-0). 
4. Combined detector, adaptive equaliser and adaptive step-size gradient estimator 
with degree- I prediction referred to as (ALMS. -D-1). 
5. Combined detector, adaptive equaliser and square-root Kalman estimator without 
prediction referred to as ( SRK: D-0). 
6. Combined detector, adaptive equaliser and square-root Kalman estimator with 
degree- I prediction referred to as( SRK. -D-1). 
7. Combined non-linear (decision feedback) equallser referred to as (CNLEQ). 
The results of the simulation tests are as follows : 
STAGE I 
The first test is carried out on the combined detector 3, estimator 3 with degree- I 
prediction and the adaptive equaliser with and without the retraining process. In the case 
of no training, the only condition is that at i=], the estimated SIR of the channel is set to 
the actual SIR, i. e. P'I=Pl. The results is shown in Figs. 7.7.1-7.7.2. Fi-s. 7.7.1-7.7.2 show 
the error in the estimated SIR where : 
T7 D 7.7.3 ERRi : -- 10 10zc--'i oII Pi - Pi 
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process is used, the system collapses g It can be seen from Fig. 7.7.1, when no retraining 
after the deep fade over both channels and gives a high error rate. During the test it 
observed that the system collapses at SNR less than 15dB and 20dB over channel I and 
channel 2 respectively. This is due to the errors in the 1,5'i-N-ýl I over a fairly long period of 
time, reducing the accuracy of the estimates of the channel, since the estimate.,, of the 
channel depends on I S'i-Njtj and the previous estimates of the channel. When the sy"tcin 
collapses due to severe ISI or deep fade, it will never recover again as it can be seen from 
Fig. 7.7.1. In fact after a certain period of time, the estimates of SIR provided by the 
channel estimator become quite different from the actual SIR of the channel. Thus the 
system loses the accurate information of the channel, which is important for the correct 
operation of the detection process. Therefore due to the collapse of the system, it was 
decided to use the retraining process, described in section 7.6 in all tests. The error of the 
estimate of SIR (when retraining process included) is shown in Fig. 7.7.2 over both 
channels at SNR equal to 15 and 20dB. Comparing the graphs without and with retraining 
process, it can be seen that the combined system recovers from a collapse after the 
retraining. It is clear from Fig. 7.7.2, when the error is very large due to the deep fade, that 
the system recovers again from this high error after the retraining process. Therefore the 
combined system without the retraining process will collapse and never recover again as 
illustrated in Fig. 7.7.1, but when using the retraining process and after the deep fade, the 
system may collapse, but then it recovers after the next frame as shown in Fig. 7.7.2. 
STAGE2 
The results of the 6 arrangements of combined detector 3, adaptive equaliser and 
channel estimator with retraining process are shown in Figs. 7.7.3 -7.7.4 over channels I 
and 2. Fig. 7.7.3 shows the bit error rate measurement of the combined systems with 
retraining process over channel 1. The plot error rate of the 'upper bound' is also shown in 
Fig. 7.7.3 and is denoted (PE), where perfect estimation is assumed. The adjustable 
parameters of all estimators, such as (b, w, ýt, k, k, and k2) are set to their optimum value 
at the given signal-to-noise ratio. It can be seen from the figure that the best performance 
is given by the combined systems 4 and 6. The combined system 4 (ALMS: D-1) gives the 
best result over the whole range of signal-to-noise ratios 5-25dB and requires fewer 
operations than combined system 6 (SRK: D-1). Also it can be seen that the degradation 
caused by combined system 4 is, at error rates of 10-3 and 10-4, of 4-5dB and 1-2dB 
respectively relative to the 'upper bound'. 
Fig. 7.7.4 shows the performance of the combined systems with retraining process 
when operating over channel 2. Again the best performance is given by system 4 
(ALMS: D-1). Comparing the bit error rate of the system 4 with the 'upper bound' (PE), it 
can be seen that, there is a degradation, at error rates of 10-3 and 10-4, of 4-5dB and 1.5- 
2.5dB respectively, relative to the 'upper bound'. The combined system 6 (SRK: D- 1) 
close performance to system 4 at high SNR, where at low SNR system 6 is inferior. 
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It can also be seen from the previous figure that all combined systems perform well over 
channel I and worst over channel 2 with the degradation, at error rate of 10-4, of some 
6dB relative to the performance over channel 1. The inferior performance of the systerri 
over channel 2 is essentially due to the increase in signal distortion. Channel 2 exhibits a 
more rapidly fading rate, since it has two-Paths with a large frequency spread and time 
delay, whereas channel I with three paths with the same frequency spread and time delay 
would exhibit less fading rate than channel 2. 
It is clear from previous observation that the estimator performs well under perfect 
conditions (correct detection is assumed), but still gives good performance without the 
latter assumption. The result obtained here agrees with the result obtained in Chapter 6. 
Therefore the adaptive step-size gradient estimator with degree-I prediction (estimator 3) 
is selected as the channel estimator in the combined system. Towards the end of this 
chapter, all the tests will be carried out using the previous system. The minimum phase 
algorithm (MPA) and the adjustment of the feed-forward and backward equaliser are 
carried out every sampling interval in this stage of test. The number of iteration processes 
used by MPA to allocate the roots of SIR that lie outside the required region in the unit 
circle in Z-plane (greater than d) is set to 40 and the value of d is set to 1.05. The number 
of the tap-gains of the feed-forward filter is set to 50, i. e. N+1 =50. 
Another test has been carried out using the combined system 4, where now the number of 
iterations is set to 30 and the value of d is set to 1.1,1.05 and 1.002. The results of 
computer simulation are shown in Fig. 7.7.5. It can be seen that the performance of the 
system is improved as the value of d is reduced. Bear in mind that the smaller the value of 
d, the more processes required by the algorithm per received sample ri to adjust the tap- 
gains of both equalisers. Thus increasing d reduces the complexity of the algorithm but 
increases the degradation of the system. Therefore the system with d=1.05 is selected to 
be the best compromise in terms of complexity and performance as indicated in Fig. 7.7.5 
For comparison purposes the combined non-linear (decision feedback) equaliser 
(CNLEQ) has been tested over both channels and the result is shown in Fig. 7.7.6. From 
the figure an advantage of 4-6dB can be gained by using the NML detector over the 
decision feedback equaliser system. Bear in mind that the tap-gains of the feed-forward 
and backward equaliser are adjusted as before using estimator 3 and MPA. Thus the non- 
linear equaliser system operates under the same condition, as the NML detector. 
An interesting observation at this stage of tests is that, using combined detector 3, 
estimator 3 with degree-I prediction and adaptive equaliser, the system operates well over 
both channels and it gives close result to the 'upper bound' (PE) case at high SNR (greater 
than 20dB). Therefore further tests will be carried out on this system, in order to reduce 
the computational complexity without unduly affecting the performance. The most critical 
parts of the receiN, er iii terms of complexity are the minimum phase algorithm and the 
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channel estimator. Since they required a high number of operations per received , ample ri, 
a useful reduction in complexity can be achieved by using the MPA once every 2,4,8 or 
16 sampling intervals (7). In the next stage of tests the combined system Ps te"ted oý'Cr 
both channels, where now the MPA is employed once every 2,4,8 or 16 T. 
STAGE3 
Computer simulation tests are carried out on combined system 4 with the 
number of iteration processes, used by MPA, set to 40 and the value of d set to 1.05. The 
MPA is now carried out once every 2,4,8 and 16 T, and the results are presented in 
Figs. 7.7.7-7.7.8. It can be seen from the graphs that the degradation in performance is 
about 0.5-1dB, when the MPA is carried once every 2,4, and 8T where it is about 1-2dB 
when MPA is carried out once every 16T (T. - sampling interval) relative to the system 
when MPA is carried out every T, over both channels. As the result of this test the 
combined system 4, that employ MPA once every 8T, appears to be the most cost 
effective system in terms of complexity and performance overall the systems tested in this 
stage. 
Another test has been carried out on the combined system 4, where the MPA is 
carried out once every 8T with the number of tap-gains of the feed-forward equaliser 
reduced to 30, i. e. N+1=30. The result is given in Fig. 7.7.9. It can be seen from the figure 
that the system still performs well over both channels and gives very close result relative 
to that when N+ I= 50. 
STAGE4 
From the results in previous stage it is observed that the combined system 4, 
employing MPA once every 8T with N+ 1 =30 operates well over both channels with less 
computational requirement per received sample ri. Therefore further tests were carried out 
on the system in order to reduce the arithmetic operations required by channel estimator. 
Since the channel studied here is a slowly time-varying channel, i. e. the SIR of the 
channel does not change significantly over 4 or 8 sampling intervals, the calculation of the 
step-size can be carried out once every 4 or 8 sampling intervals. This reduces the number 
of operations required by the channel estimator, since the calculation of the step-size 
involves the square root (SQRT) operation in the order of 2(L+I) per received sample as 
shown in section 7.5. Therefore a useful reduction can be achieved using this method, and 
the total number of arithmetic operations required by the estimator is now given in Table L_ 
7.1 -d 
The result of the computer simulation test is presented in Fig. 7.7.10, and this 
system is denoted as CSCJM8N30ES8. It is clear from the figure there is no degradation Z-, 
in the performance caused by calculating the step size once every 8T relati L- ive to the 
system CSCIM8N-iO, where the calculation of step size is carried out every T. In the 
graph is shown also the combined system 4 that employs MPA once every sampling 
interval and N+1=50 and referred to as CSCIMIN50. It can be seen from the previou, ", 
figure that CSCM8N30ES8 gives some improvement in the performance over the 
CSCM8N30, close to the performance of CSCMIN50 and it requires fewer operation', 
than both. 
The adjustable parameters of estimator 3 such as do, d, and ý. are set to their 
optimum value. Since the influence of do, d, is small in comparison with that of 
therefore do, d, are kept fixed during all tests and their values are 0.003 and 10-6 
respectively as given in Chapter 6. 
The only parameter that needs to be optimised is /^ý- Unfortunately there is no optimum 
value of ;ý for the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) varying from 5-30dB. However in all tests 
carried out previously, the value of /^k is set to its optimum value at the given SNR and the 
performance of the system with the optimum value of /k is given in Table 7.2 (a, b) for 
both channels. It is clear from the table the value of k can be fixed for high SNR 23-28dB. 
It was observed during the tests that the most interesting value of k for SNR varying from 
20-28dB is in the range 0.982-0.967. As the value of ^, k decreases from 0.982 to 0.967 the 
performance of the system improves for SNR 23-28dB, but for SNR 20-23dB, it is worse 
especially over channel 2. The influence of k is more noticeable on channel 2 than on 
channel 1, since channel 2 exhibits a more rapidly fading rate. As it is impossible to fined 
one optimum value of k for optimising the system over SNR varying from 20 to 28 and at 
the same time over channel I and 2, we have to accept some degradation if the value of k 
is preferred to be fixed. For this particular application two interesting values of k seem to 
be 0.977 and 0.973 can be used. The performance of the system for k=0.973 is given in 
Table 7.2 (c-d) over both channels. 
STAGE 5 
Since the retraining process reduces the actual data transmission rate due to the 
training sequence at the start of each frame, it is interesting to test the system without a 
retraining process using a high signal-to-noise ratio. Thus computer simulation tests have 
carried out on combined system 4 that employs MPA once every 8T and the adaptive 
estimator calculates the step-size once every 8T. The number of tap-gains of the feed- 
forward equaliser is set to 30, i. e. N+1=30 and the only condition assumed here is that, at 
the start (i*= 1) of the detection the receiver is assumed to have the correct information of 
the channel response, i. e. the estimated SIR of the channel is set to the 
actual SIR such that : 
P'l, h - P1,11 
for h=0,1,2 
.............. 
L 
The adjustable parameters do and d, are set to 0.003 and 10-6 respectively as before, k is 
selected to be 0.97-3. The SNR used in this test is varying from 20 to 30dB. The result of L- 
--l-)6 
computer simulation test is given in Table 7.3. It can be seen from the previous table that 
the system collapses at the SNR equal to 20 and 23dB over channel I and 2 respectively. 
where at SNR greater than 23dB, the system Performs quite well and gives an acceptable 
result. 
Increasing the value of k to 0.976 improves the performance over channel I whel-c 
over channel 2 there is a small degradation, as shown in Table 7.3. It is clear from the 
table that the system does not collapse at SNR=20dB when operating over channel 1. Thi, '-ý 
is a very interesting result, since the system still works without a retraining process 
provided with adequate transmission power. The advantage gained here ls- no loss in the 
transmission rate and the complexity of the system is also reduced, since there is no need 
for the retraining process. Bear in mind that the fading predominates over the noisc in the 
case of high SNR, i. e. most the errors that occur in detection are caused mainly by the 
fading. 
Concluding Remarks 
1. The combined system that uses estimator 3 with degree-1 prediction gives the 
best performance over the six systems considered here, and this result agrees with that of 
Chapter 5 and 6. Also the system gives quite close performance to 'upper bound' over both 
channels with the degradation on average about 1-3dB and 3-5dB for channel I and 2 
respectively. A useful reduction in complexity of the MPA and estimator has been 
achieved without unduly changing the performance of the system. This result appears to 
be very encouraging for practical implementation. 
2. The non-linear equallser system has been tested under the same conditions and 
it has been found that its performance is inferior to the system that uses a NML detector. 
3. Tests have indicated that, at error rates of around 10-3, most of the errors occur 
in just one or three frames, where these frames correspond to the times when the signal is 
in the deepest fades, particularly when the system operates over the worst channel 
(channel 2). Moreover, during the deep fades any small noise will result in errors, and the 
errors starting to occur may continue to occur until the end of the frame. This is due to the 
low signal level, 1. e. at low SNR (10-20dB). Therefore, the errors can be reduced to a low 
value by using a high value of SNR, greater than 20 and 25dB, for channel I and 2 
respectively. 
4. Using the adaptive estimator 3 with degree-1 prediction does improve the 
performance of the system, as shown in Fjas. 7.7.3-7.7.4 due to its ability to track the 
variation of time-varying channels better than other systems. Moreover the complexity of 
this estimator after calculation of the step size once every 8T is not too large compared 
with the same estimator that uses a fixed step size. It also shows that the performance of 
the systerns which Lise a channel estimator without prediction are much poorer than those 
with prediction, even in the case of square root Kalman estimator. The perforniance of the 
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latter estimator is improved by incorporating degree- I prediction as shown in Fl, -,,. 7.7.3- 
7.7.4, but this increases the complexity of the system even more. 
5. When MPA and the calculation of the adaptive step size is carried out once 
every 8T, it does not degrade the system bit error rate performance, but considerabl\' 
reduces the complexity and makes the practical implementation of the system simpler. 
6. The total number of the arithmetic operations has been calculated for every part 
of the receiver, and these are summarised in Table 7.1. 
7. Finally, error-free performance can be achieved over both channels- with 
adequate SNR. The error-free performance is obtained over channel I and 2 at SNR equal 
to 25 and 32 dB respectively as indicated in Table 7.2. 
The final conclusion of this chapter is that using the combined system 4a very 
encouraging result has been obtained, since to the author's knowledge, there has been no 
system proposed which could give a similar result for 4800 bit1sec data transmission over 
similar HF channels considered here with the same characteristics, and of course without 
using any sophisticated coding, diversity, ARQ and any form of interleaving. 
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real multiplication real addition or Sub. inverse 
every samples 11440 11320 80 
every 2 samples 5720 5660 40 
every 4 samples 2860 2830 20 
every 8 samples 1430 1415 10 
every 16 samples 715 708 5 
J=40, L+1=20, N+1=50, K=10 roots outside the required region in the unit circle'. 
real multiplication real addition or sub. inversc 
every samples 9840 9720 80 
every 4 samples 2460 2430 20 
everv 8 sam-ples 1230 1215 10 
J=40, L+1=20, N+1=30, K=10 roots outside the required region in the unit circle' 
a-Total number of arithmetic operations required by MPA. 
real multiplication real addition or comparison 
sub. 
N+1=50, (L+1=20), 1472 1552 486 
k= I 6, kt,, t=26 
N+1=30, (I-+])=20, 1392 1472 486 
k= 16, k- t,,,:: --26 
b-Total number of arithmetic operations required by Detectoi-3. 
(including the calculation of the sample dj and fi). 
real multiplication real addition or sub. comparison SQRT 
16(L+ 1) 13(L+I)+2 L+l 2(L+ 1) 
320 262 20 40 
c-Total number of arithmetic operations required by Estimator3. 
(step-size is calculated every T) 
real multiplication real addition or sub. comparison SQRT 
14(L+I)+2(L+1)/8 12(L+ 1)+((L+ 1)/8)+2 (L+ 1)/8 2(L+ 1)/8 
285 245 3 5 
d-Total number of arithmetic operations required by Estimator3. 
(Step-si/c is calculated once every 8T) 
TABLE 7.1 The Total Number of Arithmetic Operations Required by the 
Combined System. 
1-310 
SNR (dB) 
CS4MIN50 
BER 
CS4MIN50 CS4M8N30ES8 
BER 
CS4\, 18N3()ES8 
5 0.999 -0.370 3.2*10-1 -0.4 3.2"10-1 
10 0.991 -2.52 1.8*10-1 -). 14 1.87*10-1 
15 0.987 -11.06 3.3*10-2 -11.153 3.1 10-2 
17 0.984 -15.22 1.3 * 10-2 -14.37 - 1.5 10- 
20 0.977 -22.5 1.35*10-4 - "?. 44 17 10-4 
23 0.977 1 -25.2 9* 10-6 -25.12 9* 10-6 
25 0.977 -26.9 0.0 -26.71 0.0 
a-over channel 1. 
SNR (dB) x ýl 
CS4MIN50 
BER 
CS4MIN50 
ýl 
CS4M8N30ES 
9 
BER 
CS4M8N30ES8 
5 0.999 0.265 3.45*10-1 034 145*10-1 
10 0.991 -1.83 2.3*10-1 -1.42 2.47*10-1 
15 0.987 -6.47 8.6* 10-2 -5.53 1.05*10-1 
18 0.982 -13.77 2.36* 10-2 -8.12 4.0*10-2 
20 0.977 -14.26 1.8*10-2 -14.51 1.6*10-2 
23 0.977 -17.63 5.9*10-3 -17.96 6.47* 1()-3 
25 0.970 -2 6. ý 1.8 * 10-4 -26.14 1.9* 1()-4 
28 0.970 -29.2 4.5 * 10-5 -28.82 5.4* 10-5 
32 0.970 -31.9 0.0 -31.7 0.0 
b-over channel 2. 
SNR (dB) ýl 
CS4MIN50 
BER 
CS4MIN50 
ýl 
CS4M8N30ES8 
BER 
CS4M8N30ES8 
20 -19.0 3.5*10-3 -19.3 2.5*10-3 
23 -25.2 9* 10-6 -24.4 9* 10-6 
25 -26.8 0.0 -26.7 0.0 
c-over channel 1, ý--0.973. 
SNR (dB) ýI 
CS4MIN50 
BER 
CS4MIN50 
ýl 
CS4M8N30ES8 
BER 
CS4M8N30ES8 
20 -11.6 ?. -)*10-2 -11.5 2.4'10-2 
23 -14.0 7.8* 10-3 -13.4 6.9*10-3 
25 -26.7 3.3 * 10-4 -26.6 6.8 * 10-4 
28 -29.2 4.5 * 10-5 -29.16 9.0* 10-5 
32 -31.8 0.0 -30.8 0.0 
d-over channel '21, ý, =0-973. 
TABLE 7.2 Performance of the Combined System 4 over Channel I and 22. 
-) ýI 
SNR 
(dB) CS4M8N30ES8 
BER 
CS4M8N30ES8 
x "I 
CS4M8N30ES8 
BER 
0.973 20 system collapse 0.976 -22.0 3.9* ()-4 
0.973 23 -24.2 8.7*10-6 0.976_ -25.0 8.7* ] 0-6 
0.973 1 25 1 -26.0 0.0 1 0.976 1 -26.6 0.0 
a-over channel I 
k SNR 
(dB) CS4M8N30ESS 
BER 
CS4M8N30ESS 
k 1 1: 11 
CS4M8N30ES8-j 
U: D BER 
0.973 20 system collapse 0.976 system collapse 
0.973 23 system collapse 0.976 system collapse 
0.973 25 -26.7 3.3 10-4 0.976 -26.9 4.6* 10-4 
0.973 28 -29.2 4.5 10-5 0.976 _- 
" 9.3 1.1* 1()-4 
0.973 30 -31.9 0.0 0.976 -30.5 6.91: W-5 
b-over channel 2. 
TABLE 7.3 Performance of the Combined System 4 over Channel I and 2. 
without retraining process. 
Note: 
The symbol in the table is denoted to the system under tests as : 
CS4MIN50: Combined detector 3, estimator 3 with degree-I prediction and adaptive 
equaliser with 0=40, d=1.05 ), where MPA and estimator is carried out every sampling 
interval. 
CS4M8N30ES8: Combined detector 3, estimator 3 with degree-I prediction and adaptive 
equaliser with 0=40, d=1.05 ), where MPA and calculation of the step-size is carried out 
once every 8 sampling intervals. 
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CHAPTER8 
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
8.1 CONCLUSIONS 
The investigation has been concerned with the development of the detectors, channel 
estimators and adaptive equaliser, for a serial modem at a data rate of 4.8kBitsls over FIF 
channels. 
The adaptive adjustment of the receiver used in this thesis is based on the algorithm 
found by Clark and Hue [39], for use over a telephone channel. A suitable modification of 
this algorithm has been made for operating over a time-varying HF channel. In this 
method a root-finding (minimum phase) algorithm (MPA) is employed to determine, in 
sequence, the roots (zeros) of the Z-transform of the sampled impulse response (SIR) of 
the channel, whose absolute values are greater than d (where d in the range I to 1.5). It 
then uses a knowledge of these roots to determine the tap-gains of the pre-detector filter 
and to form an estimate of the SIR of the channel and filter, that should now be 11ear- 
minimum phased. The algorithm is also used to adjust the tap-gains of a decision feed- 
back equaliser (DFE). In Chapter 4 the performance of the MPA was observed assuming 
perfect estimation, over channels 1,2,3 and 4 with known SIR. It was shown that the 
MPA algorithm operates quite well over all channels and it is suitable for converting the 
non-minimum phase channel to minimum (or near-minimum) phase. Although the 
minimum phasing of the channel is not critical in a full Viterbi detector, it is desirable for 
the near-maximum likelihood (NML) detectors of the type considered here, (essential in 
the case of a conventional DFE). 
In Chapter 5 three types of NML detectors have been tested assuming perfect 
estimation and the channel is made minimum (or near-minimum) phase using the MPA 
that described in Chapter 4. The performance of these detectors has been compared with 
that of the corresponding decision feedback equaliser, and the detector that gives the best 
compronilse between performance and complexity was selected for further tests. 
Simulation results have shown that all the NML detectors tested here give better 
performance than DFE. At low error rates, the latter is between I and 4 dB's worse than 
the worst of the NML detectors. The result also indicates that detector 3 achieves the best 
compromise between performance and complexity. 
In Chapter 6 the task of channel estimation was tested, assuminer correct detection 
of all data symbols. The channel estimators are either based on the least-mean-square 
(LMS) algorithm or the modified recurs i ve-least-square (RLS) algorithm (square-root t__ 
kalman alaorithni SRKA). Simulation results have shown that the simpler LMS algorithrn 
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gives a comparable level of accuracy with the more complex SRK algorithm, though itý' 
start-up convergence is slower. The reason for non-optimum performance of tile RLS 
algorithm has been attributed to the assumption by the Kalman algorithm that the channel 
is modelled as time-invariant, which is not the case in the HF channel considered here. 
The simulation results have shown that the best performance of the estimators is given hy 
estimators 3 and 5 with degree one prediction. The poorest performance is glNýen by 
estimator I (LMS) and 4 (SRK) without prediction, especially at high SNR. Thus. 
employing degree- I prediction that takes into account the rate of change in the SIR of tile 
channel, improves the performance of the estimator over the whole range of SNR. At low 
SNR, which is of the greatest practical importance, estimator 3 gives the best 
performance. The computational complexity required by estimator 3 is much less than that 
required by estimators 4 or 5. The channel estimators listed in order of complexity and 
starting with the simple estimator are estimator 1,2,3,4 and 5. Therefore, as the most 
promising as the compromise in terms of performance and complexity, estimator 3 is 
chosen to be the preferred estimator for the given applications in this thesis. 
Finally, various arrangements of the combined systems have been tested, when all 
the functions of detection, estimation and adaptive linear filtering are included. The 
combined system uses detector 3 chosen from previous tests, five estimators described in 
Chapter 6 and the minimum phase algorithm to adjust the tap-gains of the adaptive filter. 
It has been found that for correct operation of the combined receiver under severe 
conditions such as prolonged periods of severe flat fading (deep-fades), there should be 
regular retraining for the receiver to prevent a total collapse of the estimation process. It is 
also found that when retraining is performed at intervals of 960 symbols, all the combined 
systems can recover from the total collapse. Simulation results have shown that the best 
performance is given by system 4 (ALMS: D-1) which uses detector 3, adaptive step Size 
LMS estimator with degree-I prediction, and MPA. It is observed that the degradation at 
error rate of 10-4 is about 1.5-2.5dB and 3-4dB over channel I and 2 respectively 
compared to the upper-bound case. Therefore, combined system 4 is selected as the 
preferred system in terms of performance and complexity for further tests. Extensive 
computer simulation tests have been carried out on system 4, and the results have shown 
that further reduction in complexity is achieved in combined system 4 without unduly 
affecting the performance of the system. This has led to a novel combined system that 
operates quite well over both channels but is not unduly complex, which makes the 
practical implementation of such a system feasible. The results also indicate that error free 
performance can be achieved over both channels given adequate transmission power. It IS 
demonstrated that system 4 can operate without a training sequence at high SNR- The 
final conclusion is that the proposed system is a potentially useful design for the receiver 
of a 4800bit1sec digital data transmission system over HF radio links, using the new 
technology of high-speed digital signal processing (DSP) such as TMS320C30 or C40. 
-') 
8.2. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
1. Hardware Implementation 
The techniques considered in this thesis are algorithms or processes that operate on 
a sequence of sample values. Modern digital modems normally operate in this wa\, and 
the techniques described are a direct application to practical modems. The combined 
system can be realised in block by block structured programming in software as presented 
in Appendix G. The digital system can be implemented in hardware using the new 
technology of high-speed digital signal processing (DSP) such as TMS320Cxx family. 
The class of operations to be performed by the receiver algorithms such as multiply, shift, 
add or subtract, etc., are DSP-type operations, therefore TMS320C30 or C40 can be of 
great use for the hardware realisation of the systems. 
The digital signal processor TMS320C30 and 40 are high-performance CMOS-32bit 
floating point devices and they support many features [115-117] such as : 
. The 50-nsec cycle time of the TMS320C30-40 allows it to execute operation at a 
performance rate up to 40 MFLOPS or 20 MIPS. The generation performance is further 
enhanced through its large on-chip memories, concurrent DMA controller, and two 
external interface ports. It can perform parallel multiply and ALU operations on integer or 
floating-point data in single cycle. 
The TMS320C3x advanced interface design can be used to implement a wide variety of 
configurations. Its two external buses and DMA capability provide a parallel 32- 
bit interface to external devices, while interrupt interface, dual serial ports and general- 
purpose digital IJO provide communication with a multitude of peripherals. The 
expansion bus can be used to implement data transfers concurrently with and independent 
of operations on the primary bus. 
A high-Level -Language such as C can be used to implement the algorithms. The 
designer can optirruse execution by creating very fast assembly -language routines that 
implement the time-critical sections, and call them from C as regular functions. The C 
compiler supports the insertion of assembly language code into C-source code. The C- 
functions may be called from assembly language. Variables defined in the C-source may 
be accessed in assembly language modules and vice versa. The result is a compiler that 
allows user to tailor the amount of high-level programming versus the amount of 
assembly language according to his applications. The C-compiler is supported on the t7l 
TMS320C30. 
These features and many others make the device very powerful for digital implementation 
of modern digital modems. The possible hardware configuration of the DSP 1-1) In 
(TMS320C30) is shown in Fig. 8. I. Analogue-to-digital (ADC) and digital-to-analope 
(DAC) are components that are commonly required in DSP system.,, -,. For i-nodern 
applications using DSP, a complete ADC and DAC input/output system on a single chip L_ I 
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such as the TLC320C44 or 47 may be appropriate. The TLC320C44 or 47 analooue 
interface circuit (AIC) integrates a bandpass, switched-capacitor, anti- alias ing-i nput filter, 
l4bit resolution ADC and DAC converters, and a lowpass, switched capacitor, output- 
reconstruction filter, all on a single monolithic CMOS chip. It offers numerou" 
combinations of master clock input frequencies and conversion1samplinor rate (up to 
19000 and 25000H, 7), which can be changed via DSP control. 
The proposed combined receiver described in Chapter 7 is ready for practical 
implementation. The functional block diagram of the transmitter and receiver is shown in 
Fig. 8.2. 
The QPSK modulator and demodulator in Fig. 8.2 are relatively simple devices and 
they can be implemented using DSP. 
The total number of arithmetic operations per sampling interval was calculated in Chapter 
7 for each part of the combined receiver. For example consider the sampling rate equal to 
800OHz, hence the available processing time is T=118000=0.125nisec. This is equivalent 
to 5MFLOPS or 2.5MIPS for a 50-ns DSP. The SQRT and INVERSE operations can be 
performed in 138 and 76 machine cycle respectively with 10 decimal digits approximate 
accuracy using TMS320C30 [117]. Therefore, the total number of arithmetic operations 
required by estimator, detector and MPA is 1238,4322,3205 operations respectively. 
These operations do not include the storing and retrieving of values in memory. 
From the above discussion, a single processor (DSP) will not be powerful enough 
(or fast enough) to perform all the functions of the combined receiver, and so separate 
processor operating in parallel would probably be necessary. Thus the combined receiver 
could require 4 to 5 DSP. The possible DSP structure of the system is shown in Fig. 8.3. 
When frame by frame transmission is performed, the use of FIFO (first in first out) 
buffers, each of which can hold in store at least one frame of received samples, gains 
some advantages. The receiver simultaneously processes the complete set of received 
samples from any one frame, while the received samples of the next frame gradually fill 
up the second buffer. At the end of the frame the receiver switches to operate on the 
second buffer, leaving the first buffer to be filled by the newly arrived samples from the 
following frame, and so forth. This feature can provide delays required by the various sub- 
systems of the receiver, such as adaptive filter ahead of the detector. This enables the 
channel estimator to perform its function by a delay of (N) samples relative to those fed to 
the filter. It also allows efficient use to be made of the available computing power of the 
receiver DSPs- 
Since the MPA is independent of all other activities in the receiver, the aloronthill In 
may be carried out 'off-line'. The estimator and detector work in sequence (the estimator 
begins when detector finishes and vice-versa). This would largely simplify the 
implementation, since one DSP will be assigned to one task only. Finally the Li.,, c ot' 
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concurrent programming may save a considerable number of operation', in a practical 
system. 
The HF channel simulator in Fig. 8.2 whose details are given in Chapter 2 can be 
implemented using the same type of DSP, and the function block diagram of a practical 
simulator is illustrated in Fig. 8.4. The sampling frequency for example can be -, elected to 
be 800OHz, for HF simulator functions. The only restriction is that, the signal qi(t) should 
be sampled at 50Hz for the reason that the poles of a Bessel filter should be at a locations 
in the z-plane at an adequate distance from the unit circle to prevent instability. Then 
linear interpolation is adequate to raise the sampling rate of qi(t) to the required sallipling 
rate (800OHz), i. e. the step of interpolation is 160. The feedforward transversal Hilbert 
filter (H-F) for voice band signals must have a pass band as flat as possible over 400- 
460OHz, and the number of its taps could be 27-33taps, which are adequate for this 
application. Using FIFO input and output buffers allows efficient use to be made of the 
available computing power of the DSP. Thus the input samples from ADC are stored in 
the array input buffer and the output samples are fetched from the array output buffer. The 
length of each buffer could be chosen to be 160 words length. 
Finally, the HF modem can be implemented using parallel DSP such as 
TMS3230C40 for simple hardware implementation in one circuit, which is important in 
portable equipment. Various methods of parallel processing are available, and Fig. 8.5 
shows one of these method using TMS320C40. The parallel processor may be able to 
perform other functions such as AGC, carrier phase and timing tracking during the main 
functions of the modem. Therefore, it would be worthy to investigate the most cost 
effective hardware design of the proposed system using DSPs. 
2. Topics for Further Investigation 
.A simple ideal retraining process is used in the combined HF receiver considered in this 
thesis to prevent the total collapse of the channel estimator under severe conditions such 
as a prolonged high level burst of noise or a prolonged period of severe flat fading (deep 
fade). Further investigations into applying a suitable and practical retraining process 
would be very useful for the combined system. 
. Only differential coding is considered in this thesis. Therefore the potentials for coding 
and interleaving gains are a topic for further work, since suitable coding and interleaving 
schemes would be very useful in improving the system error rate performance under 
severe conditions. 
. Further work may 
be carried out on the problem of carrier phase recovery and symbol 
tii-nim, (receiver synchronisation), and it would be interestincy to observe how much the 
performance of the combined system de-rades when there is also a frequencv oft'set (or 
Doppler shift). 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF RAYLEIGH FADING FILTER 
5-POLE BESSEL FILTER 
As shown in chapter 2, the random process q, M is aciierated by filtering a zero 
mean white Gaussian noise Ni (t). The filter used in Fig. 2.8.5 has a Gaussian frequency 
response and is given by : 
22F2 IQI(f)l =jQ2(f)j = exp[- 2 A. 1 2 Frms 
Let the frequency response of each filter (Bessel filter) be W(f) then 
W(f exp[- 
F1A. 
21 2 4 Fi, /,,, v 
To calculate the cut-off frequency (F,. ) 
,2 F( W(f) = MB or W(f then0.707=exp(-- --)=>---In(0.707)=-0.346574=:: > V2 4Fiýýiýý 
F, = 1.17741 F A. 3 
But from the relation between the rms frequency and the frequency spread we have 
F,,,, =2F,.,,,, A. 4 
from eqn. A. 3 and A. 4 then : 
Fc = 1.17741 
F "P = 0.5 8 87 05 Fsp A. 5 2 
The impulse response and the magnitude response tend toward Gaussian as the filter order 
is increased. Therefore a fith-order bessel filter has been used to obtain the Rayleigh 
fading filter [191. The bessel filter have the transfer function in S-plane of the form 
[18,19] : 
H(s) Ao A. 6 
B, (s) 
where AO is a normalising constant and is chosen such that H(O)=l and given in this 
formula : 
- 
(2n 
A. 7 Ao 
where n is the order of the filter. 
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B, (s) is the 11 - order bessel polynomial defined by the formulas [ 18]: 
Bo =: I, B, = S+l 
B, (s) = (2n - 1) - B,, -, 
A. 8 
01' B,, (s)= 1,44's 4 A. 9 
k=O 
A-2 
where Ak - 
(2n-k)! 
for k=O, I, 'I .............. n. A. 10 2 n-k,. k!. (n-k) I 
A 5"' - order bessel filter has been chosen as a practical choice and thus n=5, therefore the 
transfer function of this filter becomes : 
H (s) -- 5 
S4+1 S3 
945 
3 A. 11 
s+15 05 +420, ý +945s+945 
101 
at k=0 ==> from eqn. A. 10 then Ao *= 945 
2'. 5! 
Eqn. A. II can be expressed as 
945 
A. 12 
(S-pi) 
where pi are the poles of H(s) and are given by [18] 
p, = -3.64674 + jO 
P2'P3 -3.35196 ± jl. 74266 A. 13 
P4'P5 -2.32467 ±J3.57102 
To obtain the frequency response of the bessel filter we substitute (. y = jý2) in eqn. A. 12 
then : 
945 
H(jQ) =5 
H (jQ-p) 
where Q is the angular frequency and jI 
is given by [ 17] : Q, = 2.4274 rad I sec 
A. 14 
The ( 3dB ) cut-off angular frequency Q, 
A. 15 
Q, is calculated from eqn. A. 11 by taking the modules of H(jQ, ) equal to the 
1/-ý2- = 0.707 and solving the equation we obtain the value of Q, as in eqn. A. 15 : 
I H(jQ,. )l = 
945 
= 0.707 (. j Q,. )5+ 15(j ý2, )4+ 105(j Q, ) 3 +420(j Q C) 
2 
+945(j Q,. ) + 945 
glo(0.707) = MB or at MB : 20. loc, 
of a channel is the frequency One of the important parameter in the characteri II 
spread F,,,. Thus, it is desirable to relate the cut-off frequency of the bessel filter to the 
fi-equency spread. 
let ao. A. 16 
But the constant ao is defined bv 
A-3 
UO 
W, 
- 
21r Tc 
- 
27r Tc 
= 2.58844 - Fc QC QC 2.4274 
2.58844 - Fc A. 17 
Substituting Q by W/ao in eqn. A. 14 then 
w 945 945 H(j'-) -= H(j'vt, ) -- 5--15 
ao Fili--Pil (-)5*fl[. jv"-ao-pil 
ao ao i=l 
H(jw) -5 
945a 55 945a5 
A. 18 
fl [jw-aopil H Dw-Ril 
i=l i=l 
where Ri = ao - Pi => [aol' = [2.58844]5 - F'. : z-- 116 2 F,, A. 19 
From eqn. A. 18 and A. 19 we write : 
5 
H(jw) = 
109805F( go A. 20 55 
fl[jw-Ril fl(X-Ri) 
i=l i=l 
where: X= jW => 
Ri=ao-Pi=2.58844F, -Pi , for i=1,2,3 ....... 5 
g= 109805 - F5 
A. 21 
oc 
Table A. I summarises all parameters of analogue bessel filter for frequency spread of 
2H, -,, IH, -,, 0.5Hz. The transfer function of a 5tLorder bessel filter is given by eqn. A. 20 to 
be implemented in digital for use in computer simulation through the method which is 
called the impulse-invariant transformation method [17,19]. The important feature of this 
transformation is that, the impulse response of the resulting digital filter is a sampled 
version of the impulse response of the analogue filter. In this technique the poles [Ril in 
the S-plane of eqn. A. 21 are transformed to poles at fe RTI in the Z-plane [19]. where T is 
the sampling period, eqn. A. 20 can be written as : 
H5 
go 
-- 5 
go 
- A. 22 
H O-e RiTZ-1) fj (I-qiZ-1) 
i=1 i=1 
where go is the gain of the filter, qj" (fior 1 2,.,., 5) are the poles in Z-plane and equal 
to qj e 
Ri T A. 
-13 
The poles in Z-plane obtained frorn eqn-A. 23 and for example, when Fp = 2H, - and 
sampling rate =IOOH, -. => T=1/100=0-Olsec=10msec then: 
=eRiT=exp(- 
11.1 14005/100)=0.8948134, 
and soon for qj" 
A-4 
Tahle A. 2 shows the roots in Z-plane. The sampling rate is chosen 100 , ample,, /,, cc for 
accurate representation of q, (t), q2 0 which have Gaussian spectra. 
Using : 
e k+jy =ee /Y = e' - (cos y+j sin y) 
R2T =exp(-lO. 2156+j5.311/100)= -0.102. j0.053= 0.903(cos(0.053) + jý, 1n(0.053)) eee 
q2=e RJ = 0.90176+ j0.04784 
The 5th order bessel filter is reallsed in digital form as shown in Fig. A-1, it consists of 
two (2-poles) section and a one-pole section. Where the poles in each 2-pole section are 
complex conjugates and the single pole section has a real pole. The transfer function of 
the filter in Fig. A- I is, therefore: 
H(Z) = 
or 
k 
(I-ql. z-')f(I-q 2'Z- 
I)( I -q3*Z-1 )I f(I-q4., -. - I)( I -q5., -. -") I 
H(z) = (I-ql' 7-')11-(q2 --k 
-211 -21 
A. 24 
+q, )-ý7-+q2q3,1-(q4+q5). Z-'+q.; q5--, 
where: (I-q, - z ')(I -q , -1) = i-q , --'-q 'Z-'+qq Z-2 = 1-(q, +q _-2 + q, (1;, -2 3-2-3-3 3) " 
Thus, by identification between eqn. A. 24 and Fig. A- I the filter coefficients f Ci are 
C5 = -qj 
C, = -(q2+ q 
C-, = q2q3 A. 25 
C3= 
-(q4+ q 5) 
C4= 
-(q4q5) 
and the transfer function of the filter becomes: 
H(, -. ) =k -2)(J+Cý 7 -7-2 
A. 26 
0 +C5', --])(I+Cl -, -I+ C21. 
-,. 
-]+C4,, ) 
The numerical values of the tap gain coefficients of the filter are given in Table A-3. 
The value of k, called the gain of the filter, in eqn. A. 26 is chosen such that I q, (t) I" have 
a variance corresponding to (112n"'), where n's represents the number of ionospheric 
reflection. This ensures that the mean length of the channel sampled impulse -re spon se 
vector is equal to unity, theoretically the value of k can be obtained as follows : 
The energy in the wave form H(f), using eqn. A. 20 is given by 
2 
E, =f JH(f )I - df A. 27 
is determined. E, is normalised by a scalar, go such that the energy in the wave form is 
equal to (112n" ). But, a simpler method is to pass a sequence of digital data, whose first 4: ) 
element is aI and the rest of the elements are zero, through the digital filter. For a 
Sufficiently long sequence the sum of the sequares of the output of the digital filter, Esum 
A-5 
is very close to Ew, particularly if the sampling frequency of the filter is considerably 
larger than the bandwidth of the filter. Then, Lunn is normalised by go to obtain an C11cr, -'\ 
equal to (11211" ). In this way, the gains of the 5-poles digital filter for all the channels are 
given in Table A-4. The linear interpolation in Fig. A-I is used to obtain the required 
sampling rate. Since qI(t) has been sampled at (IOOHz) as a compromise between the need 
to limit the degree of interpolation and the need to have the pole locations in the Z-plane 
at an adequate distance from the unit circle. In order to obtal I ino rate n the required sampl' : _- 
(2400 baud) linear interpolating between samples is employed to rise the sampling rate 
from 100 to 2400. 
Frequency Spread Fsp (Hz) 2 1 0.5 
Cut-off Frequency Fc (Hz) 1.17741 0.588705 0.2943525 
Constant (Gain) go 248462.5 7764.5 242.64 
Filter Poles in the S-Plane 
RI -11.114005 -5.557 -2.7785 
R2, R3 -10.2156±j5.31102 -5.1078±j2.6555 -2.5539±j 1.32776 
R4, R5 -7.0848±j 10.883 -3.5434±j5.4416 -1.7712±j2.7208 
TABLE A. 1 : Summarise The Parameters of 5th-order Analogue Bessel-Filter. 
Frequency Spread Fsp (Hz-) 2 1 0.5 
Sampling-Rate (s/sec) 100 100 too 
Filter Poles in the Z-Plane 
qI 0.8948134 0.94595 0.972597 
q2, q3 0.90161 ±JO. 04793 0.94987±JO. 02523 0.9747±JO. 012943 
q4, q5 0.92609±JO. 1012 0.96377±JO. 05249 0.9821±jO. 02673 
TABLE A. 2: Z-Plane Poles of 5th-order Bessel-Filter. 
Frequency Spread Fsp (Hz) 2 1 0.5 
Sampling-Rate (s/sec) 100 100 100 
Filter Poles in C5 -0.894813073 -0.9459455973 -0.972597346 
Z-Plane. ci -1.8032297224 -1.8997381241 -1.9493964847 
C2 0.81520668026 0.902887966616 0.9502204171 
C3 -1.85218288326 -1.92753451578 -1.964160484 
C4 0.86788454672 0.931603213133 0.9651959455 
TABLE A. 3: Tap-Gain Coefficients of 5th-order Bessel-Filter. 
A-6 
2 
FF,, -, 
p ( H, -, 1 
0.5_ 
Number of Sky-wave / Seed (1d) 
1/57 2/57 3/75 
10452 15156 19501 
204933 308538 41-5975 
4011459 6397988 9593500 
DC-Gain of Bessel Filter 
TABLE A. 4: The Gains of the Bessel-Filter. 
n (t) + 
Input t 
Sequence 
of 
I /go 
TT Independent cc 
Gaussian Random 
Variables with xx 
Zero Mean 
+ 
cTC, T 
xx 
Increasing the samling 
qi rat to 
4800 samples 
per sec. by Linear 
Interpolation. 
Fig. A. 1 : Block Diagram of the 5th order Bessel Filter used for the 
Generation of Fading Samples. 
T 
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APPENDIX B 
THE MODEL OF QAM SYSTEM 
The model of QAM system is illustrated in Fig. B-I. The input to the transmitter 
part loci I is first differentially coded into multi-level signals, Jsjjj and Is-, jj. %vhich are 
two streams of data symbols and statistically independent and equally likely to have any 
of m possible values, where 
s'1, s2,1=21-m+1 ; l=O, 1,.,.,.,., ni-i B-1 
The two data streams are shaped separately to the appropriate bandwidth by two lowpass 
transmitter filters, having the same impulse response a(t), and transfer function A(. /), 
before modulating the "in-phase" and "quadrature" carriers represented by 
V_2cos(2Rf, t) and respectively. The absolute value of the traiisfcl- 
function of the low-pass transmitter filter is assumed to be band-limited from (-112T to 
1127) Hz, thus ensuring that the signalling rate of YT Hz is at the Nyquist rate [1,33,34 ] 
and is shown in Fig. B-2. The two outputs of the transmitter filters are next modulated by 
two carriers in phase quadrature with the same frequency f. The resulting QAM signal is 
then transmitted over the transmission path. The value of carrier frequency J, is chosen 
such that ID(f)j, fits into the frequency characteristics of the available bandwidth of the 
channel, and the spectra of the baseband signals are shifted into the pass-band of the 
transmission path. The amplitude spectrum, ID(f)l is shown in Fig. B-3. The white 
Gaussian noise in Fig. B- I is real valued and has a two sided power spectral density of 
No12 over all frequencies, and is a random process with zero mean. 
At the receiver end a band pass filter (Filter Q, whose real-valued impulse response c(t), 
is used to suppress the out-of-band noise without excessively distorting the signal itself. 
The filter has a band-liMited amplitude spectrum I Qf )I such that : 
fc If I<f, + 2T 2T 
0 elsewhere 
B-2 
The amplitude spectrum of filter C, IC(f)l is shown in Fig. B-4. The information to be 
transmitted over the transmission path in Fig. B- I -a is carried by the sequence of complex- 
valued data symbols Isil where 
Si --.,: SIJ +J S-'. i B-3 
wlicrc Jsj. jj and J, v,, j) are real-valued, statistically independent and equally likely to havc 
any of their possible values, and J= . 
B-i 
The two-dimensional representation of a 4-point QAM signal is shown in Fi, 1.13-5. 
Towards the end of this work a 4-point QAM (QPSK) is considered, hence the pos"ible 
values of sI, j and S2j are : 
Sl, i = ±1 S", = ±1 B-4 
The signals at the outputs of the two lowpass filters in the transmittel- side of Fig. B- I are 
given by : 
(t - 1T)*a(t) cind 
IS2, 
i (t - iT)*a(t) B-5 
i 
where * denotes the convolution. Using the convolution method we can write eqn. B-5 Lis 
sl, i -a l'T) and s2.1 -a (t - iT) B-6 
The modulated signal at the output of the adder d(t) is given by : 
d(t) =vf2jjsj, j, a(t -iT)cos21rf ct-Y,, S2J-a(t-1*T) sin 
27cf 
ct B-7 
The factor AF2 in eqn. B-7 gives each of (V-2- - cos 27r f. t) and (NF2 - sin 2 7r f, t) signals, a 
mean-square value (average power level) of unity, when transmitted over an infinite 
period. From eqn. 13-7, the transmitted bandpass signal is 
d(t) = ý2 -11 (ei 
Iz fCtj2 Ti f* (. t)1- 
, sIj - a(t - 
iT)[ 
1 
+e 
II 2Tc t_ -j 27r fc t 
- 
V2 a (t - iT)[- (e, e B-8 2j 
d(t) =I Ja(t -iT)[(sl, i+ 
jS2, i)e- 
27T t +(Sl, i -J S2, i)e- 
2n B-9 V-2 i 
or equivalently 
d(t) si - a(t - 1T)e 
J2 Ti ft+ 
si* - a(t - iT)e-j2Tc B-10 V-2- i 
Then : 
I/ 2TU. f .t* -j 
2 7u t B-1 I [1, (Si -C' +sj -e V-2 i 
(, Y, ' -e -j 
" TE /" ) is the complex conjugate of (si -e 
J27Z /( t 
). From eqn. B- II an alternative 
QAM transmitter system may be represented as shown in Fig. B-6. I 
Using the Fourier transform we can write : 
sj-u(t-iT) ", ý, -A(f)-e 
-j 2 Ti fc iT 
and 
12Tc, f ct 
FT (f -. f C)iT ll, 'V2 s, . (i(t-i*T)e <-4 11V2 si. A(f-fc)-e-J27 
I-Ij,, 
TE j, (, I 
F. TI 
-j 2 71 (f +fc. )iT 
si - u(t - iT)e -si. A(f+f, )-e B- I -2 ý-2- 
It follows from this, that the Fourier transform D(f) of the QAMsignal d(t) 1,,., : 
D(f) =1 [1 si - A(f - f, )e-J 
271 )iT 
+1sl* - A(f + f, )e-j' 
271 (J*+. fýJiT 
IB-13 V -2- i 1. 
It can be seen that the I si -a (t - iT) has no DC component. which means that the QAM 
i 
signal d(t) is "suppressed-carrier". At the output of Bandpass filter (Filter C) the sianal is b 
coherently demodulated by nominal carrier frequency f, but the demodulator has no 
knowledge of the carrier phase. The phase error 0 in the receiver local oscillator may thus 
have any value between -n an(l +R radians, The outputs of the two demodulators are 
then passed via two lowpass filters "B" which suppress the high frequency components so 
that only the baseband signals are retained. Each of the lowpass filters (Filter B) has the 
impulse response b(t) and transfer function B(f), which band limits the signals at their 
inputs from (-112T to 112T Hz). The amplitude response IB(f)I of filter B is shown in 
Fig. B-7. From Fig. B- I the signal at the input to the coherent demodulator is given by : 
, Z(t) = 1)1(t)*C(t) 
B- 14 
m(t) = d(t)* h(t) + n(t) B-15 
z(t) = [d(t)* h(t) + n(t)]* c(t) = B-16 
= d(t)*h(t)*c(t)+n(t)*c(t) 
The two received signals at the output of lowpass filter is given by t:, 
rl (t) ::::::: 
[2-[, -, (t) cos(2Tc f(t+0 )]* b(t) B- 17 
B- 18 
where 0 is the phase error in the receiver reference carrier. Combining 1-1 (t) and I-, M 
together gives at the input of the sampler the complex form of received signal 
B-4 
r(t) = r, M+i r2 (j) B-19 
From eqns. B- 17, B- 18 and B- 19 we can write : 
r( t V217(t)[cos(2Tcf t+ý )-j*sin(2, gf, t+o )]I*b(t) 
B-20 V2f 7 
11 (i) exp(- j(2Tu f (, 
t+0 ))1* b(t) 
Substituting eqn-B- 16 into eqn. B-20 gives : 
r(t) = -, 
F2 f[d(t)*h(t)*c(t) +ii(t)*c(t)le-, I 
(2T1 f,. t+O ) J*b(t) = B--'l 
V-2f [d(t)* h(t)* (-(t)le- 
j'(21r f(t+0) +[n(t)*c(t)]e- 
j(27[ f(t+o 
S ubstituting the value of d(t) from eqn. B -II into eqn. B -21 gives : 
r(t)=V21 [(I. (si-e 
j27r f, t+ 
si -e- 
j2n f,, t)a(t 
- iT))* h(t)* c(t)le- 
J(2Tc f, t+ý 
i 
V2 [n(t)*c(t)]e- 
j(27r f t+o ) 
J*b(t) B-22 
by using the following relationship : 
j2Tif t J2 ft -j27rf,. t If 
I 
(t)*. 1'2(t)le- "-f1 (t)e- '"T' C*f, (t)e B-23 
which obtained by the direct application of the convolution integral. Now eqn. B-22 can be 
written as : 
r(t) i-e 
j21r f,. t 
+s* -e- 
j2Tc f,, t )a(t - 1*T)) e- 
j27c f,. t 
*(h(t)*c(t))e- j27T f,. t ]e-jý 
V2 [n(t)* c(t)]e- 
j(2Tc f t+o ) 
J*b(t) 
Or, 
r(t) J(j * -j4Tc 
f 
(t )a - 
j2n f,. t Je-jO *b(t) ., 
(Si + si -e (t - iT)* [h(t)* c(t)]e 
i 
+I V2[n(t)*c(t)]e- 
j(2n f 
ct+o ) J*b(t) 
Then, 
r(t) si. a (t- 1*T)*[h(t)*c(t)le- 
j2n f,. t Je-jO *b(t) 
+ 
j47i ft- I-Tc ft B-24 
., si -e a(t-iT)*[Ii(t)*c(t)]e 
Je-jO *b(t) 
i 
+ jf2-[n(t)*c(t)]c- 
j(2Tc f,. t+o ) J*b(t) 
B-5 
Because the spectrum of (e-]47TJ', 
'-a(l)) lies outside the spectrum of the two lowpas,, 
filters (Filter B), then the second term in eqn. B-24 can be set to zero. Therefore eqn. B--14 
can be reduced to : 
r(t) si -a (t- iT)*[h(t)*(-(t)]e- 
j21r f. t Je-jý *b(t) 
B-25 
+I V2[n(t)*c(t)je- j(27i f ct+o ) J*b(t) 
Now let: 
p(t) = Ja(t)*[h(t)*c(t)je- 
j27r f,. t Je-jO *b(t) B-26 
v(t) = jV2[n(t)*c(t)]e- 
j(2Tc f,. t+o b(t) B-27 
Where p(t) is the overall impulse response and v(t) is the resultant complex valued noise 
component in the received signal r(t). Eqn. B-25 can be written as : 
sip(t - 1T) + v(t) B-28 
From eqn. B-26 p(t) can not be considered as a baseband wave-form due to the component 
exp(-j2Tcf,, t), but the impulse response (h(t)*c(t)) has a bandpass transfer function 
whose spectrum is centred at f, H, -,. Now let : 
g(t) = h(t)*c(t) B-29 
Applying Fourier transform we can write : 
G(f) = H(f) - C(f) B-30 
g(t) may be expressed in term of a lowpass complex-valued impulse response q(t) and a 
carrier as [1,20,33] : 
g(t) = 291[q(t)e J27uf "tI B-31-a 
= q(t)e 
j2Tcf,. t +q*(t)e- j27uf,. t B-31-b 
Where q* (t) is the complex conjugate of q(t). Using the inverse Fourier transform 
eqn. B-3 I -b can be written as : 
G(f) - Of -f(, ) + Q*(-f -f .) 
B-32 
From eqn. B -32 the spectrum of g(t) is shifted in frequency by (-f, . 
H, -. ). Thus making 
[g(t) - exp(- . 
'27r. f,. t)] a lowpass response. Substituting g(t) = 11(t)* 11 4--) c(t) 
in eqn. B-26 hv 1- 
its valtic in eqn. 13-3 I -b results : 
B-6 
p(t) = la(t)*[q(i)e 
j27cf,. t 
+q* (t)e-, 
j27Tfct ]e -j27rf (. t je-jO *b(t) 
=I (a(t)* q(t)) + a(t)* q' (t)e -j4Tuf ct )e-jo *b(t) 
=[(a(t)*q(t))e-jol *b(t)+[(a(t)*q*(t)e-- 
j47if,. t )e-jo 
The spectrum of q*(t)exp(-j47rf, t) is given byQ*(-f -2f,, )which is assumed to be 
zero over the passband of the filter A (see Fig. B-2), i. e. when : 
Q*(-f -2f,. )=O for -I <f <I B-34 2T 2T 
then the term : a(/)*q*(I)exp(-. /*4Tcf,. t) can be set to zero reducing the eqn. B-33 to b 
p(t)=[(a(t)*q(t))e-jO ]*b(t) B-35 
Therefore p(t) is converted to a baseband with consideration that A(f) and B(J) are band 
limited. Furthermore, all the quantities (a(t), b(t), h(t), c(t), f(. and 0) in eqn. B-26 are either 
known or can easily be determined from the corresponding frequency characteristics. The 
representation of eqn. B-26 does not need any band Iii-niting conditions to be imposed on 
g(t). Therefore it is more convenient to use the channel model in eqn. B-26, particularly, 
when the system is to be computer simulated. Thus, the channel model in eqn. B-26 can be 
considered to represent the baseband system which is equivalent to the bandpass QAM 
system. An alternative representation bandpass QAM system is shown in Fig. B-8. In 
deriving eqn. B-28, it is assumed that the receiver is synchronised with transmitter, but in 
practice the receiver needs a carrier recovery system to track the signal carrier variation. 
Such a systeni employs the well known phase locked loop technique. [21,221. 
The additive noise is now represented by v(t) which is a band-limited complex-valued 
Gaussian noise wave form. Using eqn. B-23 and B-27 the noise function can be written as 
V2 [(n(t)e- j21r f (. t )*(c(t)-e -j TI ft fle-jý I* b(t) B-36 
The Fourier transform of (c(t) exp(- j27r f. t)) is C(f +f .) which is symmetrical about 
carrier frequency f,. H, -.. Any sample of the real part of v(t) and any sample of the 
ian random vadables w*th zero imaginary part of i, (t) are statistically independent Gaussi 1 
mean and fixed variance [23]. The factor exp(-j27rf,. t) in (n(t)exp(-. J*27T, f,. t)) shifts 
the spectrum of n(t) by without affecting the power spectral density of n(t), hence 
the power spectral density of (n(t)exp(-, 127r. f,. t)) will be the same as that of n(t) which 
B-7 
is N012. Now from eqn. B-36 by using the Fourier transform the power spectral deii,, Itv of 
v(t) B given by : 
lv(t)12 
= 2. 
No. IC(f +f 
")12 - 
JB(f )12 
2 
The auto correlation function of v(t) is R,, ('T which can be calculated by applying the 
inverse discrete Fourier transform of eqn. B-37 
No f JC(f JB(f )f -ef df B-38 
For B(f) as given in this model (see Fig. B-7), eqn. B-38 becomes - 
112T 2f 
)12 J- fcT JC(f+f, )ý -IB( -ed B-39 f 
-1/27' 
When the receiver bandpass filter (Filter Q is symmetric about f, over the positivc 
frequency, i. e. when Of +f) is symmetric about zero for - 1/2T <f< 1/2T, eqn. 13-2 
implies that : 
C(f +, f,, )l =I for -I<f<I 2T 2T 
and -2f,. - 
I 
<f <-2f,. + 
I 
2T 2T 
0 elsewhere 
B-37 
B-40 
From eqn. B-40, eqn. B-39 becomes 
1/2T j27c f,. -c fe 
-112T 
df = 
No sin(irr IT) 
T mr IT 
B-41 
The variance of v(t) is given by the auto correlation function at zero lag [1,33], thus : 
1/2T 
JC(f 
+f 
c)l 
2- 
df =No cy,, =R,, (0)= No-_ f 
112T T 
B-42 
From eqn. B-41 the auto correlation function is real-valued, hence the real and imclinai-V 
parts of i, (t) are uncorrelated [ 1,231. It could be shown that the auto correlation function of 
each of the real and imaginary parts of i, (t) is given by half the real part of R,. (T), [1.17]ý zn _ý I 
whereas the cross-correlation function of those parts is an odd function of (T) and 1. " gi\-cn 
B-8 
by half the imaginary part of R, (, T). For this model the variance (5 for each of the real 
and imaginary parts of v(t), iý 
2 
cy v= NOIT B-43 
The average transmitted energy per signal element is given by : 
w 2( t) dt] B-44 
Where F-[. 1 refers to the expected value, assuming IsIl are statistically independent and 
have zero mean, eqn. B-44 becomes : 
- 
-2 
. 2(t). dt Es si fa B-45 
-2 Where st is the mean-square value of Si. Applying paraseval's theorem then eqn. B-45 
becomes : 
1/ 27' 1 
Es f JA(f )I - df 
1/ 27' 
B-46 
Since the data symbol s, in eqn. B-46 may have (in) possible values, it carries (1092 /11 
bits of information, then the average transmitted energy per bit (EB) is given by : 
Si 
1127' 
EB= -f 
JA(f )I df B-47 
1092M 
-112T 
Where in is the level of the QAM signal. For the QPSK system (ni = 4), then: 
-2 1/2T 
I 
EB= 
S' 
-f 
IA(. f)l-. df B-48 
2 -1/2-1- 
From eqn. 13-28, the average energy per signal element in received signal r(t) is t-1) t) 
22 
ER =: IlSil- 'f ýp(t)12- dt] = si f lp(t)12 - dt = Si f IP(f )I . df B-49 
Where P(t) is the transfer function of p(t) in eqn. B-26, where : 
B-9 
p(t) =I a( t)*[li(t)*(-(t fle- 
j27i f,. t I e-jo * b(t ) 
U,, Ing the Parseval's theorem, then : 
-2 
1/27' 1111 
ER Si *f +f, )ý-. C(f +f 
(, 
)ý- -IB(f )I- dý B-50 
- I/ 2T 
Assuming the filter C and B used in this model, such that IB(f)1=1 over the Hitcu'ration 
range and from eqn. B-40 results : 
-') 
112T 2 
ER = Si JA(f )I - H(f +. f,. )ý df B-51 
For the case considered here (m=4), the average received signal energy per bit is given by 
ER =: 
Si 
. 
1/ 
fT JA( f )12 -ýH(f +f ()ý2. 
df = 1092177 
-112T 
si 
t/2T 
2 f IA(f)l -ýH(f +f,. )I-- df 2 -1127- 
NOTE: Consider the convolution in eqn. B-23, 
ul (t) = (f I (t)e 
j2Tcf,. t )*(f 
2( t)e 
j21rf,. t ) 
Using the convolution theorem [33] : 
J'1(1)*f 
2(t) 
ff 
1('7 
J 
-'(t 
-'r) 
j2T[f T *27cf 
((t-T 
) 
ff 
l(T)e 
12(t 
-r)ej dr 
fj(, c) -f2 (t -, r)ej27rf, 'tdr 
B-52 
71 ft 
-[fI (t)*f -1 
(01 
B-10 
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APPENDIX Bl 
THE SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 
The noise signal v(t) is given by eqn. 3.2.31 as: 
v(t) = -51 [n(t)* c(t)] -e 
-j21rf d B-i-i 
v(t) is the noise signal in the received signal (see eqn. 3.2.35). Let I i,, i I which represent 
v(t) sampled at 2400 samples1sec, are the noise component in the received signal 
samples I ri I. The auto-correlation function of v(t) is given by eqn. 3.2.46 as 
k22 
j2n fT df R, (t)-No- JIC(f+f, )l . 1,9(f)l -e B- 1-2 
-fc 
where No/2 is the power spectral density of n(t), C(f) and B(f) are the transfer function 
of filter C and B', respectively (Fig. 3.2.1). Now from eqn. 3.2.28, the transfer function of 
filter B (Fig. 3.2.5) is given by : 
B(f )= G(f + f, ) - C(f + f, ) - B'(f ) B-1-3 
(f )12 can be where G(f) is the transfer function of the radio filter G and IG +f 
approximated to I over the passband of filters C and B', Thus eqn. B- 1 -2 becomes : 
2 *2 fr df R, M= No -fI B(f )I -eJ B-1-4 
It. 
The variance of v(t) is given by Rv (0), which is : 
222. 
cyl. B-1-5 No- f JB(f )I - df No -f lb(t)l dt 
. fl. -- 
where the Parseval's theorem is used. It is well known that if Z(f) is a band limited 
spectrum whose inverse F-T is the continuos wave form z(t), and if z(t) is sampled at a 
rate satisfy Nyquist rate, to give the samples (Zh) [33], then : 
t )12 - dt = T. Ilzil 
12 B-1-6 
BI-2 
using eqn. B- 1 -6, then eqn. B- 1 -5 becomes 
t)12 
T. - 12 f lb( dt==- llbk B-1-7 
2 -- 
where (2/7-) is the sampling rate of the I bk 1, (T= 112400 sec). thus eqn. B- 1 -5 becomes : 
2 
2- NOT 2 No G 
al, --Ilbk 
I : -* 
222 T-Ilbk I 
Let the signal-to-noise ratio be defined as : 
lo-loglo. - 
EB 
B-1-9 
N012 
where EB is the average transmitted energy per bit at the input of the HF channel, which 
is given by eqn. 3.2.41 as : 
-2 
EB : -- 
Si f JA(f )1 
2 
2 
-- 
-2 
. 
df s' -f la 
(t)12 . dt 
2 -- 
B-1-10 
-2 by using the Parseval's theorem in eqn. B-1-10. Where si is the expected value of data 
symbol si which carries 4 bits of information. Using the result in eqn. B- 1-6, then : 
-2 -2 
si 
. 
T. 2- 12 
EB 
jal, 
ký =- 
Si 
-T 
lal, 
k 
22 k=-- 4 k=-- 
B-1-11 
Where IaI, k I are the sampled value of the filter A, obtained at 4800 samples1second. 
From eqns. B- 1 -9, B- I-II and B- 1 -8, then : 
y= 10. log 10 
12 
(si- 14)-T-1 al, k 
k 
.2 
T-Ilbkl 
k 
- 2.2 
=10-log ( si 
T. Ilai, 
k 
12 
- 
llbk 12 
10 4. C72 kk v 
Now, in order to calculate the signaVnoise ratio in easier mode, it is necessary to 
climinate the factor (T 2) in eqn. B-1-12. This is done by scaling the sampled impulse 
BI-3 
response (al, k I& fbk I of the filter A and B given by Tables 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 such that 
the sum of the squares of their sample values become equal to their sampling rate, that is 
12 
=:: 
-22 ýal, 
k lbký -- B-1-13 
k=-- k=-co T 
Eqn. B- I- 12 becomes : 
-2 
W=10. loglo. 
Si 
2 B-1-14 
Gv 
2 
(Y2), It is necessary to derive a relationship between (y, & (2 where the latter is the total 
variance of the real and imaginary parts of discrete noise samples generated from the 
software model (G05DDF) obtained from (NAG) library. For the particular discrete time 
noise model assumed, it can be shown [17] that these two variances are related by : 
2 2.12 
cy 2(y 
llbk B-1-15 
k=-- 
If now 1IN 
12 
=I, the two variances would be numerically equal. However since this is 
not the case the discrete time noise samples obtained via the software model G05DDF, 
are passed through a scaled version of the receiver filter B, whose samples are given by 
Jb'k 1, and where the scaling is carried out such that : 
Ilb'k 12 =I B-1-16 
This would introduce the correct correlation to the noise samples, while maintaining the 
relationship : 
2(y B-1-17 
Then from eqn. B- I- 14 and B- 1- 17, then : 
-2 
Y=10. loglo- 
si 
2 
B-1-18 
2(y 
B2-l 
APPENDIX B2 
DIFFERENTIAL CODING-DECODING 
Differential encoding is an operation carried out on a di 111 in igital signal before modulation, i 
such a way that the information is not transmitted by phase, but by phase shifts in the 
carrier. This method solves the problem of phase ambiguity, at the cost of additional 
coding, and a slight increase in the error rate. 
The operation of differential encoding is to convert the transmitted binary stream (xi 
(Fig. 3.5.1) into the data symbol I si 1. First the encoder divides the binary stream oci 
into two groups and each group has two digits as shown in Fig. B-2-1. For simplicity 
(X Li 8ý-' U2, i represent the two binary digits in the 1th group as shown in Table B-2-1. 
The corresponding two digits B ij; B2, i are next formed by the encoder using 
" IJ; U2, i according to Table B-2-1 and with the aid of the delayed two digits 
(Bij-i; B2, i-I). B jj and B2, i are converted to the complex-valued signal s,, according 
to Table B-2-3 and Fig. B-2-3, where si is given by: 
Si SIJ +i S2, i 
B-2-1 
The two digits Bij & B2j can be given by the logical expression as follows [471: 
Bi, i::::::: ai, i *Bi, i-i 
B2, i- l+ -oc-,, i - Bij- ,- 
B2, i-I 
+ 
+ Bj, i- i 
B2, i -I 
+ OC2, i *Bi, i -i-B2, i-I 
B2, i -:::: (X 2, i ocij Bi, i-i 
B2, i-I 
+ 
-1 UBi, i-i 
B2, i-I -Bi, i -B2, i-I 
+ -IJ 
where (Y ) is the invert of (x). At the receiver side the decoding process is carried out, at 
the output of the detector (Fig. 3.5.2), in order to obtain the detected values of JOC j). The 
(), process is shown in Fig. B-2-2, where the detected binary digits B'i, i &B decodin,.. ) 1 12. j are 
first determined from the detected data symbol values I sli I according to Table B-2-3 and 
Fig'. 13-2-3 
. 
Now the encoder uses B'ij & B'2, i ( with the aid of ffij-i & B'2. i-I ). to 
form 
the detected values (xIj, j & (xl,, i according to Table B-2-2 and the decoding equation [47] : 
B'i, i B'i, i-i B + 
B'2, i - B'i, i- i B'-,. i-i 
+ B'i, B'i, i-i B'2, i- i+ B'--, ýi - 
fft. i -i 
B'2. i- I 
-2- _2 
(Y'2, i= B'2, i B'i, i-j, 
B'2, i-l+ B'i, i B'2, i-i + B-2-3 
+ B'2, i B'i, i-i - 
B'2, i-t+ B'i, i B'i, i-i 
B'2J-I 
It can be seen from Table B-2-1 and Fig. B-2-3, that the signal corresponding to the group I t-- 
of digits (yjj&u2,, represents the difference in phase between the two 
corresponding to the two groups of digits Bij; B2, j and Bij-i *, Bl,, -,. 
As such, the phase 
of the signal corresponding to Bij; B2,, is equal to the sum of the two phases of the 
signals corresponding to ()cl, i -, (X2'j and Bjj-i; B2J-1 as: 
Ao 
1-0 1-0 1-1 B-2-4 
Thus, the group of digits Bij; B2J could readily be obtained from Fig. B-2-3 by know"I., I 
the two groups of digits (X IJ; (X 2j and Bi, i-i; B2,1- Moreover. phase-shifts of 
multiples of (90') in the received signal could no longer lead to prolonged error bul-sts in 
the detected binary digits IaiI, since the transmitted binary digits now represent phase 
differences. Gray-coding has been used in addition to differential coding (Fl,,. B-2-3) 
such that adjacent values of s, differ only in one digit. This of course, reduces further, 
the probability of error in the detected data signals. 
Natural code Gray-code 
f Pi, i-i I T 
- lcý iI PI'll Divide 
into Encoder 
two 
Group 132,1 1 LT-j 
T 
00 10 
10 11 
01 01 
11 00 
Map 
ý L" 
'? -I : QPSK Differential Coding 
Process. 
"[-I 
QPSK Differential 
Decoding, process. 
B -) - -2 -3 
pi-I 
OC pi p li-I p li aIi 
Pl, 
i-l 
P2, 
i-I l'i U2ý1 
PIJ 
2, i 
'IJ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
1 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 1 
Table B-2-1 Differential Encoding Table B-2-2 : Differential Decoding of 
of Binary Digits. Binary Sequence. 
(01) 
(3n/4) 
(-ir/4) 
(11)0 
(00) 
0 
(n/4) 
(-3Tc/4) 
(10) 
P Li P2, i Si 
0 0 +I +j I 
----- ----- --- 
0 +I -i-I 
Fig. B-2-3 The Constellation Diagram of s, Table B-2-3 Encoding Form of s, t-- t: ) tý, 
According to Table B-2-3. 
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APPENDIX C 
MINIMUM PHASE ALGORITHM 
This algorithm is based on the method of adaptive receiver adjustment found hý 
Clark and Hue [39] for time invariant channel. The operation of this al,, 2orithm can be 
described as follows : 
The algorithm first forms a filter with Z-transform given by : 
Aj (Z) = (I + Pj z)-l C-1 
for. 1 . =0,1,2 ........ k, in turn, using an iterative process to adjust Pj, so that as (j) is increased 
tends toward y, (eqn. 4.4.5). yl is the first root of P(z) to be processed by the algorithm. 
Since the filter with Z-transform Aj(, -. ) does not operate on the received signal real time 
(as will be illustrated later), its Z-transform. is not restricted to having only negative and 
zero powers of z [23,39]. When j=k, then : 
Ak (Z, )=('+ ßk 7)-1':: ý (1 +'yl Z)- 
1 
C-2 1. 
The algorithm next forms a filter with Z-transform El(, -, ) such that : 
- --::: (1 Pk + ý: ý (I +'Y] Z)- I '(1+ 7* 7 C-3 kI, 
This process is carried out for each 7j, (i=1,2,3 ........... m), to give a total of m filters, with 
Z-transform I Ei(, -, ) 1, which are connected in cascade as shown in Fig. C- 1, and a delay of 
(N-m) sampling intervals is added. In explaining the operation of the algorithm, the 
sequence Jp 1, (eqn. 4.4.1) is for convenience treated as occurring in real time, i. c . its 
first 
component po at time t=O and its last component PL at time t=LT. The method of carrying 
this process is : 
Factoring eqn. 4.4.2 , yields : 
--2 C-4 z-1 + ai . 
....... + aL-I P0+ 71 z)[ao I 
where (-I/, yl) is a root of P(, -, ) that laying outside the unit circle in Z-plane. Multiplying 47) Z: ) 
eq. C- I by C-4 then : 
-0 +7,17)[ao, -, -' +ai -, -2 ....... +aL-1 Z-L] = 
= +, Yl,. )(I_p 
. 
-, +... p3 
. )[ao, -, -' + al ....... +aL-1 Z_ 
P-1 
, -. 
3+... +, yl--, YIOI--'+7102,3_, YI03 4+... )Iao - -2 +... -Lj _p3 . . 
-l + ai z. -+aL-1 
1) C-- 
= 11 +(71 -Pj)z -P, (71-Pj) _2 + 
p2 (71 - 
Pj) Z3 ....... ][t I --L 1ý1 i , 
-l + ai -, -2 ....... +aL-1 
,I= 
[1+ Fz-pj 1- 72+ p2 rZ3 - p3 I- Z4 ....... Nao . --'+ al 
7 -2 ....... + aL-1 C 
P(Z) - Aj (Z) = [ao z-1 + al Z-2 ....... + aL-1 Z-L] + (1- (1() +F al -, - 1 +- -- +F aL-1 -- - I, +] )- 
-Pjll"aoz -PjI-ai-Pjl-a2Z- I- a L-1 --L+2 + p2 11'ao, -2 + ý2; F ai z+ 
p2 1- 61" + pý 1,61 -1 + p2 -L-3 
3 
j 
11' aL-1 Z Pj F ao Z3 - 
P3 p3 
-i- 11 j ai ,i 
3 
-1 ....... _p3 7-L+4 ............. , 
11'a4 Z jF aL-1 . 
where :F= (71 - 
P( Z) - Aj (Z ) =F ao- ßj F ai + 
ß2j17 (12- ß3j F (1-3+ 
ß4j r'C14-* ****' 
23F.......... + +Gio+Fai-ýjI (12+ýj]Fa3-13 
+ ((Il+ Ft12 -Pj F(13+ P2 Fý14 _p3 Fas .......... )"-2 +C -6 ii- 
Z-3 ....... +( ...... ) Z-L ++z(-PjFao+ p2 Fai _ p3 F ý12 +... )+ _2 ii 
-7 -2 L Then : P(Z) - Aj (Z) + ej, -2 + ej, -l 11 + ej, o + ej, l + 
ej, 2'Z . ....... + ej, L', -. - C-7 
where now the I ej, /, 1, for (-- <h:! ý L), form the sequence at the output of the filter with 
Z-transform Aj(, -. ), when the sequence P is fed into it. Since this operation is not carried 
out in real time, but on the stored sequence P (eqn. 4.4.1), there is nothing to prevent the 
components ej, -2, ej, -3 . ........ 
) being non zero [23,39]. Therefore the iterative process 
operates entirely on the sequence (L+ ])-components, (ej, O, ejj, ej, 2 . .......... ej, L) only. 
From eqns. C-6 and C-7, we can write: 
ej, o ao (71 - Pj) - ai Pj (71 - Pj) +P2 a, Pj) ....... +aL-l( _ pj) 
L-1 71 _pj) i- 
(71 - Pj)[ao - ai Pj +a2Kj .......... +aL-1 (_ pj)L-1] C -8 
e+ 
p2 
a ('Yj - Pj) ....... +a L-1 (_pj)L-2(71 _ 
pj) 
ao+ai (71-Pj) -a2Pj('YI-Pj) i 
ao+ ('Yj -Pj)[ai-a2Pj+a3 
p2. 
aL-1 (_ 
pj) L-2] c 
-9 i 
ej, 2 =a i +a-, ('Yj -Pj) -a3Pj('Yl -Pj) 
+Pj2a4(71 -Pj) ....... +aL-1 (_ 
pj)L-3( 
I-p 
ai+ (71- Pj)[a, -a. iPj+a4 
ý2 
.......... +aL-1 (_ pj)L-3 c -to i 
ej, 3 :::::::: a, + Cy I- 
Pj)[a. i- a -4Pj+a5P2j . -, 
**, *,, * '+aL-1 
(- Pi ýL-41 
and so on. 
When Pj -4 71 , then 
from eqn. C-8 to eqn. C- 11, yields 
C-3 
for h=], 2,3 . ............. L ep, -ý ah-I , 
C-1- 
but from eqn. C-8, then 
ej, o:: = Pj) F-j ý:: = 0 C- 13 
where F-j =e, i- ej, 2, Pj + ej, 3' p2 ....... + ej, L * (_pý)L-l C- 14 i 
so that 71 - Pj : z= ej, olej => 71 = Pj + ej, olF-j C- 15 
This suggests that a recursive formula can be used to estimate the root yj as - 
ýj, 
j = 
P, +d- (ej, olF-, ) C- 16 
where d is a positive real constant normally in the range (0-1), and Pj+1 is an estimate of 
, y, which may be a better estimate of 71 than is Pj 
Implementation of eqn. C- 16 can be carried out in an iterative manner 
1. The sequence P eqn. 4.4.1 is stored, with an estimate Pj of the quantity yl. At 
the start of the operation, the algorithm sets the first estimate of'Y1 equal to zero, i. e. PO=O. 
Next an appropriate one tap feed-back transversal filter Fig. C-2 is adjusted. This filter is 
stable so long as lpjl< 1 [391, which is always arranged to be so, and its Z-transform is 
given by : 
I 
__ -1)-l 
pj 
. ý-j + 
p2 
. . 
-I _ 
p2 I 
= (I+ p.. Z........... C- 17 I+ pj. --I 1. 
The sequence Ipj, (h=0,1,2 ........... 
L) is fed through the filter after being reversed in 
order so that, the first component is now PL. The sequence P, passing via the filter in 
reverse order, is taking to be moving back-wards in time, starting with the component PL 
at time t=LT and ending with the component po at time t=O. The delay of one sampling 
interval T in the filter in Fig. C-2 becomes an advance of T, with Z-transform -. Therefore 
the Z-transform of the feed-back filter becomes Aj(z) eqn. C-1. The output of this filter is 
the sequence I ej,,, I given by eqn. C-7. Only the (L+ ])-components (ej, 0, ej, I ............ ej, L) Of 
this sequence are in fact generated. 
2. The algorithm now calculates (Fj) given by eqn. C-14, and by using eqn. C-16 an 
improved estimate of yj is obtained and is replaced by Pj+,. The effective Z-transform 
of the new one-tap feed-back filter, when operating on the reverse order sequence is : 
Aj+i (I-) = (I + Pj, l -, -, )-I C- 18 
where the coefficient of in P(, -, ). Aj+l(, -. ) is ej+l, h and the constant (Jý in eqn-C-16 
usually ,, ct to unity or may be reduced to some value depending on the channel to be 
treated, to enable the algorithm to locate most of the roots of P(I-) that lie outside the unit Z7) 
C-4 
circle [39]. The iterative process continues in the same manner, and terminated when one 
of the following conditions have been reached : 
1. ) 1( ej, OIF-j) I<b. ; 111. ) j= 40. , 
1H. ) I pj I>I-, IV. ) Ej ---> 0. C-19 
where (b) is an appropriate small positive real constant. In case (IV) an overflow occurs in 
(ei, o IFy. When the condition (1) in eqn. C-19 is achieved the iteration process i,, taken to 
have converged and if the value of (j ) at convergence is k, then 
Pk = 71 C-20 
The output of the filter in Fig. C-2 has the Z-transform given by 
1 
--L -L -: ý ao + ai z-1 ....... + aL-1 - 
C-21 P(, -. ) - Ak 
(Z) = ek() + eki -- ------- + ek, L , 
where I al, I are given by eqn. C-4, and (ek, 0 ---: 5 0)- 
Having found the negative reciprocal of the first root, the SIR of the channel P, held in 
store is now modified as though it were connected to a transversal filter, which i-cillovc" 
the root that has been found. Moreover, the last output sequence obtained from the filter 
in Fig. C-2 is the response of the channel when the first root has been removed. The effect 
of adding the complex conjugate of the reciprocal of the root is obtained by using a two- 
tap feed-forward filter, which is shown in Fig. C-3, whose Z-transform is 
Bk ( Z. )1+P 
*k 
' -' 
-I C-22 
The sequence k0d, for h=0,1,2 ......... L is now 
fed via this filter after being reversed in 
order as shown in Fig. C-3, which is taking to occur at time t=O. The output of this filter is 
given by 71 
YIY, 1, -l 
+ l'o * Z-1 -, -2 ........... Y' U* Z-L-1 C-23 
which is approximately equal to [P(z). Ak(Z, ). Bk(Z)I, and where 0. The filters A, B 
can considered as one filter, whose Z-transform is : 
1.1 " 
C-24 Ei(Z)=Ak(, -. ). Bk (z) =(I+ yj z )-'. (I+ y* - --' ) 
as in eqn. C-3. This filter is an all-pass network. 
Finally, the output sequence of the b"], hl is advanced by one place (sampling 
interval), deleting the first component which is approximately zero to give the final Z": ' - L- 
sequence Y', whose Z-transform is obtained by multiplying eqn. C-23 by such that 
It . --I C--)5 
. 1,2 -- LL . 
C-5 
which is the SIR of the channel plus a filter, removing the first root and substituting the L- 
complex conjugate of its reciprocal. For practical purposes, the linear factor (1+ y1.7-) of 
P(, -, ) in eqn. 4.4.5 is replaced in Y'I(z) by the linear factor (1+'Y*l . z-1). Thus the root (I/Y1) 
of P(, -, ) is replaced by the root (--(, ) which lies inside the unit circle. The sequence )", rlý' 
now reversed in order and used in place of the sequence P as the stai-titig point for 
allocating the next root. When ýj: ý, -L 0, a necessary and sufficient condition for Pj 7-- yl i,, -, 
that (ej'O =0) [39]. At every step in the iterative process I Pj I is checked, whenever I Pj I >1 
or when (j=40), the iterative process is taken to have diverged and so is terminated. The 
process is restarted with the next initial value of PO. An appropriate five starting points are C) 
involved in this process [39]. 
D 
04-Lij- 
'y 
BJ(z)=(1+-Yi Id 
i, h 
I 
h=OI I ....... N 
Idi, h AI(Z)=(1+YI Z fl 
Fig-C-I : Block Diagram of Filter E 1. 
le j, h 
I 
h=L, L- I 
1E 
Fig. C-2 : One-tap Feedback Filter. 
y 
1, h 
h=-1,0,1,... -L 
Fig. C-3 : Two-tap Feed-Forward Filter. 
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APPENDIX D 
DERIVATION OF KALMAN ALGORITHM 
The cost function of the RLS Kalman algorithm J, is given by eqn. 6.6.7 as -. 
I hTTH Ji= -(rl, -P'iSh)(rh-P'iSli) 
h=O D-1 
I i-11 H ptH _H'T+ p'ST S-, PH 
IW (rh rh rh S1, i rh PiSh ihhi 
h=O 
where rhH is the complex conjugate of rl, and so rý, the vector Sý, is the complex h 
p, H conjugate of the vector Sh and the vector i is the conjugate transpose of the vector 
p, i, that is ( P'i* where: 
(ST)H=(ST)T*=Sý 
The cost function Ji in eqn. D- I is real and positive and with all parameters (except P'i) 
remaining constant. Ji is a convex function of the channel estimation vector P'i with a 
sIngle global minimum at a particular value of J [1,23,63]. At this point the gradient of Ji 
with respect to Pi is zero, the gradient being non zero at all other points. 
The gradient of Ji with respect to Pi is given by : 
vji=l aii aii aii I ap, 
i, O' 
ap, 
i'l, ap, i, l, 
D-2 
The optimum coefficient P'i, /, for h=0,1 ........... 
L can be obtained when V ji =- 0. 
First the quantity Pj is a complex value and can be written in the form: 
Fi :: - -ý'j P'i, 0,2), 
(P'i, l, l +i P'i, 1,2), --- 
(P'i, 
L, l +i P'i, L, 2)] 
D-3 
For V Ji to be zero, each component of the vector V J, must also be zero. Differentiating 
eqn. D-2 with respect to P'j, is given by [23,63]. And by the definition of differentiation 
with respect to a vector it can be written [23,63] a P, i 
- aii lýP'i, 
0,1 
+ iý JilýP'i, 
0,2- 
T 
vji= 
aii 
-a 
Ji1a P'iý +ia ii1a P'i, 1,2 
(pliH) (p, *)T D-4 
a P'i i 
aj 
Ila 
p'i. 
L, I+ 
J* a jilap'i, 
L, 2 
D- 
For simplicity let for example the vector p'i be one component as : 
Fi-::::: P'i, O, l +i P'i, 0,2 ::: * P* i -: ": P'i, O, l -i P'i, O, -1 
aii aii . aii j aP'i - aP'i, O, l 
+ 
aP'i, 0,2 
+J(i) I= 0& 
aii 
- 
aii 
j 
aii 
I+ j(-j) 1+1=2 
D-5 
ap, *i ap, i, o, l aP'i, 0,2 
From eqns. D- I and D-4 then: 
aji 1. a (r H) *i PP) vji =-=Iw i-h h 
rh 
+a 
(-rh S1 
+ 
a P'i h=O ap, i 
apli 
D-6 
Hp'ST ,TH 
+a 
(-rh 
i /1) 
+a 
(PjShShP'i 
ap'l. ap, 
i 
Considertheterm Ji, i=-rh'S*h'P't" 
L 
And let: D rl, - S* => Jij D- P* dk(P'i, k, l-jP'i, k, -') hi 
D-7 
k=O 
Where : dk are the elements of the vector D for k= 0,1 ......... L, hence : 
a ji'l dk for k-O, l .......... L D-8 a P'i, k, I 
And 
a J"' 
-- -jdk . 
for D-9 ýP'i, 
k, 2 
Substituting eqns. D-8 and D-9 into eqn. D-4 and simplifying : 
aji. l - Dk+. I'(-j Dk )=2Dk= -2 rh Sl:, D-10 ap, i 
Similarly consider the term : 
Pi -S 
Tr*. p,,. ST D-1 I hhh 
D-- Sil => DH S-*) 
HrH. ST =:: > 
H D-12 /I /I /I Ji, 2 = Pi-D 
D---', 
In the way as above Ji, 2 can be written : 
L 
J i, 2 I d*k(P'i, k, ]+jP'i, k, 2) D- 13 
k=O 
Hence. 
ý Ji, 2 
d*. for k=0,1,. aP'i, 
k, l 
k 
ý Ji, 2 
_ =jd* for k=Ol ......... L ýP'i, 
k, 2 
k D-14 
Substituting D-14 in eqn. D-4 Then : 
a Ji, 2 
= d*k+ J 
(j'd*k) 0 D- 15 
ap, i 
Now consider: . Ji, 3::::::: Pi ST. S*. p, hh p, A P'*i =: 
Ji, 3,1 Ji, 3,2 D- 16 
Where A = ST. 17 
S*h Ji, 3,1= 
P'l- 
-A & JO, 2 pI D- 17 
a JO a Ji, 3,1 
a Ji, 3,2 The.. 
ap, 
i 
api 
JI, 1,21 + Ji, 3,1 * ap ,i 
From the above discussion and the example given in eqn D-5 then 
a JO 
=0+2 Ji, 33 = 2p'jA => ap, i a JO 
_ 2P'i . ST. S* D- 18 ap, 
ihh 
At the end of this Appendix the proof of eqn. D-18 for two-components vector is 
illustrated. 
and 
(rhrl*, ) 
a P'i 
D- 19 
From eqns. D-6, D-10, D-15, D-18, D-19 the differentiation of the cost function J, can 
be written as : 
a ii i. 
ST. S*) =I ýt,, -h (-2 rh S;, +2 P', /1 11 ap, i /1=0 
D-20 
D-4 
Set the quantity 
a it. 
=0 
w -"(2P'i . ST. S* Wi-h hh (2 rl, SO D-21 
h=O 11=0 
i 
Now let : Qj I w'- /1 (rh S* D-22 h 
h=O 
i-h(ST. S*) Ri= 1w hh D-23) 
h=O 
P'i Ri - Qj => P'i = Qj - Ri-1 D-24 
Eqn. D-23 can be written as : 
i-I i-l-h(sT. S*) + ST. S* T. * Ri=w- lw hhii=w Ri-i + Si Si D-25 h=O 
Similarly eqn. D-22 can be written as : 
i-l-h Qi I (rhSh) + ri Si = W, Qj-j + ri Si' D-26 
/1=0 
And from eqn. D-24 it can be seen that: 
Fi-i Ri-i : -- Qi-i D-27 
Substitute eqns. D-25, D-26 and D-27 into eqn. D-24 then 
P'i Ri = w- Pi-i - Ri-i + ri - Slý D-28 
From eqn. D-25 => wRi-i = Ri - ST. S* D-29 i 
Substitute eqn. D-29 into eqn. D-28 then 
Pi Ri == P'i- Ri - p,, _, ST S- , i+ri-Si*=> 
T. II Pi = Pi-i - Pi-i S, S, * - Ri- + ri - Si* - Ri- D-30 
T) S -iý =P'i-l+(ri-P'i-IS, i-Ri-1 
Let (Di = Rj I 
P'i = P'j-j + (ri - P'j- I SiT) S, - (DI D-31 
=> (, )-I (1)- 11 + ST. S4- D-32 From eqn. D-25 iI-iI. 
D-5 
Applying matrix inverse identity (Inverse-Lemma) to eqn. D-25 as : 
First Ri is assumed to be non-singular, so that pre multiplying eqn. D-25 hy 
then : 
Ri I- Ri R-1 - Ri-i + R-1. ST. S* D-33 iiii 
Post multiplying eqn. D-33 by then eqn. D-33 becomes 
R-1 w R-il + R-1 - ST. i-I i S*-R-. 
l D-34 i 1-1 
-1 -1 -1 T* -1 RI-I -WRi =Rj - Si - Si - Ri-I D-35 
ST Post multiplying eqn. D-34 by i 
R--ll ST= w R-1 . ST + R-1 . ST. S*-R-1 -S 
T 
D-36 
si (I +W i ST) 
-I-Ri 11. ST) i 'sumed non-singular, then The matrix (I +w S*j -i Is also as 1 
. ST . ST (I +vt, -l 
I. ST)-l wRi 1i= R-1.11 iS *i -R -i-', i D-37 
Post multiplying eqn. D-37 by (Si* -w- Ri-I -1) 
wR- ITI i -Si -S*i-w Ri--', D-38 
IIT R-. ST(i +w- S* - R--l - S, -Si-w R 11i 1-1 -Y 
Combining eqn. D-35 and eqn. D-38, then: 
Rl--'I- wRi R-11 i- - ST (I +W-IS* - R-11 ST)- Ii i- i 
l. S*. Vv, -'. R-l i i-I 
R-1 =w-IR-11 -w- 
IR-11 
- ST(i +vt, -ls R-1 - S 
Tyl 
- Sý -w-I-R-l 
ST)-l S*i - R-i-l, 
11. ST. Si* 
R1. 
Ri. ii -Ri; 
jl 
I D-39 
ll, +Sý-R-l -T 1 1-1 si 
(j). _l. 
ST. S*. (Di-I Then: (Di =I- [(Dl, -l --I, + S* 
i 
(Di 
. D-40 
w _,. ST 
D-6 
Let: Ki=(ýt, +Si*-(Di-i-ST)-'-Si*-(Di-i D-41 
Then eqn. D-40 becomes: 
T. 
(Di (Di-I U 
si Si - (Di-l-] 0. 
_, 
[I - ST -K D-42 wW+ S* q), ST i, 1. 
Multiply eqn. D-42 by S, ý then: 
S*. (D, = W-1 [S*. (D, _, - S*. 
(D, _,. 
ST iiII- Kil D-43 
From eqn. D-41 => S*. (D, _, = 
(W + S*. (D, _,. ST) iii -Ki D-44 
From eqn. D-43 and D-44 then: 
I [(W + S*. (D, _,. ST) Si* - (Di = W- ii- Ki - Si* - (Di-I - ST - Kil = Ki D-45 
Substitute eqn. D-45 into D-31 then : 
T P'i = P'j-j + (ri - P'j-j Si - Ki = Pi-i + ei - Ki D-46 
T) Where :i ei = (ri - P'j-1 S, D-47 
Finally the RLS Kalman algorithm is given by eqns. D-4 1, D-42, and D-46, D-47. 
Derivation of ean. D-16 for two-components vector 
. ST. S*. p, *= Pj -A -P'* Eqn. D- 16 is given by : Ji. 3= Pi hhii 
Where A=ST. S* 's(L)x(L)matnx. hh 
assume Pli is a two component row vector given by 
P i: - I(P'i, O, l +i P'i, 0,2), (P'i, l, l +i P'i, LA 3 
and A is 2x2 matrix given by : 
=[Aii 
A12- 
A21 A2? 
_ 
Then from eqn. D-4. we can write : 
D-7 
JO 
a 
JO 
a ' 
a JO 
+ a ' 
jo 
a ' 
+ 
a ' pi P i, O, l P i, 0,2 P i, 1,1 P i. 1,2 
Where: 
Ai ' 
A12 (P'i, 
O, l + P'i. 0,2 JO Ii 
I(P'i, O. l + 
lPfi. 0.2) A, + (P'i.,., +i P'j., )- A2i, (p',, O, I-jp',. O") 
, 
(Pli, 
O, l 
+i P'i, 0,2)A]2 
+ (P'i, 
l, l 
+j P'j. 1.2)-A'21 
I(P'i, 
l. l -i P'i. 1.2) 
[(p12i, 
o, l 
+ pt2 i, 0,2) 
A, i+ 
(P'j,, 
ý, 
+i P'i, 1.2) - 
A21 * (P'i, o, l P'j. oý, 
) + 
+ (P12i''I + +(P'i, 
O, l 
+i P'i, 0,2)AI2'(P'i, l, l P'i, 1,2) I P" L1.2 ) A2, 
Therefore: 
ý JO 
P, i'O, I 
0 JO 
P'i, 0,2 
0 JO 
P, i, l, l 
0 JO 
0 P, 
1,1, -, 
=2 p'i, o, l - Ai i+ (P'i,,,, +i P'i, 1,2), A21+ A12 * 
(P'i, 
l, l - 
6 
= 2P'i, 0,2- Aii -j(P'i,,,, +JP'i, 1,2)- A21 +J'A]2'(P'i, l, l - JP'i, 1.2 
2 A22 P'i, 0,2) - A21+ A 12 ' (P'i, o, I+ J'P'i, 0,2) +2 
7 
-A21- JA12 P'i, 0,2) +ý i(P'i, O, l -J* P'i, 0,2) * 
(P'i, 0,1 -J2 
A2, - P'i, 1,2 
From eqn. 6 then: 
a JO 
+ja 
JO 
2Aii(P'i, o, l +jp'i, 0,2) + 2A21 * 
Wjjý 
I +J'P'i, 1,2) 8 
P, i, O, l 
0 P'i, 0,2 
From eqn. 7 then : 
ý JO 
+ 
Ji, 3 2A 12(P'i, o, l +JP'i. 0,2) + 
2A22'(P'i, 
l, I +J*P'i, 1,2) 
9 
P, i, 1,1 P'i, 1,2 
From eqns. 5,8,9 then: 
jo 
= [2(p'i, o. l + J, P'i, Oý2) Ai i+ 2(p'i,,,, 
+i P'LL2) A21 2(p'jýo. j +i P'j. oý-? ) A12+ 2(j), i, l, l 
+ 
P, j 
* P' - 
Ai A12 
2 Pi2 - A, 10 =2[(p'j, o. j+jP'iA2)' i. l, ]+jP'i. 1.2)] 
[A2, 
A22] 
= 
From eqns. 1,4 and 10 then: 
a JO 
- lp A =2P'j - ST. S ap, i 
/I 
E-1 
APPENDIX E 
U-D FACTORS OF SQUARE ROOT ALGORITHM 
The error covariance matrix (Di is given by eqn. 6.6.19 as 
(Di = U* -A- UT + q)[Ui-l - -i-, ]* 
[U, 
_,. 
-i_I]T 
iuu E-1 
Where: 
U i-I -D i-i - UIT--i Di-i - Bi-i - Bill, -(Di E-2 
T (X=[Si -(Di-i-si +111 ; fl w E-3 
Bi-i =Di-i - U, L, - Sj* = Di-i - Fi-i 
. S*)*T = ST. U* Bý I =(Di-I - UT -Di-i E-4 
Fi-, =UT1. S* (I+q)=w-1 i- i 
where U is an upper triangular matrix with unit diagonal element and non-equal off- 
diagonal elements : ([Ljj: i=l, 2,3 ....... 
L-I; j=i+l, i+2 
.......... 
L), and Disa 
diagonal matrix with real-valued diagonal element (d i d2 ...... dL Y 
From eqn. E- I we can write: 
Ui -- Ul-i - Ui-i ;A= (I Dj-l 
Let the vectors S, F and B be denoted as : 
T= si 
[SI 
S2- 
T= F, 
[f 
If 2' 
1 
LllxL 
T= B, [bi b2 ......... bL]IxL 
E-5 
E-6 
The U-D factors of eqn. E-2 may be found by forming the quadratic form (ST. (D - S*) 
[48,7 1 ], as : 
ST. ýV. S* = ST. -T. S* = 
F*T 
-D-F= 
Lf 
UDUI dj E-7 
j=l 
Where: 
- -T T= (-T. *)H = ST. E-8 F=U -S =>F (F ) 
(, T Su 
E-2 
And from the matrix multiplication : 
[Fltn*k 
= 
[UT]m*n. [Sln*k=* [F]L*I":: 
- 
[UT ]L*L'[S]L*l 
The elements of the vector F is given by 
S, 
fj= lkj * Sk + Si 
k=l 
; 2,3,. ý 
E-9 
Now let : PL = -(" -'= -[SiT - (Di-I - S*j + 111-1, then eqn. E-7 (or E-2) becomes : 
TTTHL2L s S* =s. D 'S* + PL'S .B-B. S* = ldj-ýsjý +PL"Ibj- Sj 12 j=l J=j 
L-1 2 12 L 
S. 12 I dj-ýsjj +dL*ISL +PL*llb, 
j=l j=l - 
E-10 
L2LL L-1 L-1 
Ilbi-s. il =(Ibj-si)(Ibi-sj)*=[Ebj-sj+bL*SLI[(Ibj-s, )*+(bL'SL)*I iýj j=l j=l jýl j=l 
L-1 
j. Si12 
12 12+ 
L-1 L-1 
=1 lb +IbL 'ISL bLSL'(Ibj-sj)*+(bL*SL)**Ibj-si 
j=l j=l j=l 
Substituting eqn. E- 11 into eqn. E- 10 then : 
ST. ý5. S* 
L-1 
. 
12 12 12 + 
L-1 
, .12 I dj Isj + WL + PL I bL ISL PL*l I bjýsj 
j=l j=l 
+ PL ' OL * SL)* bi-si + PL - bL * SL bj*-sj j=l j=l 
2 
=P L-dL dL-dL+PL-IbLI PL-1 -- dL 
Let 
PL-bL. I'jL -- bý forj'=1,2 ......... L-1 jL j 
Eqn. E- 12 can be written as: 
S* 
L-1 2 12 (dL+PLIbL 
12) L-1 2 
sTd+d -11 bj-sjl + i 
Isji 
L'ISL +PL' dL j=l 
L-1 L-1 
+PL-bL*SL(lb*j-s'j)+PL-b'L-s*L- lb--s iiLL. jj j=I 
E-11 
E- 12 
E- 13 
E-3 
2 L-1 T. 2 S (D S dj - 
jsjý + PL*l I bj-sjI +d L'I ýLjL'Sj + SL j=l j=l j=l 
L-1 
_ 
ISjf L-1 2-2 1 dj + PL 1 bj-sjl +d L "f L1E- 14 j=l 
Where: 
L-1 L-1 
fI WjL * S*j + S*L 8ý' 1fL 12 f L'f 
*L =1 Ig S* + S* 12 E-15 Lii jL iL 
Note: I" Proof of eqn. E- 14 
L-1 2 L- T dL 12 ). 1 j. Sj, 
2 s 
.; 6. S*=n= I dj-lsil +O! L'SL*S*L+(PL* =- + 
P-LPL 
-lb L Y-lb +E+C j=l dL dL 
L-1 L-1 
E= PL - bL, * SL I b*j-s*, ) ,C= PL - b* L* S* L' Ib rs, => j=l j=l , 
L-1 2 L-1 2 +ýýLPL n=Y- dj - Isjl +dL* SCSý + PL-1 bj-s il bL. b*L. l Y-, bj- Sj, 2 +E+C= I+I+ 12 + 13 +E+(' j=l J=l dL j= 
L-1 PL 
Sjl2 +PL 
L-1 
iiL1, 
L-1 Il+ 13+ E+ C= 'SL'SL +d *11 --ý: --bLb S dL LI -bL* L( lb*-s*)+PL-b* -sý - lbj-. v, j=l dL j=l j=l 
L-1 p2 L-1 PL 
iL 
PL *. s*-+s* dL"1, -L -bL-b -4+s*1 =dI -=---bL-bj*-s*+s* )( =--bL-bj j=l dL jiL L'(j=l dL J=l dL iL 
T- 
L-1 2 L-1 
.. S. 12 
L-1 PL *. S;,, +S* 12 S- (D -S -= I dj - 
Isjl + PL-1 "Ib+L . 11 -=--bL-b j j=l j=l ii j=l dL iL 
L-1 2 L-1 2 
L-1 
*+s* 12 1 dj - ýsjý + PL-1 *11 bj-sjl +dL" Y- ýIjL*Sj .L j=l j=l j=l 
I. 
Similarly, the inductive reduction follows recursively, and after ( L- I) steps the quadratic 
form has been reduced to [48] : 
ST. ýý. S* 
L_ 
E- 16 1 dj-ýfjý' 
j=l 
Provided that 
dj = dj + pj-lbj 12 j=1,2 ....... 
L E- 17 
- 
Pj-dj 
1,2 ............ L 
E-18 Pj-l - dj 
pj-bj 
.*- j6r k= L2 ....... j-Ij=1,2 ...... 
L kj =bk E- 19 
dj 
E-4 
Multiplying eqn. E- 17 by (11(d j -pj) ), then 
dj dj 
+Pj* 
1 12 =I+ '1 
2 
from eqn. E- 18 diPj diPj djPj Pj dj 
Idi 
=> 
1=I+I 
-Ibj 12 ; forj 1,2 ........ L E-20 P j-, diPj Pj-l Pj di 
from eqn. E-4 the element of the vector B is given by : 
bj = dj - fj 9j =1,2 ........ L => 
lbj 12 =d2.1 
fj 12 j=1,2 
........ 
L 
E-21 
i 
Substitute eqn. E-21 into E-20 
I-I+ d2j. 
If 
j12 =I +dj If j12 ; for j=1,2 ....... L Pj-, Pj d., Pj 
E-22 
+L 12 j-1 ; for j=1,2 ....... L 
1 610 fk 
PL k=j 
L 
12+11 Provided that (X = -PL =I 
dk'l fk 
k=l 
E-23 
-P-1 =12 (Xj j 
ldk*lf 
k1 +il ; for j=1,2 L 
k=l E -'-) 4 
a 11 
Illustration of the above equations : 
Ii 
12 
L 
12+ 
1L 
12 
-= -(xj 
ldk*lf-k ldk"f 
k 
ldk*lf 
k1 -ldk*lf k 
Pj k=l k=l k=l k=l 
iLi. L 
==> -1(XL + 
Idk " f'k 12 -Idk"f k 
12 ldk'l fk 12 + ldk*lf 
k 
1" E- 25 
Pj k=l k=l PL k=l k=l 
Substitute eqn. E-25 into eqn. E-22 then : 
E-5 
jL 
Ldk J'k 12 + ldk*lf k 12 +dj if j12 j=1,2 L 
Pi . PL k=l k=l 
1 12 And using the fact - 
Ldk*IJ-k +dj If j12 ldk"f k 12 
k=l k=l 
j-1 LL 
-Edk'lf k 
12 + Edk"f 
k 
12 = ldk*lf k 
12 :j1,2 ......... L k=l k=l k=j 
then, 
I=I i-I 
12 
L22L2 E-26 
- 
Zdk*lf 
k 
+Edk"f 
k' 
Zdk*IJ 
k Pj-1 PL k=l k=l Pi k=j 
j-1 
22 
.1 fj 12 Note: ocj - ldk*lfkl +11 + dj-lfjl = (xj-i +dj for J, = 1,2 L k=l 
& using eqn. E- 21 => (xj =Ccj-i + bj -f *j ; for j=1,2 ....... L 
for eg. => ai =(x o+ di -If 1 
12 = fl+bi -f E-27 
j-1 
12+, q Where (xj-i= 
ldk'lf 
k 
k=l 
Multiply eqn. E-27 by (-) and simplify: 
j-1 LL 
I dk*l fk12 ldk. lf 
k 
12 + ldk'lf k 
12 
k=l k=l k =j' 
L 
12 =1 -(x+ 
Idk*lf 
k 
kýj Pi-i 
dj can be calculated as follows from eqn. E- 18, then 
p dj 
12 pj _Ifjl2 p -=>P. -d-=Pj-, -dj---:::::: >pj=pj-,, -ý'- but: dj=dj+pj-1b, dj + i-I jj jJ dj 
d-+p- 
dj 
-dý-If . 
12 
=d dj .1 
fj 12 
=* dj .. 
If 
'12 i j-1 ij- dj djll +-dj j dj (Xj-1 (X-i-] 
(xj-i+dj-lfjl' If 
J. 
12 ] dj=dj[ 
(Xj-l 
-1 => dj - (xj-i =d jl(xj-i + dj , but (xi = (xj-i+dj-lf jl' => 
d. j- cc j-, = dj-oti => dj =dj- 
Otj-i 
aj 
Or dj(i)=dj(i-l)-aj-llccj for L 
E-6 
oco di(i-1) 
(XI (XI 
for j=1,2 
(xj 
From eqn. E- 19 and substitute pj =- 1/(xj 
bj 
b*- 
bj 
b* kj -k 
(xj-dj a j, d j(i - 1) -aj- ý/(x j 
d j(i - 1) -f 
j(i -I)- a j-, 
E-28 
b= 
b* = b* - 24 j= g* - A, j where ki=- 
&9k 
=b E-29 kkk 
The U-D factors are given by eqn. E-9, E-21, E-27, E-28 and E-29 as: 
fl 
s* +S* ýtkj *k ; 2,3 ........... L 
E-30 
from E-5 =* dj(i) (1+q)dj(i) = hq 'd- i (i) where: 
dW=d, (i _ 1). 
d, (i 1) 
Ti => dl(i) 
d, hq E-31 
al Cc I U. I 
dj (1) = dj (i - 1) =>dj(i)=dj(i-1) "-'-hq for J=1,2 ....... L ai (Xi 
= j_ b* -- 
J -b* =b*-Xj= g*-, 'ý where k =- =b', E-3 ki aj, dik cc j-Ikkki (X 
9kk 
(Xi=(xj-, +bj -f* ; for j=2 ...... L&a =(x O+dl 
If 
112 
= ll+bl. f* E-33 
iI 
The intermediate Kalman gain G and the error covariance factors U and D can be obtained 
from eqn. E-5, as follows : 
The element of the upper triangular matrix U which Is given by eqn. E-5 can be 
calculated using : 
IN 
k, j 
== [Ui-ilk. 
j- 
lu 
i-11 j, 
==ý 
E-7 
for j=2,3 
........ L; k=1,2 
j-I =ý> 
using eqn. E -32 kj kj kj Mi Mi 
mk+I 
ýIkj W= ýLkj (1*- 1) +b*k ' /k j+ 
= ýt 
kj 
(i- 1) + kj[b*k + 
The kalman gain is given by : 
ýt, nj 
1) -b*m - kj 
mk+I 
I ýtmj, (i - 1) - b*ml 
=k+I 
Ui-, -Di -Uýi-S*=(x-'-U*j-Dj -Fi-i Gi=(x -(Di-i-Si=(XL IL j- 
0j. i _1 ; 
Nowlet G'i=u* 
-1 => L U*-,. 
Bi i-j. Bi 
The element of the gain vector G'i can be calculated using : 
L 
9L=bL 9k= lbjJt* +bk for k=1,2 ....... L-I or in another form 
j=k+l 
kj 
9k kj for j=2,3 ....... 
L -, k=1,2 ........... j 9L = bL =bk+bjJt* 
Note: 9* = bk+ b*k - ýtkj k 
From eqn. E-34 and E-35 we can write: 
Let gj=bj for j-1,2 ........... L ; then: 
for j2........... L 
I= 
ýt 
kj (i -k=1,2 ........ j- 
ýtkj + 9k ' ýlj 
gk(l')=gk+gj*p 
From the above equations, the final algorithm can be given by : 
ei = ri - r'i 
fl -= S*l 
gl=di-fl 
aI= 11 + 91 JI 
E-34 
E-35 
E-36 
(1) 
(3) 
(4) 
Fori = 2, L 
E -S 
j-1 
fI Itk j'S*k + S*j 5 
k=l 
gj=dj-fj (6) 
(Xj = (Xj-1 + gj, fj( 7) 
Next J 
'y = I/a 8 
di = di - hq'Il "Y (9) 
where hq = 11W 
For i=2, L 
p = (X j-1 ( 10) 
? \, j = -f j-7 ( 11 ) 
7= I/a j (12 
dj = dj - hq'P "Y ( 13) 
For k=1, j-1 
PI =: Itkj 14) 
Rkj=Pl+9*k*ý, 151) 
+gj. p 9k = 9k 16) 
Next k 
Next J 
F-=ei-7 ( 17) 
for j= 1,2 ........... L 
pj=p, j-1 + gj -E (18) 
where Ip are the elements of the estimated SIR vector ( Pj 
All quantities are complex accept w, ýL , hq , Y, P, 
f dj I (I <=j<= L) and I (xj I (I <=j< 
At the start of the process ( at t=O ) 
d-=]. O forj=1,2,....., L 19) I 
gkj = O-O+JO. O for k=1,2 ......... (L-1). 
and j= k+], k+2 ....... L 
Equations (1) to (19) represent the full SRK algorithm [48]. 
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APPENDIX F 
GENERATION OF NON-MINIMUM AND MINIMUM PHASED SIR OF THE 
OVERALL LINEAR BASE-BAND CHANNEL USED IN THE TESTS. 
PROGRAM GSIR 
c Finale program for generation the overall sampled impulse response 'SIR' of the linear base 
c band channel , where the transmission path is a model of HF radio links. with 2 or 3 ský, 
c waves. This program gives the actual SIR of the channel, as described in chapter 2, and 
c then apply the minimum phase algorithm to form the minimum phased SIR of the channel 
c as described in chapter 4. 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
PARAMETER (nk=6, k=30, kp=20, ntap=50) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Q(nk, 30600), QQ(nk), eq(nk), vq(nk), GO5DDF 
DOUBLE PRECISION frnean (nk), fvar(nk), varbf3dcg(nk), con (n k) 
DOUBLE PRECISION pr(k), pl(k), qr(k, k), qi(k, K) 
DOUBLE PRECISION txfr(16), txfi(16), txfdr(16), txfdi(16) 
DOUBLE PRECISION rxfr(k), rxfi(k) 
DOUBLE PRECISION txfddr(l 6), txfddi(I 6) 
C DOUBLE PRECISION txfdddr(I 6), txfdddi(I 6) 
COMMON Q, QQ 
COMMON/adf/ ymr(kp), ymi(kp), syr(kp), syi(kp), yfr(ntap+ 1), yfi(ntap+ I) 
COMMON/adfa/ ggy(kp), ggsy(kp), ggsyf(ntap) 
COMMON/padf/ nproot 
COMMON/stdf/ splr(kp), spli(kp) 
C TRANSMITTER FILTER (O. Omsec. delay). 
c ------------------------------------------------------------ 
DATA txfr /-0.1795896, -3.0773455, -9.9409021, -11.7869473, 
3.4618271,4.443 8 154,3.06425 3 6, - 1.3 5965 7 6, 
1.4973528,0.2925598,0.5180829, -0.1842786, 
-0.3167778,0.0021899, -0.0443806,0.0515533/ 
DATA txfi /2.3539405,20.7590237,45.5584592,41.4909978, 
8.7045826, -11.7869820, -5.5819054,3.158213 1, 
1.7365460, -0.7776891, -0.1292556,0.2880296, 
-0.2324818, -0.2107548,0.0392056,0.0098505/ 
C TRANSMITTER FILTER (l. Imsec delay). 
c ------------------------------------------------------------ 
DATA txfdr /- 1.6694374, -7.8492148, -12.3887079, -6.6023157, 
2.94085 5 4,4.3005 084, -0.3 3 68 3 83, -1.9014342, 
-0.1433592,0.6242601,0.0278577, -0.382007 1, 
-0.0416905, -0.0439705,0.07493 3 3,405 9413 2/ 
DATA txfdi /13.2372707,39.6493461,46.9272219,19.2346609, 
-8.8804125, -9.0256163,1.6284281,2.8139013, 
-0.4311352, -0.4537174,0.3081762, -0.0772327. 
-0.3043271,0.0085057,0.0093809,0.0094992/ 
C TRANSMITTER FILTER (3. Omsec delay). 
C, ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DATA txfddr /- 1 .3 136537, -7.1104051, -12.3469721, -7.5848703, 
2.2 35 3 854,4.593 8614,0.0931639, -1.9704176, 
-0.3 --113694,0.631323 
8,0.1035718, -0.3865939. 
-0.07 345 -'6, -0.0386471,0.0608046, -0.0713496/ 
F-2 
DATA txfddi /I 1.0688962,37.2136597,47ý9575159,22.8262482, 
-7.2498590, -10.0026703,0.8695437,3.1072800, 
-0.2261096, -0.5552906,0.2892096, -0.0156703, 
-0.3215770, -0.0107706,0.0140909,0.0135711/ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
TRANSMITTER FILTER (2.0msec delay). For channel 3 simulation only. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DATA txfdddr /-0.7630, -5.6487, -11.9216, -9.3589, 
1 0.5650,4.9376,1.0473, -1.9766, 
1 -0.7165,0.5944,0.2544, -0.3636, 
1 -0.1544, -0.0228,0.0167, -0.0610/ 
DATA txfdddi /7.3452,31.9050,48.7718,29.8080, 
-3.0208, -11.4980, -0.9823,3.5053, 
0.3116, -0.7219,0.2045,0.1085, 
-0.3287, -0.0636,0.0279,0.0186/ 
RECEIVER FILTER SAMPLES. 
--------------------------------------------------- 
DATA rxfr /-1.9417691, -15.9797864, -35.1417733, -34.4788717, 
11.2301982,7.8155160,7.5124057, -0.5057505, 
-3.3707125, -0.6759166,1.0482656,0.3621876, 
-0.3105902,0.0438410,0.0738947, -0.0646936, 
0.00000000,0.00000000'0.00000000,0.00000000, 
0.00000000,0.00000000'0.00000000,0.00000000, 
0.00000000,0.00000000'0.00000000,0.00000000, 
0.00000000,0.00000000/ 
DATA rxfi /1.3625952,11.5941040,27.3342937,28.0870086, 
7.2714615, -9.2602472, -5.0954462,3.2326498, 
1.8975352, -1.2813604, -0.4830313,0.7614804, 
1 0.1979014, -0.1532672,0.0940330, -0.0312132, 
0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00, 
0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00, 
0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00, 
0.00,0.00/ 
c OPEN(UNIT=10, FILE='nmphaserl', FORM='UNFORMATTED') 
OPEN(I 1, FILE='fmphaserl', FORM='UNFORMATTED') 
OPEN(26, FILE='moutchl', FORM='FORMATTED') 
C RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR. 
NSAM=2480 
C Channel 1. 
ID=75 
NSKY=3 
Fsp=2 
DCG= 19659.0 
C Channel 2. 
c ID=57 
c NSKY=2 
c Fsp=2 
c DCG=15270.0 
C Channe13. 
c ID=57 
c NSKY=2 
c Fsp= I 
c DCG=310590.3 
c DCG= I -ODO 
F- 3 
DCG=I. O/DCG 
C Filter coefficient for 
Cl= -1.80322972 
C2= 0.8152066804 
C3= -1.852182882 
C4 =0.8678845458 
C5 =-0.8948130729 
Filter coefficient for 
c Cl= -1.899738312 
c C2= 0.902887967 
c C3= - 1.927534516 
c C4= 0.931603213 
c C5= -0.945945597 
Fsp=2. OHz and sampling rate (SR =I 00). 
Fsp=I. OHz and sampling rate (SR =100). 
STDVNI=SQRT(I. 0) 
C Initialising The Delays In The Filter. 
DTI=0.0 
DT2=0.0 
DT3=0.0 
DT4=0.0 
DT5=0.0 
DMG=0.0 
C Seed Integer Generator. 
CALL G05CBF(ID) 
JQ=30+NSAM 
JQ I =JQ+ I 
C Generation Q1 samples. 
DO 250 I= I, nk 
JA=I 
Testing The Run. 
TBF3=0.0 
TVBF3=0.0 
TBF3DCG=0.0 
TVBF3DCG=0.0 
c BF3DCG=0.0 
c BF3=0.0 
DO 240 J=I, JQ I 
C Generating The Guasslan Input. 
c BFO= LOW 
BFO=GO5DDF(O. OdO, STDVNI) 
BF I =BFO-(DTI *C I +DT2*C2) 
BF2=BFI -(DT3 *C3+DT4*C4. ) 
BF3=BF2-(DT5*C5) 
BF3DCG=BF3*DCG 
DT5=BF3 
DT4=DT3 
DT3=BF2 
DT2=DTl 
DTI=BFI 
IF(J. LE. 3 1) GO TO 240 
Q(I, JA)=BF3DCG 
JA=JA+ I 
TBF3=TBF3+BF3 
TVBF3=TVBF3+(BF3**-)) 
TBF3DCG=TBF3DCG+BF3DCG 
F-4 
TVBF3DCG=TVBF3DCG+(BF3DCG**2) 
240 CONTINUE 
C Printing The Results. 
EBF3=TBF3/(NSAM+I) 
VARBF3=TVBF3/(NSAM+I) 
EBF3DCG=TBF3DCG/(NSAM+l) 
VARBF3DCG(I)=TVBF3DCG/(NSAM+l 
WRITE(26,244)EBF3, VARBF3 
WRITE(26,246)EBF3DCG, VARBF3DCG(l) 
244 FORMAT('MEANOFBF3DCG=', IX, E20.10,2X, 'Var. of BF3=', IX, E20.10) 
246 FORMAT(Mean of BF3DCG=', IX, E20.10,2X, 'Variance of BF3DCG=', E20.10) 
DMG=DMG+VARBF3DCG(I) 
250 CONTINUE 
DCG=SQRT(DMG) 
C PRINT *JESTED VALUE OF DCG=', DCG 
C Values of variables. 
pIo=acos(-l. O) 
nproot=O 
nloop=1230 
mloop=2*nloop 
istep=48 
step=I. O/istep 
c Time delay for channel 1. 
dell=l. l 
del2=3.0 
C Time delay for channel 2. 
C del 1 =3.0 
C del2=0.0 
C Time delay for channel 3. 
C deil=2.0 
C del2=0.0 
samprat=2.4 
sfact=1.0/(samprat*2* 1000.0) 
idel I =I nt(samprat*2*del 1) 
ide12=int(samprat*2*de12) 
kmpl= 16 
C For channel 1. 
kmp=ldel2+kmpl 
C For channel 2 and 3. 
C kmp=ldel I Ampl 
kmp I =kmp- I 
kmconv=(kmp+kmpl- 1)/2 
indtn=75 
pos=- 1.0 
sq=0.0 
jcount=O 
icount=O 
nkcount=O 
DO 10 10 1= 1, kmp 
DO 1005 J= l, kmp 
qr(i, j)=O. O 
qi(i, j)=O. O 
1005 CONTINUE 
1010 CONTINUE 
DO 10 11 i= Up 
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ymr(l)=O. O 
yml(l)=O. 
101 CONTINUE 
DO 1020 i=], nk 
eq(l)=O. O 
vq(l)=O. O 
1020 CONTINUE 
CALL G05CBF(Indtn) 
C Entering main loop. 
c --------------------------- 
DO 7000 KMAIN=I, MLOOP 
C Linear interpolation. 
DO 1510 1=1, nk 
con(l)=(q (I, kmain+ I)-q(i, kmain)) *step 
1510 CONTINUE 
C Entering secondary loop. 
C ---------------------------------- 
DO 6000 KSEC=I, ISTEP 
icount=1count+1 
count=real(lcount) 
DO 1520 1=1, nk 
qq(0=q(i, kmain)+((ksec- 1)*con(l)) 
1520 CONTINUE 
DO 1530 1=1, nk 
eq(l)=eq(l)+qq(l) 
vq(l)=vq(l)+(qq(l)*QQ(I)) 
1530 CONTINUE 
qq(2)=-qq(2) 
qq(4)=-qq(4) 
qq(6)=-qq(6) 
C Shifting arrays for convolution process. 
DO 2010 1=1, kmp 
DO 2005 J= 1, kmp I 
qr(l, kmp+ I -J)=qr(i, kmp-J) 
qi(i, kmp+ I -j)=qi(i, kmp-j) 
2005 CONTINUE 
2010 CONTINUE 
DO 2015 t=l, kmp 
qr(I, 1)=O. O 
qi(I, 1)=O. O 
2015 CONTINUE 
C Convolution (to obtain the impulse response of the channel), begins 
DO 2020 i=I, kmp] 
qr(l, 1)=txfr(I)*QQ(1)-txfi(I)*QQ(2) 
qi(l, 1)=txfr(i)*QQ(2)+txfi(I)*QQ(I) 
2020 CONTINUE 
C For delay = 1.1 ms. 
DO 2030 1=1, kmpi 
qr(1+1del 1,1)=qr(1+1de1 1,1)+txfdr(l)*QQ(3)-txfdi(i)*QQ(4) 
qi(1+1del 1,1)=qi(i+idel 1,1)+txfdr(l)*QQ(4)+txfdi(i)*QQ(3) 
2030 CONTINUE 
C For delay =3. Oms. 
DO 2040 1= 1, knipl 
qr(i+ldel2,1)=qr(1+1dc12,1)+txfddr(i)*qq(5)-txfddi(i)*qq(6) 
F-6 
qi(i+idel2,1)=qi(i+jdel2,1)+txfddr(i)*qq(6)+txfddi(i)*qq(5) 
2040 CONTINUE 
pos=-pos 
IF (pos. 1t. 0) go to 6000 
1 0=0 
jcount==Jcount+l 
dcount=real 0 count) 
C time=: dcount/2400.0 
DO 2060 i=I, kmp, 2 
io=io+l 
pr(lo)=O. O 
pl(lo)=O. O 
DO 2050j=l, i 
pr(lo)=pr(lo)+qro, i+ I -j*)*rxfr(i+ I -J)-qlo, '+ I -J')*rxfi(l+ I J) 
pi(io)=pl(lo)+qio, i+ I -j)*rxfr(I+ I -J)+qro, I+ I J) *rxfl (I+ I -J) 
2050 CONTINUE 
pr(lo)=pr(lo)*sfact 
pi(lo)=pl(lo)*sfact 
2060 CONTINUE 
IF (mod(kmp, 2). eq. 0) then 
go to 2070 
ELSE 
go to 2100 
END IF 
2070 DO 2090 i=I, kmpl, 2 
io=io+l 
pr(lo)=O. O 
pi(lo)=O. O 
mconv=l+ 
DO 2080 j=mconv, kmp 
kcvt=kmp+l+i-j 
pr(io)=pr(lo)+qro, kcvt)*rxfr(kcvt)-qlo, kcvt)*rxfi(kcvt) 
pi(io)=pl(lo)+qio, kcvt)*rxfr(kcvt)+qro, kcvt)*rxfi(kcvt) 
2080 CONTINUE 
pr(io)=pr(lo)*sfact 
pi(lo)=pl(lo)*sfact 
2090 CONTINUE 
go to 2150 
C End of even convolution process. 
2100 DO 2120 1=1, kmpl, 2 
10=10+1 
pr(lo)=O. O 
P1(10)=0.0 
mconv=i+2 
DO 2110 j=mconv, kmp 
pr(lo)=pr(lo)+qro, kmp+2+1-j)*rxfr(kmp+2+i-j) 
I -qio, kmp+2+i-j')*rxfi(kmp+2+1-j) 
pi(lo)=pl(lo)+qio, kmp+2+i-j)*rxfr(kmp+2+i-j) 
I +qro, kmp+2+i-j*)*rxfi(kmp+2+1-j) 
2110 CONTINUE 
pr(1o)=pr(1o)*sfact 
p1(io)=p1(1o)*sfact 
2120 CONTINUE 
2150 CONTINUE 
IF Ocount. gt. 400) then 
nkcount==nkcount+l 
pcount=REAL(nkcount) 
DO 2159 J= Up 
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ymro)=pro) 
yrnio)=P10) 
2159 CONTINUE 
C Store the Actual SIR of the channel. 
C write(I 0)(pr(i), 1= 1, kmeonv-2) 
C write(I 0)(pi(i), i= 1, kmconv-2) 
CALL ADFILT(nkeount) 
C Store the minimum phased SIR of the channel. 
write(I 1)(syr(0, i=1, kp) 
write(I 1)(syi(1), 1=I, kp) 
C Checking the sum of the squares. 
YYSQ=0.0 
ysq=0.0 
DO 6666 1=1, kp 
YSQ=YSQ+(PR(I)*PR(I)+Pl(l)*Pl(l)) 
YYSQ=YYSQ+(SYR(I)*SYR(I)+SYI(I)*SYI(I)) 
6666 CONTINUE 
SQ=SQ+YSQ 
SSQ=SSQ+YYSQ 
C For three dimension graphs. 
DO 6001 J= 1, kp 
GGY(J)=PR(J)*-PR(J)+PI(J)*PI(J) 
GGSY(J)=SYR(J)*SYR(J)+SYI(J)*SYI(J) 
6001 CONTINUE 
C DO 5950 I= I, NTAP 
C GGSYF(I)=YFR(I)*YFR(I)+YFI(I)*YFI(l) 
C 5950 CONTINUE 
C write(27)(ggyo), J= 1,20) 
C write(28)(ggsyo), J=1,20) 
C write(29)(ggsyfo)lj= 1,50) 
ENDIF 
6000 CONTINUE 
7000 CONTINUE 
DO 7010 1=1, nk 
fmean(l)=eq(l)/count 
fvar(l)=vq(l)/count 
7010 CONTINUE 
avsq=sq/pcount 
avssq=ssq/pcount 
C Printing The Results Z: ) 
write(26,9203)fsp, del l, del2, kmp, samprat 
9203 form at(Trequency spread =', f6.2/ 
I 'delay between sky-waves no. I and2=', f6.3/ 
I 'delay between sky-waves no. 2and3=', f6.3/ 
I 'number of elements in SIR=', 12/ 
I 'sampling rate in kilo-baud =J6.3) 
write(26,92 I O)indtn, icountjcount, kmconv, mloop, nsam, nsky, nkcount 
9210 format(i ndtn=', 1 Vicou nt=', 17/'jcount=', 17/'kmconv=', 14/ 
I 'm I oop=', i 5/'nsam=', 15/'nsky=', 12/'nkcount=', 17/) 
write(26,8105) 
8105 format('result of MPA : converting the SIR to Min. phased') 
write(2 6,8170) 
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8170 format('the square sum of SIR is 
write(26,817 I)avsq, avssq 
8171 format(l x, f2l. 10,2x, f2 1.10) 
write(26,8175) 
8175 format(' The last sample impulse response 
DO 8180 i=1, kp 
write(26,8182)pr(l), pi(i), ggy(i), syr(l), syl(l), ggsy(i) 
8180 CONTINUE 
8182 format(l x, f 10.6,2x, f 10.6,1 x, f I 1.7,3x, f 10.6,2x, f 10.6,1 x, f 11.7) 
write(26,9215) 
9215 format('mean value of the QQ-signals') 
write(26,9225)(fmean(i), i= l, nk) 
write(26,9220) 
9220 format(/'variances of the QQ-signals') 
wrjte(26,9225)(fvar(0,1= l, nk) 
9225 format(f2O. 10/) 
write(26,9227)dcg 
9227 format('DC-GAIN =', 2x, f2O. 8) 
9265 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTfNE ADFILT(nkeount) 
c This subroutine is the minimum phase algorithm for allocating the roots of the sample 
c impulse response of the HF channel. The resultant SIR will be minimum-phased. 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
PARAMETFER(KP=20, NSIR=20, NTAP=50, NEST=NSIR, NINRT=9) 
DOUBLE PRECISION fer(nsir+1), fei(nsir+1) 
DOUBLE PRECISION afr(nslr+1), afi(nslr+1) 
DOUBLE PRECISION flreal(nsir), flimg(nsir) 
DOUBLE PRECISION spfr(ninrt), spfi(ninrt) 
DOUBLE PRECISION azr(ntap+1), azi(ntap+1) 
c DOUBLE precision fpreal(nsir), fpimg(nsir) 
COMMON/adf/ymr(kp), ymi(kp), syr(kp), syi(kp), yafr(ntap+ 1), yafi(ntap+ 1) 
COMMON/adfa/ggy(kp), ggsy(kp), ggsyf(ntap) 
COMMON/padf/nproot 
COMMON/stdf/splr(kp), spli(kp) 
The nine starting point . DATA spfr /0.00000,0.90909,0.00000,0.00000, -0.90909, 
0,64282,0.64282, -0.64282, -0.64282/ 
DATA spfi /0.00000,0.00000, -0.90909,0.90909,0.00000, 
-0.64282,0.64282,0.64282, -0.64282/ 
C Values of variables and arrays. 
ntapm I =ntap- I 
ntapm2=ntap-2 
C Values of variables and arrays for filter. 
fc= 1.0 
fdelta= I O. Oe- 10 
fd=1.05 
falthd= 1.0/fd 
nroot=O 
nstrpf= I 
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nsirp I =nslr+ I 
nsirp2=nsir-2 
ntapp I =ntap+ I 
nfitr=40 
ispfr=lnt(spfr(ninrt)* 100.0) 
ispfi=lnt(spfi(ninrt)* 100.0) 
IF (nkcount eq. 1) then 
DO 50 i=l, ninrt 
splr(l)=spfr(i) 
sp, i(l)=spfi(l) 
50 CONTINUE 
DO 60 i=ninrt+l, nsir 
splr(])=O. O 
spli(i)=0.0 
60 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
DO 100 1= l, nsir 
syr(l)=ymr(l) 
syi(i)=ymi(l) 
flrea](0=0.0 
fllmg(l)=O. O 
100 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 
C One tap feedback filter. 
fcon I r=splr(nstrpf) 
fcon I 1-sph(nstrpf) 
DO 1000 1=1, nfitr 
DO 5 10 J= I, nsirp I 
fero)=O. O 
felo)=O. O 
510 CONTINUE 
fcon2r=0.0 
fcon2l=0.0 
DO 520J=I, nsir 
jl=nsir+l-j 
fxr=syrol)-(fconlr*fcon2r-fconli*fcon2l) 
fxl=sylol)-(fconlr*fcon21+fconli*fcon2r) 
fcon2r--fxr 
fcon21=fxi 
fero I )=fxr 
feio 1)=fxi 
520 CONTINUE 
C Estimate value of epsilon. 
fcon3r=-fcon Ir 
fcon3i=-fcon Ii 
fepsr=fer(ns1r) 
fepsi=fei(nsir) 
DO 5 30 J= 1, NSIRP2 
j2=nsir-j 
pfcon3r=fepsr*fcon3r-fepsl*fcon3i 
pfcon31=fepsr*fcon3i+fepsi*fcon3r 
fepsr=pfcon3r+fer02) 
feps1=pfcon31+fei02) 
C PRINT *, FEPSR, FEPSI 
530 CONTINUE 
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C Obtain conditions for convergence. 
fepsam=fepsr*fepsr+fepsi*fepsi 
C PRINT *, FEPSAM, 'FEPSR=', FEPSR, FEPSI 
fdelr=(fer(l)*fepsr+fei(l)*fepsi)/fepsam 
fdell=(fei(])*fepsr-fer(l)*fepsl)/fepsam 
C PRINT *, 'FDELR=', FDELR, FDELI 
fdelma--fdelr*fdelr+fdeli*fdeli 
C PRINT *, 'FDELMA=', FDELMA 
C As long as convergence is not achieved or algorithm has not diverged, repeat the iteration. 
IF (Welma. 1t1delta) then 
go to 2050 
ELSE 
fdelr=fc*fdetr 
fdell=fc*fdeli 
fcon I r=fcon I r+fdelr 
fcon I I=fcon 1 1+fdeli 
dI I =sqrt(fcon I r*fcon I r+fcon 11 *fcon 1 i) 
IF (d1I. gt. fa1thd) then 
go to 1050 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
1000 CONTINUE 
1050 CONTINUE 
C Find new starting point after divergence. 
IF (nkcount eq. 1) then 
IF (nstrpf. 1t. ninrt) then 
nstrpf=nstrpf+l 
go to 200 
ELSE 
go to 2200 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
isplr=lnt(spir(nstrpf)* 100.0) 
ispll=lnt(spit(nstrpf)* 100.0) 
IF (ispir. eq. lspfr. and. ispli. eq. ispfi) then 
go to 2200 
ELSE 
nstrpf=nstrpf+ I 
go to 200 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
2050 CONTINUE 
C Alter channel with obtained root by passing through two tap feed forward filter. 
nroot=nroot+ I 
fl real (nroot)=fcon Ir 
flim,, (nroot)=fcon Ii 
afr(l)=fer(l) 
afi(l)=fel(l) 
DO 540j=2, nsirpl 
j3=j- I 
afr0)=fer0)+fer03)*fcon 1 r+fe103)*fcon Ii 
afI0)=fei0)+fei(j3)*fcon I r-fer63)*fcon Ii 
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syro3)=afr(j) 
syio3)=afio) 
540 CONTINUE 
C Find new starting point after convergence. 
IF (nkcount. eq. I) then 
IF (nstrpf. 1t. ninrt) then 
nstrpf=nstrpf+l 
go to 200 
ELSE 
go to 2200 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
IF (nstrpf. le. nproot) then 
nstrpf=nstrpf+ I 
go to 200 
ELSE 
go to 2200 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
2200 CONTINUE 
C Setting up starting points for next time instant when all roots have been found. 
ntotI=nroot+ninrt+I 
nproot=nroot 
DO 2250J=I, nroot 
splro)=flrealo) 
spilo)=fllmgo) 
2250 CONTINUE 
DO 2260 J= 1, ni nrt 
spir(nroot+j)=spfro) 
spli(nroot+j)=spfio) 
2260 CONTINUE 
IF (ntotI. le. nsir) then 
DO 2270 J=ntot l, nsir 
splro)=O. O 
spllo)=O. O 
2270 CONTINUE 
ELSE 
go to 3000 
ENDIF 
3000 CONTINUE 
c DO 3005 J=I, NROOT 
C FEATR=FLREAL(J) 
C FEATI=FLIMG(J) 
C RT=FEATR*FEATR+FEATI*FEATI 
C FPREAL(J)=(- I. O*FEATR)/RT 
C PRINT *, 'RT', RT, FPREAL(J) 
C FPIMG(J)=FEATI/RT 
C PRINT *, 'J=', J, FPIMG(J) 
C 3005 CONTINUE 
C At this point (syr) and (syi) contain the minimum phased version of (fcon2r) and (fcon2l) 
C for the present time instant. Start calculation of the tap gains of the filter. 
C Initialise tap gains. 
DO 4500 J= 1, NTAPP I 
YFR(J)=O. O 
YFI(J)=0-0 
I F-1- 
4500 CONTINUE 
YFR(NTAP)=I. O 
C Adjust the tap gains of the filter by passing each converged root in accordance %ý ith the 
C given algorithm. 
DO 5000 IJK=I, NROOT 
FGMAR=FLREAL(IJK) 
FGMAI=FLIMG(IJK) 
C PRINT *, IJK, FGMAR, FGMAI, NROOT 
DO 4610 J= 1, NTAPP 1 
AZR(J)=O. O 
AZI(J)=O. O 
4610 CONTINUE 
C Feeding through two tap feedforward filter. 
AZR(I)=YFR(l) 
AZI(I)=YFI(l) 
DO 4620 J=I, NTAP 
J4=J+ I 
AZR(J4)=YFR(J4)+(YFR(J)*FGMAR+YFI(J)*FGMAI) 
AZI(J4)=YFI(J4)+(YFI(J)*FGMAR-YFR(J)*FGMAI) 
4620 CONTINUE 
C Feeding output from above filter through a one tap feedback filter. The sequence is fed in 
C reverse order. the output from this one tap filter is also obtained in reverse order. 
FQGR=0.0 
FQGI=0.0 
DO 4630 J=I, NTAP 
J5=NTAP+2-J 
QAFR=AZR(J5)-(FGMAR*FQGR-FGMAI*FQGI) 
QAFI=AZI(J5)-(FGMAR*FQGI+FGMAI*FQGR) 
FQGR=QAFR 
FQGI=QAFI 
YFR(J5-1)=QAFR 
YFI(J5-1)=QAFI 
4630 CONTINUE 
5000 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX G 
COMBINED DETECTOR, ESTIMATOR AND ADAPTIVE EQUALISER 
FOR 4800 BIT/SEC. HF MODEM. 
PROGRAM COMSYS 
c This program is a combined estimator detector that takes sampled impulse response 
c (SIR) of HF channel that are non-minimum phased and uses an adaptive algorithm, 
c differential coding, channel estimator, and modified near-maximum likelihood 
c detector. 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
PARAMETER (kv=16, nslr=20, ntap=50, n=8l, nn=32, ninrt=9, nexp=4) 
PARAMETER (kvl=2, kv2=4, kv3=kv-kvl-kv2, kvtot=4*kvl+2*kv2+kv3) 
LOGICAL iosrk, idec, iest, lfgm, lpred 
COMMON/dat/lar(n), Iai(n), ibl(n), lb2(n), Idbl(n), idb2(n) 
COMMON/symb/ar(n), ai(n) 
COMMON/Ikupt/itbl(32), Itb2(32), Itb3(32), itlpl(16,2), Itip2(16,2) 
COMMON/clkup/ltlp3(16,2), Indsr(nexp), Indsi(nexp) 
COMMON/rfnois/hfr(nsir), hfi(nsir), wfr(nsir), wfi(nsir) 
COMMON/main I/rr(ntap), ri(ntap), ydi(ntap, nsir), ydr(ntap, nsir) 
COMMON/mpnor/yfnr(ntap), yfni(ntap), ympnr(nsir), ympni(nsir) 
COMMON/mpadf/yr(nsir), yi(nsir), ympr(nsir), ympi(nsir) 
COMMON/adf/yfr(ntap+l), yfi(ntap+l), spfr(ninrt), spfi(ninrt) 
COMMON/adfsplr/splr(nsir), spli(nsir) 
COMMON/fpr/j. froot 
COMMON/srk/uur(nslr*nsir), uul(nslr*nsir), dd(nsir), bb(nsir) 
COMMON/estm/yestr(nsir), yesti(nsir), ycr(nsir), ycl(nsir), b(nsir) 
COMMON/isi/gr(kv), gi(kv) 
COMMON/det/cost(kv), Ixr(kv, nn), ixi(kv, nn), xr(kv, nn), xi(kv, nn) 
COMMON/result/lersym, lerl, ler2, lderl, ider2, lpdbl, lpdb2 
COMMON/rec/rrr, www, xx, stdvn 
COMMON/parnVnsam, leount, itrain, jwrm, irpts, n I, nn l, iq, NCH 
COMMON/pardet/idec 
C OMMON/Iest/i osrk, lest, lfgm, lpred 
COMMON/paradf/ntapp 1, nsirp I, nslrp2, nfitr, fc, fd, fad, faItha 
COMMON/parest/omega, qq, hqq, eata, theta, theta I, theta2, aIfa, deIta, bc 
COMMON/rsiest/snr, nwrm, count, tprer, yeror 
COMMON/funit/11 out, indat 
c INIPAR subroutine which inputs all parameters and constants for estimater, adaptive filter 
c and detector. 
CALL INIPARO 
stdvn= 10.0**(-snr/20.0) 
CALL G05CBF(IQ) 
c Initialisation subroutine which initialises all arrays, vectors and parameters for detector, 
c estimater. 
CALL INITILO 
c Entering the main loop. C) 
DO 40 ITIME= I, NSAM 
icount=icount+ I 
count=real(icount) 
- 
c Training sequences subroutine. 
CALL TRAINSHO 
IF (TPRER. GT. 500000.0) GOTO 50 
IF (ICOUNT. EQ. I. OR. ICOUNT. EQ. NTAP. OR. MOD(ICOUNT, 8). EQ. O)THEN 
c Filter subroutine which gives an estimate of the current min. phased HF channel and the 
c corresponding filter taps. 
CALL ADFILT(ICOUNT) 
ENDIF 
c Obtain scaled version of the min. phased channel and appropriately scaled version of the 
c filter taps. These will be held in arrays (ympnr), (ympni), (yfnr) and (yfm) respectively. 
sysqq=ympr(l)*ympr(l)+ympl(l)*ympi(l) 
C Normalised the Min. phase SIR. 
do 20 J= I, nsir 
ympnro)=(ympr(])*ympro)+ympl(l)*ymplo))/sysqq 
ympni(j)=(ympr(l)*ympio)-ympi(l)*ympro))/sysqq 
20 continue 
C Normalised the tap-gains of the adaptive filter 
do 25 i=l, ntap 
yfnr(])=(ympr(l)*yfr(i)+ympl(l)*yfi(i))/sysqq 
yfni(l)=(ympr(l)*yfi(i)-ympi(l)*yt'r(i))/sysqq 
25 continue 
c REC&ISI subroutine which generate the transmitted symbol and calculate ISI and received 
c signal Ri, Rr. 
CALL RECISI(N 1, VFR, VFI) 
c Detector subroutine which gives the detected data symbols, and calculates the error of 
c detected signal. 
CALL DETECTOR(VFR, VFI, ICOUNT, NWRM) 
c Estimater subroutine which gives the estimated sample impulse response of the channel. 
CALL ESTIMATOR(ICOUNT) 
40 CONTINUE 
CALL FRESULTO 
REWIND(Indat) 
50 CONTINUE 
55 CONTINUE 
write(] I out, 5) nsam, n wrm, iq, NCH 
5 format(' nsam=', l I 0/'nwrm=', l 10/'Iq=', l 10/'NCH=', 13) 
write(Ilout, 7)kv l, kv2, kv3, kvtot, kv 
7 format('kvI=', l2/'kv2=', i2/'kv3 =',, 2/'kvtot =', 12/'kv=', i2/) 
write(liout, 9)icount, count 
9 format(' icount=', 11 Of count=', f 12.2) 
write(Hout, I I)irptsjwrm 
II format(' irpts=', ilO/'jwrm =', ilO/) 
write(I I out, I 3)losrk, idec, lest, lfgm 
13 form at('Io srk=', L/'l dec=', L/'lest=', L/'Ifgm=', L) 
STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE INIPARO 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
PARAMETER (kv=16, nsir=20, ntap=50, n=81, nn=32, ninrt=9, nexp=4) 
LOGICAL iosrkJdec, iest, ifgm, ipred 
COMMON/] kupth tb I (32), Itb2(32), I tb3 (3 2), 1 tip I (I 6,2), itip2(16ý2) 
COMMON/rfnois/hfr(nsir), hfi(nsir), wfr(nsir), wfi(nsir) 
COMMON/clkup/ltlp3(16,2), indsr(nexp), indsi(nexp) 
COMMON/adf/yfr(ntap+l), yfi(ntap+l), spfr(ninrt), spfi(ninrt) 
COMMON/parm/nsam, icount, itrain, jwrm, irpts, nl, nnl, iq, NCH 
COMMON/pardet/idec 
COMMON/lest/iosrk, lest, lfgm, ipred 
COMMON/paradf/ntappl, nsirpl, nsirp2, nfitr, fc, fd, fad, faltha 
COMMON/parest/omega, qq, hqq, eata, theta, thetal, theta2, alfa, detta, bc 
COMMON/rs I es t/s n r, n wrm, count, tprer, yeror 
COMMON/funitfilout, indat 
indat=10 
Ilout=59 
c Values for variables and arrays. 
c Fixed LMS algorithm with degree-0, FLMS: D-0. 
C ifgm=. true. 
c iest=. false. 
C ipred=. false. 
C iosrk=. false. 
c Fixed LMS algorithm with degree-0, FLMS: D-1. 
C itgm=. true. 
C ipred=. true. 
C iest=. false. 
C iosrk=. false. 
c Adaptive LMS algorithm with degree-0, ALMS: D-O. 
C iest=Arue. 
C ipred=. false. 
C iosrk=. false. 
C ifgm=. false. 
c Adaptive LMS algorithm with degree-1, ALMS: D-1. 
iest=Arue. 
ipred=. true. 
josrk=. false. 
ifgm=. false. 
c SRK algorithm Degree-0. 
C iosrk=Arue. 
C ifgrn=Arue. 
C iest=. false. 
C ipred=. false. 
c SRK al gorith m Degree- I 
C iosrk=Arue. 
C ifgrn=. faIse. 
C iest=. false. 
C ipred=. false. 
c For original detector. 
idec==. true. 
c For revese detector. 
C idec=. false. 
iq=75 
NCH: =3 
nsam=58640 
nwrni= 1040 
. itrain=960 
train=real(itrain) 
rpts=iisani/trajn 
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irpts=l nt(rpts) 
nnl=nn-I 
j wrm=nn I *(irpts- I 
nl=n-I 
snr=25.0 
c stdvn= 10.0* *(-snr/20.0) 
c Estimator parameter, for systeml (FLMS D-0) 
c BC=0.024 
c For system2 (FLMS D-1) 
c BC=0.24 
c theta=0.956 
c For system3 (ALMS D-0) 
c BC=0.024 
c For system4 (ALMS D-1) 
BC=1.0 
theta=0.976 
c For system5 (SRK D-0) 
c omega=0.925 
c For system6 (SRK D- 1) 
omega=0.920 
thetal=0.005' 
theta2=0.99 
eata=0.0 
delta=0.003 
hqq= 1.0/omega 
qq=hqq- I 
c Values of variables for adaptive filter. 
fc=]. O 
fd=]O. Oe-10 
fad=1.05 
faltha= 1.0/fad 
nfitr=40 
nsirpl=nslr+l 
nsirp2=nsir-2 
ntappI=ntap+I 
c Starting point for adaptive filter. 
DATA spfr /0.00000,0.90909,0.00000,0.00000, -0.90909, 
0.64282,0.64282, -0.64282, -0.64282/ 
DATA spfl /0.00000,0.00000, -0.90909,0.90909,0.00000, 
-0.64282,0.64282,0.64282, -0.64282/ 
DATA WFR /-0.02805, -0.23081, -0.50758, -0.49800, 
1 -0.16221,0.11289,0.10851, -0.0073 1, 
-0.04869, -0.00976,0.01514,0.00523, 
-0.00449,0.00063,0.00107, -0.00093, 
o. ooooo, o. ooooo, o. ooo00,0.00000/ 
DATA WFI /0.01968,0.16746,0.39481,0.40568, 
1 0.10503, -0.13375, -0.07360,0.04669, 
0.02741, -0.01851, -0.00698,0.01100, 
0.00286, -0.00221,0.00136, -0.00045, 
0.00000,0.00000,0.00000,0.00000/ 
DATA itb 1 /0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,1,0, 
l'O, 0,0,1, l'o, 1.1,1. l'O, O, l'O, O/ 
DATA itb2/1,1,1,1, L- L- I, - L- 1, L- 1, - 1,1,1,1, - 1, 
DATA itb3/0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,1, 
0,1,1, l'O, O, l'o, 1,1, l'O, O, l'O, O/ 
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c 4-QPSK constellation 
DATA (i ndsr(j), j= 1,4)/1, - ], - 1,1 
DATA 0 nds io), y, 1,4)/1,1,1, - 1 
OPEN(indat, FILE='nmphaserl', FORM='UNFORMATT'ED') 
OPENO 7, FILE='ercsys', FORM='FORMATTED') 
OPEN(I I out, FILE='ocsys', 10 STAT=JO S S) 
WRITE(LLOUT, 72)IOSS, JOSS 
72 FORMAT(/'ERRORS IN THE EXEC OF THE OPEN STAT='. 13.13/-/) 
WRITE(liout, 73) 
73 FORMAT('Performance of combined detector, estimator and adaptive filter') 
WRITE(Ilout, *) 
klk I =0 
do 79 1= 1,16 
do 77 j=1,2 
itlpl(i, j)=itbl (klkl+j) 
itlp2(i, j)=itb2(klkl+j) 
itlp3 (ij')=itb3(klk I +j) 
77 continue 
klkl=klkl+2 
79 continue 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE INITILO 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
PARAMETER (kv=16, nsir=20, ntap=50, n=8l, nn=32, ninrt=9) 
COMMON/dat/iar(n), iai(n), ibl(n), ib2(n), idbl(n), idb2(n) 
COMMON/symb/ar(n), ai(n) 
COMMON/rfnois/hfr(nsir), hfi(nsir), wfr(nsir), wfi(nsir) 
COMMON/main I/rr(ntapý), ri(ntap), ydi(ntap, nsir), ydr(ntap, nsir) 
COMMON/mpadf/yr(nsir), yi(nsir), ympr(nsir), ympi(nsir) 
COMMON/srk/uur(nsir*nsir), uui(nsir*nsir), dd(nsir), bb(nsir) 
COMMON/estm/yestr(nsir), yesti(nsir), yer(nsir), yci(nsir), b(nsir) 
COMMON/det/cost(kv), ixr(kv, nn), ixi(kv, nn), xr(kv, nn), xi(kv, nn) 
COMMON/resulthersymjer l, ier2, i der l, ider2, ipdb l, ipdb2 
COMMON/rec/rrr, www, xx, stdvn 
COMMON/parm/nsam, icount, itrain, j*wrm, irpts, n l, nnl, iq, NCH 
COMMON/rslest/s nr, nwrm, count, tprer, yeror 
COMMON/fpr/jfroot 
xx=0.0 
jfroot=O 
icount=O 
count=0.0 
rrr=0.0 
www=0.0 
tprer=0.0 
yeror=0.0 
iersym=O 
ierl=O 
ier2=0 
ider I =0 
ider2=0 
ipdb]=O 
ipdb2=0 
c InitiallsIng signal and noise arrays. L- 
do 110 1=1. n 
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ib I (0=0 
ib2(1)=O 
idbl(])=O 
idb2(1)=O 
ar(i)= 1.0 
al(])=I. O 
iar(i)= I 
iai(i)=l 
110 continue 
do 115 i=I, ntap 
rr(])=I. O 
115 continue 
do 120 1=1, nsir 
hfr(l)=O. O 
hfi(l)=O. O 
120 continue 
c Initialising stored vectors and costs. 
do 125 i=l, kv 
cost(l)=10000.0 
do 123 j=l, nn 
xr(i, j)= 1.0 
xi(i, J)= I ýO 
i xr(i, j*)= I 
Ixi(i, j)=I 
123 continue 
125 continue 
cost(l)=O. O 
c Initialising arrays where SIR's will be held. 
do 133 i=l, ntap 
do 130J=I, nsir 
ydr(i, j)=O. O 
ydi(i, j)=O. O 
130 continue 
ydr(1,1)=I. O 
ydr(i, 2)=- 1.0 
ydl(l, ])=O. O 
133 continue 
c Initialising the arrays for SRK algorithm. 
is=(nsIr-I)*(nsIr-1) 
do 140j=l, is/2 
uuro)=O. O 
uulo)=O. O 
140 continue 
do 143j=1, (nsir-1) 
ddo)= 1.0 
143 continue 
c Initialising the arrays where predictions are held. 
do 145 i=I, nsir 
yestr(l)=O. O 
yesti(])=O. O 
ycr(l)=O. O 
YCI(i)=O-0 
bb(l)=O. O 
b(0=0-0 
145 continue 
yestr(l)=I. O 
ycstr(2)=-O. I 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE TRAINSHO 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
PARAMETER (kv=16, nsir=20, ntap=50, n=8l, nn=32) 
COMMON/dat/lar(n), ial(n), ibl(n), lb2(n), Idbl(n), Idb2(n) 
COMMON/symb/ar(n), ai(n) 
COMMON/mainl/rr(ntap), ri(ntap), ydi(ntap, nsir), ydr(ntap, nsir) 
COMMON/mpadf/yr(nsir), yi(nsir), ympr(nsir), ympi(nsir) 
COMMON/srk/uur(nsir*nsir), uui(nslr*nsir), dd(nsir), bb(nsir) 
COMMON/estm/yestr(nsir), yesti(nsir), ycr(nsir), yci(nsir), b(nsir) 
COMMON/det/cost(kv), Ixr(kv, nn), Ixi(kv, nn), xr(kv, nn), xi(kv, nn) 
COMMON/parm/nsam, leount, itrain, jwrm, irpts, nl, nnl, lq, NCH 
COMMON/rslest/snr, nwrm, count, tprer, yeror 
COMMON/fun it/] lout, indat 
Shuffling the signal generators for incoming data signal. 
do 210 1=1, nl 
Jxl=]+l 
ib I (1)=ib I Ox I) 
ib2(1)=ib2OxI) 
idb I (])=:: Idb I Ox 1) 
idb2(1)=idb2OxI) 
ar(l)= aroxl) 
ai(i)= aioxl) 
iar(l) =Iaroxl) 
iai(t) =iaiox I 
210 continue 
do 215 i= ], (ntap- I) 
jjl=l+l 
rr(]) =rroj 1) 
ri(i)= rioj I 
215 continue 
c Shifting stored vectors to accommodate new values. 
do 225 i=I, kv 
do 220J=I, nnl 
jx2=j+l 
xr(i, j*)=xr(i, j*x2) 
xi(i, j)=xi(i, jx2) 
ixr(i, j)=ixr(i, jx2) 
ixi(i, j)=ixi(i, jx2) 
220 continue 
225 continue 
c Shifting SIR array in preparation for current SIR. 
do 235 i=l, (ntap-1) 
do 230 J= l, nsir 
jj2=i+l 
ydr(i, j)=ydrOj2lj) 
ydi(i, J)=ydiOj2, J) 
230 continue 
235 continue 
c Input sampled impulse responses from 2-sky wave HF channel. 
READ (I ndat) (y dr(NTAP, 1), I= I, nsir) 
READ(indat)(ydi(NTAP, I), I= I, nsir) 
IF (ICOUNT. EQ. NTAP. OR. MOD(ICOUNT, ITRAIN). EQ. O)THEN 
IF (ICOUNT. EQ. NTAP)THEN 
IF (ICOUNT. EQ. I)THEN 
do -140 1=1, nsir 
yestr(1)=ydr(I, 0 
yesti(1)=yd1(1,1) 
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c yestr(l)=O. O 
c yesti(l)=O. O 
ycr(l)=O. O 
ycl(l)=O. O 
240 continue 
iss=(nsir- 1)*(nsir- 1) 
do 245 j=l, iss/2 
uurO)=O. O 
uulo)=O. O 
245 continue 
do 247 j= 1, (nsir- 1) 
ddo)=I. O 
247 continue 
do 255 i=l, kv 
do 250 J= I, nn I 
xr(ilj)=aro) 
xi(i, j)=aio) 
ixr(i, j)=iarO) 
ixi(i, j)=iai(J) 
250 continue 
cost(l)=10000.0 
255 continue 
cost(l)=O. O 
endif 
do 260 1=1, nsir 
YR(I)=yestr(l) 
YI(I)=yesti(I) 
260 continue 
c Calculation of prediction errors. 
if (icount. gt. nwrm) then 
yeror=0.0 
do 270 1=1, nsir 
PRER I =(yestr(l)-ydr(l, 1))* *2 
PRER2=(yestI(I)-ydi(I, I))**2 
yeror=yeror+prer I +prer2 
270 continue 
tprer=tprer+yeror 
endif 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RECISI(n l, vfr, vfi) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
PARAMETER (kv=16, nslr=20, ntap=50, n=81, nn=32, nexp=4) 
DOUBLE PRECISION G05DDF 
COMMON/dat/lar(n), Iai(n), ibl(n), lb2(n), Idbl(n), ldb2(n) 
COMMON/symb/ar(n), ai(n) 
COMMON/Ikupt/itbl(32), Itb2(32), itb3(32), Itlpl(16,2), Itlp2(16,2) 
COMM ON/c I kup/itlp3 (16,2), 1 nd sr(nexp), 1 ndsl (ne xp) 
COMM ON/rfnol s/hfr(nsir), hfi (n s ir), wfr(ns ir), wfi(ns ir) 
COMMON/mpnor/yfnr(ntap), yfni(ntap), ympnr(nsir), ympni(nsir) 
COMMON/main I/rr(ntap), ri(ntap), ydi(ntap, nsir), ydr(ntap, nsir) 
COMMON/rec/rrr, www, xx, stdvn 
COMMONh si/, cr(kv), g) (kv) 
COMMON/det/cost(kv), Ixr(kv, nn), ixi(kv, nn), xr(kv, nn), xi(ký,, nn) 
COMMON/rsiestJsnr, nwrm, count, tprer, yeror 
c Generation signal in bit form. 
xx=cy05caf(xx) 4- 
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640 
645 
650 
655 
660 
665 
C 
670 
675 
680 
c 
c 
c 
C 
685 
690 
C 
if(xx-0.5)640,640,645 
ibI (n)=O 
go to 650 
ib I (n)= I 
xx=g05caf(xx) 
if(xx-0.5)655,655,660 
ib2(n)=O 
go to 665 
ib2(n)=l 
continue 
Differential encoding and generation of QPSK signal. 
Jen I =Idb I (n 1)*8+idb2(n 1)*4+ib I (n)*2+lb2(n)+ I 
idbI(n)=itIpIOenI, I) 
idb2(n)=itlp I (jen 1,2) 
jar(N)=ItIp2(JENI, I) 
iai(N)=itIp2(JENI, 2) 
ar(n)=reaJ(iar(n)) 
ai(n)=reaI(iai(n)) 
Noise Generation. 
do 680 Inm=1,2 
do 670 1=1, nsir-1 
JX4=1+ I 
HFR(I)=HFR(JX4) 
HFI(I)=HFI(JX4) 
continue 
HFR(nsir)=GO5DDF(O. OdO, STDVN) 
HFI(nsir)=GO5DDF(O. OdO, STDVN) 
WR=0.0 
WI=0.0 
do 675 1=1, nsir 
JX5=nsir-l+l 
WR=WR+HFR(JX5)*WFR(l)-HFI(JX5)*WFI(l) 
WI=WI+HFR(JX5)*WFI(l)-HFI(JX5)*WFR(l) 
continue 
continue 
Uncorrelated noise 
WR=G05DDF(O. OdO, STDVN) 
WI=GO5DDF(O. OdO, STDVN) 
www=www+wr*wr+wi*wi 
Calculating inter-symbol interference. 
do 690 1=1, kv 
gr(l)=O. O 
gi(0=0.0 
do 685 j=2, nsir 
jx3=nn+l-j 
gr(l)=gr(l)+xr(i, j*x3)*ympnro)-xi(i, jx3)*ympnio) 
gl(l)=gl(l)+xr(i, jx3)*ympnio)+xi(i, jx3)*ympnro) 
continue 
continue 
Calculation of received signal. 
rr(ntap)=O. O 
ri(ntap)=O. O 
do 700 1=1, nsir 
jx6=n+l-i 
rr(ntap)=rr(ntap)+arO x6)*ydr(ntap, O-aio x6)*ydi(ntap, 0 
ri (ntap)=ri(ntap)+aro x6)*ydi(ntapJ)+aiO x6) *ydr(ntap, 1) 
700 continue 
C print *, rr(ntap), ri(ntap), wr, wi 
C Receive signal with noise 
rr(ntap)=rr(ntap)+wr 
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ri(ntap)=ri(ntap)+wi 
rrr=nT+rr(ntap) *rr(ntap)+ri (ntap) *ri (ntap) 
c Passing received signal through the adaptive filter. 
vfr=0.0 
Vfi=0.0 
do 705 i= I, ntap 
jj3=ntap-l+l 
vfr=vfr+yfnr(l)*rrOJ3)-yfni(l)*riOJ3) 
vfi=vfi+yfnr(i)*rioj3)+yfni(i)*rr(jj3) 
705 continue 
RETURN 
END 
c Detection process begins. 
SUBROUTINE DETECTOR(vfr, vfi, icount, nwrm) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
PARAMETER (kv=16, nslr=20, ntap=50, n=81, nn=32, nexp=4) 
PARAMETER (kvl=2, kv2=4, kv3=kv-kvl-kv2, kvtot=4*kvl+2*k%, -? +kv3) 
INTEGER IXTR(KVTOT, NN), IXTI(KVTOT, NN), INN(KV) 
DOUBLE PRECISION vr(kv), vl(kv), vvr(kv), vvl(kv) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ctl(kvto0, ct2(kv), ct3(k%, ) 
LOGICAL idec 
COMMON/dat/lar(n), Iai(n), ibl(n), lb2(n), Idbl(n), ldb2(n) 
COMMON/clkup/ltlp3(16,2), Indsr(nexp), Inds](nexp) 
COMMON/Isl/gr(kv), gl(kv) 
COMMON/det/cost(kv), Ixr(kv, nn), ixi(kv, nn), xr(kv, nn), xl(kv, nn) 
COMMON/resul thersy m, 1 er 1, ler2,1 der 1,1 der2, lpdb 1, lpdb2 
COMMON/pardet/ldec 
mkvtot=kvtot 
mkvl=kvl 
mkv2=kv2 
mkv3=kv3 
c Threshold detector to obtain the lowest cost. 
c Calculation of the costs of these expanded vectors. 
do 750 1=1, kv 
vI =vfr-gr(l) 
v2=vfi-gi(l) 
vr(l)=vl 
vi(I)=v2 
if (vI ge. 0) then 
xr(l, nn)=I. O 
ixr(i, nn)=l 
else 
xr(i, nn)==-I. O 
ixr(l, nn)=- I 
endif 
if (v2 ge. 0) then 
xi(i, nn)= 1 .0 
ixi(i, nn)=l 
else 
xI(I, nn)=- 1 .0 
ixi(i, nn)=- 
endif 
dr=v I -xr(i, tin) 
di=v2-xi(i, nn) 
vvr(l)=dr 
%, N, i(i)=di 
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et3(1)=cost(l)+dr*dr+di *di 
750 continue 
C Forming k*nexp vectors and calculation of the co,,, t,, of these expanded vector. 
if (idec) then 
jn=O 
else 
jn=(2*kv2+kv3) 
end if 
do 767 jj'j=1, kv I, I 
if (Idec) then 
A =JA 
else 
jj=ojj+kv2+kv3) 
end if 
do 765 i=1,4 
jn=jn+l 
do 760 J= I, nn 
ixtrOn, 
_I)=ixr(j'j, j) ixtiOn, j)=ixjOj, J) 
760 continue 
ixtron, nn)=Indsr(i) 
ixtion, nn)=indsi(i) 
ddr=vrOj)-real(ixtrOn, nn)) 
ddi=viOj)-real0xti(_jn, nn)) 
ctIOn)=costOj)+ddr*ddr+ddi*ddi 
765 continue 
767 continue 
if (idec) then 
jdl=jn 
else 
Jdl 
endif 
c jd I =jn 
do 800 11=1, kv2 
If Odec) then 
1=11+kvl 
else 
1=11 
endif 
do 773 jj= I, ') 
jd I =jd 1+1 
do 770 J= I, nn 
ixtrodl, _I)=ixr(i, 
j) 
ixtiOdl, J')=ixi(i, j) 
770 continue 
ct I Od 1)=ct3(i) 
773 continue 
isxr=ixtrod I, nn) 
isxi=ixtiod I, nn) 
Vs'-sil l"'(2. l, vvr(i)) 
ivsr=INT(%, sr) 
vsl=sl "11(2. I, vvl(l)) 
ivsi=INT(vsi) 
c print *, vsr, \, si 
IF(ABS(N, \, ](I))-ABS(\, \! r(l)))775,775,785 
775 . ixtr(idl, nn)=I%, sr+isxr 
c print *,, )d2, ixtrod2, nn) 
IF(ABS(Ixtrodl, nn))-2)781,779,779 
779 ixtr(jdl, nn)=isxi, 
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c print *, jd2, ixtrod2, nn) 
781 continue 
ixtiOdJ, nn)=ivsi+isxi 
IF(ABS(Ixtiodl, nn))-2)784,782,782 
782 ixtiOd l, nn)=isxi-ivsi 
784 continue 
goto 795 
785 ixtiod l, nn)=ivsi+isxi 
IF(ABS(Ixtiodl, nn))-2)795,787,787 
787 ixtrod l, nn)=isxr+ivsr 
ixtiOdl, nn)=jsxi 
IF(ABS(Ixtrod l, nn))-2)795,790,790 
790 ixtrOdl, nn)=Isxr-ivsr 
795 continue 
dr=vr(i) -REAL(] xtro d I, n n)) 
di=vi(i)-REAL(ixtIOdl, nn)) 
ctl Odl)=cost())+dr*dr+di*di 
cc mcl=mcl+l 
C jdl=jdl+2 
800 continue 
if (kv3. eq. 0) goto 810 
jd2=jdl 
do 8 10 J3= l, kv3 
jd2=jd2+1 
If (Idec) then 
j=kvl+kv2+j3 
else 
j=j3+kv2 
endif 
do 805 i=l, nn 
ixtrOd2, i)=ixrO, i) 
ixtIOd2,0=ixIO, I) 
805 continue 
ct 10 d2)=ct3 0) 
810 continue 
c Vector selection 
c Select the best vector from kvtot expanded vectors. 
cc=1000000. ODO 
do 820 1=1, kvtot 
if(CTI(I). It. cc) then 
Cc=Ct 1 (1) 
IC1=1 
endif 
820 continue 
ct2(1)=cc 
inn(l)=Ic I 
ct I (Ic 1)= I 0000000, ODO 
c Obtaining bit value of detected signal. 
kad=lxtr(Ic 1,1)+Ixti(Lc 1,1) 
if(kad-0)823,828,825 
823 idbbl=l 
idbb2= I 
go to 830 
825 idbb I =0 
idbb2=0 
go to 830 
828 if(ixtr(IcI, I). eq. I)then 
idbbl=l 
idbb2=0 
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idbbl=O 
idbb2=1 
end if 
830 continue 
c Differential decoding operation 
jen2=ipdbl*8+ipdb2*4+ldbbl*2+ldbb2+1 
isbI=itIp3Oen2, I) 
isb2=ItIp3(Jen2,2) 
ifficount. le. nwrm) go to 850 
if(lar(l)-Ixtr(Icl, l))835,833,835 
833 if(iai(l)-ixti(icl, l))835,840,835 
835 iersym=lersym+l 
840 if(idbI(I). ne. idbbI)ierI=ierI+I 
if(idb2(I). ne. jdbb2)jer2=ier2+1 
if(ib] (1). ne. isbI)iderI=iderI+I 
f(Ib2(I). neAsb2)ider2=ider2+1 
850 continue 
c Discarding the vectors which do not agree. 
do 860 1=1, kvtot 
iffixtr(l, I)-ixtr(Icl, l))857,855,857 
855 if(ixti(I, I )-ixti(Ic 1,1))857,860,857 
857 ctl(])=10000000. ODO 
860 continue 
c Selecting ((kv-1) lowest-cost vectors from (kv*nexp) vectors. 
do 870 1=1, (kv-1) 
cc=1000000. OdO 
do 865 J= 1, kvtot 
If(CtIO). 1t. cc) then 
cc=ct 10) 
lc2=: j 
endif 
865 continue 
ct2(1+1)=cc 
inn(I+ 1)=lc2 
ct I (lc2)= I 0000000. ODO 
870 continue 
c Converting temporary costs of selected vectors into permanent costs. 
do 875 i=I, kv 
cost(I)=ct2(i) 
875 continue 
c Transferring the final kv vectors and costs to their original store ready for the next detection 
c process. 
do 885 i=Lkv 
Q=inn(i) 
do 880J=I, nn 
ixr(ilj)=ixtr(ifn, j) 
ixi(i, j)=ixti(ifn, j) 
xr(i, j)=REAL(ixr(i, j)) 
xi(i, j)=REAL(ixi(i, j)) 
880 continue 
885 continue 
c Subtract costs to bring the smallest cost to zero. 
do 890 i=2, kv 
Cos t(I)=coSt(I)-CoSt( I 
890 continue 
cost(])=O. OdO 
I. pdbl=ldbbl 
ipdb2=ldbb2 
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RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ESTIMATOR(lcount) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
PARAMETER (kv=16, nslr=20, ntap=50, n=81, nn=32) 
DOUBLE PRECISION aa(nsir), fr(nsir), fi(nsir), cycr(nýir). c,, (,, i(nsir) z: c DOUBLE PRECISION eri(nsir), err(nsir) 
DOUBLE PRECISION uyestr(nsir), uyesti(nsir) 
LOGICAL iosrk, iest, ifgm, lpred 
COMMON/main I/rr(ntap), ri(ntap), ydi(ntap, nsir), ydr(ntap, nsir) 
COMMON/srk/uur(nslr*nsir), uu1(nslr*nsir), dd(nsir), bb(nsir) 
COMMON/estm/yestr(nsir), yesti(nsir), ycr(nsir), yci(nsir), b(nsir) 
COMMON/det/cost(kv), Ixr(kv, nn), Ixl(kv, nn), xr(k%,, nn), xi(k,,,, nn) 
COMMON/lesUlosrk, lest, lfgm, lpred 
COMM ON/parest/omega, qq, h qq, eata, theta, theta 1, theta2, a] fa, delta, bc 
c Forming the estimate of the received signal and calculating the error in the estimation. 
dumI=(I. O-theta)*(I. O-theta) 
dum2= 1.0- (theta* theta) 
rer=0.0 
rel=0.0 
do 1010 1=1, nsir 
kxl=nn+l-i 
rer=rer+xr(l, kx 1)*yestr(i)-xi( l, kx I )*yesti(i) 
rei=rei+xr( I kx I) *yesti(i)+xi(l, kx I )*yestr(i) 
1010 continue 
erear=rr(l)-rer 
ereai=ri(I )-rei 
if (iest) then 
do 1015 j=l, nsir 
yvar=(yestro)*yestro)+yestlo)*yestio))**0.5 
bbo)=yvar 
1015 continue 
do 1020j, =I, nsir 
bO)=bbO)**0-5 
if (bo). It. delta) then 
bO)=0.000001 
endif 
1020 continue 
endif 
if (Iosrk) then 
Updating channel using SRK algorithm. 
fr(l)=xr(l, nn) 
fi(I)=-xi(I, nn) 
ggr(I)=dd(I)*fr(I) 
g )"(I)=dd(I)*fi(I) 
zzr=,,,, r " (')*fr(l)+gg, 
(I)*fi(l) 
zzi=ggi(I)*fr(I)-ggr(I)*fi(I) 
aa(l)=eata+zzr 
nnn=O 
do 1030 J=2, nsir 
IX=nn+ I -J 
fro)=xr(l, lx) 
fio)=-X I( IJ X) 
do 1025 i=1,0-1) 
nnn=nnn+l 
fro)=fro)+(uur(nnn)*xr(l, nn+l-')+uul(nnn)*xl(l, nn+1-1)) 
flo)=fl(i)+(uul(nnn)*xr(l, nn+l-i)-uur(nnn)*xi(l, nn+l-i)) 
15 
1025 continue 
ggrO)=ddO)*frO) 
ggiO)=dd(j)*fiO) 
aao)=aao- 1)+(ggrO)*frO)+gg1O)*fi(j)) 
1030 continue 
ht=0.0 
Pkv=1.0/(aa(l)+ht) 
dd(1)=dd(1)*hqq*(eata+ht)*Pkv 
nnn=O 
do 1040J=2, nsir 
beta=aao- 1)+ht 
p1arndar=frO)*Pkv 
p1arndai=fiO)*Pkv 
Pkv=1.0/(aao)+ht) 
ddo)=ddo)*hqq *beta*Pkv 
do 1035 t=1, (j-1) 
nnn=nnn+l 
betalr=uur(nnn) 
betall=uui(nnn) 
uur(nnn)=betalr-(ggr(l)*plamdar+ggl(l)*plamdal) 
uui(nnn)=betali-(ggr(i)*plamdai-ggi(i)*plamdar) 
ggr(0=ggr(0+(ggrO) *beta I r+ggio) *beta I i) 
ggl(l)=ggi(i)+ (ggi 0) *beta I r-ggro)*betal ) 
1035 continue 
1040 continue 
beta lr=erear/aa(nsir) 
betal 1=ereai/aa(nsir) 
if (iosrk. and. ifgm) then 
c SRK: D-0 
do 1045j=l, nsir 
yestrO)=yestrO)+(ggrO) *beta I r-, (-, -i(, ))*beta 11) 
yesti 0)=yestiO)+(ggiO) *beta I r+ggro) *beta 11) 
1045 continue 
go to 1077 
endif 
endif 
c For adaptive channel estimater (sys6). 
if Oest) then 
do 1048J=I, nsir 
IX6=nn+I-J 
uyestr(J)=yestro)+Bc*B(J)*(erear*xR(I, IX6)+ereai*xl(l, IX6)) 
uyesti(J)=yestlo)+Bc*B(J)*(ereai*xR(I, IX6)-erear*xl(I, IX6)) 
1048 continue 
c For adaptive SRK algorithm. 
elseif(iosrk) then 
do 1050 J= 1, nsir 
uyestrO)=yestrO)+(ggrO) *beta I r-ggio) *beta 11) 
uyesti 0)=yes ti 0)+(ggi 0) *beta I r+ggro) *beta 10 
1050 continue 
c For FLMS algorithm. 
elseiftif, arn) then 
do 1052j=Lnsir 
IX6=nn+ I -J 
uy estr(J)=yestrO)+B c* (erear* xR( 1, IX6) +ere ai x1( LIM)) 
uyesti(J)=yestlo)+Bc*(ereai*xR(I, IX6)-erear*xl( LIM)) 
1052) continue 
endif 
c Error in updating the SIR. 
do 1060 i= Lnsir 
err(O=uyestr(l)-yestr(i) 
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en (i)=uyesti (i)-yesti (i) 
1060 continue 
c Prediction process begins "degree- I for gradient estimator" 
if (ipred) then 
do 1070 1=1, nsir 
ycr(i)=ycr(i)+(dum I *err(w 
yci(0=yci(i)+(dum I *eri(i)) 
yestr(i)=yestr(O+y cr(')+(dum 2 *err (0) 
yestl(l)=yesti(i)+yci(i)+(dum2*eri 6)) 
1070 continue 
c Prediction process begins "degree- I for SRK estimator". 
elseif (iosrk) then 
do 1073 1=1, nsir 
ycr(i)=ycr(j) +(theta I *err(])) 
yci(0=yci(0+(thetaI *eri(i)) 
yestr(l)==yestr(i)+ycr(')+(theta2*err(i)) 
yesti(i)----zyesti(l)+ycl(l)+(theta2*eri(i)) 
1073 continue 
else 
c Prediction using L. M. S. 'Gradient algoritbm' with degree-0. 
do 1075 i=I, nsir 
yestr(i)=yestr(i)+crr(i) 
yesti(0=yesti(i)+eri0) 
1075 continue 
endif 
1077 continue 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FRESULTO 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
c PARAMETER (kv-z:: 16, nslr=20, ntap=50, n=8l, nn=32, ninrt=9) 
COMMON/result/iersym, lerl, ler2, iderl, ider2, lpdb I, Ipdb2 
COMMON/ree/rrr, www, xx, stdvn 
COMMON/parni/nsam, icount, itrain,, Iwrm, irpts, n 1, nn Liq, NCH 
COMM ON/paradf/ntapp 1, n si rp 1, nsirp2, ndi vg, c, d, ad, al thd 
COMMON/parest/omega, qq, hqq, eata, theta, theta 1, thetaZalfa, delta, be 
COMMON/rslest/snr, nwrm, count, tprer, yeror 
COMMON/fun it/l lout, 1 ndat 
c Confirmation of SNR value and calculation of the error rates. 
snrc=10.0*logIO(rrr/www) 
tsnr-- 10.0* log 10( 1.0/(stdvn*stdvn)) 
ersym=lersynV(count-nwrm-jwrm) 
erbit=(ierl+ier2)/(2.0*(count-nwrm-jwrm)) 
erdbit=(iderl+lder2)/(2.0*(count-nwrm-jwrm)) 
if (tprer. ne. O)then 
avprer=10.0*log]O(tprer/(count-nwrm)) Zn 
else 
avprer=0.0 
endif 
c Printing useful results. 
write(I ]out, 120O)bc, alfa, delta, theta 
1200 format(' bc=', f8.4/'alfa=', f8-4", f 10.6/'theta=J8.4/) 
write(] I out, 1205 )eata, ornega. theta I, theta2 
1205 forniat('eata=', f8.4/'W=', t8.4/'01=', f 10-6/'02=', f 10.0) 
write(Hout, 12 1 O)tsnr, snrc 
1210 format('theoretical sm- rat i o=', f9.3, 'db', ', snrc=', f9.3/) 
write(Hout, I 215)avprer 
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1215 format(' average error in one step predictjon=', f2O. Tdb') 
write(Ilout, I 220)tprer 
1220 format('error in one step prediction=', f2O. 4/) 
write(Ilout, 1225)ersym 
1225 format(' symbol error rate =', e20.10) 
write(Ilout, 1230)erbit 
1230 for mat(' bit error rate ='40.10) 
write0lout, I 235)erdbit 
1235 format(' differential bit error rate =', e20.10) 
write(I 7,1240)theta, avprer, tprer, snrc, erbit 
1240 format(f8.4,2x, el8.10,2x, fl8.4, lx, f8.3, lx, el8.10) 
RETURN 
END 
c Subroutine for adaptive filter and root finding algorithm. 
SUBROUTINE ADFILT(icount) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 
PARAMETER (nsir=20, ntap=50, ninr-t=9) 
DOUBLE PRECISION fer(nsir+1), fei(nsir+1) 
DOUBLE PRECISION afr(nslr+l), afi(nslr+l) 
DOUBLE PRECISION flrea1(ns1r), flimg(nsir, ) 
DOUBLE PRECISION azr(ntap+1), a/Antap+1) 
C DOUBLE PRECISION fprea1(ns1r), fp1mg(nsir) 
COMMON/mpadf/yr(nsir), yi(nsir), ympr(nsir), ympi(n..,,, ii-) 
COMMON/adf/yfr(ntap+l), yfi(ntap+l), spfr(ninrt), spfi(ninrt) 
COMMON/adfsplr/splr(nsir), spli(nsir) 
COMMON/fpr/jfroot 
COMMON/paradf/ntappl, nsirpl, nsirp2, nfitr, t'C, fd, fad, faitha 
nstrpf= I 
nroot=O 
ispfr=lnt(spfr(n i nrt) * 100.0) 
ispfi=lnt(spfi(ninrt)* 100.0) 
if(icount eq. 1) then 
do 320 i=l, ninrt 
sp1r(i)=spfr(i) 
spli(i)=sPfi(l) 
320 continue 
do 325 i=ninrt+], nsir 
spIr(0=0-0 
spli(i)=0-0 
325 continue 
endif 
do 330 1= 1, nsir 
ympr(1)=yr(0 
YMPI(i)=Y10) 
flreal(0=0.0 
flin-ig(l)=0.0 
330 continue 
350 continue 
c One tap feedback filter. 
fcon I r=sp1r(nstrpf) 
fcon I 1=spli(nstrpf) 
do 390 1=1, nfitr 
do 360j=], nsirp] 
fero)=0-0 
felo)=0-0 
360 continue 
fcon2r=0.0 
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fcon2l=0.0 
do 370J=I, nsir 
jI =nsir+ I -j 
fxr=ympro I)-(fcon lr*fcon2r-fcon I iffcon2i) 
fx1=yrnpio I)-(fcon 1r*fcon21+fcon I i*fcon2r) 
fcon2r=fxr 
fcon21=fxi 
fero I )=fxr 
feio I )=fx j 
c PRINT *jer=', fer(J1), 'fei=', fei(J I) 
370 continue 
c Estimate value of epsilon. 
fcon3r=-fconlr 
fcon31=-fcon Ii 
fepsr=fer(nsir) 
fepsl=fei(nsir) 
c PRINT *, 'FEPSR=', FEPSR, 'FEPSI=', FEPSI 
do 375 j=l, nsirp2 
j2=nsir-j 
pfcon3r=fepsr*fcon3r-fepsl*fcon3i 
pfcon31=fepsr*fcon3i+fepsi*fcon3r 
fepsr=pfcon3r+fero2) 
fepsi=pfcon3i+fei0'-1) 
375 continue 
c Obtain conditions for convergence. 
fepsam=fepsr*fepsr+fepsj*fepsi 
c PRINT *, FEPSAM 
fdelr=(fer(l)*fepsr+fei(l)*fepsj)/fepsam 
fdeli=(fei(l)*fepsr-fer(l)*fepsl)/fepsam 
fdelam=fdelr*fdelr+fdell*fdeli 
C As long as convergence is not achieved or algorithm has not diverged, repeat the iteration. 
if (fdelarn. 1t. fd)then 
go to 405 
else 
fdelr=fc*fdelr 
fdell=fc*fdeli 
fcon I r=fcon I r+fdelr 
fcon I i=fcon I l+fdeli 
fd II =sqrt(fcon I r*fcon I r+fcon I 1*fcon 11) 
if (fdll. gt. faltha) then 
go to 400 
endif 
endif 
390 continue 
400 continue 
C find new starting point after divergence. 
if(icount eq. I)then 
if(nstrpf. 1t. ninrt)then 
nstrpf=nstrpf+ I 
oo to 350 
else 
go to 450 
endif 
else 
ispir=int(splr(nstrpf)* 100-0) 
ispli=int(spfi(nstrpfl* 100-0) 
if(ispir. eq. i spfr. and. isp Ii eq. i spfi)then 
oo to 450 
else 
nstrpf=nstrpf+ I 
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go to 350 
endif 
endif 
405 continue 
c Alter channel with obtained root by passing through two tap feed-forward filter. 
nroot=nroot+ 1 
flreal(nroot)=fcon Ir 
flimg(nroot)=fconli 
afr(l)=fer(l) 
afi(l)=fei(l) 
do 4 10 J=2, nsirp I 
j3=j-1 
afrO)=ferO)+ferO 3) *fcon I r+feio 3) *fcon Ii 
afi 0)=fei 0)+fei 0 3) *fcon I r-fero 3) *fcon Ii 
ympr03)=afrO) 
ymp103)=afiO) 
410 continue 
c find new starting point after convergence. 
i f(icount. eq. I)then 
if(nstrpf. 1t. ninrt)then 
nstrpf=nstrpf+l 
go to 350 
else 
go to 450 
endif 
else 
if(nstrpf. lej froot)then 
nstrpf=nstrpf+l 
go to 350 
else 
c go to 350 
go to 450 
endif 
endif 
450 continue 
c Setting up starting points for next time instant when all roots have been found. 
ntot I =nroot+ninrt+ I 
jfroot=nroot 
do 470 j=1, nroot 
spIro)=fIrealo) 
SPIIO)=fliMO, O) 
470 continue 
do 480 J= I, ninrt 
spIr(nroot+j)=spfrO) 
spIi(nroot+j)=spfiO) 
480 continue 
if (ntotl. le. nsir) then 
do 490 J=ntot I, nsir 
splro)=O. O 
SPlIO)=O. O 
490 continue 
else 
g go to 500 
endif 
500 continue 
cc do 5 10 J= l, nroot 
c fetar--flrealo) 
C fetaj=fljmg(j) I 
C rt=fetar*fetar+fetai*fetai 
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